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Preface to the Russian Edition

For the last twenty years plasma phenomena have been used for the interpretation of astro- 
physical effects (Ginzburg, 1946; Shklovskii, 1946; Schliiter and Biermann, 1950; Alfven, 
1950; Spitzer, 1956; Piddington, 1954; Ginzburg and Zheleznyakov, 1959; and so on). 
However, the necessary prerequisites for a sufficiently reliable use of the results of theoretical 
and experimental studies of plasma physics have appeared only in the very last years. 
This is connected with the relative complexity and diversity of plasma phenomena. Only 
when plasma physics had reached a certain level could it be applied to astrophysics.

Only starting from 1961 or 1962 can one find serious experimental and theoretical 
studies of the physics of plasma phenomena (Vedenov, Velikhov and Sagdeev, 1961, 
1962; Kadomtsev, 1965; Drummond and Pines, 1962; and so on). One can find reviews of 
the development of experimental studies in the proceedings of various conferences (see 
the list given in the references). The subsequent years have seen a period of vigorous 
experimental and theoretical studies stimulat ing whole series of possible practical appli
cations, such as thermonuclear fusion or new ways of accelerating particles. This research 
has led to the creation of the physics of collective plasma processes in its present form. Qualit
ative and quantative agreement of the theoretical results with the results of many labor
atory studies is the basis for the analysis of plasma phenomena in astrophysics using solidly 
established facts rather than weakly based hypotheses.

It has been possible to change gradually in plasma physics from an analysis of separate 
phenomena to the solution of self-consistent problems in which diverse appearances of 
collective plasma processes can be expressed in terms of a few basic parameters. On the one 
hand, plasma turbulence spectra were studied (Kadomtsev and Petviashvili, 1963; PikePner 
and Tsytovich, 1969a; Sharp and Hamberger, 1970) while, on the other hand, several people 
studied particle acceleration processes which are important in astrophysics (Tsytovich, 
1966a; Kadomtsev and Tsytovich, 1970;Tverskoi, 1968; Wentzel, 1971) and others studied 
particle radiation (Gallitis and Tsytovich, 1964a; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1969a; Tsytovich 
and Chikhachev, 1969, 1971).

As a result it became possible by combining the solution of self-consistent problems and 
the results of astrophysical observations to arrive at fairly reliable conclusions about the 
nature of the plasma processes in the various astrophysical objects. Of course, when the 
theory and the accumulation of observational data progress such conclusions will be made 
more precise. The interest in astrophysics is increasing quickly even amongst experimentalists 
who are involved in laboratory studies of plasmas, and even more amongst theorists for 
whom astrophysics is a vast field in which to apply theoretical ideas.
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Preface

The natural interest of astrophysicists in these problems has been hampered by the absence 
of a book or detailed reviews which presented the modern theory of the very complex plasma 
phenomena at the right level and in a form which is convenient for a direct application to 
astrophysics. Thus the appearance of the present book may be thought justified. It is based 
mainly upon original investigations by the authors and therefore does not pretend to give 
a complete presentation of plasma phenomena in astrophysics although the authors have 
endeavoured to cover the most important aspects of the field.

One of the authors (V. N. Tsytovich) is a physicist who has, in particular, studied non
linear processes in plasmas and plasma turbulence since 1962, working on a number of 
different aspects of applying the theory to the interpretation of astrophysical phenomena. 
The other author (S. A. Kaplan) is an astrophysicist who has, in particular, been occupied 
with applying to theoretical astrophysics new methods in physics. Since 1966 the authors 
have collaborated in solving a number of astrophysical problems in which collective plasma 
processes—such as the emission by relativistic electrons and ions, the theory of scattering 
of electromagnetic radiation in a turbulent plasma, or plasma emission mechanisms of 
pulsars—play a basic role.

The authors considered the task of writing a book in which fairly complicated topics 
would be presented, if possible, in an intelligible form without sacrificing the exactness and 
generality of a qualitative description of the physics of the various phenomena and their 
mathematical formulation. The book is not intended solely for astrophysicists. The problems 
of the theory of the interaction of fast particles with a plasma, their radiation, and the 
behaviour of a plasma in a very strong magnetic field are of interest also for the study of 
laboratory plasmas.

The first chapter of the book gives at a relatively elementary, but physically rigorous, 
level the general ideas of the nature of collective plasma processes and of plasma turbulence, 
using the method of elementary excitations, developed by one of the authors and expounded 
in more detail in other monographs (Tsytovich, 1970, 1971a, 1972b). This chapter serves 
essentially as an introduction to the other three chapters which contain the main contents 
of the book and are devoted to the actual analysis of plasma processes on the Sun (Chapter 2), 
in objects such as galactic nuclei and quasars (Chapter 3) and in pulsars (Chapter 4). The 
authors have attempted to write the general theoretical part of these chapters independent 
of the actual estimates, bearing in mind possible future applications of the theory and 
probable new astrophysical discoveries. The same purpose is also served by the detailed 
tables of the probabilities of various processes in the Appendix—where we also indicate 
methods to apply them—where we have given in a convenient form also the probabilities 
which were not directly used in the book.

In writing Chapters 2 to 4 the authors felt the need to give a large number of calculations 
and these chapters contain not only the original analysis of possible interpretations of the 
observational data but also new theoretical results. Of course, the interpretation of the 
observational data reflects the point of view of the authors, although other possibilities are 
also discussed. However, such discussions are probably incomplete and the authors therefore 
apologize to those research workers whose results for one reason or other—and the restric
tions on the size of the book are not the least amongst those—could not be reflected. The 
whole book was written by the two authors together. A number of new theoretical calcula-
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Preface

tiions, which were particularly important for the writing of Chapters 3 and 4 and also of the 
tables, are due to Tsytovich, who also composed the tables of the Appendix. The subject 
matter of the book has been discussed many times by the authors with their colleagues at the 
Lebedev Physical Institute, the Gor’kil Radio-Physical Research Institute, the Shternberg 
Astronomical Institute, the Dubna Institute for Nuclear Studies, the Institute of Cosmic 
Studies, and the Department of Astrophysics at Leningrad University. To all of them the 
authors express their deep gratitude. One of the authors (V. N. Tsytovich) had the oppor
tunity to take part in seminars on a number of problems in plasma astrophysics during the 
time he spent in 1970 at Oxford (and also at Cambridge and Jodrell Bank) and he is very 
grateful to the participants of these discussions, especially to Professor ter Haar. These 
discussions have been taken into account in the writing of the book. In particular, the 
development of the idea of radiative compression as a mechanism for the formation of the 
pulsed pulsar emission (Tsytovich, Buckee and ter Haar, 1970 a, b) enabled the authors of 
the present book to work out a more detailed presentation of the properties of an ultra- 
relativistic plasma in a very strong magnetic field and of the mechanisms of its emission 
which is the basis of the presentation in Chapter 4.

The topics of the present book are based upon lectures given by V. N. Tsytovich at the 
Moscow State University (in 1968 to 1971) and in the Institute of Cosmic Studies (in 1971) 
and by S. A. Kaplan at the Gor’kil State University (in 1968 to 1971).

The authors express their deep gratitude to S. B. Pikel’ner for his careful reading of the 
book and many useful hints which have been taken into account in the final version of the 
book, to V. L. Ginzburg, B. B. Kadomtsev, L. M. Ozernol, E. V. Suvorov and V. Yu. 
Trakhtengerts for reading the manuscript and making a number of important and useful 
remarks, and also to N. S. Petrukhin, S. I. Kozlova, K. B. Murashkina and M. L. Fedotkina 
for their help in preparing the manuscript.

The editor V. I. Rydnik has done much to improve the book and the authors express also 
to him their deep gratitude.

S. A. K aplan 
V. N. T sytovich



Preface to the English Edition

The English edition of this book will appear less than a year and a half after the publication 
of the Russian edition. The development of observational astrophysics proceeds so fast 
that even now we could have added appreciably to those sections of the book which gave 
a brief summary of the observational data. We felt, nevertheless, that in accordance with 
the aim of our book the main additions should refer to the general physical and plasma 
processes in the universe. The most important ones refer mainly to Chapter 4, dealing with 
pulsars, where we have given a more detailed treatment of the properties of an ultra-rela
tivistic plasma and its instabilities, of the processes connected with the anomalous electrical 
conductivity of the circum-pulsar plasma, of the pulsar wind, and of the mechanism to 
transfer the rotational energy of the pulsar to the energy in the plasma and in the electrical 
field.

We should like to express our great gratitude to Professor D. ter Haar, who took upon 
himself the troublesome task vo translate and edit the English edition, for many important 
suggestions and advices which greatly assisted us in improving the book.

S. A. K aplan  
V. N. T sytovich



Introduction

General discussion of the role of plasma processes under cosmic conditions

It is well known that the Universe is a plasma. Only a very insignificant part of the matter 
in the Universe is in the solid state and a completely negligible part is in the liquid state. 
Of course, not every gas is a plasma, but under cosmic conditions even the regions of neutral 
hydrogen or the atmospheres of cold stars, in which the number of ionized atoms is less 
than a thousandth of the number of neutral atoms, show plasma properties.

Astrophysicists studied plasmas even when the concept of a plasma had not yet been 
invented. (Langmuir introduced the term “plasma” in 1929 when describing the properties 
of matter in gas-discharge tubes.) Indeed, one of the most important stages in the develop
ment of astrophysics was when Milne in 1921 developed a theory of stellar atmospheres 
based upon an analysis of the temperature-dependence of the degree of ionization of a gas 
(Saha equation) which made it possible to elucidate the main features of stellar spectra. 
The existence of different regions in the interstellar medium of non-ionized (H I) and ionized 
(H II) hydrogen, discovered by Stromgren in 1939, had very important consequences for 
the whole of physics of the interstellar gas and for the theory of stellar evolution. These are 
only two examples from many.

However, when considering the matter in the Universe to be a plasma, astrophysicists 
considered only one aspect of its physics until recently. Let us explain this point.

The main problem of astrophysics is the analysis of the spectra of celestial objects in the 
widest sense of the word. Indeed, if we exclude the interplanetary medium which nowadays 
is intensively studied experimentally by means of cosmic probes, and also the planets 
which in the near future (already realized for the Moon, Venus and Mars) will also be studied 
through direct measurements on their surfaces, all other astrophysical objects (stars, 
nebulae, galaxies, quasars, pulsars and so on) can only be studied through the analysis and 
interpretation of their radiative spectra, including the optical and radio-bands, and X-ray, 
ultraviolet and infrared radiations. Some (albeit relatively meagre) information is also 
obtained from corpuscular radiation (cosmic rays and neutrinos).

The main task in astrophysics is thus the interpretation of spectra. To do this we must, 
however, firstly know the theoretical radiation mechanisms, and secondly be able to deter
mine the state in which the systems which emit the electromagnetic waves find themselves. 
For a long time, especially when there was only optical astronomy, only the emission of 
light by atoms was considered in astrophysics. The term “astrophysics on the basis of 
atomic theory” then appeared. The connection between astrophysics and atomic physics 
was mutually beneficial: not only did astrophysics make a wide use of the results of the
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Introduction

theory and experiments in atomic physics, but it provided itself many data which helped in 
the understanding of atomic processes (for instance, in the field of the study of metastable 
states and forbidden transitions). The role of plasma physics was then very small: it was 
used only for estimating the degree of ionization of the atoms and for determining the free 
electron concentration.

At the end of the forties and the beginning of the fifties radio-astronomy started to develop 
vigorously. Atomic physics does not contribute much to the interpretation of radio-spectra: 
one uses it for the analysis of the observed radio-lines (of hydrogen, hydroxyl, water, for
maldehyde, and so on). First of all, we have bremsstrahlung mechanisms: during the accel
eration and deceleration of electrons passing near ions radiation is produced which in astro
physics is often called the radiation emitted in free-free transitions, and also magneto- 
bremsstrahlung is produced (which is called cyclotron radiation in the case of non-rela- 
tivistic electrons, and synchrotron radiation in the case of relativistic electrons). The role 
of plasma physics is here already greater: the state of the plasma determines the conditions 
for the generation of the radiation through those mechanisms and the conditions for the 
propagation of the radio-waves.

However, radio-astronomy cannot be satisfied by bremsstrahlung mechanisms only. 
A study of the sporadic radio-emission from the Sun and particularly the discovery in the 
sixties of powerful radio-sources (radio-galaxies, quasars, pulsars) demanded from physics 
the “invention” of effective radiation mechanisms which are able to convert speedily differ
ent forms of energy into electromagnetic waves. Moreover, it became clear that the accel
eration of relativistic particles under cosmic conditions is not a rare phenomenon, but a 
regularly occurring and often encountered process. Here already one requires far more from 
plasma physics. We must include in the analysis of the spectra of celestial bodies the most 
profound plasma properties.

The essential difference between a plasma and a normal gas lies not only in the fact that 
it consists of ions and electrons and not of neutral atoms alone. It is important to note that due 
to the long range of the Coulomb forces and the mobility of the light electrons a basic role 
is played in the plasma by collective processes, that is, oscillations and waves. While in an 
ordinary gas we can consider merely sound waves which are practically unconnected with 
electromagnetic radiation, or the very low-frequency Alfven waves, there are in a plasma 
several types of waves with a variety of spectra which are in one way or another connected 
with electromagnetic fields and thus also with electromagnetic radiation. Especially impor
tant is the case of the so-called collisionless plasma in which the electron mean free path is 
much longer than the characteristic dimensions of the collective phenomena. Just in such 
circumstances do the vibrational and wave properties of the plasma appear fully. If we 
bear in mind that the spectra of many cosmic objects (especially in the radio-band) are 
formed in a collisionless plasma, it becomes clear that plasma phenomena must play a large 
role in the interpretation of these spectra.

We can thus speak of the appearance of “astrophysics on the basis of plasma theory”. 
We must here expect, of course, that the connection between astrophysics and plasma phy
sics will be to their mutual advantage: astrophysics will not only use the data obtained by 
experimenters and theorists working with a “terrestrial” piasma but itself must find new 
results which are generally of interest for plasma physics. Even further, while atomic
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physics has got from astrophysics little in comparison with what it has given to astrophysics, 
plasma physics has received from astrophysics much more than it has given. Astrophysics 
has posed plasma physics new problems, and found for it concrete applications for 
problems in plasma physics which earlier had been considered to be abstractly theoretical. 
It seems to us that the great value of astrophysics for plasma physics merits the introduc
tion of the term “plasma astrophysics” as a section of physics and astrophysics which solves 
its own specific class of problems.

In how far is plasma astrophysics different from laboratory plasma physics?

In laboratory plasma physics studies one is usually concerned with systems of small 
dimensions. The plasma in laboratory arrangements is therefore almost always transparent 
for electromagnetic radiation of sufficiently high frequencies. In other words, the laboratory 
plasma is optically thin for such frequencies. Of course, it generates intensive electromag
netic waves (for instance, near the plasma frequency) but even those can not be absorbed in 
the plasma itself.

In plasma astrophysics the position is the reverse. The dimensions of the plasma systems 
are huge, and their optical thickness can be large. This means that an appreciable part of the 
energy contained in the plasma can change into electromagnetic radiation of relatively high 
frequencies. In a cosmic plasma high-frequency electromagnetic waves can excite an intensive 
plasma turbulence or, on the contrary, lead to a stronger dissipation of the turbulence. 
The first difference between plasma astrophysics and laboratory plasma physics lies thus in 
the appreciably stronger interaction with the radiation.

Waves in a plasma can accelerate charged particles, transferring to them their own energy. 
These processes are often observed under laboratory conditions, but it is difficult then to 
obtain particles with high energies, again because of the limited size of the apparatus. 
For instance, if the Larmor radius of the particles is larger than the size of the apparatus, 
the particles leave the acceleration regime and hit the walls and are in general wasted. 
The dimensions of cosmic plasma systems are so large that even with a relatively low 
initial energy the charged particles can be accelerated to ultra-relativistic energies. Plasma 
astrophysics differs thus from laboratory plasma physics also in the appreciably larger role 
played by fast and relativistic particles (cosmic rays) the acceleration of which in the cosmic 
plasma is a necessary consequence of the collective processes occurring in this plasma. 
Cosmic rays often play an important role in many of the phenomena discussed here.

And, finally, there is a third difference. In all laboratory studies of a plasma a large role 
is played by its inhomogeneity and confinement (by walls or magnetic fields). This inhomo
geneity leads to the appearance of new types of waves (such as drift waves) and new forms 
of instabilities which hamper so much the solution of the basic problem of plasma physics 
—the construction of thermonuclear devices. On the other hand, the cosmic plasma can be 
considered to be practically homogeneous: the characteristic lengths over which its para
meters change are many orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic lengths of the 
collective processes. There are also no abrupt boundaries to the cosmic plasma. Theoretical 
models of a homogeneous plasma correspond thus much better to a cosmic than to a 
laboratory plasma.
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Introduction

The three particular aspects of plasma astrophysics mentioned here make it so specifically 
different both from general plasma physics and also from astrophysics that, in our opinion, 
the introduction of the term “plasma astrophysics” is justified.

Plasma turbulence astrophysics

It is difficult to define the whole class of problems which are studied or will be studied by 
plasma astrophysics. For instance, the many problems connected with the study of the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in the cosmic plasma could also be included in plasma 
astrophysics. One could also include the study of stable and unstable configurations of 
cosmic objects and even the analysis of the degree of ionization under different circumstances. 
These problems are far from having been solved with the same degree of completeness and 
there is no sense in trying to discuss them in the framework of a single book.

We shall restrict ourselves to one problem of plasma astrophysics which seems to us to 
be of most interest and importance since just in this problem the deepest plasma properties 
appear to the greatest extent. We are talking here about plasma turbulence astrophysics.

A plasma is a system with a very large number of degrees of freedom. In particular, this 
leads to the existence of a large number of different kinds of plasma waves with different 
frequencies and wavenumbers. It is well known that in any system the energy always 
tends to a more or less uniform distribution over all possible degrees of freedom. This means 
that if the plasma has got a substantial amount of energy in the form of the excitation of 
intensive waves of one mode in a narrow frequency range, the interaction between the waves 
will inevitably lead to a redistribution of the energy over all possible modes and frequencies. 
The role played by the interactions between the waves is here equivalent to the role played 
by collisions in a gas.

The state of a plasma in which waves of one or of several modes are excited in a wide 
range of frequencies and of wavenumbers is called plasma turbulence. The state of excitation 
is maintained by a source for the turbulence energy.

The cosmic plasma can be both in a quiescent and in a turbulent state. The latter occurs 
when the plasma is under the influence of a strong external non-stationary action. As exam
ples we mention a powerful radiation flow or its sudden flare-up, fast particle currents, gas 
explosions, or shock waves. Such processes often happen in the Universe.

We shall not be interested in a quiescent plasma. Such a plasma emits like an ordinary 
hot gas, that is, there are no powerful sources of radiation. Particle acceleration cannot 
occur in it either.

We shall also not be interested in all turbulent plasmas. One can divide the turbulence in 
a plasma into two kinds which are to some extent independent of one another: the high- 
frequency, peculiarly plasma turbulence, and the low-frequency, the so-called hydrodynamic 
(or magnetohydrodynamic) turbulence. The last kind of turbulence consists for incompress
ible, subsonic flow of vortex motion, and for supersonic flow in a distribution of waves (in 
particular, shock waves) with frequencies much less than the average collision frequency. 
The dimensions of these motions (wavelengths) may be comparable to the dimensions of the 
whole system. As a rule, therefore, hydrodynamic turbulence determines in cosmic conditions 
the structure, form, energy content, and motion of an astrophysical object.
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The peculiarly plasma turbulence consists of an excitation in the plasma of a number of 
plasma waves of different types at frequencies much higher than the collision frequency. 
The wavelengths of these waves are many orders of magnitude less than the character
istic dimensions of the astrophysical objects. The energy density of these waves can either 
be much less than the density of the thermal and kinetic energy of the plasma, or of the 
same order of magnitude as that energy. The peculiarly plasma turbulence therefore turns out 
to affect the structure and motion of celestial bodies much less than hydrodynamic turbu
lence. In this case something else is important.

Small-scale plasma turbulence determines the most powerful electromagnetic radiation of 
the plasma and the acceleration by the plasma of particles to ultra-relativistic energies. 
That is its main property. An indirect effect of the peculiarly plasma turbulence on the 
dynamics of celestial bodies and also on hydrodynamic turbulence is connected with the 
fact that the energy of the accelerated particles turns out to be comparable with other 
forms of energy, and is also connected with the change in plasma properties when the 
plasma is in a turbulent state (one has anomalous resistivity, anomalous viscosity and 
thermal conductivity, and turbulent heating). We shall be concerned with the astrophysics 
of the peculiarly plasma turbulence which deals with radiation mechanisms which are 
specific for a plasma, with the interaction between high frequency electromagnetic and 
plasma waves, with the acceleration of particles by waves in the plasma, and with anom
alous dissipation effects.

As a rule, the connection between hydrodynamic and plasma turbulence is a weak one: 
the corresponding scales of the motions are too different. However, such a connection may 
also be very important in many cases. Hydrodynamic turbulence with steep fronts (shock- 
waves) can generate high-frequency plasma turbulence very effectively. The low-frequency 
acoustic waves may interact with plasma waves. Although we shall not consider hydrody
namic turbulence, we shall take such interactions into account.

The main aim of the present book is an exposition of the problem of the generation of 
radiation and the problem of particle acceleration in a turbulent plasma. This is what we 
shall call plasma turbulence astrophysics. Of course, to do this we must also know the 
physics of plasma turbulence and give an analysis of the excitation and damping of plasma 
waves and consider the transfer of energy between different kinds of waves.

It is probable that it is not yet possible to state at this moment how large, indeed, is the 
role played by plasma turbulence in the general picture of all processes occurring in the 
Universe. It is not excluded that it plays an important role in many old problems. We shall 
give here only some general considerations about this point.

When interpreting radiative spectra of powerful sources one usually starts, as we men
tioned, with the synchrotron hypothesis: one assumes that the radiation occurs because rela
tivistic electrons move in magnetic fields. The concentration and energy spectrum of the 
electrons, and the intensity and direction of the magnetic field, are then chosen in such a 
way that the whole picture is internally consistent and that the intensity of the radiation 
corresponds with observations.

Such an analysis, however, cannot be considered to give a theoretical explanation of the 
phenomenon. The source of the relativistic electrons and the particular choice of their 
spectrum and concentration, which are needed for the explanation of the observed intensity
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of the radiation, remain problems, among many others, which are not answered. The magni
tude and structure of the magnetic field are also assumed and not explained. The example 
of the pulsars shows that the problem of the source of the fast electrons is a non-trivial one, 
as there these particles lose energy in a fraction of a second and therefore in that case power
ful acceleration mechanisms must be in action.

Of course, we do not dispute the value of the synchrotron radiation mechanism under 
cosmic conditions. We wish only to show how astrophysicists have usually set out on their 
analysis of the observational data and how here even in the simplest cases there remain 
many unsolved problems.

We shall start in the present book from the hypothesis that plasma turbulence will play 
a large role and will in many cases determine the energy spectrum of the relativistic particles, 
their concentration, and the powerful radio-emission. We shall see that in the framework 
of this single hypothesis one can find an explanation of many astrophysical phenomena. 
The fact that with its aid one can explain both the acceleration of the particles and their 
radiation is, in our view, an important advantage for it, at least from a heuristic point of 
view.

In a number of cases plasma emission mechanisms can compete very successfully with 
synchrotron mechanisms. But even when they are relegated to a second place, the plasma 
acceleration of particles guarantees a sufficient supply of relativistic electrons for the syn
chrotron mechanism so that here also the plasma turbulence hypothesis is a step forward.

Apparently plasma turbulence is also important for the analysis of the origin of cosmic 
rays. Up to now this problem has been solved, as we mentioned, from the point of view of 
the energy balance. It has, for instance, been established that in supernova explosions 
sufficient energy is released for the acceleration of as many particles as are necessary to 
explain the concentration of relativistic electrons in our Galaxy. However, essentially there 
has been no analysis of the physical mechanisms which would guarantee the acceleration 
of these particles. The plasma turbulence hypothesis enables us to give such an analysis 
and, in particular, to explain which concrete conditions (plasma density, radiation level, 
intensity of the turbulent pulsations, and so on) are necessary in order that this acceleration 
indeed can take place and in order that one can obtain an almost universal power spectrum 
for cosmic rays with an index y =  2*5 to 2*7 (see Chapter 3).

We wish to note one more point in conclusion. Recent discoveries in astronomy, such as 
quasars and pulsars, are evidence of the fact that the acceleration of some fraction of par
ticles in the cosmic plasma to relativistic energies is a widely extended phenomenon. In this 
connection it has been stated that here a violation of the second law of thermodynamics 
takes place. It looks at first sight that here we have not a dissipation of energy which changes 
it into heat, but that on the contrary a part of the energy is transferred to fast particles, 
accelerating them even further. It is as if the energy changes to a more organized form. 
Of course, there is no contradiction with the second law of thermodynamics and the whole 
paradox can be explained as follows.

If energy is transferred to the plasma, it must in final reckoning be dissipated and be 
changed into heat. The entropy will then, of course, increase. If the energy dissipation is 
determined only by collisions the entropy in a dilute plasma increases slowly. The excitation 
of plasma turbulence steeply increases the energy dissipation and therefore strongly speeds
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up the increase in entropy. At the same time the rapid increase in the entropy of the main part 
of the system makes it possible to decrease the entropy in a small part of the system—of 
course, in such a way that the total entropy of the system increases. This then leads to the 
possibility of a rapid acceleration of a fraction of the particles.

In general, the decrease in entropy in a small region at the cost of an appreciable and fast 
increase in the larger part of the system is a basic feature of any organization under cosmic 
conditions and, in particular, of life and civilization.

Thus also in plasma turbulence the acceleration of particles is a consequence of the fast 
dissipation of energy over different types of plasma waves. Plasma turbulence astrophysics 
can thus have a bearing upon the most general and profound problems in physics and 
cosmology.

Statement of the problems in plasma astrophysics and contents of the present book

When starting the work on the present book, which is to a large extent based upon the 
research of the authors themselves, we felt the necessity to discuss the physical basis for 
modem theories of plasma turbulence. The extensive journal and the as yet sparse mono
graph literature is on the whole almost inaccessible to readers who are interested not so much 
in the development of plasma theory rather than in the application of its results to other 
parts of physics and astrophysics.

We give therefore in the first chapter of the present book as far as possible, without loss of 
physical rigour, an elementary exposition of the modern theory of turbulent processes in a 
plasma. It is true that we have put the emphasis on those problems which are of most inte
rest for astrophysicists but the discussion of the basis itself of the physical processes in a 
turbulent plasma is given in an as far as possible general form. At the end of the chapter 
is a brief qualitative description of the results of a number of experimental studies of a 
turbulent plasma which illustrate and underline the theoretical ideas which are the basis 
also of plasma astrophysics.

In order to make the essential features clear we give in that chapter, as a rule, approxi
mate and translucent derivations of the various relations. However, the final expressions are 
always written down in their exact form. Plasma theory provides us with many expressions 
which describe in a general form different processes occurring in a turbulent plasma (Kadom
tsev, 1965; Karpman, 1968; Kadomtsev and Karpman, 1971; Tsytovich, 1971a). Many of 
those expressions can be simplified (for instance, by averaging over angles). In the present 
book, both in the main text and also in the Appendix, we give usually just those simplified 
(but not approximated) expressions for the probabilities of different processes. We hope that 
the use of these formulae will turn out to be more convenient than referring to the original 
general results which the reader can find in the literature quoted.

When using the results of the theory of a turbulent plasma in astrophysics we must bear in 
mind the following. When studying a problem in the physics of a “terrestrial” plasma we 
can split it into parts. For instance, we can evaluate the radiation by electromagnetic waves 
for a given spectral density of Langmuir turbulence or calculate the particle acceleration 
assuming all other parameters to be fixed. However, in astrophysics it is rarely possible to 
split up the general problem. The particle acceleration is not only determined by the
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turbulence spectra, but in turn the latter depend on the energy distribution of the accelerated 
particles. Electromagnetic waves may generate plasma turbulence, but afterwards they will 
be scattered by the same turbulence.

We must thus in plasma astrophysics state and solve so-called self-consistent problems 
taking into account the interconnection of all phenomena in a given problem. Of course, 
this complicates the mathematical description of the corresponding problems considerably, 
but a qualitative analysis and in many cases also a relatively complete quantitative analysis 
(within the limits of astrophysical accuracy) is entirely possible.

From this it follows that we must look for a solution of the self-consistent problems of 
plasma astrophysics not in their general form but bearing in mind actual astrophysical 
objects and the conditions obtaining in them. It is true that there is a specific “astrophysical” 
difficulty: we do not observe what is necessary to produce a clear picture of the phenomenon 
nor the basic characteristics, but that which can be measured with the available means of 
observation. Often we see in that case secondary details while the basic ones escape us: in 
the fullest sense of the word “we cannot see the wood for the trees” . It is clear that under 
those conditions many theories turn out to be untenable when more essential data become 
available. That is the fate of many (if not all) astrophysical problems. However, one may 
think that if a theory is constructed without internal inconsistencies it has all the same a 
well-defined astrophysical and physical value even if the phenomenon which this theory aims 
to describe turns out to be in fact more complicated.

It appears thus to be expedient to formulate the problem as follows: is it possible to 
construct, starting from the known physical conditions in some astrophysical object, a self- 
consistent theory without internal contradictions on the basis of plasma turbulence, which 
describes the phenomena of interest to us and explains the basic observational data? 
It is possible that it does not succeed to explain all known observational data. If one encoun
ters pronounced contradictions, the theory must be abandoned. However, if there are no 
such contradictions, it is possible that the lack of explanation of the observational data 
can be understood in the framework of the same theory after one has been able to accumu
late new data and to refine the theory.

The separation of the book into chapters devoted to different problems in plasma astro
physics is determined by the physical properties of the plasma in which the turbulent pro
cesses develop.

In the second chapter of the book we consider a non-relativistic plasma in which there is a 
small admixture of fast epithermal, but non-relativistic particles. The plasma turbulence is 
here created by the currents of these particles or by large-scale motions such as, for instance, 
shock waves, or by the fast compression of a region under the action of external forces such 
as, for example, a magnetic field gradient near neutral lines. In a plasma in which turbulence 
is developing particle acceleration is also possible, but we are mainly interested in the gener
ation of electromagnetic radiation of electromagnetic radiation at frequencies close to the 
plasma frequency. The study of these problems has a direct bearing on the interpretation of 
the sporadic radio-emission of the Sun which is reflected in the title of that chapter.

In the third chapter we consider a non-relativistic plasma in which there is a considerable 
admixture of ultra-relativistic electrons. The characteristic feature of the turbulence of such 
a plasma is the generation of high-frequency electromagnetic radiation and the important role
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played by particle acceleration mechanisms. In the plasma “reactors” of such a medium 
power-law particle energy distributions are produced which are so characteristic for cosmic 
conditions and high-power radiation is generated. Such reactors can exist in such objects as 
quasars or galactic nuclei, which is reflected in the title of the chapter. A characteristic 
trait of these objects is also the generation of high-power radio-emission while emitting part
icles.

A completely relativistic plasma which finds itself in a strong magnetic field has specific 
properties and the interest in it was stimulated by the discovery of pulsars. Apparently in 
such a plasma also we find the generation of plasma turbulence reactors, which are consid
ered in the fourth chapter.

Each of these chapters has a similar structure. At the beginning of the chapter we give 
a summary of the observed data which enable us to determine the nature of the physical 
conditions in which the plasma turbulence of the objects considered occurs. Then follow a 
few “theoretical” sections in which we consider qualitatively and sometimes also quantita
tively the properties of the plasma turbulence applicable to the conditions of these objects. 
Finally, in conclusion, we discuss different models for the phenomena considered and discuss 
briefly different interpretations with their positive and negative aspects. We do not pretend 
that our interpretation is the best one. The most important thing for us was the construction 
of an internally self-consistent physical picture, using modern plasma turbulence theory 
and applying it to a number of observed astrophysical data.

At the end of the book we discuss the old, but as yet not completely solved, problem of the 
origin of cosmic rays and we also indicate possible ways for a further development of plasma 
astrophysics.



CHAPTER I

The Physics of Plasma Turbulence

W e discuss in this chapter some general problems in the theory of plasma turbulence. 
Some aspects of the theory were developed with special reference to an analysis of “terres
trial” plasmas, but many of the methods and results can immediately be taken over for plasma 
astrophysics. However, we shall put most emphasis on problems connected with electro
magnetic radiation which plays such an important role in astrophysics, and we shall choose 
from the general theory only those aspects which are most necessary for the further 
treatment. We do not consider actual astrophysical objects, although we give a few numeri
cal estimates which are relevant to cosmic conditions.

§ 1. The frequencies and waves of plasma turbulence

C haracteristic frequencies of plasma processes

It is well known that the basic quantity which characterizes the collective processes in a 
plasma is the electron plasma or Langmuir frequency:

where e and me are the electron charge and mass, while ne is the electron density in cm 3. 
We can define also the ion plasma frequency:

case Z  =  1, nti =  1840 me, and as the hydrogen density is much larger than the density of all 
other elements taken together we can put n{ % ne. In that case we have copi % c

The free electron density varies under cosmic conditions within wide limits, and the plasma 
frequencies therefore also differ widely. If the fast particle density is small, the majority of 
the more important collective plasma processes occurs at frequencies close to and at the 
same frequencies the strongest plasma emission will also take place. It is thus expedient to 11

(1.1)

( 1.2)

where Ze is the charge of the ions. In a cosmic plasma the ions are usually protons. In that
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compare cope with the frequency bands of the electromagnetic radiation observed in astro
physics.

Stars which are not too hot (with a surface temperature less than 8000°K) have chromo
spheres—extended external layers with electron densities of ~  1010 to 1014 cm”3. In the 
chromosphere we have thus cope ^  6x l 09 to 6X 1011 s-1 which correspond to the centi
metre or millimetre radio-bands, which are easily accessible by modern radio-astronomy. 
The chromosphere of the Sun belongs to this class of objects and its radio-emission has 
been studied in great detail.

Above the chromosphere we have the outermost layer of the Sun, the corona. So far we 
have observed a corona only for the Sun. Here the electron density falls from 3 x  108 cm”3 
to much smaller values with increasing height. As an average we can take the estimate 
«e % 108 to 106 cm” 3 and therefore cope % 6 x10s to 6X107 s” 1. These frequencies fall 
in the well-studied metre band. This is the reason why the solar corona was the first object 
for plasma astrophysics. Chromospheres and coronae of other stars have just recently 
become accessible to observations but the conditions in these objects can also be estimated 
theoretically. Moreover, one must note that it has been possible to observe radio-bursts 
of stars of the UV Ceti type, and these apparently originate in the coronae of these objects.

A similar density («e ^  108 to 106 cm”3) may occur in quasars and also, perhaps, in 
the central regions of galaxies, but in those cases radiation at high frequencies plays a 
more important role due to the abundance of fast particles.

In the interplanetary, the interstellar, and even more the intergalactic, space the electron 
density is very small. In most of interstellar space nQ % 0*02 cm”3, that is, cope 104 s” 1. 
The wavelength of the corresponding radio-waves is 180 km. Such radiation is very effec
tively absorbed in the interstellar space itself and it is unlikely that it can be studied by ob
servational means. As an estimate for the electron density in intergalactic space we may put 
nQ % 10” 4 to 10"5 cm”3 and, thus, cope ^  6X 102 to 2 X 102 s” 1.

From the point of view of the astrophysics of plasma turbulence we must thus consider 
the wide band of plasma frequencies cope % 102 to 1012 s” 1, although, of course, the whole 
of this range is not equally interesting.

The cosmic medium is a plasma in a magnetic field. It is difficult to find a region of astro
physics where magnetic fields do not play some role. The influence of the magnetic field on 
plasma turbulence is characterized by the electron gyro-frequency,

coHe =  eH/mec =  1-76X107 H  s” 1, (1.3)

and by the ion gyro-frequency,
a)Hl =  ZeHjniiC. (1.4)

Here c is the velocity of light and H  the strength of the external magnetic field in Oersted. 
To obtain an estimate of the influence of the magnetic field on the plasma turbulence we 
must compare coHe and wHi with the characteristic frequencies of the turbulence. Let us 
compare coHe and cope.

At the surface of the Sun and of most other stars the magnetic field is less than 100 Oe. 
The corresponding gyro-frequency is coHe ^  109 s”1. There are, however, on the solar 
surface during active periods regions (sun spots) with a very strong magnetic field—up
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to 4X 103 Oe—and then coHe % 1011 s"1. Moreover, we know that there exist the so-called 
magnetic stars where the magnetic field strength on a large part of the surface reaches 
values of up to 104 Oe. Here we have for the gyro-frequency 2X l011s“ 1. One
usually assumes that the magnetic field strength in the chromosphere is less than 102 Oe 
and in the corona less than 10 Oe, but it can be higher above spots. The gyro-frequency is 
always appreciably smaller than the plasma frequency. All the same, we shall see that the 
influence of the magnetic field on plasma turbulence can turn out to be important in some 
cases.

The magnetic field does not vary very much in interstellar space. On average H  % 3 
to 6X 10“ 6 Oe. Hence we have coHc % 102 s" 1 which is small compared to the Langmuir 
frequency.

There is also a magnetic field in quasars and in galactic nuclei, but its strength is unknown. 
According to some estimates we have here in the external regions H  % 10“ 4 to 10“3 Oe. 
The gyro-frequency is in that case much smaller than the plasma frequency. Near pulsars, 
on the other hand, the magnetic field can be very large: the field strength might reach 
values ~  1012 Oe at their surface. The corresponding gyro-frequency, n Hc *  1019 s - \  
falls even in the X-ray band. Such a plasma has very specific properties.

We have thus mostly in the cosmic plasma the inequality coHc. Occasionally one
finds that coHc ;> co^. A special case occurs when cope «: coHc, but this occurs, apparently, 
only under exceptional conditions (pulsars). We note that the magnetic field affects the 
magnetic turbulence in the Earth’s magnetosphere very strongly, but this problem lies 
outside the framework of the present book (see, for example, Kennel and Petschek, 1966; 
Trakhtengerts, 1968, 1970, 1971).

For ion oscillations, except for pulsars, the inequality copi »  coHl is practically always 
satisfied under cosmic conditions. Hence, the magnetic field plays a very large role for 
very-low-frequency plasma turbulence for frequencies less than coHi. Of course, these fre
quencies lie outside the radiation bands observed in astrophysics, but all the same many 
consequences of such turbulence turn out to be very important.

The next quantities which are characteristic parameters for plasma processes are the 
thermal velocities of the particles (vTc for the electrons and vTi for the ions) and a charac
teristic sound velocity vs:

where Tc and T{ are the temperatures of the electron and the ion gas in energy units, fe =  1, 
li =  0 in a collisionless plasma, and | c =  £. =  J- in the region of frequent collisions. We 
must in a turbulent plasma always distinguish between Tc and T-t as the electrons and ions 
are heated up differently. The case when Tt =  7 ,̂ which is common in the cosmic medium, 
will be called an isothermal plasma. One also rather often under cosmic conditions meets 
with the case when Tc »  T{—because of the turbulent heating of the electrons—especially 
in shock-wave fronts and other turbulent regions. It will later be necessary for us to deter
mine us.

Under cosmic conditions the electron and ion temperatures are different, but we can 
distinguish regions of cold plasmas (stellar atmospheres and chromospheres, interstellar

(1.5)
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medium, outside regions of quasars) where Te ^  104 °K ( ^  1 eV or 10“ 12 erg), and regions 
of hot plasmas (solar corona) where Te % 106 to 107 °K ( ~  102 to 103 eV or 10“10 to 10“ * 
erg). In the first case the electron thermal velocity vTe ^  3X107 cm/s, and in the second 
case vTt % 3X108 to 109 cm/s. The intermediate case occurs seldom. In dense regions in 
the interstellar gas the temperature is very low, but the free electron density is also very 
small so that the plasma properties of the gas sometimes do not come to the fore. Much 
higher temperatures are also met with: such a plasma can be called near-relativistic (Te ^  
me(?) or ultra-relativistic (Te wec2). We shall later consider an ultra-relativistic plasma
in detail (Chapter 4), but in the present chapter we shall restrict ourselves only to the 
case when Te <$c mec2.

An important parameter determining the collective properties of a plasma is the Debye 
radius

& = ^ = ] [ ( T\ ) = i ] f ( y in °Ku  d i = ^o>pe y \  4ne2ne J y \  ne(in cm 3) /  wpi (1.6)

It is well known that in a normal plasma violation of quasi-neutrality of the plasma (that 
is, the equality of positive and negative charge densities) is restricted to volumes of order
d l

The Debye radius is very small in stellar atmospheres (de % 10“3 cm). It is larger in the 
corona and in quasars (de % 0-1 to 1 cm) and even larger in interstellar space (de % 102 
to 103 cm). We shall often deal with the magnitude of the Debye radius in what follows. 

We need also the parameter
ND = ne dl, (1.7)

the so-called Debye number. Under cosmic conditions N D is always several orders of mag
nitude larger than unity (from 102 at the stellar surface to 108 in the corona and 109 in 
interstellar space).

The inequality ND :» 1, on the one hand, means that within the limits of the regions in 
which quasi-neutrality may be violated there are many free electrons, while, on the other 
hand, this condition is equivalent to e2 n£/3 Te, which means that the average energy of
the Coulomb interaction between the charges in the plasma is much less than their kinetic 
energy.

The next characteristic parameters are the frequencies of collisions of electrons with 
electrons or ions,

, _  COpe COpe
e 3(2tt)3/2 Nd ** ND ’ ( 1.8)

or of ions with one another:

A
Vi 3(2 nfl*

/ 7 ; \ 3/2Wpi
\ T i )  Nd

/m e\ 1/2 / T e\ 312
(mj (ri) (1.9)

Here A e and A t are the so-called Coulomb logarithms which depend logarithmically on the 
densities ne and n} and on the temperatures Te and Ti [for instance, A e =  In (4n  iVD)]. 
These quantities vary between the limits 20 and 50 in the cosmic plasma. Usually one finds
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a value A  ^  30. We shall in what follows neglect the logarithmic dependence and use for 
ve and v. the right-hand sides of equations (1.8) and 1.9), which are sufficiently accurate for 
the study of plasma turbulence in astrophysics.

T ypes (modes) of collective waves in  a plasma

The study of different kinds of normal modes in a plasma is possibly the largest and 
most researched part of present-day plasma physics. The general picture is made compli
cated by the fact that there are many characteristic frequencies and many possibilities for the 
polarization of the waves. We cannot dwell upon all peculiar waves in a plasma, but that 
is not necessary either. For the analysis of plasma turbulence and even more strongly for 
plasma astrophysics we need only clearly establish the basic characteristics of these waves 
and the limits within which their parameters change. We shall give below these data both 
in formulae and in graphs; for a more detailed discussion we refer to the books and reviews 
by Ginzburg (1970), Stix (1962), Shafranov (1967), Ginzburg and Rukhadze (1970), and 
Akhiezer, Akhiezer, Polovin, Sitenko and Stepanov (1967).

One can characterize any wave by the following parameters:

(i) The dispersion relation co = co(k), that is, the connection between the wave 
frequency co and the wavevector A. The wavevector is directed along the normal 
to the wavefront and its magnitude is equal to the wavenumber k =  2tt/A, where 
X is the wavelength.

(ii) The phase velocity vp =  cofk and the group velocity vg = dcojdk of the waves. 
The phase velocity is directed along the wavevector k  and the group velocity is the 
gradient of the function co{k) and determines the magnitude and the direction of 
the transport of energy in the wave.

(iii) The decay (or growth) rate y of a wave. The quantity y~ l characterizes the time 
during which the wave amplitude decreases (or increases) by a factor e.

(iv) The limits within which the parameters co, A, vp, and vg can lie. These limits are 
determined, on the one hand, by the conditions which make it possible that there 
exists a connection between co and A, and, on the other hand, by the necessity that 
there is a relatively small absorption of the wave energy. If the absorption is strong, 
the waves practically do not exist.

(v) The polarization of the waves. Waves in a plasma can be either transverse (with 
the electric field vector perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation), 
or longitudinal (with the electric field vector along the vector A), or more compli
cated. The transverse polarization can be linear, circular or elliptic. The distinction 
between transverse and longitudinal waves is important for the analysis of the inter
action and absorption of waves.

We must bear in mind that waves in a turbulent plasma have peculiar properties which 
are connected with their very strong interaction, and as a result to some extent the unique
ness of the connection between frequency and wavenumber is lost. The dispersion relations 
have thus only an approximate character. Nevertheless, if the characteristic time for the 
interactions is much longer than the wave period, we can use for those waves the usual
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dispersion relations. To emphasize the physical difference between turbulent waves and 
normal linear waves, we shall call the former plasmons. For what follows it will be sufficient 
to restrict ourselves to simplified dispersion relations only.

We shall consider the waves in a plasma in order of decreasing frequency.

1. High-frequency electromagnetic waves (indicated by a superscript t). These we shall 
take to be the normal electromagnetic radiation at frequencies well above all characteristic 
plasma frequencies (a/ : » cope, a / :» coHe, and so on). For astrophysical problems it is 
sufficient to use the simplest dispersion relation for quasi-longitudinal propagation:

Here # is the angle between the wavevector k and the magnetic field H. The phase and group 
velocities differ little from the light velocity c, and vp >  c, and vg <  c. A useful relation is 
also vpvg =  c2 which is exact when coHe =  0.

The polarization of these waves depends strongly on the magnitude of the magnetic 
field (that is, on the ratio of cope and coHe) and the direction of wave propagation. The 
polarization picture is rather complex, but the following points are important. If the wave- 
number satisfies the inequality

two independent high-frequency transverse electromagnetic waves with circular polari
zation will propagate through the plasma. The electric field vector of one of these waves 
rotates around the direction of propagation of the wave with an angular velocity equal to 
the wave frequency in the same direction as the rotation of a positive charge in the given 
magnetic field. This wave is called the ordinary wave, indicated by an index “o” and its 
dispersion relation is determined by equation (1.10) with the plus-sign. The rotation of 
the electric vector of the second wave (index “e”) is in the same direction as the rotation 
of an electron in the given magnetic field, there is the minus-sign in the dispersion relation 
(1.10), and this wave is called the extraordinary one. The velocities of the ordinary and the 
extraordinary waves are close to the velocity of light, but the difference between the two 
velocities can turn out to be important because of the large path traversed by the waves 
in the cosmic medium.

The extraordinary wave is (for propagation in the direction of H) somewhat retarded as 
compared to the ordinary wave. This leads to a slow rotation of the polarization vector 
which is obtained when we add the rotating polarization vectors of both waves, that is, 
it leads to the well-known Faraday effect. The Faraday effect plays an important role in 
astrophysics as it enables us to reach conclusions about the direction of the magnetic fields 
from the observational data. This effect is studied in detail in the theory of the propagation 
of electromagnetic waves in a plasma and we shall not consider it here. We merely give 
the expression for the magnitude of the angle of rotation of the polarization plane y(R) 
when the wave has traversed a distance R :

(1.10)

( 1-11)

y>(R) = —  |< ) - < ) | R  = R cos 0. ( 1.12)
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The direction vectors of the phase and group velocities are also not the same when the effect 
of a magnetic field is taken into account, but the angle between them is small and is of no 
interest for our further analysis.

A very characteristic property of any wave in a plasma, and thus also of the electromag
netic waves, is its damping rate, that is, the quantity which is the reciprocal of the charac
teristic time after which the wave intensity is decreased by a factor e. We shall denote the 
damping rate by the symbol y with the appropriate index; when there is absorption this 
quantity is taken to be negative (when the wave is building up its growth rate is positive 
and is also denoted by the symbol y). One often uses in physics, and especially in astrophy
sics, the absorption coefficient /i, a quantity which is the reciprocal of the distance over 
which the wave intensity decreases by a factor e. Between the damping rate y and the ab
sorption coefficient /x we have the following relation:

f l = - y j V%. (1.13)

The use of the damping rate instead of the absorption coefficient is convenient if only 
because the group velocity does not enter into it and this group velocity is different for 
waves with different frequencies. Moreover, it is convenient to compare y with the wave 
frequency and with other parameters of the plasma turbulence.

Of course, there exists a wave only if y co. The larger the 0-factor of the wave, that is, 
the quantity co/y, the longer it will exist and the more probable is the occurrence of its 
interacting with other waves.

The basic mechanism for the absorption of high-frequency electromagnetic waves is the 
damping of the electrons oscillating in the wave when they collide with other electrons 
or ions. Therefore we find

VX = -V e
_____ftJpe____
C0X +  CO H e  COS f t

(1.14)

It is, however, well known that there are other mechanisms for the absorption of electro
magnetic waves, which we shall study below (conversion of these waves into other kinds 
of plasma waves, synchrotron absorption, and so on). Here we remind ourselves of only 
one of them, namely, cyclotron absorption. If the frequency of the electromagnetic wave 
turns out to be a multiple of the gyrofrequency, that is, if cox = scoHe, where s = 1, 2, 
3, . . .  is an integer, strong absorption occurs because of the damping of electrons moving 
in the wave in the external magnetic field. The damping rate turns out to be a complicated 
function of the wave direction: in particular, for electromagnetic waves with s ^  2, travel
ling strictly along the magnetic field lines, it vanishes, and this happens also for waves 
propagating at right angles to the field. We note that for not too large s (for instance, 
s =  1 to 4) and ft ^  0 or this damping is rather large in a hot plasma. The most effective 
cyclotron absorption occurs for the extraordinary wave with co % coHc when the electrons 
rotate in phase with the wave. This effect is, incidentally, observed in the sporadic radio
emission of the Sun.

The frequencies of the electromagnetic waves stretch thus from magnitudes of the order 
of cope (both when cope >  coHc and when cope <  coHe) to infinity with possible gaps at 
the frequencies scom .
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2. Transverse plasmons (indicated by the superscript p). It is convenient and from a phy
sical point of view appropriate to consider separately electromagnetic waves with frequ
encies very close to wpe. We shall call those waves transverse plasmons. When coHe wpe, 
their dispersion relation is:

CQp(k) =  \ / ( wpe +  C2k2) % Wpe +  C2fc2/2Wpe . (1.15)

The last equality can be used when k <sc co^/c. 
The phase and group velocities are equal to

c, c2k
Wpe

C2
—  « c . (1.16)

Transverse plasmons have the same polarization properties as high-frequency electromag
netic waves, but under conditions of strong plasma turbulence the polarizations of these 
plasmons are fast mixed so that it is often not necessary to distinguish between the ordinary 
and the extraordinary wave (however, sometimes this is important, see § 8). The absorption 
of transverse plasmons when the damping occurs due to collisions can also be calculated, 
using equation (1.14).

In other words, the main difference between the transverse plasmons and the high- 
frequency electromagnetic waves consists in the fact that their phase velocity is much 
larger than the velocity of light and their group velocity much smaller. This means that 
transverse plasmons “stick” strongly in the regions where plasma turbulence is excited 
and are thus more strongly absorbed. Very important is also their rather strong non-linear 
coupling with longitudinal plasmons.

3. Longitudinal plasmons (indicated by the superscript 1). These are the well-known elec
trostatic Langmuir plasma waves.1* The electric field vector is in this case along the 
direction of wave propagation. For these waves, as for ordinary sound waves, the pertur
bation of the electron density consists in compressions and rarefactions. The difference 
between them and sound waves consists in the fact that this perturbation is transferred not 
through particle collisions but through electric fields. If cope ^  com ,, the dispersion rela
tion for the longitudinal plasmons has the form

k2
C 0 \k ) =  V K e+ 34e*2) *  " p e + ^ -J  , (1-17)

where the second term is always small compared to the first one. 
The phase and group velocities are determined by the relations:

CO1 (Ope 3 v\Jk 3v^evp =  ~r «  , ve = ---------% ------- .k k CODe Vrs (1.18)

The collisional absorption of the longitudinal plasmons is also described by equation 
{1.14) and as here co1 % cope, we can simply put

yl = -* e
COpe

Nd *
(1.19)
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The Langmuir waves are also absorbed through other mechanisms, in particular, by 
synchrotron and cyclotron absorption. We shall consider synchrotron absorption in § 12, 
while cyclotron absorption is important relatively rarely, when eopJcoHe lies close to a 
relatively small integer.

For longitudinal waves in general and for Langmuir waves in particular there is yet 
another very effective mechanism for energy absorption, namely, Landau damping. We 
shall study the physics of this phenomenon in more detail in the next section. Here we give 
the formula for the Landau damping rate for the case of longitudinal waves in a plasma 
without a magnetic field:

and we note its most important consequences. If the wavelength of the plasmons are com
parable with the Debye radius (k ~  1 jde) they are so strongly damped that it is completely 
impossible to talk about their existence. However, if k  1 jd& the damping of the longitu
dinal plasmons is exponentially small. We shall assume that longitudinal plasmons with 
k < l/3de are practically not Landau damped while plasmons with k >  1/3de on the 
same grounds do practically not exist. From this it also follows that the phase velocity of 
longitudinal plasmons is larger than 3vTe and their group velocity less than vTe.

We must emphasize the fact, which is very important for what follows, that the phase 
velocity of plasma waves can change in very wide limits, from 3vTq (and in some cases 
even from a value rather close to vTc) to very large values which, in particular, can be much 
larger than the velocity of light. The group velocity of longitudinal plasmons is as a rule 
very small, much less than the electron thermal velocity. Longitudinal plasmons therefore 
always remain in plasma turbulence regions and practically never manage to get outside 
the limits of these regions. It is important to note that for the same frequency the group 
velocity of the longitudinal plasmons is much less than the group velocity of the transverse 
plasmons (of course, this refers only to the case of a non-relativistic plasma: vTc «  c).

4. Gyro-frequency plasmons (indicated by a superscript h). We have so far neglected the 
influence of a magnetic field upon the resonance properties of the plasma and this is not 
always justified, not even when :s> a)He. Moreover, there are cases in astrophysics 
when is of the same order as coHe and even when <§c coHe. Waves with a charac
teristic frequency close to coHc will be called gyro-frequency plasmons.

Although the dispersion relations for plasma waves are rather unwieldy when the mag
netic field is taken into account, we shall nevertheless write them down (Gershman, 1953):

( 1.20)

( 1.21)

where the dimensionless function R(u, #) of the dimensionless argument u =  (jo%Joj>2 
and of the angle # can be written in the form
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We shall restrict ourselves to some particular cases. When 10^  » toHe we have 

o)\k) = V (Mpe+MHt sin2 -&+3vj-tkz),

«>\k) =  y | a 4 ,  cos20 - ~  sin2■» cos2 $ - R ^  4 e*2j ,

The Physics of Plasma Turdulence [Ch. I.

(1.23)

(1.24)

The first of these relations shows that all we said earlier about longitudinal plasmons can 
be “corrected” when the magnetic field is taken into account by simply replacing co^ by 

sin2 ■&.
In a strong magnetic field when a)He»  co^ we have

a>\k) =  V « + 3 4 e*2) Icos # |. (1.26)

The equations (1.23) to (1.26) have much in common and this enables us in many cases, 
at least qualitatively, to estimate the effect of a magnetic field on many processes in a tur
bulent plasma. For instance, we shall see below that an analysis of conservation laws is of 
great value as it enables us to determine the possibility of various processes. To do that it is 
necessary only to know the dispersion relations which enable us to evaluate the phase and 
group velocities. The first can be very different here, but always are larger than 3vTe as 
Landau damping occurs, albeit not to the same extent, for all forms of waves considered 
here. All group velocities are small (Gershman, 1960).

The collision damping rate of these waves is always of the order vt =  co^/N ^  The cyclo
tron damping of gyro-frequency plasmons is exponentially small when k «: coHJ v Te and 
vanishes completely for plasmons propagating strictly along the magnetic field.

All waves with the dispersion relation (1.21) are longitudinal : their electric field is along 
the wavevector (this is also true for the gyro-frequency plasmons in a strong magnetic 
field).

5. Whistlers (indicated by the superscript w). Waves with frequencies co^ >  co >  coHe | cos # | 
(for the case when cope >  a)He) cannot propagate in the plasma. We considered in the preced
ing subsection waves with frequencies co % coHe|cos # |. When the frequency is even lower 
there appears a new kind of almost transverse waves with frequencies in the range coHe | cos # | 
>  co >  o)Hi|cos # |. Such waves are called whistlers as they were first observed in the form 
of low-frequency whistlers in atmospherics and produced interference in radio-links. Such 
waves are called helicons in applications to solid state plasmas.

Whistlers have properties similar to the high-frequency transverse electromagnetic waves. 
Instead of two waves there remains here one which corresponds to the extraordinary wave, 
when the angle between the whistler wavevector and the field direction is sharp (0 <  # <  re/2), 
and to the ordinary wave when the direction of the whistler is the other way (n/2 <  # <  n).

Near the upper limit of the frequencies (co ^  co^J cos # |) whistlers go directly over into 
plasma waves with the dispersion relation (1.24), while near the lower limit (co ^  co^l cos # |) 
they go over into magneto-sound waves (see below).
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§ 1] The frequencies and waves of plasma turbulence

The dispersion relation for whistlers is:

,* (* > = m? |cosj | c v ~ a’» - |c,os A f .COpC +  C*kr '"2 (1.27)

The last equality is valid when co «  coHe. As the frequency range of the whistlers is restricted 
it follows that their wavenumbers and phase velocities are also restricted:

cV(|cOS#|) c 9

-----c
Wpi

vp =  | cos ft | c2kco:pc
c0/*e ------c
CO,pc

(1.28)

The phase velocities of whistlers are always less than the velocity of light. Their group 
velocity is twice their phase velocity (when cope »  ck). It is important that the direction of 
the group velocity of a whistler lies closer to the magnetic field than the direction of the 
phase velocity. If we denote the angle between the phase and group velocities by 9, we have 
tan (ft—9) =  — tan ft. In other words, we may assume that whistlers preferentially transfer 
energy along the direction of the magnetic field (in both directions). We must note, by the 
way, that a whistler is exactly a transverse wave only when ft = 0, when also 9 =  0, while 
otherwise its polarization properties are complicated. However, when the inequalities 
(1.28) are satisfied, the electric field components will be at right angles to the external 
magnetic field. Like all plasma waves whistlers are damped due to electron-ion collisions. 
Their damping rate is yw/cow =  —co^l-h cos2#)/coHe| cos ft \ JVD. The presence of a longi
tudinal component of the electric field of a whistler leads to Landau damping, described by 
the relation

yw
i r 7i vTtc2k* sin2 ft | cos co fa * 2 1 

2wJev2c J (1.29)

The damping of whistlers is exponentially small when the wavenumber and frequency 
satisfy the inequalities

k » Q>UvTe
o>HdC2 9

CO > 0)H e  I COS f t  I (1.30)

where vA =  c(coHi/copi) is the so-called Alfv6n velocity. When cos ft % 1 exponentially 
small damping can occur only provided vA »  vs. Otherwise, and for frequencies which do 
not satisfy inequality (1.30), the damping of whistlers is rather small:

yw __ vs j r / n  cow sin4 ^ \ 
cow — vA y \S  coHe\cosft\) (1.31)

The plasma waves which we have considered so far are usually called high-frequency 
waves. They are characterized by the fact that in these waves mainly the electrons oscillate. 
A second group of waves for which both electrons and ions take part in the oscillations are 
called low-frequency waves. We must, however, not forget that even those waves have 
frequencies much higher than the collision frequency.
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6. Ion-sound waves (indicated by a superscript s). It is well known that longitudinal sound 
waves, consisting of compressions and rarefactions, can propagate in any gas. If the propa
gation of such waves is coupled with the transfer of momentum from particle to particle 
during collisions, the frequency of such waves must be less than the collision frequency, 
that is, (o <sc ~  (TJT^cOpJNj). Such waves exist both in an ordinary gas and in an ionized 
plasma. But in the latter momentum can also be transferred from particle to particle through 
the electric field. Then the above-mentioned restrictions on the frequency of the wave are 
not present and sound waves (the so-called ion-sound waves) are thus possible in a plasma 
with frequencies much larger than vx. The dispersion relation for ion-sound waves is

ay\k) =
vjk 3*4i k 2

V{1 + (kdef} + 2 ^ 7 ’
(1.32)

where vs = V(^e/mi)> when T’c ^  as we saw earlier, it is necessary for the existence of 
ion-soundwaves that this inequality is satisfied. If k  <sc l/rfc, the phase and group velocities 
of the ion-sound waves are the same and are constant, that is, independent of the wavenumber.

From above the frequency of the ion-sound waves is limited by the condition cos < wpi. 
From below there is also a bound on the frequencies of ion-sound waves. We first of all 
note that at a frequency co& ^  a)Hi ion-sound waves experience strong cyclotron absorption 
involving the ions. Therefore, the ion-sound wave branch more or less breaks off at cos ^  a)Hi. 
However, at even lower frequencies ion-sound waves again become possible: the so-called 
slow magneto-sound waves (magnetized sound) with a dispersion relation

a>™(k) =  vjc |cos# |. (1.33)

Such waves occur only when vx = ccoHifcopi »  v&. When the frequency is lowered even 
further acoustic collision waves (superscript cs) appear with a frequency (d <  vi =  

Their dispersion relation has the form

«CW  =  +  vTik, (1.34)

as long as vi >  cocs >  (we/wi)1/2vi( |c =  1, ^  =  f s  see (1.5)). It is possible to maintain here a 
temperature inequality. At yet lower frequencies the electron and ion temperatures become 
equal and the wave becomes an ordinary sound wave with a dispersion relation cocs(fc) =  
=  (lO/3)ll2vTik.

All sound waves are damped due to ion collisions. When cos ;> v{ the damping rate is equal 
to ys ^  —0 In the frequency range vx >  cocs >  (me//»ii)1/2vi the damping rate also
decreases: ys ^  Finally, at very low frequencies when cocs
we have

(a/*)2
Vi

(1.35)

Here the damping decreases fast with decreasing frequency. We note that the damping rate 
changes continuously when we pass through the “isothermalization” frequency which is
~  ("ie/mi)1/2i'i.
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§1] The frequencies and waves of plasma turbulence

The longitudinal ion-sound waves experience a rather strong Landau damping. The 
Landau damping rate for low-frequency waves consists of two parts, an electron (y|) and 
an ion (yf) part. The Landau damping for ion-sound waves with &>s ojHi is characterized 
by the damping rate

f  = yS+y?> yII“>s = - V N e/8mi),

yf. 3/2
TJ2T\ '

(1.36)

The electron Landau damping always strongly limits the length of ion-sound wave trains 
which can not be larger than (SmjTtm^)112 % 70 wavelengths, unless, of course, there is a 
wave build-up. The ion damping is exponentially small, if vs »  vTi, that is, when Tt >> 

There is no Landau damping for collisional sound waves (cocs <  ^). It is interesting that 
when we pass through the frequency cocs % vi9 both the Landau damping and the collisional 
damping are of the same order of magnitude (ycs % — (me/mj)1/2i>i). For very-low-frequency 
waves only the damping (1.35) remains.

Magnetized sound experiences the same electron Landau damping with a damping rate

In brief, all ion-sound and ion-plasma waves, with the exception of the very-low-frequency 
sound waves with cocs <$c (me/mi)1/2i>j are rather strongly absorbed which in turn may 
lead to a fast heating of the plasma. We note that as primarily the electrons are heated up, 
the ion-sound waves when they are dissipated produce the conditions for their own existence, 
namely, a difference between the electron and ion temperatures.

The limitation on possible wavenumber ranges is here connected not with absorption 
(as in the case of Langmuir waves) but with the corresponding limitation on frequencies 
as the phase velocities vary little. As cos <, copi, the upper limit for the wavenumbers, 
k  <  a>PifvTi % ( T J T ^ d " 1, is somewhat larger than for longitudinal plasmons. The ion- 
sound waves are strictly limited from below in frequency by coHi. Hence k  >  coHi/vs,. 
Similarly for magnetized sound we have k  <  coHi/vs.

7. Alfven and fast magneto-sound waves (indicated by the superscripts a and m, respec
tively). These are waves with frequencies much less than coHi. Such waves are known from 
magnetohydrodynamics when coHi <sc However, if coHi vi there exist also similar 
collisionless waves.

The dispersion relation for Alfven waves is

# )  =  *  vAk  Icos * |. (1.38)

Here vs « i ) A «  c, where vA is the above-mentioned Alfven velocity,

com HVA =  ----- c =  —rrj--------r . (1.39)C0pi V(4rcmjWj)
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The dispersion relation for the fast magneto-sound waves is for co «  a>Hi and vs vA<z c

and for \co—coH[\ <sc o)Hi
a>m(k) =  s f̂l2 ~  va 9̂

(om(k) =  co î-h vffc2 sin2 #
2a>ifi

(1.40)

(1.41)

The phase velocities for Alfv6n and magneto-sound waves are, respectively, equal to 
vA cos & (when vA <$c c) andvA, while the group velocities are the same in the two cases and 
equal to vA. For Alfv6n waves the direction of the group velocity is always the same as 
the direction of the magnetic field. These waves transfer energy along the magnetic field, 
like whistlers.

The wavenumbers of Alfv6n and magneto-sound waves are rather small:

<*>Hi __ ft)pi
VA “  c

(1.42)

Magneto-sound waves undergo, like all longitudinal sound waves, Landau damping but 
with a smaller relative damping rate:

y“  _  i A /  7ime \ vs sin2 §
com y y 8mi /  va I cos # |

The Landau damping for Alfven waves is appreciably smaller:

/  =  y“ (ft)a/ft>Hi)2 «  y°.

(1.43)

(1.44)

Fig. 1. Qualitative behaviour of the dispersion curves for waves in a plasma which is in a weak 
magnetic field (cope » coffef but vA >  va). The curves are labelled by the superscripts in the

dispersion relations.
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§2] Emission and absorption mechanisms for waves in a plasma

The damping of the Alfven waves decreases with decreasing frequency. This means that 
ceteris paribus Alfven waves lose their energy less than all other low-frequency waves. It is 
true that it is nevertheless impossible to consider Alfven waves as being altogether undamped 
in the limit of very small coa. First of all, we shall see below that their energy can be trans
ferred to magneto-sound waves and the damping can then occur in the shape of the magneto
sound waves, and, secondly, Alfven waves can be absorbed during ion-ion collisions with a 
damping rate of the order of

y a % ss Vi
k 2v h

O J
o h

w h en VA <  Vj-i(m i/m e)1/4,

y a % y°a ve
k 2c2

9 9 w h en Va  >  v r i(m i/m e) 1/4.
rpe

for collisional as well as for collisionless waves.
We have given in Fig. 1 summarizing graphs of all dispersion relations and in Fig. 2 the 

damping rates for the case when cope :» coKe.

Fig. 2. Qualitative behaviour of the relative damping rates of different waves in a plasma. The 
curves are labelled by the superscripts in the dispersion relations.

§ 2. Emission and absorption mechanisms for waves in a plasma

For an analysis of plasma turbulence we must first of all know emission and absorption 
mechanisms for all possible types of waves in a plasma and also the mechanisms for their 
mutual interactions.

The present section will deal with the first problem, while the next section will deal with 
the wave interactions. We must, however, first familiarize ourselves with the methods for 
describing turbulence, namely, spectral densities for the energy and the determination of the 
number of waves.
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Energy spectral density and  number of waves in plasma turbulence

We shall denote by Wk with the appropriate superscript (for instance, W\, Wk, Wk) the 
amount of energy of waves of a given kind contained in unit volume of coordinate space and 
in unit volume of wavenumber space. The total energy density of these waves (per unit 
volume of coordinate space) is thus

W = jwkd3k = jwk dkx dky dkz . (2.1)

Instead of the quantity Wk we also introduce the number of waves per unit phase volume:

(2 n f W k
co(A) (2.2)

The factor (2jt)3 arises from the normalization condition in phase space. The number of 
waves is the phase energy density of these waves (that is, Wk) divided by the energy of one 
wave (that is, in quantum language, by the quantity fuo{k\ where h is Dirac’s constant).

The study of waves in a plasma is part of classical physics so that the appearance of 
Dirac’s constant should, generally speaking, not be necessary. This means that Dirac’s 
constant should fall out of all final expressions, even if we carried it along in all intermediate 
steps. In order not to have to carry this useless quantity along we shall take the energy to be 
simply equal to co, and not to Aco, and the wave momentum to be equal to A, and not to fik, 
as it is in actual fact. If we bear in mind that one really should have instead of (2.2) the for
mula Nk =  (2ji*)Wk/fta>, one sees easily that Nk is a dimensionless quantity and, indeed, 
determines the number of waves per unit volume of coordinate space and per unit volume 
of wavenumber space.

We shall often assume that the plasma turbulence is isotropic, that is, we shall assume that 
the quantity Wk depends only on the magnitude of the wavenumber. We can then in (2.1) 
integrate over the directions of the wavevector which leads to

w  =  J  Wk dk =  An J  Wkk2 dk. (2.3)

We shall call the quantity Wk the energy spectral density of the plasma waves. This is one 
of the main characteristics of plasma turbulence. From (2.3) and (2.2) we have

Wk k.'hoik)
2n* Nk . (2.4)

The spectral density of the energy in (2.3) and (2.4) is taken per unit wavenumber. One 
could just as well have taken it per unit frequency:

Wm = Wk dk_ _  Wk 
dco vg (k) (2.5)

where vg(k) is the group velocity of the waves. In astrophysics one normally uses the energy 
spectral density per unit frequency. For high-frequency electromagnetic waves when 
vg(k) =  c, it is equally convenient to use Wk or W m. The position is different in the case of
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§ 2] Emission and absorption mechanisms for waves in a plasma

plasma waves. We saw § 1 that, for instance, in the case of longitudinal plasmons, the 
wavenumbers change over a much larger range than the frequencies. Even though the 
frequency and the wavenumber are uniquely connected it is nevertheless simpler to bear in, 
mind the limitations on k rather than those on co. It is thus more convenient to use in plasma 
turbulence the quantity Wk rather than Wm although, as we emphasize once again, they are 
uniquely connected.

It is normal in observational astrophysics to measure fluxes of electromagnetic radiation 
per unit frequency, Fm. If the solid angle Q is known under which the source of this radiation 
is seen, we can also define the spectral intensity Im — F JQ  which is the amount of energy 
emitted per unit time by a unit area per unit frequency into a unit solid angle in the given 
direction. We shall in what follows evaluate this quantity and compare it with observations,, 
assuming that Q is known.

It is clear that for isotropic electromagnetic radiation we have

From this we get a relation which we shall often use in what follows:

4  =  Wl/An. (2.7)

All plasma waves, and thus also the electromagnetic waves, are always emitted and 
absorbed in any plasma in thermodynamic equilibrium. Their distribution over frequencies 
and wavenumbers is described by the universal Planck formula (in accordance with what 
we have said earlier the Planck constant will not occur in the formulae). For the number 
of waves per unit phase volume we have

Nk 1 .  T
ê >T~  1 ^  a)(kj ’ (2.8)

where T  is the temperature of the equilibrium plasma in energy units, and where we have 
assumed that T  » co.

One often uses in astrophysics the concept of the effective temperature of the radio
emission, r cff(A). This characteristic quantity can also be extended to all waves of plasma 
turbulence. We can according to (2.4) write in the isotropic case:

2?r2
Tte = ~ W k . (2.9)

If the turbulence in the plasma is well developed we have TeS T  for those waves for which 
this turbulence is excited.

For high-frequency electromagnetic waves equation (2.9) becomes

Teff(A) = rcA24 ,  (2.10)

where A =  2nfk is the wavelength. We have here taken into account the fact that electro
magnetic waves have two polarization states.
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We shall use many of the characteristic quantities of plasma turbulence which we have 
introduced here. For more exact calculations we need to know Wk, but in many cases we 
can for rough estimates limit ourselves simply to W.

The energy density of the plasma waves can be compared with the thermal energy density 
of the gas. If W neTe, we call the turbulence weak and this case will be the topic of our 
studies. We call the case when W  ^  neTe strong turbulence. In that case there is such an 
intensive interaction between different kinds of waves that after a time of the order of 
1 /co^, which is neglibigle for astrophysics, a fast dissipation of the energy of the plasma 
waves (turbulent heating) has taken place which brings the plasma again into a state with 
W neTe. Unless we make a statement to the contrary we shall as a rule assume that this 
latter condition is satisfied.

Spontaneous emission mechanisms for waves in  a plasma

If the appropriate conditions are fulfilled all kinds of waves in the plasma can be emitted 
by one mechanism or another.

For the time being we leave aside atomic mechanisms, that is, the emission and absorp
tion of electromagnetic quanta during quantum transitions both between bound states in 
atoms and between bound and free states. These mechanisms have a certain value for plasma 
astrophysics in a number of particular cases which we shall, however, not discuss here 
(Kaplan, Klelman, and Olringel’, 1972).

Well-known are the so-called bremsstrahlung mechanisms, that is, the production of 
electromagnetic waves when electrons are decelerated or accelerated. The acceleration and 
deceleration of heavy ions turns out to be ineffective in cosmic conditions. Two bremsstrahl
ung emission mechanisms are important in astrophysics: the acceleration and deceleration 
of electrons when they collide with ions and their motion in curved, helical orbits in an 
external magnetic field (cyclotron and synchrotron emission by relativistic electrons).

Strictly speaking, bremsstrahlung mechanisms correspond also to the scattering of elec
tromagnetic waves by electrons. The scattered wave is emitted as a consequence of the acce
leration or deceleration of an electron which is acted upon by the field of the incoming wave. 
We must distinguish the Thomson effect where the frequencies of the incident and the 
scattered waves are the same and only the direction of the wavevector is changed, and the 
Compton effect where the frequency of the scattered wave is different from (larger than or 
smaller than) that of the incident wave. Other plasma waves are also emitted through these 
mechanisms with some degree of efficiency.

However, another mechanism which differs from the bremsstrahlung one, turns out to 
be more effective for the emission of waves in a plasma. Unfortunately, this emission mech
anism (the so-called Cherenkov effect1) cannot usually directly generate electromagnetic 
waves under the conditions of a cosmic plasma. In such a plasma only waves with a phase 
velocity less than or equal to the particle velocities and thus less than the velocity of light 
can be emitted. On the other hand, the particles need not be accelerated for the emission

t  Vavilov and Cherenkov discovered this emission mechanism experimentally and Tamm and Frank 
(1937) explained it theoretically. This mechanism is called (in the U.S.S.R.) the Vavilov-Cherenkov effect. 
However, it is now traditional to speak of “Cherenkov radiation” and “Cherenkov emission mechanism”.
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§2] Emission and absorption mechanisms for waves in a plasma

through this mechanism: particles moving rectilinearly with a constant velocity also radiate 
—it is thus a non-bremsstrahlung mechanism. The main point of this mechanism lies in the 
following. A moving charge polarizes the plasma attracting charges of different sign and 
repelling charges of the same sign. If the phase velocity of the propagation of the pertur
bations of the charge density in the plasma is less than the velocity with which the external 
charge moves, the plasma polarization can in no way move beyond the charge and “tear 
itself away” from it. This leads to the emission of the energy used to polarize the plasma.

From this it follows that a particle moving with a velocity v can emit all waves with phase 
velocities vp <  v. Only those waves are emitted for which the component of the particle 
velocity along the direction of propagation of the wave is equal to the wave phase velocity 
-emission condition of Tamm and Frank (1937):

Vp =  V COS # , 0) =  (A*u). (2.11)

In that case the particle remains for a long time in resonance with the wave.
Ceteris paribus, the power of the Cherenkov emission mechanism per unit frequency is 

comparable with the bremsstrahlung mechanism power, that is, comparable with the power 
emitted during the acceleration or deceleration of a particle moving with the same speed as 
the particle emitting the Cherenkov radiation. The advantage of the latter lies, however, 
in the fact that the emission lasts as long as the particle moves and not only during the peri
ods of the rare collisions between particles or of the very rare cases when quanta are scattered 
by electrons. Moreover, both electrons and ions produce Cherenkov radiation with the 
same power. For the excitation of plasma turbulence and for many processes occurring in 
a plasma (for instance, particle acceleration) this non-bremsstrahlung mechanism is there
fore especially important, the more so as there are many waves in a plasma with a small 
phase velocity.

Plasma waves which have been excited by one of the emission mechanisms considered 
here can through^non-linear interactions—which we shall study in the next section—trans
form into transverse electromagnetic waves of various frequencies. In final reckoning there
fore the Cherenkov mechanism also leads to the production of electromagnetic radiation.

We shall in what follows consider in detail the production of electromagnetic waves in 
plasma turbulence regions. We shall call those processes, which compete with the normal 
bremsstrahlung processes for the emission of electromagnetic waves, plasma mechanisms 
for (electromagnetic) radiation. Doppler shifts can lead to appreciable changes in frequency.

Different cases of the emission of different types of waves by various mechanisms will 
be considered when we study actual astrophysical objects but we shall discuss now some 
general properties. We introduce the concept of the probability for the emission of a single 
wave per unit time per unit wavenumber volume, uk. In the general case this quantity will 
depend upon the direction of the emission. If possible, we shall in what follows average 
the emission probability over the angular variables. In that case, and also generally for 
isotropic emission, we can express the emission power Pk, that is, the amount of energy 
emitted by a particle per unit time per unit wavenumber, as follows in terms of the proba
bility uk:

P k
k 2(o(k)

2n2 Uk■ (2.12)
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This formula can be used to determine the emission power through its probability or, the 
other way round, to find the probability, if we know the emission power. We shall give a 
few examples of such two-fold use of this relation. However, we first note that we can give 
an order of magnitude estimate for the emission probability (more exact formulae can be 
found in the Appendix):

uk eh)2 (2.13)

where v is a characteristic velocity of the radiating particle and co(k) the radiation frequency.
The estimate (2.13) needs some explanation. In general the emission probability is deter

mined by several different parameters. For instance, the probability for dipole emission 
depends on the acceleration of the particle, the probability for Cherenkov emission on the 
particle velocity, the magneto-brems emission probability on the number of the harmonic, 
and so on. In each case one can find an exact expression for the probability uk by radiation 
theory methods. However, for rough estimates or for an understanding of the physical 
meaning of complicated relations it is often desirable to have a simple estimate which gives 
the right order of magnitude. One can, for instance, obtain equation (2.13) by writing 
down (2.12) for dipole emission and assuming that the acceleration is equal to vco(k). 
Furthermore, (2.13) is also approximately valid for other emission mechanisms such as 
synchrotron or Cherenkov emission. One must only take into account the averaging over 
geometric and time factors which reflect the specific aspects of the emission mechanism 
concerned. We shall show below how this can be done in actual examples. In what follows 
we shall often compare exact expressions, which are not always so translucent, with expres
sion (2.13).

We shall now give expressions for uk for some emission mechanisms which are very 
important for plasma astrophysics.

1. Thermal bremsstrahlung in electron-ion collisions. This is a well-known mechanism 
for the emission of electromagnetic as well as plasma waves in a wide range of frequencies 
and wavenumbers. The exact expression for the averaged emission probability, taken for a 
single thermal electron, has the following form :

(2.i4)3\Z(2tz) or cjqNj) 3 y co j  co

Here A e is the Coulomb logarithm. Expression (2.14) differs from (2.13) by the averaging 
factor vjco: indeed, the length of time an electron emits at a frequency co is of the order 
1 /co while the characteristic time between collisions is of the order 1 fve. From this it follows 
that, when time-averaging the emission probability (2.13) which refers only to the immediate 
moment of the acceleration or deceleration, one should multiply by a factor vjco. We must 
emphasize once again that (2.14) determines the probability for the emission not only of 
electromagnetic waves but also of any other kind of waves in the plasma.

2. Cyclotron emission at the first harmonic, co =  coHe. If a non-relativistic electron moves 
along a helical path in a magnetic field—with velocity components and v±—it radiates 
at a frequency co = coHJ ( l —v {]lvp). In a plasma with thermal electrons this leads to the
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appearance of an emission band centred around the frequency com  and with a width 
Aco % 2coHe(v J v p) % 2coHe(vTJ v p). After averaging the cyclotron emission probability of 
thermal electrons we have

uk — Tt1
e2vh

v Te
(2.15)

The agreement between (2.15) and (2.13) is clear. The factor v J v Tt is connected with the 
fact that the radiation is concentrated in a narrow range of frequencies.

3. Synchrotron emission by relativistic electrons. It is well known that a wide spectrum of 
electromagnetic waves is emitted through the synchrotron mechanism with the maximum 
emission at a frequency

“ = ( ^ ) s- <2-'«
where s is the energy of the relativistic electron. As in the case of other mechanisms, syn
chrotron emission can also take place in the form of plasma waves. We shall consider syn
chrotron radiation in detail in § 12 and here just give the expression for the probability of 
the emission of electromagnetic waves at the maximum, that is, at the frequency (2.16):

uk \6 n % e
CO

(2.17)

The occurrence of the factor coHJco is connected with the following fact. The synchrotron 
emission of an ultra-relativistic electron is at any given time concentrated in a narrow solid 
angle ~  (mec2/e)2, directed along the instantaneous particle velocity. When averaging the 
emission coefficient over all angles, that is, over d2i2/4?r, we must multiply the emission 
probability by (mec2/e)2 ^  coHJco, that is, the relative solid angle occupied by the instantane
ous electron emission.

4. Thomson scattering by free electrons. An electromagnetic wave incident upon an elec
tron will make it oscillate with its own frequency co and this leads to a re-emission of an 
electromagnetic wave with the same frequency, but in a different direction. Other plasma 
waves are scattered in the same way and, furthermore, during such a scattering process 
they can change from one mode of plasma waves to another mode with the same frequency. 
For instance, when a longitudinal plasmon is scattered it can change into a transverse wave 
or an ion-sound wave can change into a whistler. We shall consider such a transformation 
in detail in the next section.

The probability for Thomson scattering of longitudinal and transverse plasmons and of 
high-frequency electromagnetic waves is determined by the relation

_  2(2n f  e* Wm n co*e
3 ml co3 3 «2co3 £ (2.18)

where Wm is the spectral density of the scattered radiation, and co =  co(fc) is the frequency 
of the incident and of the scattered radiation.
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One can reduce equation (2.18) also to (2.13). Indeed, let E  be the electric field of the 
incident wave. The electron then obtains in this field a velocity v =  eE/mta>. The field E  
is connected with Wm through the relation Wa = EP/Atkjo. The square of the velocity of 
the electron which is affected by the incident wave is thus:

4nW m
mt a) (2.19)

Substituting (2.19) into (2.13) and adding a factor j- which takes into account the averaging 
over directions, we get (2.18). The derivation which we have given here of the probability 
for Thomson scattering enables us to elucidate the meaning of non-linear interactions 
between waves in a plasma.

5. Compton scattering by relativistic electrons. Strictly speaking “Compton effect” is the 
name for the quantum change in frequency when scattering occurs by a free electron, 
which may be at rest. However, in astrophysics quantum scattering effects are unimportant 
as long as the frequency of the scattered wave satisfies the inequality

a)' 2wec2 wcc2 
tl € (2.20)

In astrophysics one now uses traditionally the term Compton effect for the scattering 
of electromagnetic waves by relativistic electrons with a change in frequency due to the 
Doppler effect. The frequency of the scattered wave may here be either much larger or 
much smaller than the frequency of the incident wave. In the first case

O) (or
T ^ f c ) (2.21)

energy is taken from the scattering electron, while in the second case

(D =  0) (2.22)

the incident wave gives energy to the electron.
One often calls the case (2.22) the direct, and the case (2.21) the inverse Compton effect. 

However, neither this nomenclature, nor the distinction between a “direct” and an “inverse” 
effect are justified from the point of view of physical contents. Nevertheless, we retain 
here the nomenclature Compton scattering for all cases of an appreciable change in fre
quency due to the Doppler effect, but we shall not use the terms “direct” and “inverse” .

Compton scattering can occur for all forms of plasma waves, and the fact that there 
occurs then a considerable change in frequency means that now the conditions for the 
transformation of one kind of plasma wave into another are easily satisfied. For instance, 
ion-sound waves can change into Langmuir waves when scattered by relativistic electrons, 
or directly into electromagnetic waves, and vice versa.

We shall now write down an expression for the probability of Compton scattering by 
relativistic electrons. The exact expressions are rather complicated as for a given frequency
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co' of the incident radiation in the Compton process a wide emission spectrum within a 
frequency range of the order (2.21) to (2.22) is generated.

We shall study the Compton scattering in detail in§ 13. Here we give only the formula 
for the probability of Compton scattering of electromagnetic waves:

2(2tt)3 e4 W'm. ft/ _  2(2n f  e* W'm. 
3 ml ft)2co' ft) 3 m2 to3

(2.23)

The difference between (2.23) and (2.18) is connected with the fact that we must take into 
account that the scattered radiation is concentrated into a solid angle (mcc2/e)2 ^  to'/ft), as 
was done in (2.17) through the addition of a factor (johJ co.

6. Cherenkov radiation. The probability for emission through this mechanism depends 
strongly on the angular variables and on the ratio of the particle velocity and the phase 
velocity of the wave. We give in tabular form in the Appendix the probabilities for the emis
sion of various waves, averaged over the angles. Here we give only the probability for the 
emission of longitudinal plasmons averaged over angles:

uk = 2tt2e 2ft)Pc

k?v — 2 jz2
e2v2
f t ) ;pe

=  2rc2
e2v2
f t ) ;pc

(2.24)

We must bear in mind that the condition for Cherenkov emission, copc =  ( k - v ) ^ k v ,  
must necessarily be satisfied. The maximum probability occurs for emission exactly along 
the direction of motion of the particle when copc =  kv. We shall consider the case of Che
renkov emission of Alfv6n waves in§ 12.

Stimulated emission and  absorption of waves in a plasma

It is well known that spontaneous processes are always accompanied by stimulated (or 
induced) processes, leading either to wave absorption or to stimulated wave emission. We 
shall illustrate stimulated processes through the example of Cherenkov emission. Absorp
tion is here nothing but Landau damping which we discussed in the preceding section. If 
there is a plasma wave and a charge moving with a velocity somewhat smaller than the 
phase velocity of the wave and along the wavevector of the wave, the charge will stay 
rather a long time near, say, the maximum of the wave amplitude. Gradually the charge 
will begin to lag behind, but the electromagnetic field of the wave will, so to speak, “push” 
it, giving it its energy. If the charge moves somewhat faster than the phase velocity of the 
waves, the charge will “push” the wave, increasing its amplitude. If the number of slower 
charges is higher than that of faster charges (in identical velocity ranges) the total effect 
will be an absorption of wave energy, and that is Landau damping. The increase in the wave 
amplitude corresponds to stimulated emission which differs from spontaneous emission 
through the fact that in the plasma there are waves with the same parameters as those of the 
emitted waves; these stimulate the emission processes in direct proportion to the number 
of waves per unit phase volume which are already present in the plasma.

In the well-known Einstein coefficients treatment it is necessary to introduce together 
with the probability uk for spontaneous emission also probabilities for induced emission
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and induced absorption which are equal to Nkuk, where Nk is again the number of waves 
per unit phase volume. The balance between induced emission and absorption depends 
on the level occupations, that is, in our case on the momentum distribution function of the 
radiating particles:

<Pp _  f  r dpx dpy dpz
" \ f p {2nY \ f p { In f (2.25)

where f p is the density of radiating particles per unit phase volume and n the particle density 
per unit coordinate space volume (cm”3). If, as often is the case, f p depends only on the 
absolute magnitude of the momentum, /?, and not on its direction, we can introduce a mo
mentum magnitude distribution function f p or an energy distribution function / e. We have 
then

4 np2
fp {2nffp, n =  j f p dp. (2.26)

For ultra-relativistic particles the energy is e =  cp, and we have

=  \ S t fp' n =  $f *de-

We shall now give some important definitions. The quantity

Jk = Pkf,
<pp k2o>

(2 n f (2n)2I “kfp
d3p

(2.27)

(2.28)

shall be called the coefficient for spontaneous wave emission per unit volume and unit 
wavenumber.

In the general case the emission coefficient will be per unit phase volume, J 3*/(2jr)3. We 
then have (note that j  Jk dk = f  J k d?kl{27tf)

Jk — Jk, & — CO(Jc) I UfcfpI-
d?p

W )"3
(2.29)

If the emission is isotropic, which is often the case in plasma astrophysics, at least to a 
first approximation, the quantities (2.28) and (2.29) are connected through the simple 
relation:

2rc2
Jk =  Jk,t ~  Jlc- (2.30)

If we take induced processes into account we must replace (2.29) by the equation

Qk = Qk.0  = O>(*) |  uk[fP+Nk{fp- f p- k)] — ^3, (2.31)

where Qk # is the total power (the balance between emission and absorption). We have 
here taken into account the momentum conservation law when particles emit or absorb 
waves:/?' = p —k.
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Since in a plasma we have usually for the waves and particles k<z p, we get from (2.31)

§ 2] Emission and absorption mechanisms for waves in a plasma

Qk,$ —  Jk,#+(*)Nk (2tt)3 *
d3p

(2.32)

If everywhere in the particle phase volume (k^[dfp[dp]) is negative, as is the case, for 
instance, for a Maxwell distribution, the second term on the right-hand side of (2.32) is 
also negative and describes absorption or, as one often expresses it in astrophysics, reab
sorption of waves. However, if the distribution function is anisotropic or if there are other 
deviations from equilibrium functions which as a rule may be very small, conditions may 
appear when in some element of the phase volume (k*[dfp/dp]) >  0. It can then occur 
that also the whole of the second term on the right-hand side of (2.32) becomes positive. 
The stimulated emission will then dominate and amplification occurs, that is, a maser 
effect for the waves concerned.

Stimulated absorption and stimulated emission are described by decay rates and growth 
rates, respectively, which are determined by the formula

If the particle distribution function depends only on their energy, we have for Cherenkov 
emission:

Strictly speaking, equations (2.33) and (2.34) can be used only when the effect of a magnetic 
field on the process of emission of waves by particles can be neglected. In the particular 
case of Cherenkov radiation it is necessary for this that the wavelength is much smaller 
than the Larmor radius. However, it turns out that when we substitute (2.34) into (2.33) 
we can use (2.33) also in the more general case, provided we understand by uk the emission 
probability averaged over all angles and particle trajectories.

Knowing uk and the particle momentum distribution function we can easily calculate 
both the absorption coefficient and the growth rate. In particular, in a plasma with a Max
wellian velocity distribution for the electrons and for the ions (possibly with Te 7̂  T;) 
we get for the damping rate in the electron gas:

and a similar expression for the ion gas. If we now substitute into this expression the for
mula for the emission probability given earlier, we obtain the damping rates given in § 1. 
In particular, by substituting the Cherenkov emission probability into (2.35) and using 
condition (2.11) and a Maxwellian distribution function we obtain the equations describ
ing the Landau damping.

For each actual case of a non-Maxwellian velocity distribution we must proceed separa
tely. However, one can obtain a few general estimates. For instance, let the main plasma

(2.33)

(2.34)

co(k)
y(k) I Ukfp d3p _  2ji2 Jk

Te (2nf k2a> 7V (2.35)
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be penetrated by a weak beam of electrons moving with an average velocity v0 and a velo
city spread Av0 v0; The total electron density in the beam n* will be much less than the 
electron density nt in the main plasma. If v0 »  vTe there is a “hump” in the distribution 
function for the velocity component along the beam. Inside the “hump” dfp/8e >  0 and 
conditions are produced there which are favourable for the stimulated excitation of plasma 
waves provided that there are waves with phase velocities larger than v0—Av0. The largest 
value of the growth rate will occur for waves moving along the beam with phase velocities 
between v0—Av0 and v0.

Let us estimate this for Langmuir waves. Substituting (2.24) and (2.34) into (2.33) we 
find

y w  _  g .  f  1 g/p d'p 
(Ope kz J v 8e (2jiY * (2.36)

An estimate for the integral in (2.36) is nJm e(Av0)2v0, where mc(Av0)2 is the energy spread 
of the beam particles (the beam “temperature”). We then get from (2.36), if we also use the 
fact that (o^/k % v0:

This important formula for the growth rate due to the instability of an electron beam will 
often be met with in what follows. We can similarly evaluate growth rates of other waves.

Let us turn to equation (2.32). We shall assume that the power Qk =  (k2/2ji2)Qk # is 
used to increase the number of waves in the appropriate phase volume. We then have

Qk = —  =  Jk+y(k) Wk. (2.38)

The solutions of this equation are different for the cases of growth and of damping of waves. 
Let us first consider the damping case (y <  0).

We shall assume that in the plasma with a temperature T  there is an initial level of the 
spectral density of the plasma wave energy, Wk(0). As a result of emission and absorption 
processes the energy spectral density is after a time t changed to the quantity

Wk{i) =  -  w m ] Q  - e -  '0 + Wk(0), (2.39)

which follows from equation (2.38) written down for the isotropic case. In an optically 
thick plasma after a sufficiently long time (| y 11»  1) a “constant” thermal level of the plasma 
wave energy density is established (compare with (2.9)):

Jk k2T
ly(fe)l 2ji2 ’

(2.40)

which is independent of the initial level.
The total energy density of thermal plasma waves is given by the equation
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where kmM is the maximum allowable wavenumber. For Langmuir waves A:max is deter
mined from the condition ' /  % wpe, that is, kmax % 1 jdt. We then have

W i
Tt ^  ftj'e  

for2 dl ~  6ji2Nd ’
(2.42)

Similarly we get for ion-sound waves: k mxx % o>pi/vTj and we get for the density of their 
thermal energy:

7*. I T  \  !/2

• (2-43>

For whistlers and Alfven waves we have very small values of A;max so that the density of 
thermal plasma waves of those types is small.

In the growth case (y >  0) the energy density of the plasma waves increases exponentially 
with time. The solution of (2.38) has the following form :

W k =  —  i f * -  l )+ m (0 )  <*'. (2.44)

It is, however, valid only as long as we neglect non-linear interactions. It is, on the other 
hand, important that here the energy density of the plasma waves can be by far greater 
than the thermal level.

§ 3. Non-linear wave interactions in a plasma

Wave interactions in a plasma have many consequences which are important for plasma 
astrophysics. For instance, they lead to a transfer of energy from unobservable to detec
table spectral ranges. The easiest waves to excite in a plasma are the Langmuir waves and 
usually they have the largest energy density. However, they do not emerge from that part 
of the plasma where they originate. Non-linear interactions transfer their energy to trans
verse waves which can freely leave the plasma. Through wave interactions in the plasma 
energy can be transferred from one range of wavenumbers to another, where plasma waves 
can interact strongly with fast particles and thereby a small number of particles can be 
accelerated to very high energies.

We shall in the present section describe the physical basis of the theory of wave interac
tions in a plasma and we shall give some formulae which we shall use in the subsequent 
analysis. In later chapters we shall consider other relations which are relevant for non
linear wave interactions.

When expounding the theory we shall restrict ourselves to a qualitative, non-rigorous 
description and to writing down the appropriate formulae in their simplest form, which is, 
however, sufficient for our purpose. The reader can find details of the theory and methods 
for detailed calculations in the many books and reviews which have appeared (Vedenov, 
Velikhov and Sagdeev, 1961, 1962; Vedenov, 1967; Kadomtsev, 1965; Galeev, Karpman 
and Sagdeev, 1965; Gorbunov and Silin, 1965; Kovrizhnykh, 1966; Tsytovich and Shvarts- 
burg, 1967; Tsytovich, 1970, 1971a, 1972b; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1969a; Pustovalov
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and Silin, 1972; Kadomtsev and Petviashvili, 1963; GailitisandTsytovich, 1964a). We em
phasize once more that the exposition in the present section must be considered to be only 
a first introduction to a more rigorous analysis which can be found in the literature cited.

N o n-linear scattering of waves by thermal ions a nd  electrons in a plasma

There are two basic kinds of plasma wave interactions. The physics of both phenomena 
is simple although the detailed formulae in both cases turn out to be very cumbersome. 
However, bearing in mind when these relations can be used in astrophysics and with what 
accuracy, we give here an elementary derivation of the simplified (that is, averaged over 
angles) expressions for the probabilities for wave interactions, which is fully sufficient 
for further calculations.

The first kind of non-linear interactions is, essentially, Thomson or Compton scattering. 
We saw already in the preceding section that the wave frequency and its direction change 
when scattering by a free electron occurs. We also noted then that there was a possibility for a 
change in the type of wave. This is just the interaction between waves of the same or of 
different types in a plasma. The peculiar circumstances consist in the fact that one cannot 
consider the thermal electrons in a plasma to be free when one is dealing with the scattering 
of low-frequency waves: in a volume of size A3 % (2n/k)3 there are always many plasma 
electrons. If waves in the optical band with wavelengths much less than the inter-electron 
distance are scattered, they will force each electron to oscillate independent of all others. 
When plasma waves with, say, a frequency cope are scattered, each wave can make many 
electrons to oscillate coherently. When we consider the transformation of plasma waves we 
must therefore consider their scattering by fluctuations in the electron density. In turn the 
fluctuations are caused by the motion of the thermal particles in the plasma themselves. 
These considerations make it possible to draw the following intuitive picture (for a more 
rigorous basis see Tsytovich, 1970).

Let us consider one, randomly chosen, thermal, charged plasma particle. It creates around 
itself a polarization cloud. If it is an ion, it attracts neighbouring electrons and repels ions. 
As a result a “coat” of electrons with an excess negative charge is formed around an ion. 
The size of this “coat” is of the order of the Debye radius. It moves with the ion. If a plasma 
wave is incident upon the “coat” the wave is scattered and forms other plasma waves (which 
may be electromagnetic waves). This process is called non-linear scattering. The scattering 
by density fluctuations turns out to be equivalent to the scattering by the charges “dressed 
in the coat” . We must here bear in mind that in the polarization region (the “coat”) 
there are rather strong electric fields coupling the electrons and the ion considered so that 
the displacement of the electrons in the scattering process will immediately affect the motion 
of the ion. The change in the wave energy occurs thus in the scattering process at the expense 
of the ion energy. A thermal electron creates a similar “coat”, but with an excess positive 
charge. The scattering picture now, however, turns out to be more complicated. An incident 
plasma wave (for instance, a Langmuir wave) moves about not only the “coat”, but also the 
“central” electron. Both the “coat” and the electron emit secondary (scattered) waves but 
as their charges are of different sign, the two emissions are in antiphase with respect to one 
another. As a result the two scattered waves often cancel one another which is equivalent
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to a vanishing of the scattering. In most cases the scattering of Langmuir waves by an elec
tron and its “coat” is thus much weaker than the scattering by the “coat” of an ion. The 
cancellation is smaller if either the electron energy is of the order of relativistic energies 
(which occurs most strikingly in the conversion of longitudinal into transverse waves; see 
Gallitis and Tsytovich, 1964a) or the phase velocities of the plasma waves are so large that 
the antiphase behaviour of the excitations of the “coat” and the electron is violated. One 
can show (Tsytovich, 1970) that the latter condition is satisfied, if vp >  
actual fact, however, if we are dealing with scattering involving a change in k  of the same 
order as k , scattering by electrons will be important only when

If the phase velocity is larger, the non-linear scattering by ions is more important.
We shall therefore consider in a little more detail the scattering of plasma waves by the 

“coat” of thermal ions. Let the frequency and wavevector of the incident wave be equal to 
co' and k  and those of the scattered wave co and k. As the type of the scattered wave may be 
different from that of the incident wave, the dispersion relations co'(A') and a>(k) can also 
differ. During the scattering by the “coat”, and hence by the ion, the ion loses part of its 
energy, which we write as e ~ e \  and part of its momentum,/?— p ’.

It is clear that in the scattering process the conservation laws for the total energy and the 
total momentum of wave and particle must be satisfied. We write these conditions in the 
form

e — e' = co(A:)—co'(fc'), k — k  — /?—/?'. (3.2)

Bearing in mind that the momentum of the wave k is much smaller than the particle momen
tum p  we have

co —co' =  c [^ (p 2+m2c2) — ̂ (p^+rrPc2)]

=  c W (P2+ m2c2)—V {(p —k + k ^ 2+ m2c2}] (3-3)
*  ([* -* ']•").

This condition which we shall simply call a conservation law enables us to reach at once 
several important conclusions. When we analyse the scattering by thermal ions we must put 
v equal to the ion thermal velocity vTi. We then have co—co' ^  \ k —k \ v Ti. If the direction 
of the wavevector changes appreciably during the scattering, \k —k'\ will be comparable 
with the absolute magnitude k  and

VT\co —co' ^  kvTi ^  co---- . (3.4)
®p

Since for undamped waves we have always vp vTi the change in the wave frequency in the
non-linear scattering process will be small. This conclusion is valid for all cases of non-linear 
scattering by thermal ions, including the cases when the type of the wave is changed.

Knowing the change in frequency we can determine the difference in the absolute magni
tudes of the wavevectors k and k .  This can be done particularly simply if during the
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scattering the type of wave does not change. We have then

co(k)-a>'(k') *  ( k - k ' ) ~ ^  (k -k ')v , 

Comparing (3.4) and (3.5) we find
k —k' ^  vTi

k  ~~ vg

The Physics of Plasma Turbulence

(3.5)

(3.6)

This quantity can be either much smaller than unity or comparable with unity. We shall 
call the first case differential scattering as far as the wavenumber is concerned, and the 
second case integral scattering. In the first case not only the frequency, but also the absolute 
magnitude of the wavenumber changes little in each scattering process. However, the direc
tion of the wavevector may change considerably. Indeed, condition (3.6) does not restrict 
the rotation of the vector k  to any angle with respect to k \  We have thus always integral 
scattering as far as the angles are concerned. However, it is also possible to have the case 
where we have integral scattering with respect to the wavenumber, when in a single scattering 
process the value of the wavenumber also changes appreciably. For scattering by electrons 
we always have integral scattering as we must instead of (3.6) write down an expression in 
which vTc enters instead of vTi, and for Langmuir waves vg is always less than vTe.

In plasma astrophysics we meet with both differential and integral scattering by ions. 
However, the first case is the simpler one and we shall illustrate the nature of the relations 
obtained by evaluating the coefficients for the differential scattering by ions and only after
wards give numerical formulae for the case of integral scattering.

For the most important case of non-linear scattering of a longitudinal plasmon by the 
“coat” of a thermal ion when the scattered wave remains a longitudinal plasmon we have

co-co' i / 7  ™*TX \ vTt _  1 i f T i  vTt 1
CO \  \  m{Tt ) vp ~  43 V Tc vp ^  130 ’

k - k '  ^  k+ vpvTi _  1 /meT{\ vp 1 i f Ti v p

k  *  k  “  3 v *Tc ~  3 |/ \rni7; j vrc ”  130 \  Te vTe *

(3.7)

(3.8)

From this it follows that in an isothermal plasma (Tc =  7̂ ) the scattering of plasmons with 
a  phase velocity vp <  130 vTc by thermal ions is always differential scattering. In a non- 
isothermal plasma with Tt ^>T{ this condition comprises an even larger range of wave- 
numbers.

If the longitudinal plasmon during the scattering by the “coat” of a thermal ion changes 
into a transverse plasmon, the change in frequency is again small. Equation (3.4) remains 
valid here. It is true that the wavenumber of a transverse plasmon is much smaller than the 
wavenumber of a longitudinal plasmon, as follows from the equation

coH COpe-h
c \ k pf
2cOpe G>pe-f

3 v\Jc2
CO,

CO
pc

(3.9)

However, we can here also introduce the concept of differential scattering with respect to 
wavenumbers, provided we express all wavenumbers, both those of the longitudinal and 
those of the transverse plasmons in the same scale.
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Let us, say, choose as the basic scale that of the wavenumbers of the longitudinal plas- 
mons. The dispersion relation of the longitudinal plasmons then remains as before: 
co1 =  cope+3v^efe2/2cope, while the dispersion relation of the transverse plasmons takes the 
same form: cop =  <ope+  3v^Jc2f2o)pc where now the “reduced” wavenumber of a transverse 
plasmon is k — (c /\/3 v Te)kp. In such a unified scale for the wavenumbers of the longitudinal 
and the transverse plasmons the conditions that the transfer is differential remain as before, 
that is, equations (3.7) and (3.8). We must also bear in mind that here the phase velocities of 
the transverse waves must also be written in a unified scale. We shall often use a unified 
wavenumber scale for different modes but, of course, the final results will always be reduced 
to the true scale.

We now turn to the calculation of the probability for the non-linear scattering by the 
“coat” of thermal ions. It follows from what we have said earlier about the physical essence 
of this mechanism that in the case of differential scattering this effect is simply Thomson 
scattering by the charge of the ionic “coat” which numerically is equal to the charge of the 
ion. The motion of the “coat” of one ion is independent of the motion of the “coat” of 
another ion so that we can consider each “coat” to be a “free charge” as far as the scattering 
is concerned. The effective mass of this charge is equal to me. For evaluating the probability 
for the differential scattering by the ion “coat” we can thus simply use equation (2.18).

Let us first consider the case of the differential scattering of longitudinal plasmons when 
o) % <ope. Replacing by we get the following expression for the scattering probabil
ity averaged over the angles:

(2n f  e4 W\ n c o lM
Uk 9(l + T J T if m\ < 4 ,k  18(1 + TyrO2 ny TJc ’ (3.10)

We have used here the fact that the wavenumbers of the scattered and of the incident waves 
are almost equal. The factor (1+ T JT J1 occurs when the screening of the charges in a non- 
isothermal plasma is taken into account more rigorously.

As the emission probability is now proportional to Wk, that is, in final reckoning to the 
number of incident waves, it is expedient to define a scattering probability uk% k, per unit 
phase volume of both the scattered and the incident wave, that is,

M‘ =  J M‘ ^ ' - ( 2^ r -  <3-n )

In the case of differential scattering uk k, has a steep maximum for k  ^  k \
Here and henceforth we give scattering probabilities averaged over the angles. Such 

expressions are simpler and physically translucent. However, in the averaging of the proba
bilities some special features of the process disappear.In particular,the complete,unaveraged, 
scattering probabilities contain delta-function factors which take explicitly the energy and 
momentum conservation (3.2) into account. When averaged, that is, integrated over the 
angles, these delta-functions disappear. We must therefore when applying (3.10) and other 
similar expressions always bear in mind that the conditions (3.2) must be satisfied. Moreover, 
it has turned out to be important in some cases that the scattering is anisotropic. Exact, 
non-averaged expressions are, for instance, given in the book by Tsytovich (1971a).
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As, according to (3.10), uk is independent of the particle momentum, we have from (2.28) 
for the coefficient for spontaneous emission per unit volume:

7*(l+i ^  l' +  i') =
< W jk

367T(l +  r e/ r i)2«e4e
mea)pC W lkk 

367r(l +  Tc/Ti)2 ~ ^ f 7 '
(3.12)

We have used here the fact that in a hydrogen plasma the ion and electron densities are equal 
(nt =  «j) and also put k  =  fc, as we are dealing with differential scattering. The notation 
1+i ^  l '+ i ' indicates symbolically the scattering of a longitudinal plasmon by an ion which 
turns it into another longitudinal plasmon while changing the ion energy.

In a similar fashion transverse plasmons are also created when a longitudinal plasmon is 
spontaneously scattered by the “coat” of an ion. In terms of the unified wavenumber scale 
the probability for the differential scattering of longitudinal into transverse plasmons, 
averaged over the angles, does not differ from the same probability for the scattering of 
longitudinal into longitudinal plasmons. A difference appears, however, when we analyse 
the angular dependence of the scattering probability and this is clearly connected with the 
different polarizations of longitudinal and transverse plasmons. The probability for the 
scattering process 1+i ^  l' + i' is proportional to (k -k )2 while the probabilities for the 
scattering processes l + i ^ p '  + i' and p + i ^ l '  + i' are proportional to \[k t\k ] \2. This 
difference disappears in the averaging.

When we consider the spontaneous conversion of longitudinal plasmons into transverse 
ones in a differential scattering process we can thus use equations (3.10) and (3.12) in the 
unified wavenumber scale. To change to the true wavenumber scale for the transverse 
plasmons we multiply (3.10) by &2cope/27t2 =  3v|'efc2cope/27r2c2; we then get

^ p(l+ i -  p' + i')
<  W[k 

I2n(l + Te/Ti)2 nec2 ’ (3.13)

where k =  (c/\/3*vTe)kp.
We can evaluate in a similar way the spontaneous conversion of all plasma waves in 

differential scattering processes. We must then always first of all analyse the conservation 
laws from which follows that in all scattering by thermal ions the change in frequency is 
small. Therefore only the following transformations are possible: 1 st f ,  p p', 1 ^  p, 
w ^  s, a ^  ms, and a ^  m.

As in the usual radiation processes, to each scattering process, including non-linear 
scattering, there correspond stimulated scattering mechanisms, the balance of which can lead 
either to absorption or to the amplification of emission.

In scattering “absorption” is simply the inverse process. If in the spontaneous scattering 
considered above the wave k' changes into the wave k , in the absorption process the wave 
k  changes to the wave k .  Induced emission is a stimulated process when the change from the 
wave k  to the wave k  is amplified when there are in the medium waves k . When analysing 
induced processes we can use the same relations as we had in § 2 when we considered 
induced emission and absorption processes.

Instead of (2.33) we now have

* * ) =  K ,N , ( [ A - A '
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where we have used the definition (3.11) of uk k, and the fact that the change in the particle 
momentum in the scattering process is equal to k —k Instead of (2.34) we have for a 
Maxwell ion distribution

(“ - * '] • dP )
<o(k)—<o'(k')

Ti (3.15)

From equations (3.14) and (3.15) we get at once a basic feature of induced scattering 
processes. If in a scattering process the frequency is increased (co >  co'), absorption occurs 
(y <  0). If the frequency decreases (co <  co'), induced wave emission occurs (y >  0). In 
other words, in an induced non-linear scattering process by thermal particles the energy 
transfer always goes in the direction in which the frequency is smaller. This conclusion is 
valid when the type of waves is not changed or when it is changed, and both for differential 
and for integral scattering processes.

Only spontaneous scattering can increase the wave frequency; induced scattering by 
thermal particles always leads to an energy transfer to the region of smaller frequencies. 
This conclusion depends, however, greatly upon the assumption of a Maxwellian particle 
velocity distribution. If there are in the plasma a sufficiently large number of epithermal, fast 
particles, the sign of the induced energy transfer may change.

In each scattering process in which the frequency is decreased some, though not much, 
energy, co—co', is, lost, that is, absorbed by the ion. This can be interpreted as Landau 
damping for virtual waves with frequency co—co' and wavevector k —k '. In an equilibrium 
plasma Landau damping always dominates over the amplification in Cherenkov radiation. 
The change in sign of the energy transfer corresponds to the excitation of virtual waves and 
the transfer of energy to them by the particles. It is clear that such an excitation is possible 
only in a non-equilibrium plasma.

The decay or growth rates, determined by equation (3.14), can be evaluated both for 
differential and for integral scattering. Let us first consider the case of differential energy 
transfer along the longitudinal plasmon spectrum.

Using the fact that uk k, has a steep maximum at k  ^  k ’ for the case of differential scatter
ing we can obtain from equations (3.10) and (3.11) the quantity uk k. which is an average 
over the wavevector directions. For this quantity we have the equation

~  m i  + TJTifnlv^k  ’ ( 3 - , 6 )

We can now also easily evaluate y\k). Using the energy conservation law (3.3) we find

/ ( l + i ^ l '+ i ' ) d3k' % a 1d w i  
dk ’ 

(3.17)

as k - k '. We have introduced here a notation which is very important for our subsequent 
discussion: the differential transfer coefficient referring to the longitudinal plasmon spec
trum:

a’(l + i =  l' + i') =  a1 TtWpe
2 7 ( i+ re/ r i)2«e^i4e

(3.18)
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Equation (3.17) means that the growth rate of non-linear scattering is determined by the 
difference in population level of plasma wave energy densities in neighbouring spectral 
intervals. The condition yl >  0 when dW Jdk  >  0 corresponds to an overpopulation of 
states with larger energy (frequency or wavenumber). Figure 3 illustrates the process of 
evolution of a packet of Langmuir waves due to differential transfers leading to its slipping 
to smaller values of plasmon wavenumbers.

One can similarly also calculate the induced transformation of longitudinal into transverse 
plasmons and vice versa. The basic property is here also conserved: the energy transfer goes 
in the direction of decreasing frequency. In other words, the longitudinal plasmon absorbed 
in the scattering has a larger frequency than the emitted transverse plasmon, while the 
absorbed transverse plasmon has a larger frequency than the emitted longitudinal one.

The calculation of the damping or growth rate for such a conversion is similar to the calcu
lation for the case of transfer in the spectrum of longitudinal plasmons. A difference consists 
in that now co—co' =  A;2, since kp <  k v If we use a unified “longitudinal” wave-
number scale, we have for the induced conversion process involving longitudinal and trans
verse plasmons:

The superscripts “p” and “1” of the quantities y indicate that the corresponding y describe 
a change in the number of transverse and of longitudinal plasmons.

It is very important that the coefficient of non-linear transfer in this case is again the same 
as (3.18), as long as we use a unified wavenumber scale. What we said earlier about the 
connection between the direction of the transfer and the overpopulation in the spectral 
energy densities remains valid also here (however, we must here require overpopulation of 
kW \ or W lfk, respectively).

Transverse plasmons and electromagnetic waves can remain transverse electromagnetic 
waves when scattered non-linearly by the polarization “coats” of ions. The damping or growth 
rate of the induced scattering is here (in the characteristic electromagnetic wave wavenumber

k
Fig. 3. Evolution in time of a Langmuir wave spectrum (t2 > tt).

yp(l+i *  p+i') = «' -  —  {kW \\ (3.19)

(3.20)
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yp(P+ i -  p' + i') =
dW lp

(3-21)3 ( l+ r e/r0 2nemiC4 dkp *

Strictly speaking, equation (3.21) is valid only for the case of scattering of transverse plas- 
mons with a frequency co ^  a>pc. We shall consider the case of high-frequency waves with 
<o »g> pb in §5.

We shall now discuss the integral effect of non-linear scattering. We shall distinguish two 
cases. Consider the case where in the scattering process involving one kind of waves the 
wavenumber changes little, but the wavevector is rotated over a large angle. We shall call 
this integral scattering with respect to the angles although with respect to the wavenumbers 
it remains differential scattering. The second case will be when both the direction of the 
wavevector and the wavenumber change appreciably.

We emphasize that non-linear scattering with respect to the angles always is integral. 
This fact is just the reason why we are able to assume that plasma turbulence is approxima
tely isotropic in most cases which are of practical importance.

Only after an isotropization of the plasma waves does the energy transfer along the spec
trum from high to low wavenumbers begin. There is then also a redistribution of the wave- 
vector directions; however, such a redistribution does not mean anything in isotropic 
turbulence.

As long as in the transfer process the condition \ k —k'\ <$c k' is satisfied the scattering 
remains differential. However, when the wavenumber decreases further, that is, when

the scattering becomes integral also with respect to a change in wavenumber. The quantity 
k m is another important parameter of plasma turbulence.

The wavenumbers decrease as before but not gradually, but steeply, in a jump. As a result 
integral transfer leads to a peculiar condensation of plasmons around the zero value of 
wavenumbers—somewhat analogous to a Bose condensation although the purely classical 
effect of non-linear scattering has nothing whatever in common with the purely quantal 
effect of the Bose-Einstein condensation.

When evaluating the spontaneous and induced non-linear integral scattering we must use 
the expression (3.11) for uk. The exact formulae are rather unwieldy and the averaged 
expressions are given in the Appendix. Using them we find for the coefficient for the spontane
ous emission when longitudinal plasmons are scattered by ions:

(3.22)

r *
________ “'pe________
3(2tt)3/2(1 + r e/ri)2nevri j>+H

k

dk'
■ (3-23)
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y '(l+ i *= l '+ i ')
(2n)ll2TtTi 

8(Te + Ti)2nemevTi

(3.24)

We have already mentioned that the scattering by electrons is always integral. The corre
sponding formulae which describe the scattering by electrons are similar to (3.23) and (3.24), 
and, for instance, instead of (3.24) we have now

y’fl+ e » l '+ e ')
6 \/2 n vTe 
5mtntcole

k

0

W lk'k'2 dk' . (3.24')

Equation (3.24') is valid for the case when the wavenumbers k and k \  although very 
different, are not small in absolute magnitude. If one of them is small, cancellations occur 
and the quantity y1 turns out to be small. We give in§ 8 the corresponding expressions for 
the growth rate y1 and the criterion for when k' is small.

The concentration of plasmons in the small wavenumber phase region prevents another 
form of non-linear interactions, namely, decay interactions which we shall consider now.

D ecay and  fusion of waves in a plasma

A second form of non-linear interactions between waves in a plasma also leads to a 
transfer of energy both between waves of the same mode and between different modes. This 
process is usually called a decay interaction.

We can describe the physics of the decay interaction as follows. Consider a free electron 
which is simultaneously in the electric field of two waves with different wavevectors ki and 
&2 and frequencies cox and C02. Each of these waves affects the electron at its own frequency 
so that its total motion can be described by the following equation:

(Pr
mc =  eEi cos (k i*i*)] + eE% cos [co2t —(fc2*i*)], (3.25)

where £1 and £2 are the amplitudes of the fields of the two waves. When solving this equa
tion by successive approximations we get in the expression for the wavevector r terms 
proportional to Ex and £ 2, which describe the normal scattering, and terms quadratically 
dependent on the field strengths. Of special interest are the terms involving the product of 
the strengths Ex and £ 2. The motion corresponding to them has frequencies cox+0)2 and
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*01 —(0 2 . It is clear that that part of the motion of the excited electron also proceeds with 
successive accelerations and decelerations and leads to the emission of waves at the fre
quencies coi+co2 and coi —C02. This is just the decay interaction or the fusion of waves, a non
linear effect which is explained by the non-linearity of the electron motion in the field of the 
two waves, (3.25).

We shall not solve equation (3.25). One sees, however, easily that the order of magnitude 
o f the terms in the expansion of the electron velocity v =  drjdt which are proportional to 
the product E\E2 and symmetric in an and co2 and in k\ and k 2 is given by

e2 / ki k 2 \ E i E2
ml \  coj co2 /  c o ^

(3.26)

As there is no reason to prefer one of the waves an or a>2 it is always necessary to have a 
symmetric expression for v.

We can now proceed further as follows. When evaluating the emission probability in 
scattering (equation (2.18)) we compared it with the simplified expression (2.13) in which we 
took for v the velocity of the electron which was excited by the incident wave, which in that 
case was equal to v =  eE/mtco.

It is clear that the emission probability for the fusion of two waves can be estimated in a 
similar way provided we now take for v the velocity of the electron which is excited at once 
by the two waves with frequencies an and co2. If we express in v2 the quantities El and E\ 
in terms of W™ and W*® we get instead of (2.19)

Substituting (3.27) into (2.13) we get the following estimate for the emission probability of 
a  wave k when waves ki and k 2 fuse:

e6 {k  1 , k 2\ 2 ne
~~ ml \an C0 2J co2anco2 k k ik 2 ’

(3.28)

where we have added the factor (2T ifn jk jc jc  which is symmetric in the wavenumbers and 
which takes into account that the emission process is coherent. Indeed, since in the produc
tion of the radiation not separate electrons excited by the wavenumbers k± and k 2 but groups 
of electrons in a volume which, roughly speaking, is of a size A3 =  (2n j k f  take part, one 
must multiply the emission probability by the coherence factor weA3 or, because of the 
symmetrization, by (2 rifn jkk1k 2.

We give in the Appendix exact expressions for the decay probabilities, averaged over the 
angles. Here we consider merely the most important cases which we need for what follows.

Of course, the energy and momentum conservation laws involving all waves participating 
in the process of decay or fusion must be satisfied:

co =  CO1 + CO2, k =  A1 + A2. (3.29)

It follows from the conservation laws that when two longitudinal Langmuir waves fuse 
one can only get a transverse (and not a longitudinal) electromagnetic wave with frequency
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to ^  2copc (we assume that copc » co^). The momentum conservation law imposes limitations 
upon the wavenumbers of the interacting plasmons. Let us suppose that the wavenumber o f 
one of the plasmons is much larger than k = y/3cope/c, the wavenumber of the transverse 
wave formed in the fusion. It is then clear that the second longitudinal plasmon must also 
have a wavenumber close to the wavenumber of the first plasmon and that the two wave- 
vectors must be almost antiparallel—only in that case can their sum give a small wavevector 
for the transverse wave. Thus, if k x :s> v^co^/c, we must have k x ^  —k 2.

If, however, the wavenumber of one of the longitudinal plasmons is much smaller than 
\ / 3copc/c, the wavenumber of the second longitudinal plasmon must be close to the wave- 
number of the transverse electromagnetic wave, that is, if k x «  y/3copc/c, we have 
k2 ^  k m  y/3 copc/c. We stress that the resulting transverse wave propagates in the direction 
of the larger of the wavevectors of the longitudinal plasmons.

The emission coefficient of a transverse wave with a given frequency co, close to 2co^, is 
determined by the product of the spectral energy densities of the longitudinal plasmons 
W \W \ t with values of the wavenumbers k x and k 2 determined by the conservation laws 
(3.29). The expressions for the emission coefficient per unit wavenumber or unit frequency 
has a rather complex form. We write down at once the expression for the total (that is* 
integrated over frequencies) emission power, generated when longitudinal plasmons fuse:

ny/3  
3 /lê WeC3

•/(I1+I2 0  — j* (ko
V3«>pJ c  _ kp

w 1\Z3®p̂ /c
\/3cope/c

(3.30)

where W^3a)pc/C is the value of the spectral density of the longitudinal plasmons for 
k  = y^co^/c and k u  ^ 1 j d t  is the maximum wavenumber for longitudinal plasmons. The 
expression given here is convenient for applications, but it is approximate since in the range 
0 <  k x <  y/3(D^/c we have used the limiting form of the integrand which is valid for 
k i  y/3<0 pJc  and in the range k x >  y/3copc/c the limiting form corresponding to
k  » copc/c.

Equation (3.30) shows that the largest emission power is generated when longitudinal 
plasmons with k x ^  k2 ^  V  3 (0 ^c fuse. The largest part of the energy of the transverse 
radiation is concentrated in a relatively narrow range of frequencies:

AC0X _  _  Q_w|e
ft)* ft)*, C2

(3.31)

Combining (3.30) and (3.31) we get easily an estimate for the spectral power of the radiation:
Jm *  JfA*'.

The fusion of two longitudinal plasmons into a transverse wave corresponds to yet an
other mechanism for the absorption of Langmuir waves. The damping rates for the two wave- 
number intervals are, respectively,

*' *+ , (3.32)
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y 'O iH  -  t) n  fa)Pc IJ7\
4 \/3  nemec3 top«/c ’

0 <  k , « V 3 ^ .  
1 c

(3.33)

In the latter case the damping rate is independent of the wavenumber, as in the case of 
collisional damping, so that we can proceed in the same way when we take both absorption 
mechanisms, the collisional and the radiative ones, into account provided k x cope/c.

The inverse decay of an electromagnetic wave with frequency close to 2cope into two 
longitudinal plasmons leads to its absorption. This process is possible only when the fre
quency of the wave satisfies the inequality

COpe

VTC
(3.34)

The absorption rate of electromagnetic waves due to this decay is

/ ( t I1+ I 2)  — —
71
30

<  w l
ntmtc2 v^cki ’ (3.35)

where k x (:» copJc) is determined by (3.34).
We shall often in what follows use another two important decay and fusion processes:
A longitudinal plasmon in a non-isothermal plasma, with Tt »  T{ can decay into another 

longitudinal plasmon and an ion-sound wave. In the inverse process when longitudinal 
plasmons fuse with ion-sound waves one also produces longitudinal plasmons. The change 
in frequency of the longitudinal plasmons in those processes is less than copi, that is, it is very 
small and the wavenumbers of the longitudinal plasmons therefore also change little. The 
balance between the decay and fusion processes of longitudinal plasmons and ion-sound 
waves is thus described by a differential transfer coefficient as in the case of the differential 
scattering of longitudinal plasmons by ions. We have, when k  >  k ^T J T ^112:

y \l  -  r ± s )  =
dW xk
dk

TICOpe dWl
21ncm{v^c dk (3.36)

We note that a ls in (3.36) differs from the a 1 in (3.18) by the replacement of the factor 
(14-TJTJp by unity. This means the following. In an isothermal plasma ion-sound waves 
are not excited and therefore in such a plasma the transfer of energy along the spectrum of 
the longitudinal plasmons is realized through the non-linear scattering by thermal ions. If the 
electron temperature begins to exceed the ion temperature the efficiency of the non-linear 
transfer decreases. However, when Te > a decay energy transfer becomes possible for the 
longitudinal plasmons and the efficiency of this transfer will be even larger (by a factor 4) 
than in an isothermal plasma. Otherwise the energy transfer of longitudinal plasmons 
through a decay interaction has the same properties as the energy transfer through non-linear 
scattering by ions.

A second decay process which is important for plasma astrophysics is the fusion and 
decay of high-frequency electromagnetic waves with co :»  cope as a result of which longitu
dinal plasmons are created. If the condition kx k t =  co/c is satisfied this process also has a 
differential character (when we take into account the balance between fusions and decays).
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It is clear that processes in which a transverse electromagnetic wave decays into a longitud
inal plasmon and another transverse wave also occur in a non-turbulent plasma. In that 
case the process leads to a gradual transfer of the energy of the electromagnetic waves into 
the low-frequency region of the spectrum with a rate

y \ t - t ' ± l ) 27i2 CO*e _3_ /4 _ \  _  a t_9_ / /q ,\  
3 WeWeC3 8co \  CO f  8co \  CO ) (3.37)

where we remember that Im is the spectral intensity of the high-frequency radiation. This 
process plays, apparently, a large role in the determination of the level of the energy of the 
electromagnetic radiation in powerful cosmic sources.

Under cosmic conditions also other kinds of plasma waves, such as whistlers or Alfven 
waves, will take part in decay interactions. We shall consider a few cases in later chapters and 
give the probabilities for other processes in the Appendix.

Decay processes are not limited to three-plasmon interactions. Four-plasmon inter
actions when one plasmon decays into three other ones or when two plasmons change into 
two other ones are also possible. There is in that case an even larger number of variations 
but especially important are those interactions which are forbidden in the three-plasmon 
form. For instance, two longitudinal plasmons can not change into one longitudinal plasmon 
in a three-plasmon interaction but they can, on the other hand, change into two other lon
gitudinal plasmons through a four-plasmon interaction.

The evaluation of four-plasmon interactions is very cumbersome but one can obtain order 
of magnitude estimates by the same method as for three-plasmon interactions. A rough 
estimate for the emission coefficient for the four-plasmon interaction of Langmuir waves 
gives

•7fc(l +  l' 55 li+ li) ^  01 - z ^ J r { w kf- (3.38)

Strictly speaking, equation (3.38) is valid only when the wavenumbers of all four plasmons 
are about the same. If the wavenumbers of two of the plasmons are much smaller than those 
of the other two (for instance, k «  k j  we have instead of (3.38)

Jk(l+Y *  lx+ i;) *  01 (3.39)

If we express all wavenumbers in a unified scale the emission coefficient for the four-plasmon 
interaction between longitudinal and transverse plasmons is of the same order of magnitude.

If the turbulence is weak, W neTe, the role of interactions which are more complicated
than three- or four-plasmon processes is unimportant. The relative importance of non-linear 
scattering and of decay interactions differs under different conditions in the plasma, and 
even in the same plasma for different wavenumbers.

We considered two basic mechanisms—the non-linear scattering and decay processes— 
which lead to energy transfer between plasma waves both involving one type of waves 
and involving different types. In a plasma with an admixture of fast, epithermal particles, 
these can also take part in the energy transfer. This case is considered in Chapter 3. It is well 
known (see, for instance, Denisov, 1957; Moiseev, 1965; and also the book by Zheleznyakov,
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1970a; or the review by Golant and Piliya, 1972) that in a smoothly inhomogeneous medium 
a mutual transformation of waves is also possible. The probability for such a transformation 
is usually proportional to ( k R y 1 where k  is the wavenumber and R a characteristic dimen
sion of the inhomogeneity. In some cases the probability for such a transformation may be 
larger, of order (kR )~2!3. All the same, however, the cosmic plasma is so uniform over dis
tances of the order of the wavelength that one can in practice in the great majority of applica
tions neglect this effect.

It is important to emphasize the following. Non-linear energy transfer processes involving 
different plasma waves are an intrinsic property of a plasma, independent in what way and 
in what amount the plasma receives energy from external sources. If, therefore, we give 
merely the power of the turbulence production determined by the external sources which 
produce the turbulence, and use the coefficients we have given here for the energy transfer 
between different kinds of waves, we can—at least in principle—construct the whole of the 
plasma turbulence spectrum. The next section will deal with the main propositions of plasma 
turbulence theory.

§ 4. Nature, spectrum, and excitation of plasma turbulence

Under cosmic conditions as under laboratory conditions there are always sources which 
excite different forms of plasma waves. These waves are, on the other hand, also absorbed 
in the plasma. If the power of the sources is small, which is practically always the case when 
only spontaneous emission occurs, the energy density of the plasma waves is of the order of 
the level of thermal fluctuations, that is, at least Nu times smaller than the thermal energy 
of the plasma particles.

Plasma waves which were created spontaneously are usually absorbed at the same fre
quencies and wavenumbers as those at which they were excited. There is practically no 
energy transfer along the spectrum or conversion from one type to another.

However, if the power of the plasma wave emission sources is large, in particular, when 
there are induced emission mechanisms (excitation due to instabilities) the level of the plasma 
wave energy increases fast and there arises a well-defined non-linear interaction. The energy 
transferred by the source in exciting one kind of waves in a narrow range of wavenumbers is 
redistributed over the whole of the allowed phase space both of the original plasma wave 
mode and also transferred to other plasma wave modes, that is, plasma turbulence is 
created.

It is clear that it has much in common with ordinary hydrodynamic turbulence. We shall 
therefore first briefly recapitulate the properties of large-scale dynamic turbulence.

It is well known that in incompressible liquids (or in gases, provided the velocities of the 
motions are much smaller than the sound velocity) turbulence is the combination of vortices 
of different sizes. The redistribution of energy between them is also connected with the non
linearity of the hydrodynamic equations. When studying the turbulence of incompressible 
liquids one often states the problem as follows. One introduces the concept of the wave
number of a vortex k which is connected with its size A through the usual relation k =  27tjX\ 
we emphasize that we are talking about the motion of vortices, not of waves, even though we 
use the term “wavenumber”. In the overwhelming majority of concrete problems one can
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assume that the external sources of turbulence transfer energy with a power Q to the vortices 
of the largest size A0 (or kQ =  27t/A0). After that the energy is gradually transferred to smaller 
size vortices. So to speak, an energy flux is set up through the whole vortex hierarchy from 
smaller to larger k. In the very small size vortices, kv % 2tt/Av, the energy is dissipated due to 
viscosity. The magnitude of the energy flux through the vortex hierarchy is equal to the 
power of the turbulence sources and completely determines the universal turbulence energy 
spectrum in the wavenumber range kQ <sc k <sc k v, the so-called inertial range. The quantity 
kv depends on the viscosity coefficients, while k0 is determined by the geometry of the medium 
and the structure of the turbulence sources. The spectral energy density of the universal 
Kolmogorov spectrum is in the inertial range of wavenumbers equal to

Wk =  1*3
Q 2 /3 p l/3

(4.1)

where g is the liquid density. Increasing the power of the sources increases the turbulent 
energy density—and changes the inertial range—but does not change the nature of the 
spectrum in that range.

Separating the phase regions of the wavenumber spectrum into those in which the pulsa
tions are formed and those in which they are destroyed is a necessary element of any turbu
lence, including plasma turbulence. Indeed, in the region where the plasma waves are gener
ated their absorption is always weaker than their excitation and the intensity of the waves 
would become infinite unless there were a way in which the wave could leave the medium 
—and this is impossible for many plasma waves because of their low group velocity—or a 
mechanism of energy transfer to another part of the spectrum where these waves are de
stroyed.

A distinctive feature of plasma turbulence is the presence of eigenfrequencies in a plasma. 
This makes it impossible to construct a theory simply on the basis of dimensionality, but, 
on the other hand, it gives us the possibility to advance further in the calculation of non
linear interactions and to develop in that way a more complete mathematical theory. It is 
not superfluous to remind ourselves that it has not been possible to make much progress in 
the mathematical theory of the turbulence of an incompressible fluid. The mathematical 
simplification of plasma turbulence theory is in principle connected with the following 
property. Plasma waves have a small relative damping rate (y/co), that is, a wave performs 
many oscillations before it is damped or before it transfers its energy to another wave. For a 
vortex in an incompressible fluid, y ^  co: it does not make many revolutions before it is 
damped or before it transfers its energy to other vortices. The presence of the small para
meter y/co makes it possible to construct a mathematical theory of plasma turbulence.

Notwithstanding this difference dynamical and plasma turbulence have much in common: 
in a wide range of wavenumbers their spectra can be determined by a single parameter Q. 
This, incidentally, is important for plasma astrophysics where it is always desirable to have 
as few fixed parameters as possible.

It is true that in the case of plasma turbulence Q can be considered the only parameter 
only if the turbulence is isotropic. A similar limitation occurs also in the theory of dynmical 
turbulence, but in that case the isotropy of the vortices is natural and is confirmed by 
measurements. The question of the isotropy of plasma turbulence is rather complicated.
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If there is no strong external magnetic field the plasma waves are rather quickly made 
isotropic by the non-linear interactions themselves so that in that range of wavenumbers 
where the energy is transferred from one wave to another—which is equivalent to the inertia! 
range in dynamical turbulence—one may assume plasma turbulence to be isotropic. In a 
strong external magnetic field anisotropy arises and is maintained naturally, especially if 
we take into account that a number of waves transfer energy preferentially along the field 
(§ 1). However, even in this case non-linear interactions will often tend to broaden the 
angular spectrum of the plasma waves and it seldom stays very narrow. However, in some 
cases in a magnetic field non-linear interactions decrease the angular spectrum. At any rate 
for a first estimate in astrophysics one can assume that the anisotropy does not introduce 
important corrections. One can, of course, also formulate the theory taking anisotropy into 
account.

We shall see that the introduction of only one parameter Q makes it possible to derive 
without further assumptions all consequences for the plasma waves, including the electro
magnetic energy flux. A comparison with observations gives us the whole picture of plasma 
turbulence and enables us to estimate the necessary value of Q.

The nature of plasma turbulence is also determined by the mechanism of the dissipation 
of the energy of the excited plasma waves. We shall distinguish three types of turbulence:

(a) The energy of the plasma waves is predominantly dissipated into heat both through 
electron-ion collisions and due to Landau damping. This case we shall call heating 
turbulence;

(b) An appreciable (although, perhaps, not the major) part of the plasma wave energy is 
lost through accelerating particles: this is acceleration plasma turbulence.

(c) A considerable part of the energy of all kinds of plasma waves is transformed into 
electromagnetic waves, both transverse plasmons and high-frequency radiation. We 
call this case radiation plasma turbulence.

We must emphasize that in the last two cases a large part of the energy is lost, all the same, 
in heating the plasma. Even in the process of transferring energy along the spectrum thermal 
dissipation occurs continuously. For instance, in non-linear scattering the frequency is 
gradually decreased, and thus also the wave energy. The excess energy is transferred to the 
scattering particle.

All three kinds of turbulence are of interest for plasma astrophysics, but the latter two 
are particularly important. We note that they are interconnected as the acceleration of 
particles increases the possibility of the transformation of plasma waves into high-frequency 
electromagnetic waves which more easily leave the region of turbulence generation.

The type of turbulence depends on the value of Q and also on how long it has existed. In 
the course of time one kind of turbulence changes to another. For instance, the larger the 
build-up of accelerated particles, the stronger the chance that the acceleration turbulence 
can change into radiation turbulence.

Let us now turn to an analysis of the plasma turbulence spectra. In general, it is essential 
for many problems in plasma astrophysics to know the complete expressions for the spectral 
energy densities. However, one cannot always easily obtain them and in many cases one is 
limited to only a qualitative picture of the behaviour of Wk and a quantitative estimate of
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only the total energy of the plasma turbulence. We shall therefore restrict ourselves to discuss 
the general methods and to describe two or three of the simplest, but most important cases, 
referring the reader for details about other spectra to the literature (Kadomtsev, 1965; 
Tsytovich, 1971a).

The problem of determining the plasma turbulence spectrum can be reduced to finding 
the spectral function Wk which in the general case may depend on seven arguments: the 
time t, three spatial coordinates r and three wavevector components k. However, in the 
great majority of plasma astrophysics problems it is not necessary to go into such a detailed 
study and one can therefore restrict oneself to a smaller number of arguments.

Of most interest is the case of stationary turbulence when the spectral function changes 
more slowly than, say, on the scale of the characteristic time for energy transfer along the 
spectrum. One can almost always assume that the system changes fastest along one of the 
coordinates. However, due to the fact that the group velocities of plasma waves are small, 
the change in Wk with (even one) coordinate often turns out to be unimportant.

As we noted already, the wavevectors are more or less isotropically distributed in a well- 
developed turbulence. We can thus assume that Wk depends only on the wavenumber k. 
In the other limiting case, that of one-dimensional turbulence, Wk also depends on one 
quantity. For astrophysical problems one can thus usually assume Wk to be a function of a 
single argument, the wavenumber. One can then always determine a region of space, a time 
interval, and a solid angle of the wavevector directions in which one can neglect the depend
ence of Wk on other parameters.

The main problem in plasma turbulence theory is the establishment of the balance equa
tions for Wk which describe the kinematic change in Wk due to the propagation of plasmons 
in space and time, that is, dWkjdt, where djdt is a total derivative, the absorption and genera
tion of plasmons and their non-linear transformations.

The total change of the function Wk in time consists of the sum of three terms which we 
shall now write down assuming for the sake of simplicity that the turbulence is one-dimen
sional both in coordinate space (along the x-axis) and in wavenumber space. We have then 
(for instance, for longitudinal plasmons):

dwj ewj (  ̂ dm_dj4)c)_ m l
dt dt 8 dx dx dk  ̂ '

The first term on the right-hand side of (4.2) is determined by the explicit time-dependence 
of the spectral density and the second term reflects the transfer of plasma waves in space. 
We bear in mind that the group velocities of practically all plasma waves, including, for 
instance, also the transverse plasmons, are very small and one therefore seldom needs to 
take that term into account. The criterion for taking it into account is putting vJR , where R 
is a characteristic size of the system, equal to the growth or decay rate of a plasma wave.

We must consider the third term in more detail. It is well known that the frequency of a 
monochromatic wave does not change in the geometric optics approximation during propa
gation in an inhomogeneous medium. For instance, for a longitudinal plasmon ofi = 
=  Wpe+3?4efc2 =  constant along the whole path. In an inhomogeneous medium, how
ever, both co2e oc nt and VTe oc Te change, so that the wavenumber of a longitudinal plas
mon must change. Assuming that the medium is inhomogeneous only in the electron density
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we have from the law of conservation of co2:

dk __ COpe 0COpe _  1 0COpe
dx 3v\Jk 8x vg 8x (4.3)

We must thus take into account that plasma waves leave a given wavenumber range—and 
as a result W\ decreases—because of the inhomogeneity of the medium in which they 
propagate. The two last terms in (4.2) determine simply the total change in W xk with respect 
to the coordinate, deriving both from an explicit x-dependence and from an implicit depend
ence through a change of the wavenumber. The sign of the third term on the right-hand side 
of (4.2) is determined by the fact that the wavenumber, and thus co, increases when the 
electron concentration decreases.

If the spectral density of the plasma turbulence energy is evaluated per unit frequency, 
the third term will, of course, be absent:

dWy __ 8fVaj ( dWm 
dt 6t V8 dx (4.4)

The effect which we have just described where waves leave a given range of wavenumbers 
due to the inhomogeneity of the plasma turns out to be important for some astrophysical 
problems.

The kinetic equations of plasma turbulence are expressions where on the left-hand side 
we have dWk[dt and on the right-hand side the change in Wk due to the emission and absorp
tion of these waves through all possible mechanisms (such as bremsstrahlung, Landau 
damping, or Cherenkov radiation), transfer of energy along the spectrum, and transforma
tion of waves from one mode into another.

In a multi-mode turbulence there is a set of such equations with coupling terms describing 
the transfer of energy from one mode to another. Moreover, in the complete set of equations 
for plasma turbulence we must include also kinetic equations for the momentum distribu
tion functions of the plasma particles.

In many cases we can neglect some of the equations; for instance, we can assume that the 
particle distribution function of the main plasma is Maxwellian. Very often we meet with 
the case when only one or two kinds of plasma waves are excited to a large energy density. 
In those cases the problem is considerably simplified. In later chapters which are devoted to 
a consideration of concrete objects we shall solve a few of such self-consistent problems, but 
here we shall consider a few of the simplest examples when we may assume the particle 
distribution function to be given and the turbulence excited of only one or two kinds of 
waves.

Langmuir wave (longitudinal  plasmon) turbulence

From the point of view of plasma astrophysics Langmuir wave turbulence is one of the 
most important examples of turbulence in a plasma. Moreover, the analysis of longitudinal 
plasmon turbulence can be performed relatively simply.

We shall not at once write down the complete equations for this problem. It is clearer and 
simpler to consider them “by parts”.
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We assume that some sources, which we shall not particularize, excite Langmuir waves 
in a small wavenumber interval Ak% around the value kg; this quantity we shall call the wave- 
number of turbulence generation. We assume further that the phase velocity of these waves 
is larger than 6 vTg, so  that we can neglect the non-linear scattering by electrons, but less than 
130vre, so that we have differential scattering by the ions.

After having been excited the Langmuir waves can (i) be absorbed due to collisions; 
{ii) be transferred to the region of lower wavenumbers; (iii) change into transverse 
plasmons; (iv) fuse with other longitudinal plasmons, forming electromagnetic waves 
with frequencies ~  2cope; (v) undergo four-plasmon interactions; (vi) decay into another lon
gitudinal plasmon and a low-frequency wave; or (vii) be absorbed by a fast particle and 
accelerate it.

Of course, in the framework of one problem one need not consider all these possibilities. 
Let us restrict ourselves. We shall assume that the medium is transparent for transverse 
plasmons, so that their energy density will be small; we can then neglect the induced con
version of longitudinal into transverse plasmons (the opposite case will be considered in 
§ 8) and the spontaneous conversion is always less than the damping due to collisions. We 
shall also assume that the medium is also “transparent” for fast particles; the loss through 
accelerating them is then also unimportant.

The non-linear scattering and the four-plasmon interactions only have comparable 
efficiency in a narrow wavenumber range around some value k s. Outside that interval one 
must take into account either only the non-linear scattering (when k  >  k ^  or, basically, 
only the four-plasmon interaction (when k  <  ks). Moreover, the magnitude of ks must be 
compared with the wavenumber fc* given by (3.22).

If ks <  k* <  kg the turbulence spectrum consists of intervals : there is differential energy 
transfer through non-linear scattering by ions (k, <  k  <  kg); integral energy transfer 
through scattering by ions (ks <  k <  k*); and a region where four-plasmon interactions 
are important (0 <  k <  k j. If ks <  k*, the integral transfer through scattering by ions is 
not of great importance. In induced energy transfer the wavenumber of longitudinal plas- 
nions can only decrease: If in the plasma waves are excited with k <  kg there will thus be no 
energy transfer to that part of the spectrum where k >  kg. However, spontaneous energy 
transfer to that part of the spectrum is possible. The spontaneous non-linear scattering by 
ions is here unimportant, as in each scattering process the change in wavenumber is small, 
but non-linear scattering by electrons, although strongly weakened by cancelling Compton 
scattering, could by virtue of its integral nature “promote” some level of energy of plasma 
waves in the region above k.

We shall consider each range of wavenumbers separately. In the range kg >  k >  k* (we 
assume that k* >• ks) the main processes are: non-linear induced energy transfer along the 
spectrum (with a decay rate given by (3.17)), loss of plasmons through fusion and the forma
tion of electromagnetic waves with a> % 2cope which will, by assumption, leave the turbulence 
region (decay rate (3.32)), and damping through collisions. The basic kinetic equation for the 
longitudinal plasmon turbulence thus has the following form in this interval:
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Here Q[ is the spectral power of the turbulence sources. We assume this quantity as given. 
The wavenumber dependence of Q[ is usually rather complicated—we shall show below 
how to take it into account—but it is at this moment of no interest. It is sufficient to assume 
that

Q{ 0 when kg <  k kg+Afcg\ Qxk =  0, otherwise. (4.6)

Let us start the study of equation (4.5) with the stationary case, dW lJ d t  =  0. In the 
spectral region where the longitudinal plasmons are generated, ks *z k <  A:g-f zJ&g, their 
absorption must be small, because otherwise they would not be generated. We can in that 
region therefore drop the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.5) and retain 
only the excitation of plasma waves and their departure from this region through non
linear interactions. Since the departure is in the direction of lower wavenumbers, we put 
W \ =  0 for k  >  A:g-M&g, neglecting for the moment spontaneous scattering into the large-fc 
region.

We then find, solving (4.5):

We have used here the fact that a 1 is independent of the wavenumber.
When k  % A;g the spectral density of the longitudinal plasmon energy reaches a first 

maximum:

w i
kt+Akg

Q \dk
-  = i ^ )  (,+?o ( d b r s - - 7'-

- f n  (' ■-£) M b T  TT ■ <t8)
In the last equation we put Tc =  T{. Although a non-isothermal plasma is quite likely to 
occur under cosmic conditions, we noted in§ 3 that then the transfer is determined not by the 
non-linear scattering, but by the decay process 1 — l '± s  and the factor 1 + T JT { anyhow 
does not differ too much from unity.

In the region of lower wavenumbers, k <  kg there is no longer generation of longitudinal 
plasmons but absorption remains which will diminish W\ while there is a further transfer 
along the wavenumber spectrum. If this absorption is weak the spectrum W\ will not 
change much when k  is decreased to k =  (130rfe)_1 and remains close to (4.8). This simple 
solution, obtained by Liperovskii and Tsytovich (1970), will often be used in what follows.

Electron-ion collisions lead to a slant of the curve of the spectral density of longitudinal 
plasmons, that is, to a linear decrease in W lk9 after the first maximum is reached. Indeed, 
retaining in (4.5) the second and fourth terms on the right-hand side we have

M
8k

108
7t

VcmiVTecope = —j- (4.9)
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It is interesting that the magnitude of this slope is independent of the parameters of the 
turbulence excitation. If kg dW\.jdk is much less than the spectral density of the flat spec
trum, that is, if

Q1 54 n ? iV TeCOpe 

k\ >5> n  Njy (4.10)

collisional damping of the longitudinal plasmon turbulence is unimportant. In the opposite 
case it is practically impossible for the turbulence to develop.

The absorption of longitudinal plasmons through their fusion and the formation of 
transverse waves with frequency ~2cope becomes important only for small wavenumbers— 
the effect is proportional to k~2. Because of the different ^-dependence one can distinguish 
the regions of collisional and radiation damping. For the latter we retain on the right-hand 
side of (4.5) the third and fourth terms (Tsytovich 1969b):

W \ =  W lkg exp (4.11)

where W\ is determined by the flat spectrum and the radiation damping parameter is

k _  p  _  108\/3  ftlj /V Te\* Mpe 
r a1 5 me \  c ) c

(4.12)

When k <  kT the spectrum abruptly breaks off and decreases exponentially. In that case the 
larger part of the energy of the longitudinal plasmon turbulence disappears not in heat, but 
in radiation.

The example considered here is probably one of the most effective mechanisms for generat
ing radiant energy at frequencies ~  2cope. It is true that the conditions for the existence of 
the radiation spectrum (4.11) are rather rigid. First of all, this fusion of longitudinal plas
mons occurs when their wavenumbers are large, that is, k T'£'s/3copJc. Comparing this condi
tion with (4.12) we have

108 nti ( vTe\A 
5 me \  c )

(4.13)

Secondly, the fusion must be important in the region of differential transfer. Putting 
k T k+ we find a second condition which is practically the same as (4.13). Both criteria are 
satisfied only in a hot plasma. In particular, it follows from (4.13) that for an isothermal 
hydrogen plasma we have

r e ^ T i » 3 x l 0 7 OK. (4.14)

Such a hot plasma does not exist in the solar corona, but it is possible in other objects- 
However, if (4.13) is not satisfied, this does not mean that the turbulence can not be radiative- 
It simply indicates that radiative losses can not absorb the plasmon energy during their trans
formation down to the region of integral transfer.

Finally, the effect of radiation turbulence, considered here, is only possible when one can 
neglect the inverse process of the decay of electromagnetic waves into two longitudinal 
plasmons. This means that the size of the turbulence region must be rather small. The
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criterion for the size of the plasma turbulence region has the following form :
R  <  v \ly \k T) ^  c /y \k T),

where y \k T) is the damping rate of electromagnetic waves due to their decay into longitudinal 
plasmons, determined by equation (3.35) for kx =  kT.

In actual astrophysical problems the plasma turbulence has a flat spectrum breaking off 
at k = kT provided the plasma temperature is high and the size of the turbulent region not 
too large. At lower temperatures or relatively larger sizes of this region, the flat spectrum is 
pulled out into the region of large phase velocities until other mechanisms for transferring 
energy along the spectrum are included. When the collisions play a larger role the slope of 
the spectrum also becomes appreciable.

We now turn to the region of small wavenumbers and assume to begin with that ks < k+. 
We shall not write down the kinetic equations and restrict ourselves to a semi-quantitative 
description of the physical phenomena accompanying plasma turbulence in that part of the 
spectrum.

Since the integral transfer only becomes effective when k % A:* the larger part of the 
longitudinal plasmon energy begins to change fast to a region of wavenumbers close to zero. 
The quantity W\ will increase. It is clear that then the four-plasmon interactions also 
become effective, as they are proportional to (IT*)3. They, so to speak, “repel” the plasmons 
which pile up in a very small phase volume near k ^  0 until some spectrum is established 
with a maximum at a non-vanishing wavenumber ko which can be said to correspond to the 
basic scale-length.

The spectrum decreases both for k  < k0 and for k  >  ko. Numerical calculations and 
analytical asymptotic solutions show that the spectra of longitudinal plasmons here are 
described by the formulae (PikeFner and Tsytovich, 1969a; Zhidkov, Makhan’kov, Tsytovich 
and Khen, 1970; Liperovskil and Tsytovich, 1970)

difficult to determine from elementary estimates the basic scale ko and the magnitude of the 
spectral density Wko in the maximum around ko. The point is that the simple formulae (3.38) 
and (3.39) characterize only the order of magnitude of the four-plasmon interaction. When 
the spectrum changes, this quantity can change appreciably. In other words, the four- 
plasmon interaction is, so to speak, “adjusted” to the spectrum obtained and an estimate 
of Wko must thus be obtained by solving a complicated self-consistent problem, although one 
can give simple qualitative estimates for ko.

One can relatively simply estimate the total energy density of the longitudinal plasmons 
in the spectral region considered. As from this region almost all the turbulence energy is 
transferred, it is “killed” here, changing either into heat through electron-ion collisions 
(heating turbulence), or into electromagnetic radiation withco % 2cope (radiation turbulence). 
It is clear that in the first case we have

W\ ~  k2\ when 0 < k < k o \  W\  ^  k ~ \  when k o < k < k * ,  2*84 «ss < 4 , (4.15) 

where the index v is close to 2*84 for large Q and increases to 4 when Q decreases. It is

(4.16)

o
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As a rule a larger amount of plasma wave energy accumulates in this region of the 
spectrum than in the region of larger wavenumbers. We can thus assume that (4.16) gives us 
an estimate for the total density of the longitudinal plasmon turbulence energy. Hence:

neTe We7eU>pe
(4.17)

Earlier we considered radiation turbulence for the case when kT >  k+. If that inequality is 
not satisfied, fusion of longitudinal plasmons with k  \Z3wpe/c dominates as their number 
is now larger than that of plasmons with larger wavenumbers. We assume that such fusion 
processes remove longitudinal plasmons faster from the turbulent spectrum than collisional 
damping (Tsytovich, 1971a). It follows from (3.33) that for this the following condition is 
necessary:

n co\pe
4 \/3  n ^ c 3 W ^ ‘tc- (4.18)

Substituting instead of W^3t0pe/c the spectrum (4.8), we get

Ql 1 We / C \ fl 1
we7 > pe >  18rc m{ \  vTc j  N& ' (4.19)

It is easy to satisfy condition (4.19).
We obtain the total energy of the radiation turbulence of longitudinal plasmons by divid

ing Q{ by the decay rate (3.33):

2^_ % J_ J / m e \ c3 /__ Q1 \ 1/2
neTe ^  3 |/ \nrni) \  J (4.20)

The basic scale of radiation turbulence, in the neighbourhood of which the spectral density 
of the plasma wave energy is largest, is determined by the equation

k 0 _  T 54wi / i>re \ 6"[1/2(v~1)
k* ~~ [ me \  c ) J (4.21)

In the case of turbulence with collisional damping (turbulent heating) the wavenumber of 
the basic scale is even smaller as in radiation turbulence the fusion of plasmons prevents them 
from going to small wavenumbers. In collisional turbulence ko depends, though weakly, on 
the power of the turbulence sources, approximately as 

We now turn to the large wavenumber region, that is, k  >  feg+zlfcg. Part of the longitud
inal plasmons with k  <  fcg can be transferred also to this region of the spectrum but only 
through spontaneous non-linear scattering by electrons which makes it possible to increase 
the wavenumber appreciably. Indeed, we get from the conservation laws

co-w ' =  ^ 2 ± ( k 2- k ' 2) % \ k - k ’\vTc, (4.22)
2C0pe

whence follows the possibility k' % k+a)pJ3vTe % (3</e)-1. In other words, non-linear 
spontaneous scattering by electrons can in a single scattering process transfer a plasmon into 
a region of wavenumbers comparable to the reciprocal Debye radius.
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The evaluation of the probability of such a process is complicated as it is necessary to take 
into account the already mentioned cancellation of non-linear and Compton scattering. We 
give immediately the final formula for the longitudinal plasmon emission coefficient for the 
spontaneous scattering by electrons of plasmons with smaller wavenumbers (£* <$: k f k):

« 1 + e ,  ,-+,■) = (4.23)

O f course, apart from the transfer of longitudinal plasmons from smaller to larger wave- 
numbers, the opposite process also exists, namely, the absorption of those plasmons, the 
damping rate of which is determined from (3.241 with k » <ck' « k :

y'(l+e l '+ e ') 2 v W
5

vrtk  fHem/pe J W lk '2 dk'. (4.24)

One can easily evaluate the integrals in (4.23) and (4.24) for the spectrum (4.8). Bearing 
in mind that when k  >  kg+ Akg the spectral density of the plasmon energy is small, we 
restrict ourselves in the integration to k  % kg. The behaviour of W[ for small k  is unimpor
tant because of the factor k"1 in the integrand. We find for the emission coefficient:

7,(1+ e =  l' +  e') 4 vT*k\k [2Ql
45(2jr)3/2ne \  a1

and for the damping rate

_4 , r  mi_ /  vTek , \ 4 / Ql \ 1/2 k
5 \  3mt \  COpe /  \MeTeCOpej 2?r2 k g

(4.25)

A l+ e =  l'+e') = - i  . (4.26)5 Jr f Y l t , y UJpe J  yWeTeCOpcJ  k g

We can now easily write down the kinetic equation for the longitudinal plasmons in the 
large wavenumber region:

=  A - i V t + t f W l W W l  ^  . (4.27)

We shall again consider stationary solutions. In the case when we can neglect the non-linear 
transfer through scattering by ions as well as collisional damping we get a constant spectrum:

w/l
Wk ~  T?7 “  ~6ĵ ~

(4.28)

In the region of very large k, but with k - d e, this spectrum is close to the spectrum of 
thermal pulsations:

k 2 T
2^2 e ~  18jt2 '

(4.29)

However, in contrast to the thermal spectrum, which decreases as k2 with decreasing k , the 
spectrum (4.28) stays constant (see Fig. 4).
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F ig . 4. Spectrum of Langmuir turbulence: (a) the case of weak radiation damping or collisional 
damping; (b) the case of strong radiation damping in the region of differential transfer.

If the plasma wave energy density is large, it is possible that the last term in (4.27) also 
turns out to be important and may dominate over the damping terms. The transfer of plas- 
mons into the region k >  kg will then cancel their gradual depletion due to the non-linear 
scattering by ions. In that case we have

l/3 Je

Wi Jk. dk'
■.["iln / 3/W; \ 3/4 /
|/ " I T  /  \n,

1/4 me co:
JeCOpe /  2 n 2

^  r%2k™dl. (4.30)

Equation (4.30) again leads to a flat spectrum which extends to the wavenumber k ^  kg+Akg 
where it sharply increases to the spectrum (4.8). For large k  the flat spectrum (4.30) extends 
in an isothermal plasma (Te ^  Tj) only up to vp ^  6vTq9 determined by (3.1); when k becomes 
even larger, the spectrum starts to decrease: Wk oc k~ 512 (Liperovskii and Tsytovich, 1970). 
The plateau (4.30) extends up to k ^  (}d ^~ x in a non-isothermal plasma with Te :» Tx.

The magnitude of the jump in the spectrum at k ^  kg is equal to

We shall consider the opposite case for scattering by electrons, when k ^  £0 <sc in
§ 8.

If kg <  (6rfe)"1 the spectrum starts with a section Wk oc k~512 due to scattering by 
electrons, and only when k ^  1 /6dG does it become flat. We give in Fig. 4 the qualitative 
behaviour of the longitudinal plasmon spectrum in both wavenumber regions.

So far we have assumed that the energy transfer along the spectrum is mainly determined 
by the non-linear scattering by thermal ions. In a strongly non-isothermal plasma the 
plasmon energy transfer is determined by their decay involving ion-sound waves. All 
relations remain as before, but the efficiency of the non-linear interaction is larger by a 
factor four and the level of the standard spectrum is lower therefore by a factor two. All 
other relations change in more or less the same way. The most important change in the 
spectrum for the case when Te »  T{ occurs for k <  l /6rfe when the section with Wk oc k~ 512 
disappears and the flat spectrum extends up to the maximum k.
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There are a number of reasons why we have given such a detailed analysis of the longitu
dinal plasmon spectrum. First of all, this spectrum is the easiest one to study. Secondly, 
longitudinal plasmon turbulence is just the one of most importance for plasmon astrophy
sics. And, thirdly, we tried to show by this example how one can study the spectra of plasma 
turbulence in other cases.

We now shall say a few words about non-stationary longitudinal plasmon turbulence.
It is well known that one of the solutions of a non-stationary equation such as (4.5) 

which is similar to a hydrodynamic equation, consists of simple Riemann waves which can 
turn into shock waves when propagating. It is clear that we can use that analogy to study 
the non-stationary equation (4.5). We shall give here only a qualitative analysis.

Let the turbulence source Q1 be switched on at a time t =  0 and then at once reach its 
full power and further remain constant. Along the wavenumber axis there appears then at 
once a “spectral density jump” which moves along the fc-axis with a “velocity”

~  v W ,  -

Behind the front of this jump the spectrum W \ remains constant—provided Qx does not 
change with time for t >  0—and will correspond to the spectrum (4.8); this was used in 
(4.32). The width of the jump front will be of the order of the change Ak in a single scattering 
process (this is the analogue of the mean free path), that is, Ak % k+. When we get to the 
region of integral transfer the “spectral density jump” will spread out (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Qualitative illustration of the dynamics of establishing the turbulence spectrum.

If the increase in the power of the turbulence sources Ql with time after it has been 
switched on is not instantaneous but more gradual, the jump is not formed at once at 
k  ^  fcg, but further along the wavenumber axis. If the increase in Ql is even slower it is 
possible that the jump does not form at all and that the whole longitudinal plasmon turbu
lence spectrum increases together with Q\ provided, of course, that the role of the parame
ters leading to the damping of the turbulence do not turn out to be a determining factor.

The spectral regions with k  <  k+ and k > k % are formed after the spectrum in the region 
k+ <  k  <  k% has been set up. A characteristic time for the formation of the spectrum is of 
the order of the time for spectral transfer and one can easily estimate it, using (4.32).
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Under actual astrophysical conditions it is apparently always possible to establish a more 
or less stationary longitudinal plasmon turbulence spectrum, at any rate in the most impor
tant wavenumber ranges. We shall therefore not make a more complete study of the non- 
stationary aspects of the longitudinal plasmon spectrum, although it is not too difficult 
to do so.

We shall consider other properties of longitudinal plasmon turbulence in§ 8.

Ion-sound  turbulence a nd  anomalous plasma resistivity

The generation and propagation of ion-sound waves is possible only in a non-isothermal 
plasma with Te :» T{. Normally astrophysicists have been used to deal with an isothermal 
plasma, but one must bear in mind that in a plasma turbulence region the larger part of the 
dissipated energy usually goes to the electrons and that if the collision frequency is small 
the energy exchange between electrons and ions is slow. Moreover, we have already noted 
that the ion-sound turbulence itself creates temperature inequalities.

There can be many mechanisms to excite ion-sound turbulence. Most often one encoun
ters the case where it is excited by strong electrical currents or strong magnetic field gra
dients. We shall consider just this case in more detail below.

Ion-sound turbulence is also excited by other forms of plasma waves. For instance, if 
energy is transferred along the longitudinal plasmon spectrum due to decay processes in 
Langmuir turbulence in a strongly non-isothermal plasma, ion-sound waves are also gene
rated at the same time, that is, ion-sound turbulence arises besides Langmuir turbulence. 
The energy density which in this way is transferred to ion-sound waves is of the order of 
magnitude of

Under cosmic conditions this quantity is usually not very large.
The following mechanism is under astrophysical conditions the most important one for 

exciting ion-sound turbulence. Inhomogeneous magnetic fields create in a cosmic plasma 
electrical currents. If the density of these currents is sufficiently large a plasma instability 
can occur. The cause of this phenomenon lies in the fact that the current is connected with 
a drift of the electrons with respect to the ions. If the drift velocity is larger than the ion- 
sound wave velocity, Cherenkov excitation of ion-sound turbulence is possible. The pre
sence of a current in the plasma leads also to the appearance of an electric field which can 
easily be determined if one knows the conductivity of the plasma and its dependence on the 
amplitude of the field strength. It is convenient to consider ion-sound turbulence in what 
follows, assuming the magnitude of the electric field to be known.

Let the plasma be in an electric field of field strength!?. The electrons are then accelerated 
by a force eE. At the same time they are retarded by collisions with other particles. The 
frictional force is equal to mevveff, where veff = ve as long as the electron velocity is less 
than the thermal velocity, and vcff = ve(vTe/v)3 for larger electron velocities.

If the force eE is larger than the frictional force, which is true for sufficiently fast electrons, 
such electrons become “run-away” electrons and they must be retarded by other mechan
isms—for instance, by falling on the walls of the apparatus in a laboratory plasma. When

(4.33)
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the electric field is increased, a larger number of electrons become “run-aways” and for
fields larger than the so-called Dreicer field Eu also electrons with velocities close to the 
thermal velocity run away. For we have

The occurrence in a plasma of such an electric field leads to a number of important con
sequences which, however, occur also for fields appreciably less than isD—to be precise, 
at provided Te T{.

We shall now consider how the plasma electrical conductivity a behaves. As long as 
the electric field strength is small, one can evaluate the current strength in the plasma, using 
the normal Ohm law:

After the electric field becomes larger than the Dreicer field, the resistivity of the plasma 
to a current should, it seems, decrease steeply and the current should increase steeply. 
However, in actual fact, for E  >  Eu the resistivity not only does not decrease, but on the 
contrary it increases strongly: we have the so-called anomalous resistivity. This effect can 
be interpreted to correspond to an increase in the effective collision frequency of the acce
lerated electrons.

The explanation of this effect is as follows. An electric field E  >  Eu causes the electrons 
and ions to move in different directions: drift. The drift velocity w, which we define in a 
moment, is a function of the electric field strength: when E  increases, so does w. When the 
drift velocity turns out to be larger than the ion-sound velocity vs Cherenkov excitation of 
ion-sound waves becomes possible. The relative motion of ions and electrons produces in the 
electron distribution function a section with positive derivative dfjdp. This means that 
ion-sound waves are excited.

As the growth rate and the damping rate differ only in the sign of the derivative d fjdp  
the growth rate of ion-sound waves is proportional to their damping rate, with the opposite 
sign. More precisely:

where $ is the angle between the wavevector of the excited wave and the electric field vector. 
The maximum growth rate occurs for waves propagating along the field. The ion-sound 
waves which are generated are enclosed within a Mach cone with angle =  arccos (vju) 
and outside this cone the waves are only damped. Anisotropic turbulence occurs with 
wavenumbers up to k  % 1 [dt where the growth rate is at its largest.

When the level of the oscillations exceeds a certain limit either non-linear interactions 
may come into play or the effect of the oscillations upon the electrons may modify their 
distribution in such a way that the growth rate (4.36) decreases. We shall begin our discus
sion with the first case and we shall follow a recent analysis (Tsytovich, 1971b) which is 
based upon experimental results (Hamberger, Jancarik and Sharp, 1969; Sharp and Ham- 
berger, 1970; Hamberger and Jancarik, 1971).

r  _ m evTeve mecoj*e
— ----    =  _  2

4 j A.rr&
(4.34)e entv

(4.35)

(4.36)
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Different mechanisms for non-linear interactions, such as scattering by ions or decay 
processes, lead to the same form of the spectrum, Wh oc \jk , but with somewhat different 
numerical coefficients which all depend on the angular distribution of the ion-sound waves 
(Kadomtsev and Petviashvili, 1963; Sagdeev, 1967). If the spectrum is established through 
decay processes, we have

nj^- \ ln(kde)\. (4.37)

In the case of scattering by ions there appears a large factor 9TJT{. An estimate of the total 
energy density of ion-sound turbulence using the spectral function (4.37) gives

,0 <4 38)

Here kQ is a characteristic wavenumber which need not be determined exactly.
We can now turn to the electrical conductivity of a plasma in a strong electric field. After 

ion-sound turbulence has been established the accelerated electrons are braked by “colli
sions” with the ion-sound waves, and not by collisions with other particles. One can define 
the effective frequency of “collisions” between electrons and ion-sound waves, reff, as the 
quantity which is proportional to the drift velocity:

VeS ■
Upe
100 V T e

(4.39)

The numerical coefficient is determined by the spectrum (4.37). Sagdeev (1967) and Tsyto- 
vich (1971b) obtained theoretically a similar formula starting from somewhat different 
premises. In Sagdeev’s formula there was an extra factor T JT{ and in Tsytovich’s formula 
a factor (Acd/gd)112 where Aco was the correlation width. They have been confirmed experi
mentally (Hamberger and Jancarik, 1971).

We proceed as follows to determine the drift velocity u. It is clear that we can express it in 
terms of the electric current density: u =  j!nee. Moreover, we can express the current den
sity in the regime considered through (4.35) if we replace ve by the effective frequency of 
“collisions” between electrons and ion-sound waves. As a result we get an elementary 
equation to determine the drift velocity, and it leads to

( 4 -4 o )

From this we get the following expression for the anomalous resistivity:

and to a corresponding change in Ohm’s law:

(4.41)
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This regime of ion-sound turbulence excitation occurs when the electron drift velocity 
is larger than vs, but less than vTe. We find thus from (4.40) the limits for the values of the 
electric field strengths which produce an intensive ion-sound turbulence:

me
m\ =  Ed <  E  <  £d'

Nd
100 Ep. (4.43)

If Ed >  Ed there occurs generation of ion-sound turbulence in the electric field strength 
range Eu(m jm ^xl2 <  E  <  Ed, albeit at a lower level, so that the non-linear effects appear 
weakly and the energy density of the ion-sound waves is, so to speak, “adjusted” to the 
condition u =  vs. The current density is then practically independent of the electric field 
strength (Rudakov and Korablev, 1966; Kovrizhnykh, 1967),

j  = n*ev s. (4.44)

The “cut-off” in the anomalous resistivity, if from the start occurs at electric
field strengths less than ED when (4.44) and (4.35) become comparable, that is, when

E  = (4.45)

Besides, if from the start Te % Ti9 the drift velocity due to the “running-away” of all 
particles becomes larger than vTe only when E  >  ED. However, a direct excitation of 
Langmuir turbulence does not occur, as one might have thought. Theoretical analysis and 
experimental data show that now the so-called Buneman instability (Buneman, 1959) occurs 
with a very large growth rate:

(4.46)

when turbulent pulsations are excited with frequencies of the same order as the growth 
rate (4.46). The energy of these pulsations changes fast into heat, increasing vTt and the 
system changes into a state of ion-sound turbulence with Te »  T{ and u ^  vTc. The non-

Fig. 6. Qualitative dependence of the current density on the magnitude of an applied electric field 
for the case when T6 »  T{. The dashed line shows the case of collisional resistivity.
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linear stage of the Buneman regime has been studied poorly; experimental data show that 
here Ohm’s law holds:

' - H Z ) * - *

We give in Figs. 6 and 7 graphs illustrating the way the current density and the conductivity 
change as functions of the electric field strength.

Fig. 7. Qualitative picture of the way the electrical conductivity of the plasma depends on the 
magnitude of the electric field for 7; »  Tx.

M agnetohydrodynamic plasma turbulence

The two examples of plasma turbulence considered above are important for astrophysical 
applications. One may expect that other kinds of turbulence may become of interest in the 
future.

We shall give here a set of equations describing the mutual transfer of energy between 
Alfv6n and magneto-sound modes. It is in that case convenient to deal with W* and W™ 
as the frequencies change little in the transfer while the wavenumbers change appreciably 
because of the differences in dispersion relations. Moreover, we assume that the turbulence 
sources are mainly excited by Alfven waves and that basically the magneto-sound waves are 
damped—this assumption is often justified as ya ym. The set of equations for the energy 
spectral densities, averaged over the angles, for the case where the energy transfer is due 
to induced scattering by ions has the form (Livshits and Tsytovich, 1970):

d W & Y d  d ~\= Q l + **o?Wl h — (coIFa) + 2 ^ (c o ^ )+ I F S l ,

dW m Y d  d ~\
—  = —ymW%+ot*a)2W% ^  ( 0 + 2 - (o>W*) - W I U

(4.48)

where we have the non-linear transfer parameter

a 71 1
“ “  3 nemiv l( l+ T J T if

(4.49)

One checks easily that the stationary set (4.48), generally speaking, does not have a solution 
for which and W™ remain positive for all frequencies. Of course, a solution with a
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negative spectral density for the energy has no physical meaning. This means that there is in 
the system a continuous transfer of energy from one mode to the other so that, for in
stance, in a given frequency range at different times the energy density is different. So to 
speak, “pulsations” of the spectrum occur with a characteristic “frequency” 1/r  and a 
characteristic time-averaged energy spectral density W* ^  W™ with

We shall encounter such a behaviour of a two-mode turbulence in the next chapter when we 
shall consider the turbulence of longitudinal and transverse plasmons in the solar corona.

This concludes our discussion of plasma turbulence spectra. We shall give some other 
examples in later chapters.

E xcitation of plasma turbulence and  plasma instabilities

We saw that all parameters of plasma turbulence can be expressed essentially in terms of 
a single quantity Q, the power of the turbulence sources. The fact that we need here only 
one parameter is a great merit of the theory, but there remains the problem of how to deter
mine that parameter.

There appear different mechanisms for the excitation of plasma turbulence in a plasma. 
Most of them are connected with plasma instabilities to a smaller or greater degree. It is 
well known that there are many such instabilities and it is most expedient to consider them 
separately for each concrete case. This is what we shall do. However, we shall give here a 
general classification of plasma instabilities which one may meet in astrophysical prob
lems.

We are not interested in plasma instabilities in general, but in those instabilities which 
lead to the excitation of some plasma waves in well-defined frequency regions. This is 
possible when the induced emission of waves begins to dominate over their absorption, 
that is, when in the appropriate wavenumber range the growth rate y (k \  first of all, will be 
essentially positive and, secondly, be larger than all damping rates which appear there.

It is clear that 1 jy{k) determines a characteristic time for the excitation of turbulence, 
and the power of the turbulence generating energy is equal to

for those wavenumber values which correspond to the range of positive y{k). One can deter
mine the quantity Wk by constructing the balance equations which take into account the 
transfer of energy away from this range of wavenumbers. We show in the later chapters 
how this can be done in actual cases.

Depending on why the growth rate is positive, that is, why (k•[dfpfdp]) >  0, we can 
distinguish four of the most important kinds of plasma instabilities.

(a) Beam instability, when there is a “hump” on the particle distribution function which 
is connected with the fact that some of the particles have a velocity component along a 
preferred direction. A typical example of such an instability is a beam of particles which

(4.50)

-  ~  c o W *  ^  V ( * a Q l )
X

(4.51)

Qk =  y{k)Wk (4.52)
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have a velocity v0 which is appreciably larger than the thermal velocity of the particles in the 
main plasma (Fig. 8;Bohm and Gross, 1949; Akhiezer and Falnberg, 1951). In that case 
y oc 6fp/8pn, that is, the growth rate is proportional to the derivative of the distribution 
function along the beam direction. If v0 > vTt, the waves excited are usually Langmuir 
waves.

Fig. 8. Electron distribution function in a plasma with a beam. The unstable part is shaded.

(b) Electron-ion drift instability which occurs when all electrons in the plasma have a 
velocity along a preferred direction which is shifted with respect to the ions, that is, if there 
is a relatively high current in the plasma. Predominantly ion-sound waves are now excited, 
as we noted when we considered ion-sound turbulence. From a physical point of view, 
electron-ion drift instability is analogous to beam instability.

(c) Loss-cone instability which occurs when from the general particle distribution function 
particles “pour out” in a certain direction with velocities which lie within the limits of the 
loss cone (Rosenbluth and Post, 1965; Trakhtengerts, 1968). It is well known that particles 
moving in a magnetic field with convergent magnetic field lines with small values of the 
momentum component p ±9 at right angles to the magnetic field, can leave freely along the 
field lines, while particles with large p ± are reflected from the convergence of the magnetic 
field lines and go back. The instability is created here by the fact that there are fewer 
particles with small p ± in the distribution function. The growth rate is proportional to 
dfjdp  ±; such an instability occurs predominantly in strong magnetic fields with coHe »  cupc 
as only under those conditions magnetic bottles are formed. Predominantly magnetic 
longitudinal waves with frequencies copc| cos # | are excited in a cone instability. The growth 
rate is.

where is the density of particles which belong to the anisotropic distribution and 0  is the 
angle of the “pouring-out cone”. Equation (4.53) is valid provided 0  >  copJ kvT{r Here k  is, 
as usual, the wavenumber of the excited waves and T n and T ± are the longitudinal and 
transverse temperatures.

(d) Anisotropy instability which occurs when the velocity distribution function has 
different dispersions in different directions, for instance, when the longitudinal and trans
verse temperatures are different (Shafranov and Sagdeev, 1961). The growth rate is here 
proportional to dfp/dd, where 0 is the angle between the particle velocity and the direction 
of the magnetic field. When the temperature is anisotropic, we have for the growth rate

(4.53)
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y oc (T± — T n)/T±. An anisotropy in the electron temperature leads to the excitation of 
whistlers, and an anisotropy in the ion temperature to the excitation of Alfven waves.

All these forms of plasma instabilities are, essentially, maser effects, that is, they are due 
to an inversion in energy level populations (for the beam instability in p v  for the loss-cone 
instability in p ±, for the anisotropy instability in 0, and so on).

The excitation of plasma waves in this kind of instabilities leads to a fast flow of energy 
of the exciting particles into plasma waves. This causes also a fast “equalization” of any kind 
of inversion in the level populations (levelling of the “hump” of the beam, filling of the 
“pouring out cone”) until the cause of the instability disappears.

This process is called quasi-linear relaxation and it plays an important role in the whole 
of plasma physics. We shall consider the effect of quasi-linear relaxation in later chapters. 
After the relaxation the excitation of plasma turbulence also disappears: in order to main
tain it during a considerable period one must have a constant regeneration of the plasma 
instability.

Under cosmic conditions there are many possibilities for this. For instance, beams can 
be stabilized if the plasma waves are quickly removed from resonance with the beam (see 
§ 8 ).

A sufficiently strong electric field maintains electron drift for a long time and a strong 
magnetic field prolongs the “pouring out” of particles from the loss cone, notwithstanding 
its filling up by the quasi-linear relaxation. Actual discussions of the causes of instabilities 
and the role played by quasi-linear relaxation under cosmic conditions will be given in 
later chapters while here we give a few general considerations.

We must bear in mind that the inhomogeneities and non-stationary character which are 
always inherent in cosmic objects must inevitably lead to instabilities. It is true that the 
inhomogeneities in the system give too large a characteristic time for instabilities such as 
the flute instabilities or drift wave instabilities, which are well known in plasma physics, 
to be generated directly by the source of the turbulence. For instance, a characteristic 
growth rate of a flute instability, y % (vs/7̂ )[c0pi/(c0pi+co|fi)]1/2, is many orders of magnitude 
smaller than the collision frequency. However, such an inhomogeneity or non-stationarity 
can produce a small, but all the same important, anisotropy in the distribution function.

We shall consider what degree of anisotropy in the distribution function can lead to 
amplification. The damping rate is proportional to co/£0), where co is the frequency of the 
absorbed waves an d ^ (0) the isotropic (main) part of the distribution function. The growth 
rate will be proportional to the anisotropic part of the distribution function and to a 
characteristic frequency connected with the cause of the anisotropy. For instance, if the 
anisotropy is caused by the effect of a magnetic field the growth rate is proportional to 

Thus, if waves can be emitted at frequencies co <  that is, if the damping
rate is less than the growth rate, there will be a constant source to excite plasma waves. 
In particular, when the temperatures are anisotropic in a magnetic field, plasma turbulence 
can be excited and maintained at frequencies

(4.54)
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If we take into account that the frequency of Alfven waves is much less than coHe and that 
these waves are weakly absorbed, it follows from this that even a weak anisotropy in the 
temperatures leads to an almost universal instability with respect to Alfven waves (Kennel 
and Petschek, 1966). Such an anisotropy is inevitable when matter flows from an astrophysi- 
cal object (for instance, it is constantly maintained in the solar wind).

There are also mechanisms for exciting plasma turbulence where the effects of the quasi- 
linear relaxation do practically not affect the turbulence generation.

One of the mechanisms of this kind which are important for plasma astrophysics is the 
decay process when sufficiently strong electromagnetic radiation is present (Krivorutskii and 
Tsytovich, 1970).

Indeed, a high-frequency electromagnetic wave with a frequency co :»  cope passing through 
a  plasma can decay in it into a plasma wave and another electromagnetic wave with fre
quency gj—tOj*. The growth rate for this process in the case when the plasma wave energy 
density is small is determined by equation (3.37). Besides the effect described by (3.37) 
there is also the possibility for the spontaneous generation of longitudinal plasmons by this 
mechanism. It occurs, in particular, also in the case when the high-frequency electromagnetic 
radiation is isotropic.

It follows from the conservation laws that the minimum frequency of the electromagnetic 
waves which are able to excite plasma waves with a given wavenumber k  is given by

1 . COpeC
COmin = ~2 k c  = . (4.55)

It is clear that the radiative power of the plasma waves is determined by integrating the 
decay probability of the electromagnetic waves over the whole of their spectrum from eo ^  
to the highest frequencies. Omitting the details of the calculations we give the final result 
for the Langmuir wave radiative power:
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This equation shows that the excitation of longitudinal plasmons proceeds predominantly 
at the highest allowable wavenumbers so that there also we may assume that Q\ is rea
sonably large only in a narrow range of wavenumbers, as we assumed in the section dealing 
with longitudinal plasmon turbulence.

We can use the following simplifications for astrophysical applications. Let co, be the 
frequency at which the spectral density of the electromagnetic wave energy density W* 
reaches its maximum. One may assume that Langmuir turbulence is excited at wavenumbers 
o f the order kt  % co,/c (if co,/c <  l/c/e). The total power of the turbulence energy is:

Q\t -  1+t') <  iW 'f
co* nemec2

(4.57)

where W l is the total electromagnetic wave energy density. Other kinds of plasma waves 
can be excited in a similar way, but for them the quantity Q is very small. For instance, for
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ion-sound waves Qs % and for whistlers Qw % (copJo)He)4QK We must substitute
the quantity (4.57) in all formulae of longitudinal plasmon turbulence in order to obtain 
the properties of that turbulence when it is excited by isotropic high-frequency radiation. 
It is clear from (4.57) that the quasilinear effect of diminishing Ql due to the action of the 
excited waves on the electromagnetic radiation which decreases the power Q1 could consist 
merely in increasing the characteristic frequency c o Such a process exists, indeed, and 
we shall consider it in the next section. However, it is very slow compared to many other 
non-linear processes which occur due to the excitation of plasma oscillations.

There is here an additional absorption mechanism for longitudinal plasmons, namely, 
the inverse of their fusion with high-frequency electromagnetic waves. The damping rate for 
this process is

fD4 W l/ p + , . 0 w _ a F _ ^ F . ,4.58)

The mechanism to excite longitudinal plasmons by isotropic radiation, considered here 
is a spontaneous process. Nevertheless it can lead to a very high level of turbulence. If the 
electromagnetic radiation is anisotropic it acts like a beam and causes an instability resem
bling a beam instability which excites Langmuir waves. In other words, when there is 
anisotropic radiation we have instead of the damping rate (4.58) a growth rate (Liperovskii, 
Kovrizhnykh and Tsytovich, 1967):

y>(t' t + 1)
col W 1 1
col nemec2 (A ’ (4.59)

where (Aft)2 is the angular dispersion of the wavevectors of the electromagnetic radiation 
(see also Litvak and Trakhtengerts, 1971). Longitudinal plasmons with wavenumbers 
close to copJc  are here predominantly excited. We shall consider in§ 8 methods to evaluate 
longitudinal plasmon turbulence due to excitation by a beam (either of particles or of 
electromagnetic waves).

Of course, this brief survey has not covered all possible mechanisms to generate plasma 
turbulence under cosmic conditions. In later chapters we shall encounter other mechanisms. 
It is likely that when plasma astrophysics is further developed many new mechanisms to 
excite plasma turbulence will be discovered.

§ 5. Diffusion of charged particles and of electromagnetic radiation in the field of 
plasma turbulence

It is of great importance from the point of view of plasma astrophysics to know the inter
actions of relativistic particles and high-frequency electromagnetic radiation with plasma 
turbulence. Most of the present book is devoted to these problems. Here we shall consider 
only the nature of the equations describing such interactions. Although the interactions 
are different for particles and for radiation the derivation of the equations and their form 
have much in common.
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If by some means an intense plasma turbulence is excited in the plasma isotropically 
distributed fast particles which predominantly absorb plasma waves can be very appreciably 
accelerated (Tsytovich, 1963, 1966a). In other words, plasma turbulence can transfer energy 
from the turbulence sources to fast particles, increasing their energy even further.

Essentially, any absorption mechanism leads to an increase of particle energy. However, 
this increase in energy can be distributed over all particles—when one can speak of turbulent 
heating—or be given only to a small set of fast particles—when we are dealing with acceler
ation in the “pure form”.

One understands easily that the absorption by electrons of ion-sound through Landau 
damping, for instance, leads to turbulent heating as here practically all electrons take part 
in the absorption. The change in temperature of the electron gas is described by the obvious 
relation

8Te = &  
dt ne (5.1)

At the same time, Landau damping-type absorption for Langmuir waves can lead to an 
acceleration of particles. Indeed, a longitudinal plasmon with a phase velocity vp can be 
absorbed in a non-bremsstrahlung mechanism by a particle only if its velocity is larger than 
vp so that only a small number of particles which already had a high energy is accelerated. 
When their velocities increase, such particles can absorb a larger number of plasmons and 
thus further increase the rate of acceleration when their energy increases.

If the phase velocity of the longitudinal plasmons is small, of the order of vTe, they can be 
absorbed by a large number of electrons and turbulent heating turns out to be more impor
tant than the acceleration of separate particles. However, we saw in the preceding section 
that non-linear transfer can “lead” longitudinal plasmons “away” from small to large phase 
velocities thus making the conditions for turbulent heating worse and easing the conditions 
for fast particle acceleration.

It is true, that along the “path” from small to large vp part of the energy is lost as in each 
non-linear scattering process the wave frequency is decreased while the energy excess goes 
to the scattering particles. One usually calls this stochastic plasma heating. In the case of 
Langmuir plasmons with frequencies within a narrow range this effect is small but for other 
plasma waves with a stronger wavenumber dependence of the frequency it may turn out that 
stochastic heating is already more important than the heating through the direct absorption 
of plasma waves.

The transfer of longitudinal plasmons along the spectrum gradually gets them into a 
range of phase velocities which are larger than the velocity of light. Such plasmons are no 
longer absorbed by any particles in a Cherenkov process and acceleration once again stops. 
Both stochastic heating and heating due to the usual collisional damping remain.

Although turbulent heating, and especially the collisionless heating due to Landau damp
ing is also important in many plasma astrophysics problems the process of the stochastic 
acceleration of fast particles is of most interest. The Langmuir waves are the most efficient 
for this. Ion sound, whistlers, and other low-frequency waves can play an important role 
under certain circumstances, for instance, in the injection of particles into the acceleration
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mechanism by longitudinal plasmons. Ion-sound waves may be effective for accelerating 
heavy, multiply charged ions. Whistlers increase, due to their particular polarization proper
ties, mainly the transverse component of the particle energy with respect to the magnetic 
field, helping them to be contained in magnetic traps.

We shall analyse in later chapters these actual conditions for the acceleration of particles 
by different modes. In particular, we shall pay special attention in Chapter 3 to the accele
ration of particles through the absorption by them of electromagnetic waves. This accele
ration effect differs, in essence, from the case of acceleration through plasma turbulence, 
which we have just discussed, only in the energy absorption mechanism. In the present section 
we give merely a description of the method through which particle acceleration can be 
evaluated.

Let us write down an equation for the change in time of the number of particles in a given 
phase volume element. We shall only take into account the induced emission and absorption 
processes for plasma waves as in a turbulent plasma they are far more effective than the 
spontaneous processes.

One understands easily that the change of the number of particles in a given phase volume 
element, that is, of the quantity^,, is determined by the balance between the number of 
waves absorbed and emitted by these particles:

We have taken into account here all “transitions” between particle energy levels, both up 
and down. Moreover, we have taken into consideration that the change in the particle 
momentum, which is equal to the wave momentum, is small compared to the magnitude of 
the particle momentum itself.

One can easily track the analogy between (5.2), describing the diffusion of particles in 
momentum space, and the usual diffusion equation describing particle diffusion in coordin
ate space. In both cases the diffusion is connected with the statistical, fluctuation nature of 
the collisions of the diffusing particles with particles in the medium in the case of coordinate 
space diffusion and with plasma waves in the case of stochastic acceleration. In the last 
term in (5.2) we have introduced the particle acceleration diffusion tensor:

As the emission probability uk depends on the momentum of the emitting particle, the 
diffusion coefficients correspondingly also depend on the momenta of the accelerating 
particles.

We shall not consider the diffusion coefficients DtJ in their general form. There are many 
difficulties, especially if one takes into account the anisotropy of the turbulence and the 
influence of the magnetic field. We shall give merely the relations which are most important 
for plasma astrophysics.

(5.2)

(5.3)
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We assume that both the particle distribution function and the plasma turbulence are 
isotropic. There remains then only one term on the right-hand side of (5.2) and it is conveni
ent to change from^, to f p =  (p2j2n2) f p. As a result (5.2) becomes

8t dp (5.4)

where the “longitudinal” diffusion coefficient,

f ik-pf
P2

UkNk
dzk

W f '
:(5.5)

describes the change in the particle momentum (velocity, energy) when absorbing or 
emitting plasma waves. We can obtain similarly D± which describes the process of making 
the particle distribution isotropic and which differs from (5.5) in that instead of the scalar 
product (k 'p)2, now we have the vector product, ([k A/>]•[* A/>])« Substituting here, for in
stance, expression (2.24) for the coefficient of Cherenkov emission of Langmuir waves and 
integrating, using the fact that only plasmons with ayjk <  v can produce acceleration, 
we have

1 1/4,

*  - ̂  1 1 W  -  ? j
«pe/fl a>pe/v

The velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient can here be either strong or weak; 
this is connected with the nature of the longitudinal plasmon spectrum. If the spectrum 
W[ =  (2Ql!<x1)112 extends up to phase velocities close to the velocity of light, an estimate 
gives us from (5.6):

D 11 4 ncv

that is, D\ oc 1 jv. If we are dealing with the acceleration of relativistic particles, we can 
put v =  c and then D\ =  constant.

If we know how the diffusion coefficient depends on the velocity or the energy of the 
particles we can—as is well known in diffusion theory—without solving the equation 
itself find the characteristic change with time of the parameters. We shall apply this method 
to relativistic particles for which the energy and momentum are connected through the 
relation e =  pc and for which we have just found that D\ =  constant. It is well known that 
the dispersion (in this case the square of the particle energy) increases according to

P2 (5.8)

From this we can obtain the following relations for the average value of the rate at which 
particles with a given energy are accelerated:

de _  c2D\ 
dt e

n_ mtc , ,  , /~ / 3nmj \ / Qx \ 1/2 vTe
4 ne e k ]/ \  2me ) \  «er ewpe /  c

mcc2 
s Teft)pe, (5.9)
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and also for the characteristic growth rate for the particle energy:

c2D\ /m ec2\ 2 W x , c
% COpel —  1 --------^ -ln -----.e£ \  e J nemeC* vTe (5.10)

Here W ] is the total energy density of longitudinal plasmons with phase velocities below 
the velocity of light.

Similarly we have for the rate of acceleration for non-relativistic particles, when we 
substitute p1 =  2 m e:

de __ D\ 
dt we

i f ( ^ i \  (  Q' \ 1/2
\  \  2me /  \  ntTecopt j

VTt _  
v » (5.11)

and for the acceleration growth rate:

Yv
col M
WeWê 3

i [ / 3jrmj \ /  &  \ 1/2 /  v r t \ s
\  \  2me /   ̂ IteTcCOpe )  \  V )

(Or, (5.12)

The rate of acceleration of particles by longitudinal plasmons with a flat spectrum decreases 
thus with increasing energy as e~w  for non-relativistic velocities and as e~l for relativistic 
energies. In rare, but possible, cases when the major part of the longitudinal plasmons have 
phase velocities appreciably smaller than the velocity of light the acceleration rate may be 
proportional to e~m  for particles with large velocities.

We can also find an increase in the acceleration rate with increasing energy if the scale 
k s for which the transition from non-linear scattering to four-plasmon interaction takes 
place in Langmuir turbulence corresponds to a range of phase velocities less than the light 
velocity. In that case W \ behaves as k~ v (2.84 <  v <  4) so that increasing the particle 
velocity and energy makes it possible to absorb more and more plasma waves. The rate 
o f acceleration increases thus as dejdt oc e(*“ 1)/2, that is, in the most favourable case as 
e3/2 (Pikel’ner and Tsytovich, 1969b). Apparently, in real astrophysical conditions the flat 
spectrum extends all the way to phase velocities comparable with the velocity of light. 
We give in Fig. 9 the qualitative behaviour of the acceleration rate as function of the 
particle energy.

The acceleration of particles by low-frequency plasma waves can, as a rule, not produce 
very large (in particular, relativistic) energies. On the other hand, these mechanisms are

Fig. 9. The behaviour of the acceleration rate as function of particle energy for not too high 
energies. The full-drawn curve corresponds to the case TJT{ < 2mec2/9/niv|e» and the dashed 

curve to the case when the opposite inequality holds.
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very efficient as injection mechanisms which produce particle energies up to the threshold 
where the acceleration by Langmuir waves can start, that is, up to velocities which arc 
larger than the minimum phase velocity of longitudinal plasmons. Indeed, the phase 
velocities of low-frequency waves in a plasma are small and these waves can thus accelerate 
particles with low energies. Moreover, they can also more easily accelerate heavy ions.

When acceleration occurs through low-frequency plasma waves a magnetic field can also 
exert a large influence. Indeed, the acceleration is connected with Cherenkov absorption 
and this is possible only when the wavelength is much smaller than the Larmor radius. 
Kaplan, Tsytovich and Chikachev (1971) have considered the complete problem of evalua- 
ting the diffusion coefficients for the acceleration by plasma waves taking the effect of a 
magnetic field into account. We shall here give merely some diffusion coefficients for the 
acceleration by low-frequency waves and the influence of the magnetic field is taken into 
account simply by restricting the range of the wavenumbers of the plasma waves which are 
absorbed in the acceleration process.

Particle acceleration by whistlers is determined by the diffusion coefficient

meo)2Hec2
neoy*ev

cope/c
J  W Jk dk =s

«>hIv

n_ meco%e 
6 nccope ~ r .

V
(5.13)

Here ooH is the gyro-frequency of a particle in the magnetic field which is equal to eH/mc 
for a non-relativistic particle and to eHc/e for a relativistic particle. In inequality (5.13) we 
assumed that with decreasing k, W™ does not increase faster than k~ 2. Electrons are accele
rated by whistlers only when their velocities are larger than vA(mi/tnf) 1/2, as only then the 
lower limit of the integral in (5.13) is less than the upper limit.

Ion-sound waves accelerate particles with a velocity which is already larger than vs. 
The acceleration diffusion coefficient is

_  We_ /HeCOpe /  VTc  \ 3

2 nii Tie \ v J (5.14)

It is clear that all ion-sound waves take part in the acceleration. The small factor m jm i 
diminishes this diffusion coefficient, but if we bear in mind that the ion-sound turbulence 
density may be large, even comparable with the thermal energy of the gas, the acceleration 
by ion-sound waves turns out to be important. This mechanism can accelerate particles 
in a cold plasma starting from low energies.

We finally give the expression for the diffusion coefficient for acceleration by Alfveu 
waves for v vA (Tsytovich, 1966a; Tverskoi, 1967, 1968):

(i+»i/c*)c*w

i0Hl

J
ioH VAJv

ntjcoh
rt'Oif, W*. (5.15)

We have taken from under the integral sign in (5.15) the frequency at the lower limit. The 
larger the particle mass, the smaller coH and the larger the efficiency of the acceleration by 
AlfvSn waves (Melrose, 1968).
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One can easily determine using the expressions for the diffusion coefficients for acceler
ation by low-frequency waves, the rate at which energy is accumulated, and the accelera
tion rate in a similar way as was done earlier for the case of acceleration by Langmuir 
waves.

The problem of particle acceleration is one of the central problems of plasma astrophysics 
and we shall several times come back to it in later chapters. We shall here restrict ourselves 
to only the following remarks.

We first of all note that the acceleration through absorption of plasma waves in a Cheren
kov mechanism is by no means the only mechanism through which particles can accumulate 
energy. Absorption through the cyclotron mechanism increases the velocity component at 
right angles to the magnetic field and thus makes the containment of particles in a trap 
much easier. We mentioned this effect in connection with whistlers, but cyclotron absorp
tion also occurs for other waves in a plasma. For instance, high-frequency electromagnetic 
waves are also absorbed through the cyclotron mechanism and give a similar result. Syn
chrotron absorption of high-frequency waves also leads to an appreciable acceleration. 
Finally, scattering effects, such as the Compton effect, are also able to accelerate particles.

Each acceleration mechanism is most effective in its “own” range of velocities and ener
gies. We give in Figs. 10 to 12 qualitative curves which illustrate the role of different acce
leration mechanisms under different conditions.

F ig. 10. Acceleration of non-relativistic ions by ion-sound waves (indicated by s) and by fast 
magneto-sound waves (indicated by m).

Fig. 11. Acceleration of non-relativistic ions by Alfv6n waves with a spectrum IV* — const, /co*
for different values of the index v.
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Fig. 12. Acceleration of relativistic particles by Langmuir waves (index 1), by AlfvSn waves 
(index a), and by transverse waves (index t). Here eA is the energy for which the Larmor radius 
is equal to the largest wavelength of Alfv6n waves and e* the energy at which the acceleration 

through absorption of electromagnetic radiation begins to dominate (see Chapter 3).

We turn now to the problem of conditions for isotropy. Equations (5.4) and (5.5), and 
also all the subsequent discussion, depend on an assumed isotropy of the accelerated par
ticles. How important is this?

We must first of all note that the components of the diffusion tensor which describe the 
change in the directions of the particle momentum are, as a rule, much larger than the 
component Z>|t which characterizes the change in the absolute magnitude of the momentum. 
There is thus associated with each acceleration a much faster rate of making the directions 
of the particle velocities isotropic. If the approach to isotropy is small, there will also prac
tically not be any acceleration.

At the same time, anisotropic distributions in the directions of the particle velocities are, 
as a rule, unstable and they excite strong plasma turbulence and this turbulence, in turn, 
will affect the anisotropic distributions (quasi-linear relaxation) and will make them 
quickly isotropic. An anisotropic distribution exists only for a short time under cosmic 
conditions while the acceleration process needs a long time. The assumption that there is 
isotropy, which was made to consider acceleration processes, therefore corresponds rather 
well to actual cosmic conditions in those plasma regions where the acceleration occurs at 
all.

Of course, when we consider some plasma turbulence model we must include in it also 
acceleration problems, taking all factors into account. It is, however, important to note 
that the calculation of acceleration rates does not require the introduction of new para
meters : they are determined by the same power Q of the turbulence sources as are the plasma 
turbulence spectra. It is of interest that the energy of the fast particles can in final reckoning 
become larger than the turbulence energy as it is gradually stored up, dissipates slowly, 
and does not change back into plasma turbulence. This can explain the large energy density 
of fast particles in astrophysical objects.

Observations show that the energy distribution function of relativistic particles under 
cosmic conditions usually follows a power law, that is, ^  oc e~y. The acceleration through 
plasma turbulence can lead to the formation of such distributions, provided the acceleration 
and energy losses of the particles are coordinated in the sense that the same mechanism
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is responsible both for the acceleration and for the energy absorption. If the acceleration 
and deceleration mechanisms are “uncoordinated” the distribution function either becomes 
Maxwellian or has a modified form such a s ^  oc exp ( —const. ea). For instance, in the 
case when the particles are accelerated by Langmuir turbulence but lose their energy through 
collisions a Maxwell distribution is established with an effective temperature

However, collisions are rare for fast particles, and they lose most of their energy through 
radiation.

We shall give in later chapters a more detailed analysis of the acceleration of particles 
by plasma turbulence applicable to actual astrophysical objects.

Scattering of electromagnetic waves in a turbulent plasma

A second effect which we shall discuss here is physically different from the particle accel
eration process, but is also described by diffusion type equations.

We consider the transfer of high-frequency (co : » cope) electromagnetic radiation in a 
turbulent plasma. We shall to begin with restrict ourselves for the sake of simplicity to the 
case when the wavenumber of the electromagnetic wave is also much larger than the wave- 
numbers of the plasma turbulence (g> ca)pJ v p). Afterwards we shall show what happens, 
if we lift this restriction.

It is clear that if the intensity of the plasma turbulence is large, that is, if there are many 
plasma waves per unit volume, there will be a large probability for the fusion or decay of 
electromagnetic waves with the participation of the appropriate plasma wave. We discussed 
the physics of this process in§ 3. We shall now apply these considerations to the problem 
under discussion here.

Consider an electromagnetic quantum ft which undergoes fusion or decay involving 
some plasma wave ki while another electromagnetic quantum k' results, with a frequency 
and wavevector obtained from the conservation laws (3.29):

As the plasma wave phase velocity is often much smaller than the velocity of light, the rela
tive change in the wavevectors of the electromagnetic waves is considerably larger (by a 
factor cfvp) than the change in their frequencies. The main effect is thus a change in di
rection of the wavevectors while their magnitude changes little. In other words, high- 
frequency electromagnetic waves undergo in a turbulent plasma scattering which affects 
the direction of propagation while their frequency is relatively little changed.

If ki is comparable in magnitude with ft, the wavevector of the electromagnetic wave will 
even in a single scattering process turn over an angle of order unity; this is integral scatter
ing. The change in the frequency is, as before, small: Aco ^  m  «  co. If, however, fti <$c ft, 
the scattering is also differential scattering as far as the angular variable is concerned.

(5.16)

o) =  co'±coi, ft ~  k' ±fti. (5.17)
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The wave emission probability in a fusion process was determined by equation (3.28). 
We now introduce the probability uk k,> ki for fusion per unit phase volumes of the waves 
*, k \  and ki, in such a way that

f  d*k' d*ki
k',klK -Nu > - ( 2 n T -  (5-18>

One can easily use this probability to write down balance equation involving all fusions 
and decays of electromagnetic and plasma waves, similar to what we did for equation (5.2). 
Using the conservation laws (5.17) we have (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1969d, 1970a, c; 
Sakhokiya and Tsytovich, 1968; Colgate, Lee and Rosenbluth, 1970):

dN\ C d*k\
- a r  =  J

) } ) 0 ! )• «5i9)
where t>Vj is the scattering diffusion tensor involving fusions and decays:

5,y =
d*ki 

*> (2j i f (5.20)

All components of the tensor Dtj can be expressed in terms of two parameters in the case 
of isotropic plasma turbulence. One of those describes the change in the frequency of the 
electromagnetic waves:

a  (*>
J *2

Uk, k, ktNky
(Pki
( 2 n f

(5.21)

We shall call this quantity the longitudinal component of the tensor. The other parameter— 
the transverse component of the tensor—determines the change in the direction of the 
wavevector:

^ ) = | ( [ M ^ A M v  M x  
Uk,k,ktNk>-(2 ^ - (5.22)

One can easily evaluate these quantities if one knows the fusion and decay probabilities 
(see Appendix). We shall give the final expressions for the transverse components of the 
tensor for scattering by different modes of isotropic plasma turbulence.

Scattering by longitudinal plasmon turbulence:

_  n_ ar^ f
16 ck? J w l k j  dkx 

ncmec2

scattering by ion-sound turbulence:

£ i(* )  =
=  n_ a>b_ C

16 J W IM  dkx
ncTe

(5.23)
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scattering by magneto-sound turbulence:

D f(k) == n_ C0pe f
16 c3Jk2 J

W ffo  dkx
njriiv\ (5.25)

The coefficient for diffusive scattering by Alfven waves is very small; it differs from (5.25) 
by an extra small factor (k jc jca^  in the integrand. Such scattering occurs also through 
collisional sound waves (Makhan’kov, Sakhokiya and Tsytovich, 1969).

We shall in what follows often use instead of Z5± the effective elastic scattering coefficient:

(5.26)

Let us consider in somewhat more detail the case of scattering by waves of Langmuir 
and ion-sound turbulence. If the wavenumber k  of the electromagnetic wave is less than the 
wavenumber of the excited longitudinal plasmons k g, the elastic scattering coefficient will 
be constant, that is, independent of the frequency of the electromagnetic waves, if the plasma 
turbulence spectrum is flat:

i _  2t>\ _  n co%GWl n <  , [ 2 Q x
± k 2 32 ncmc(? 32 y ocl K • )

For large frequencies (co >  ckg) the elastic scattering coefficient decreases with increasing 
frequency as a ± oc co-4.

The coefficient for elastic scattering by ion-sound turbulence waves always decreases 
with increasing frequency. When co cjdG % ccopJ v Tc we have (using (4.37)):

< = f )^ " n <**>'- 3X10' 1̂ -  K5-28'
and for larger frequencies, co >  cope cfvTe we have again a \  cc co“4.

The longitudinal diffusion coefficient can be calculated similarly. We shall use 
stead of Z5,, the effective inelastic scattering coefficient:

here in- 

(5.29)

For scattering by isotropic Langmuir turbulence waves we have

n_  f  Wjjiy dky =  / Pipe \ 2 ,
16 <?kk J nGmcc2 \  co ) J (5.30)

for frequencies less than co % ckg. In the case when the wavenumber of the electromagnetic 
wave is larger than the maximum wavenumber of the longitudinal plasmon turbulence we 
find the relation o\jaxL =  ( v j c f  where vp is the minimum longitudinal plasmon phase 
velocity. The inelastic scattering coefficient decreases here thus always with increasing fre
quency and as a rule is much smaller than the elastic scattering coefficient.
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In the case of interactions with ion-sound waves the ratio of the elastic and the inelastic 
scattering coefficients is constant:

The diffusion equation (5.19) is essentially an equation for the transfer of electromagnetic 
radiation. We can put it in the form which is the usual one for astrophysics. In order not 
to complicate the formulae we assume that the elastic and inelastic scattering coefficients 
are independent of the angles (which is always correct for scattering of waves in isotropic 
turbulence). Moreover, we assume that we have differential scattering as far as the angles 
are concemed.In that case we have

dl
dt

dh_
dt +  (Pg •V/«,)-orx(V2)x/«.+ ft)2 d(o (5.32)

where (v 2)x is the angular Laplace operator:

(v 2)x =  —r~ n “ —  ( sin 0 — W  . (5.33)sin # dfi \  dv f  sin2 v dtp2

For electromagnetic waves with k  =  co/c of the order of the wavenumbers of the plasma 
turbulence we have integral scattering as far as the angles are concerned. Instead of the 
angular Laplace operator one has here the usual integral expression from transfer theory 
(Kaplan and Tsytovich (1970a,c) have considered this case in detail).

We shall not study here the solution of (5.32) but one can immediately draw a few general 
conclusions.

Firstly, if narrow-beam radiation passes through a turbulent plasma, its angular disper
sion (Afi)2 will broaden as the path R  increases:

{ M f  = 2a j  =  2o± —  . (5 34)

This relation can be used to study plasma turbulence under cosmic conditions (Tsytovich, 
1965; Gordon, 1968). For instance, if one observes a radio-source with small angular size 
#0 while one knows that the radiation has traversed a path R  in a medium where longitu
dinal plasmon turbulence is possible, its spectral energy density must satisfy the inequality

(5.35)

Similarly one can obtain limits on the turbulent energy density for other modes.
Secondly, if a very narrow spectral radio-line emission is observed, one can use argu

ments about inelastic scattering to estimate the plasma wave energy density (Colgate, 
1967; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1970c).

It is here, however, important that the elastic scattering coefficient is much larger than 
the inelastic scattering coefficient so that the increase in the angular dispersion is much more 
considerable. Only in the case when the angular size of the source is not too small and the
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spectral line very narrow can one use more effectively inelastic scattering data. In the most 
favourable case when a narrow line is observed from a small angular diameter source one 
could use for the analysis of the turbulence properties the following obvious relation, 
provided the effect of the turbulence is appreciable:

A mplification of high-frequency electrom agnetic radiation during  its propagation

THROUGH A TURBULENT PLASMA

We took into account only decay interactions in the transfer equation (5.32). In the gene
ral case we must add terms taking into account spontaneous and induced emission and 
scattering mechanisms. There are many such processes in a medium with plasma turbulence 
and it is difficult to write down the transfer equation in its general form. In later chapters 
we shall consider separate cases which are important for plasma astrophysics. We shall, 
however, note some properties of such an equation here in the general context of plasma 
turbulence theory.

First of all it is important that electromagnetic radiation can be amplified when passing 
through a turbulent medium, that is, one must add to equation (5.32) terms of the form 
yiJui with a positive value of the growth rate There are many mechanisms for amplifying
radiation in a turbulent plasma; in later chapters we shall consider several of them.

In the present section we restrict ourselves to describing a single mechanism of this 
kind which can be explained qualitatively as follows (Tsytovich, 1971c). Normally the 
damping of electromagnetic waves is connected with the fact that electrons affected by the 
wave lose their energy through colliding with other particles. In a turbulent plasma the 
electrons “collide” mostly with plasma waves. However, in that case they can not only give 
off energy, but also acquire it. For instance, it turns out that if the wavevectors of electro
magnetic and ion-sound waves are in the same direction and if the ion-sound wave energy 
density is larger than some minimum value (see below) energy is transferred from the ion- 
sound to the electromagnetic wave, and the electron is affected by both waves. If the 
wavevectors are in opposite directions energy is transferred from the electromagnetic to 
the ion-sound wave. It is important that the direction in which the energy is transferred 
depends on the anisotropy of the plasma turbulence. There is no amplification when the 
turbulence is strictly isotropic.

The growth or decay rate for the case of interactions between electromagnetic and ion- 
sound waves can be written as follows:

We note that ion-sound turbulence is, as a rule, not fully isotropic; for instance, the 
wavevectors of ion-sound waves excited by an electric field are predominantly directed 
along it. If the electromagnetic radiation also propagates in that direction, its amplification 85

(5.36)

(5.37)
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coefficient is

*  1 f  l ^ h . )  (? * t \ 2 _ Z 1 _ . (5.38)
o»Pe \  \  8mi /  \  o> ) c neTe K }

As amplification is possible only when its growth rate is larger than the always present 
collisional damping rate, (co^/ca)2 v the ion-sound wave energy density must necessarily 
satisfy the inequality

W s > , r / 8wi \ c 1 
neTe \  \n m e) vTe ND

(5.39)

To obtain an appreciable amplification of the electromagnetic waves it is also necessary 
that the optical depth relating to the growth rate must be much larger than unity, that is.

y'R
v*

(5.40)

It is possible that condition (5.40) is not satisfied for various amplification mechanisms 
in astrophysical sources with a small size R. Nevertheless, if there is an intensive plasma 
turbulence in the sources, the amplification of electromagnetic radiation is possible, as 
was shown by Kaplan and Tsytovich (1970a, c), even though the inequality which is the 
reverse of (5.40) is true. In a turbulent plasma elastic scattering of electromagnetic 
waves through the decay interactions, which were considered in the preceding section, 
leads to an appreciable lengthening of the effective path traversed by the wave, if (zl#)2 
becomes larger than unity. In other words, an electromagnetic wave is “trapped” in the 
medium, passes a longer time in it, and, hence, the conditions for its amplification become 
more favourable.

A considerable “trapping” of the electromagnetic waves occurs when the optical depth 
with respect to elastic scattering is much larger than unity, that is.

For the amplification of electromagnetic waves it is now necessary that the following con
dition holds:

V (V y ) =  V ( <f±f) ~̂ T »  (5-42)

which can be satisfied even when ry <  1, provided ra is sufficiently large. We shall use in 
later chapters this kind of intensification of the amplification mechanism for electro
magnetic waves when we consider actual astrophysical objects.

Some non  linear transfer equations fo r  epectromagnetic radiation

Recently many people have studied non-linear radiative transfer equations. There are 
many reasons why the equations become non-linear and there is as yet no general non
linear transfer theory. Non-linearity can, for instance, be connected with the fact that the 86
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level populations depend on the field of the radiation itself or with the change in dielectric 
constant in that field, and so on.

There is, however, yet another important cause for the appearance of non-linearity in 
the transfer equation, namely, the influence of induced processes. In particular, Weymann 
(1965) and Kompaneets (1957) obtained such an equation for the case of induced Compton 
scattering by the thermal electrons in the plasma. We note that this equations has been used 
for a number of astrophysical studies (Zel’dovich and Syunyaev, 1969; Syunyaev, 1971).

Indeed, when induced processes are taken into account the growth rate is, in the differ
ential approximation, proportional to the derivative of the spectral function and the cor
responding term in the transfer equation is thus proportional to the product of the intensity 
and its derivative, or to the derivative of the square of the intensity. In particular, in the 
already mentioned case the transfer equation which takes into account the induced Compton 
scattering contains a term

In the framework of a non-linear plasma theory when all plasma particles participate in the 
interaction, the scattering by particles is unimportant compared to decay processes (Tsytovich, 
1971a, 1972b). At the same time, just the decay processes lead also to equation (5.43).

Indeed, constructing the expression for yxIw with the growth rate for the process t' -► t + 1 
determined by equation (3.37), we get exactly equation (5.43). At the same time we meet 
with an important restriction which is connected with the fact that this expression is valid 
only when the number of transverse waves per unit phase volume is much larger than the 
number of longitudinal waves per unit phase volume, that is, provided N lk K -  Only 
in that case is the intensity of decay processes proportional to If, however, Nk
the intensity of decay processes is proportional to and the transfer equation now
becomes linear in the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation, that is, one is reduced to 
the case of the scattering of radiation by the plasma turbulence waves.

The condition Nk » as applied to a cosmic plasma turns out to be rather stringent. 
In fact, powerful electromagnetic radiation for which it is necessary to take the non-linearity 
into account itself makes the plasma turbulent thanks to the same decay processes. If the 
non-linearity appreciably affects the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation, this means 
at the same time that an appreciable part of its energy is transferred to plasma waves (see 
(4.56)) and as the energy of a single plasma wave is much smaller than the energy of an 
electromagnetic wave, it follows from this that The case is possible, however,
where the plasma waves are strongly absorbed so that the level of their energy remains 
low. At any rate, the problem of the non-linear transfer of electromagnetic waves in a 
plasma can, apparently, not be divorced from a study of the excitation of plasma turbulence 
and of the interaction of the radiation with the plasma turbulence, in particular, the study 
of scattering and of frequency increase. This problem must thus be solved in the framework 
of plasma astrophysics problems, taking into account a whole range of other non-linear 
processes, besides the process (5.43). 87
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§ 6. Laboratory studies of plasma turbulence and possible laboratory models 
for cosmic plasma phenomena

The astrophysics of plasma turbulence studies objects of a particular kind and conditions 
which can usually not be reproduced in a laboratory experiment. On the other hand, it 
cannot but be based on the manifold experimental studies of plasma turbulence in labora
tories. On the one hand, there are cosmic objects, such as the plasma in the circumterrestrial 
space or the solar plasma, for which the conditions are in many respects similar to those 
encountered in laboratory experiments, while, on the other hand, one finds in laboratory 
experiments often many qualitative peculiarities which one meets with under cosmic con
ditions on a larger scale. It is therefore natural to base a theoretical analysis of processes 
which are characteristic for a cosmic plasma and which are difficult to realize in a laboratory 
on general considerations about the nature of the plasma turbulence studied in laboratory 
experiments.

The peculiar role of cosmic rays in the astrophysical plasma is well known. We must 
thus first of all consider the problem of whether one can observe in a laboratory experiment 
effects which are similar to the creation of cosmic rays. Another important problem, men
tioned in the introduction, is the strong increase in dissipative processes when turbulence is 
present—a strong increase in entropy; we shall here also draw attention to important experi
mental work. Finally, a third problem concerns the observations of an anomalous epither
mal emission by a turbulent plasma which is of special interest for astrophysicists. The 
observation of anomalously’strong scattering of electromagnetic waves by a turbulent plasma 
is also connected with this problem.

Before we discuss those experiments which are of most importance from the astrophysical 
point of view and which indicate both the large efficiency of the above-mentioned processes 
of acceleration, anomalous emission, and anomalous dissipation as well as the general 
prevalence of the turbulent state of a plasma, we must make two observations.

Firstly, there are a large number of experiments where turbulent processes have been 
observed at very low frequencies, in particular, below the collision frequency or at frequen
cies of the order of the drift frequency (Kadomtsev, 1965; Kadomtsev and Pogutse, 1969, 
1970). No effects involving particle acceleration or anomalous emission have then been ob
served. As far as the anomalous dissipation is concerned, it always accompanies turbulence 
and is observed in most experiments. In particular, an anomalous plasma diffusion is con
nected with drift turbulence which prevents its magnetic confinement in experimental de
vices. We shall not be concerned here with those experiments as neither dynamic nor drift 
turbulence are topics of our present discussion and these kinds of turbulence do not lead to 
an anomalous acceleration or emission which are of particular interest in astrophysics. 
Drift turbulence has, by the way, so far not found a satisfactory theoretical description. 
The effects of the anomalous acceleration and emission have been well observed and studied 
just in high-frequency plasma turbulence for which satisfactory methods to describe them 
have been worked out as well as clear elementary physical processes which form the basis 
for them and, as a rule, the experiments are explained by the existing theory.

Secondly, we must emphasize that almost all ways to produce a laboratory plasma are
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connected with making it at the same time turbulent. Most plasma sources—except perhaps 
the so-called Q-machines which are based upon thermal emission—produce apparently a 
turbulent plasma. More important, however, is the following: even relatively weak external 
influences make the plasma turbulent and produce various kinds of oscillations. This is 
what we have in mind when we say that a plasma is extraordinarily unstable. As a rule, 
the hotter the plasma, the easier it is to make it turbulent. For a temperature of 1 eV and a 
density nc ^  1010 cm" 3 even a field of E ^  001 V/cm leads to an intense ion-sound oscilla
tion excitation. Even weak electron beams, a slight angular anisotropy in the plasma particle 
distribution, or the action of a not very intense high-frequency electric field, and so on, all 
will produce strong turbulence. The experimental data on plasma turbulence accumulated 
up to the present are manifold and the examples given below are thus fragmentary and only 
serve to illustrate the general trends.

Some experimental data on particle acceleration in  a turbulent plasma

We now turn to a brief discussion of experiments on particle acceleration in a plasma. 
We must note that in almost all experiments in which one observes the excitation of plasma 
turbulent pulsations, particle acceleration has also been observed. Moreover, the observation 
of fast particles has now become an indicator which can be used to diagnose the develop
ment of plasma turbulence. Recently it has been ascertained that the assumption that in 
most laboratory set-ups the plasma is a two-temperature one, that is, that it contains a hot 
component (accelerated particles) and a cold one, is a good working hypothesis which 
enables one to understand the observational results. In many respects this corresponds to the 
astrophysical observations where one has a cold plasma and the cosmic ray plasma. The 
conditions of a laboratory experiment differ, however, appreciably from the cosmic condi
tions, on the one hand, in the time scales—the turbulence is excited in a relatively short 
time while the plasma is still contained in the device—and, on the other hand, in the spatial 
dimensions— the accelerated particles can be contained by the magnetic field only as long 
as their Larmor radius does not become comparable with the size of the device. Therefore 
in laboratory experiments the accelerated particles generally speaking do not have rela
tivistic energies. All the same, in most experiments in which the excitation of plasma turbu
lence has been observed there were also accelerated particles. Such effects have, for instance, 
been observed when electron beams have interacted with a plasma. The beam-plasma inter
action problem itself is now a large part of plasma physics which has been the subject of 
books and special annual international conferences. A large amount of experimental data 
on the appearance of accelerated particles has already been accumulated. Amongst those 
we must note first of all the work by U.S.S.R. groups led by Falnberg, Kharchenko, Zavol- 
skil, Golovin and many others, and foreign groups, for instance, those led by Smullin, 
Alekseev, Hopman and others. Experimental results and detailed reviews can be found in 
the proceedings of recent international conferences on thermonuclear fusion and ionized 
gas phenomena (see References at the end of this book).

In different experimental devices acceleration effects due to various plasma oscillations 
such as Langmuir waves, whistlers, or ion-soundwaves, have been observed. Both acceler
ated electrons and accelerated ions have been observed. More or less arbitrarily we have 89
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chosen from these experiments a number of the most illuminating ones, realizing that such 
an illustration necessarily is somewhat one-sided.

Experiments by Kharchenko, Fainberg, Kornilov, Lutsenko, and Pedenko (1962) showed 
the appearance of energetic electrons in plasma-beam interactions. For an initial beam 
energy of 5 keV the energy of the fast electrons was 80 to 100 keV and their number about 
5 per cent of the total number of electrons in the plasma (see also Berezin, Fainberg, Bolotin 
and Berezina (1965), Kornilov, Kovpik, Fainberg and Kharchenko (1965), Kornilov, 
Kovpik, Fainberg, Bolotin and Kharchenko (1965), and a review by Fainberg, 1968). In 
experiments by Smullin (1968) a beam with a relative density n jn e ^  10“ 3 to 10~2 («* ^  
1010 cm-3, ne ^  1013 cm"3) excited strong Langmuir oscillations at frequencies cope which 
were accompanied by a powerful emission by the plasma at frequencies of the order of cope(it 
was impossible to distinguish between cope and2cope because of the inhomogeneity of the plas
ma which is peculiar to laboratory experiments). The energy of the accelerated electrons 
which fell on the side-walls of the gas-discharge chamber was determined by the X-ray 
emission and turned out to be about 100 keV for beam particle energies of 7 to 10 keV. 
The density of the accelerated particles was about 0* 1 per cent of the density of the cold 
plasma; this was measured exactly by a low-power detecting beam. The Langmuir oscilla
tions were the main mechanism for the particle acceleration. It is characteristic that the 
total energy of the accelerated particles is large compared to the energy of the cold plasma. 
In the experiments by Plakhov, Ryutov and Shapkin (1969) it was shown in detail that when 
plasma-beam interactions occur, which are excited in magnetic traps, the electron acceler-

Fig. 13. Correlation of the acceleration of fast particles and the excitation of plasma oscilla
tions.^) Oscillogram of the X-ray emission generated by the fast particles, (b) Oscillogram of the 

plasma waves at a frequency of co =  1*5X1010 s“* on the same time scale.

ation occurs basically outside the region where the beam and the plasma interact (the size 
of the beam was limited). The Langmuir oscillations and the beam particles diffuse out of the 
region of the beam interaction and their interaction then leads to a particle acceleration by 
the Langmuir oscillations. In Karkhov’s experiments (1969) it was shown that the accelera
tion is particularly effective when the electron gyrofrequency is a multiple of the plasma 
frequency; initially intensive Langmuir oscillations are excited which even outside the mag- 90
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netic trap are converted into whistlers—or, more precisely, into their high-frequency part 
where they join up with the longitudinal oscillations with frequency a>He |cos # |. The condition 
that a)Hc be a multiple of the plasma frequency corresponds apparently to the condition 
that the non-linear conversion of Langmuir waves into whistlers be efficient. In the magnetic 
trap region there are basically whistlers which efficiently accelerate electrons. It has been 
established that the oscillation spectra are excited just by a beam and not by the accelerated 
electrons and they are correlated with the X-ray emission (Fig. 13) which is generated by 
the accelerated particles. The energy of the accelerated electrons exceeded by a factor 100 
the energy of the beam particles. Nezlin (1967) observed an acceleration of ions which was 
correlated with the appearance of oscillations at the ion cyclotron frequency. Zavoiskii 
(1967) observed a particularly efficient ion acceleration when the condition for resonance 
between the ions and the ion-sound oscillations was satisfied. In the majority of experiments 
in which ion-sound turbulence occurs—for instance in a plasma in an external electric field 
(Zavoiskii and Rudakov, 1967) or in experiments with collisionless shock waves (Alikhanov, 
Alinovskii, Dolgov-SaveFev, Eselevich, Kurtmullaev, Malinovskii, Nesterikhin, Pil’skii, 
Sagdeev and Semenov, 1969)—accelerated ions have been observed. In the experiments by 
Veksler, Gekker, Gol’ts, Delone, Kononov, Kudrevatova, Luk’yanchikov, Rabinovich, 
Savchenko, Sarksyan, Sergeichev, Silin, Tsopp, Levin and Muratov (1965) on the inter
action of high-frequency strong waves with a plasma, accelerated ions with a maximum 
energy of around 100 eV and a subsequent falling-olf extending to 10 keV have been ob
served.

Of course, acceleration effects might be connected not with plasma turbulence, but, for 
instance, with the appearance of some kind of potential wells or humps by which particles 
are accelerated. It is important that there are experimental means to solve the problem of 
the nature of the observed acceleration. Firstly, the development of turbulence means a 
rather strong exchange of energy between different modes and hence a rather wide spectrum 
of excited oscillations. Secondly, particles accelerated stochastically by the random fields 
of the turbulent pulsations must have a rather wide energy spectrum. In most experiments 
both these conditions turn out to be satisfied. However, the most unambiguous proof for 
the acceleration by turbulent pulsations is given by experiments in which the turbulence 
through some means is excited periodically (for instance, due to some relaxation processes 
in changing the plasma parameters). It turns out that the appearance of accelerated particles 
is strictly correlated under those conditions with the periods of the generation of turbulence 
in the plasma and in a number of cases with the appearance of only one well-defined kind 
of pulsations. This confirms directly that the acceleration of the particles is connected with 
the action of the turbulent plasma oscillations on the particles.

Under some circumstances whistlers can also accelerate particles very efficiently; this 
is exclusively connected with the fact that a whistler which propagates mainly along the 
magnetic field increases the particle energy at right angles to the field and this assists, for 
instance, the containment of accelerated particles in the case of magnetic traps. However, 
as a rule, the acceleration is the more efficient, the higher the frequency of the pulsations—for 
the same turbulence energy. The acceleration has been observed in magnetic traps and 
through Langmuir oscillations. Accelerated ions appear when strong high-frequency fields 
act upon the plasma and when laser radiation interacts with the plasma. 91
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Another distinguishing feature of all experimental results is that a relatively small fraction 
of the total number of particles is accelerated. This points, on the one hand, to the existence 
of powerful dissipative processes which accompany the increase of the entropy in the tur
bulent regime but, on the other hand, does not mean at all that the total energy of the 
accelerated particles cannot be comparable with the energy of the cold component.

The rather prolonged existence of the turbulent regime can lead to the fact that the total 
energy of the accelerated particles will be comparable with the energy of the thermal par
ticles. Moreover, it has been suggested that the diamagnetic effect which has been measured 
in turbulent heating experiments and which is proportional to the total number of particles 
may be produced by just the hot component. This problem was discussed extensively in 
1965-7. It has now become clear that in those experiments in which one could relatively 
clearly distinguish the hot and the cold components the two have comparable energies. 
For instance, in Karkhov’s experiments (1969) the energy of the accelerated particles was 
about 30 per cent of the energy of the main mass of thermal particles. One can compare this 
result with the well-known astrophysical fact that the energy of the cosmic rays is approxi
mately equal to other forms of energy, such as the energy of the cold cosmic plasma and the 
magnetic field energy.

All experiments described here undoubtedly give evidence for the fact that the appear
ance of accelerated particles is explained by the interaction of particles with turbulent plasma 
oscillations, for the fact that there is a deep-lying resemblance between laboratory and cosmic 
phenomena, and for the fact, finally, that the generation of fast particles is a general prop
erty of plasma turbulence.

A nomalous plasma resistivity

Let us now turn to experiments showing the anomalous amplification of dissipative 
processes when plasma turbulence is developed. The simplest way to excite plasma turbu
lence is the action of relatively strong electric fields. The turbulent regime occurs when 
the field E  is larger than the Dreicer field isD, as was already noted in§ 4. In such a field the 
“run-away” electrons are decelerated by the plasma turbulence waves.

This effect has been called the plasma anomalous resistivity. It has been studied experi
mentally by many authors (Suprunenko, 1964; Fanchenko, Demidov, Elagin, and Ryutov, 
1964; Burchenko, Vasilenko, Volkov, Potapenko and Tolok, 1969; Hamberger, Jancarik 
and Sharp, 1969; Paul, 1969; Daughney, Holmes, and Paul, 1970; Daughney, Holmes, 
Paul and Summers, 1970; Jancarik and Hamberger, 1970; Hamberger and Jancarik, 1971). 
The anomalous resistivity effect has been observed in toroidal devices with magnetic plasma 
containment, such as, for instance, the Tokamak (Artsimovich, 1970), and also under con
ditions when the so-called neutral magnetic field lines appear, near which the magnetic 
field strength changes sign. These observations are of particular interest for an interpretation 
of the chromospheric solar flares which usually appear near neutral lines. It is plausible 
to connect the observed anomalous dissipation of magnetic fields which occurs when 
chromospheric flares occur with the anomalous resistivity.

We have given in Fig. 14 the results of an experimental study of the way the average 
plasma electric resistivity depends on the electric field; these results were obtained recently 92
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S/co,t

Drift velocity

F ig . 14. The behaviour of the turbulent plasma electrical conductivity as a function of the mag
nitude of the relative drift velocity u. The region o ozl/u  corresponds to ion-sound turbulence 

and the region a as constant to the Buneman instability.

by Hamberger and Jancarik (1971). The applied electric field lay between the limits 100 to 
1500 V/cm in a hydrogen plasma with ne % 1011 to 1013 cm~3. This is just the range of para
meters in which the transition occurs from ion-sound turbulence when u <  vTc to the so- 
called Buneman turbulence when u >  vTt. In accordance with what we said in§ 4 the anom
alous conductivity changes from a oc l[u to a ^  constant (see (4.39) to (4.47)) as is

VfCJ?l
F ig . 15. Ion-sound oscillation spectrum in a plasma with an applied electric field and with the 
following parameters: =  1013 cm-3 and u =  109cm/s. Full-drawn curve: Wm oc (l/a>) In (a)pl/a>).

observed experimentally. The transition from one regime to another is accompanied by a 
sudden change in the turbulence spectrum. In the ion-sound regime the spectrum is pro
portional to I/k  (Fig. 15) and corresponds to the theory (Kadomtsev, 1965; also Sagdeev, 
1967; Tsytovich, 1971 b), while for u >  vTc it is concentrated around frequencies which 
are approximately equal to ~oopc(mJmi)llz (see Fig. 16 and equation (4.46)). The turbulent 
pulsations propagate mainly along the applied electric field.

Strong ion-sound oscillations were observed in the experiments of Zavoiskii and Rudakov 
(1967) when their level was not less than 10“2 ncTc. The effective collision frequencies 93
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correspond to l09s-1which is higher by many orders of magnitude than the electron-ion colli
sion frequency and this shows clearly how efficient the dissipative processes are in the 
turbulent regime. Under conditions when the applied electric field is not able to maintain 
the inequality u >  v Te because of the anomalous resistivity which appears in that regime.

Fig. 16. Plasma oscillation spectrum in the Buneman instability regime for E —  60 and u =  
3 x  108cm/s.The maximum of the spectrum occurs at a frequency v=(jwe/jWj)1/3 ft>pe/47r> copl/2rc.

6J/2rtMHz

F ig . 17. Change with time in the oscillations spectrum as a result of the development of plasma 
instabilities in a strong electric field, (a) Spectrum in the initial stage (Buneman instability); 

(b) ion-sound spectrum in the next stage (after 70 ns).
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the plasma changes automatically to the ion-sound regime because of the heating of the 
electrons This was demonstrated experimentally by Hamberger, Jancarik and Sharp 
(1969; see Fig. 17). The characteristic time for this transition is of the order of 
that is, very small; this is particularly important for astrophysical applications. We are 
concerned here with the fact that if E  >  2sD, but Te =  Ti9 the ion-sound oscillations can 
not be excited directly. There are therefore initially “run-away” electrons after which all 
electrons in the plasma are heated up when u >  vTe and the conditions arise which are 
necessary for the development of ion-sound turbulence. Hence follows the important 
conclusion that under astrophysical conditions the anomalous resistivity must usually be 
connected with ion-sound turbulence. The anomalous resistivity effects occur under all 
conditions when there occurs in the plasma a directed motion of the electrons with respect to 
the ions, whatever forces cause it. Although together with ion-sound oscillations other 
oscillations are also excited, the contribution of the latter to the anomalos resistivity effect 
turns out to be small. The origin of magnetic perturbations in the solar wind may, for 
instance, occur in this way.

Apart from an anomalously large friction of the electrons with respect to the ions, one 
has also observed an anomalously fast approach to isotropic electron and ion distributions. 
Such effects arise when there is no directed motion of electrons relative to the ions. Effects 
of a fast approach to isotropy lead to an anomalously large loss of particles from magnetic 
traps.

In a plasma with hot ions and cold electrons the cause for the approach to isotropy for 
cone cope is the excitation of magnetic Langmuir oscillations with frequencies cope |cos # |; 
if coHc <$c cope the approach to isotropy of the electrons is mainly connected with the excita
tion of whistlers, and of the ions with the excitation of collisionless Alfv6n and ion-sound 
waves. These effects are important for an understanding of phenomena occurring in the 
Earth’s magnetosphere and of the turbulence of the solar wind in which an anisotropy 
in the particle distribution has been observed. Processes facilitating the appearance of such 
an anisotropy are the motion of plasma particles in the direction of decreasing magnetic 
field, plasma heating and so on.

The fast turbulent plasma heating is another kind of anomalous dissipation when plasma 
turbulence is developed. Many papers have been devoted to experimental studies of this 
effect and it constitutes now a large section of plasma physics. In the U.S.S.R. these prob
lems have been studied by groups under the leadership of Zavoiskii, Fainberg, Krachenko 
and others and elsewhere by Alekseev, Kolb, Hamberger, Wharton and others. As an 
example we give here the results obtained by Zavoiskii, Nedoseev, Rudakov, Rusakov, 
Skoryupin and Franchenko (1969).

In the experiments a plasma of density 1012 to 1013 cm-3 was heated by a solenoidal 
field E  =  100 to 250 V/cm. After a time of order 3 X 10~7 s a value neTc % 3 X1016 eV cm”3 
was reached. The heating was accompanied by a powerful emission and the appearance of 
a large anomalous resistivity. The rate of heating was so fast that it is completely impossible 
to explain it by binary collisions. The possibility of such a fast heating has an important 
value for astrophysics, for instance, for chromospheric flare problems or for the analysis 
of plasma heating in the vicinity of such objects as pulsars. Finally, when plasma turbulence 
develops an anomalously large diffusion and plasma thermal conductivity have been 95
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observed. While the first of these is connected solely with the presence of low-frequency 
drift oscillations or, at any rate, oscillations in which the ions of the plasma take part, the 
second may be connected also with high-frequency oscillations in which only the electrons 
of the plasma participate. This is caused by the fact that the thermal conductivity is usually 
electronic. A change in the plasma parameters, such as its temperature or density, due to 
anomalous heating, diffusion, or thermal conductivity can influence the characteristics of 
the dynamic turbulence which must be taken into account when interpreting astrophysical 
observations.

Anomalous collisionless dissipative processes play an important role in the formation of 
collisionless shock waves (Adlam and Allen, 1958; Sagdeev, 1958, 1962). It is well known 
that for the appearance of shock waves one must have an increase of entropy at its front or 
a well-defined dissipation mechanism. If the width of the front is less than the mean free 
path of the particles such a mechanism may be turbulent dissipation where a non-linear 
wave in the plasma itself becomes a source for the excitation of turbulent oscillations. 
For instance, at the front of a wave propagating at right angles to a magnetic field, electrons 
with a directed motion which produce a current can have a velocity larger than their average 
thermal velocity. Buneman turbulence then occurs which changes fast into ion-sound turbu
lence. The dissipation at the front of such a wave will be connected with the anomalous plas
ma resistivity. Another example is the case which occurs at the front of a wave, when the 
magnetic field is compressed: an anisotropic particle distribution is created which leads to the 
excitation of whistlers and collisionless magnetohydrodynamic oscillations. If the amplitude 
of the non-linear wave is not very large the anomalous dissipation does not occur. The struc
ture of collisionless shock waves has been studied experimentally by many investigations, in 
particular, in the USSR by groups under Sagdeev, Nesterikhin, Zavolski! and others 
(see Sagdeev, 1966; Alikhanov, Alinovskil, Dolgov-Savel’ev, Eselevich, Kurtmullaev>

Fig. 18. Profile of the front of a collisi
onless shock wave in a hydrogen plasma 

(«e =  5 x  1013 cm’ 8).
Fig. 19. Ion-sound wave spectrum at the front of a 

shock wave, measured by the laser light scattering 
method. Full-drawn curve: Wh oc Ar1 In (kdt).

I
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Malinovskii, Nesterikhin, Pil’skil, Sagdeev, and Semenov, 1969; and Zavoiskil, Nedoseev, 
Rudakov, Rusakov, Skoryupin, and Fanchenko (1969), and elsewhere by Daughney, 
Holmes, Paul and Summers (1970), De Silva, Diichs, Goldenbaum, Griem, Hintz, Kolb, 
Kunze and Vitkovitsky (1969), Woods (1970) and others.

The width of the shock wave front propagating either at right angles or an another angle 
to the external magnetic field is for Mach numbers M  <  2 to 4 determined by the anomalous 
resistivity and for M  >  4 by the anomalous ion viscosity. In Fig. 18 we have given an example 
of the structure of a shock wave for M  >  4 obtained in the experiments of Alikhanov, 
Alinovskii, Dolgov-Savel’ev, Eselevich, Kurtmullaev, Malinovskii, Nesterikhin, Pil’skil, 
Sagdeev and Semenov (1969). In Paul’s experiments (Daughney, Holmes, Paul and Summers, 
1970) a detailed study was made of the spectrum of the turbulent oscillations excited at the 
front of a shock wave propagating at right angles to the magnetic field, using the scattering 
of laser light (Fig. 19). This spectrum corresponds completely to the ion-sound turbulence 
case. From the shift in the frequency of the laser light one can conclude that ion-sound waves 
propagate mainly in the direction of the electric field which occurs at the front of the wave.

P lasma turbulence emission

Let us now dwell upon the observations of anomalous emission when plasma turbulence 
is present. These effects appear very strikingly when beams interact with a plasma in experi
ments on turbulent plasma heating by an external electric field. In the experiments of 
Falnberg and coworkers (Berezin, Fainberg, Bolotin and Berezina, 1965; Kornilov, Kovpik, 
Falnberg, and Kharchenko, 1965; Kornilov, Kovpik, Fainberg, Bolotin and Kharchenko 
1965) a powerful radiation was observed at frequencies close to the measured frequencies 
of the excited plasma oscillations.

This result indicates that the conversion of turbulent oscillations occurs without any 
appreciable change in frequency. Demidov, Elagin, and Fanchenko (1966) observed emis
sion at a frequency 2cope when longitudinal oscillations had been excited in the plasma. 
This can be explained by the fusion of two longitudinal plasmons (see§ 3).

One can use the intensity of the radiation to determine the turbulence energy; the results 
of such a determination agree with other independent measurements. However, in a number 
of cases continuous emission has been observed up to frequencies 6co^ which can not be 
explained by successive fusion processes. It is, apparently, connected with the conversion 
by fast particles as only under those conditions can an appreciable change of frequency 
occur in a conversion process. We have already mentioned that the energy of the acceler
ated particles under cosmic conditions is appreciably higher and this conversion effect 
plays a considerably larger role in that case, and is one of the important plasma emission 
mechanisms. A particularly large change in frequency occurs in the conversion involving 
relativistic particles.

Sharp and Hamberger (1970) have also observed the radiation by a plasma in the ion- 
sound turbulence regime. When u <  vTe the emission is mainly at the plasma frequency. 
When one changes to the regime u >  vTc, the emission increases steeply and stretches up 
to 10copc which possibly is connected with conversion involving accelerated particles.

Apart from the anomalous emission, anomalous scattering also occurs in many experi
ments in which plasma turbulence was excited. Demidov and Fanchenko (1964, 1965), 97
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Hamberger, Jancarik and Sharp (1969), and Wharton, Prono and Sandel (1969) have 
observed this effect in turbulent heating experiments.

If the electron wave transmitted in the plasma is sufficiently monochromatic, as a result 
of its being scattered there occur combination frequencies which differ from the frequency 
of the original wave by a frequency of the turbulent plasma oscillations. These effects were 
clearly observed in experiments by Ascoli-Bartoli, Martelluci and Mar tone (1965) about the 
interaction of laser light with a plasma.

These effects are important for the detection of plasma turbulence under astrophysical 
conditions and could also serve for plasma diagnostics, in particular, to determine its 
density through measuring the combination frequencies.

Of course, in the brief survey which we have given we could not hope to do justice to the 
wide-spread experimental studies of plasma turbulence to which so many researchers are 
contributing nowadays. We wished merely to indicate the great similarity of the phenomena 
in a “terrestrial” plasma and many of the phenomena observed under cosmic conditions.

Laboratory models for cosmic plasma phenomena

If one wants to make a model for some plasma turbulence phenomena under cosmic 
conditions it is desirable to observe the well-defined principles of similarity. Podgornyl and 
Sagdeev (1970) and Schindler (1968) have analysed the possibilities for constructing such 
models and in particular they considered the case of the shock wave formed at the solar 
side of the Earth’s magnetosphere.

The problem of the terrestrial magnetosphere lies outside the framework of the present 
book and we shall therefore only very briefly consider the problem of models for its inter
action with the solar wind, referring the reader to the above-mentioned review by Podgornyl 
and Sagdeev.

It turns out that a reproduction in a laboratory of the phenomena in the near-terrestrial 
space, which is “exact” from the point of view of similarity theory, requires the generation 
of plasma currents with such a temperature and the obtaining of such magnetic field strengths 
that their attainment would practically mean a solution of the problem of controlled thermo
nuclear fusion. In other words, an exact model of cosmic plasma processes has so far been 
impossible but a restricted model enables one to reproduce in a laboratory some cosmic 
phenomena. By a restricted model we mean the following.

Dimensionless parameters of order unity under cosmic conditions must be of the same 
order of magnitude in the laboratory. Dimensionless parameters much less than unity in cos
mic conditions must also be much less than unity in the laboratory, but if under cosmic con
ditions this parameter is less than unity by several orders of magnitude one can restrict oneself 
under laboratory conditions to a smaller difference. For instance, the ratio of the size of 
the magnetosphere to the mean free path in the solar wind is of the order of 10~3 while one 
takes this ratio in a laboratory experiment to be of order 10" 1.

Several experimental studies of a solar wind model have been made; we briefly mention 
an experiment by Podgornyl and Managadze (1968). In those experiments the formation of 
a collisionless shock wave was shown and the turbulent pulsation spectrum was found: 
Ww oc co“3 which apparently indicates that perhaps the dissipation mechanism is connected 98
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with the excitation of whistlers due to the anisotropy in the particle distribution. We note 
that the oscillatory structure of the collisionless shock wave was experimentally studied 
under the laboratory conditions mentioned earlier (Fig. 20). Its width was of the order of 
a few times c/copi as in the experiment performed by Podgornyi and collaborators. These
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F ig . 20. Oscillatory structure of the magnetic field in a shock wave with Mach number Af =  
2(«e=2x 1014 cm-3). The distance is reckoned from the front of the shock wave in units c/a>pi; H  
is in units of the field strength in front of the wave front: (a) field component perpendicular to the 

wave velocity; (b) field component along the wave velocity.

results correspond to the earlier developed theoretical explanation (for instance, Sagdeev, 
1962, 1966; Karpman, 1964).

In another series of experiments by Podgornyi and collaborators (see Podgornyi and Sag
deev, 1970) the “tail” of the magnetosphere was simulated with the formation of a neutral 
magnetic field sheet; in this sheet the magnetic field was smaller by a factor 20 to 30 than on 
average in the whole of the “tail”.

A study of the plasma phenomena near neutral lines is also important for simulating 
processes occurring in chromospheric flares. Syrovatskii, Frank, and Khodzhaev (1970) 
have performed such experiments in which the magnetic field was pinched into a neutral

®

a)
F ig . 21. Formation of a turbulent current sheet near magnetic field neutral lines, (a) Plan of the 
disposition of the conductors and of the direction of the magnetic field line deformation, leading 

to the formation of a current sheet; (b) observed radiation of a turbulent current sheet.
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region (Fig. 21). The results of the experiment indicate that the initial stage of the develop
ment of the process corresponds to the picture of a magnetohydrodynamic cumulation in a 
laminar regime which was theoretically worked out by Syrovatskii (1966a, b). Later on the 
eflfets of the anomalous resistivity appear, that is, plasma turbulence develops, thanks to 
which an increased dissipation of the magnetic fields occurs. The role of the anomalous 
resistivity in the dynamics of chromospheric flares was discussed in detail by Friedman and 
Hamberger (1968, 1969).

An interesting group of problems is connected with the possibility of making a model of 
those processes in which the emission from a turbulent plasma plays an important role. 
For this it is necessary that the optical depth for the emission of fast particles is larger than 
unity and, preferably, that the particles are relativistic. This requires a rather large fast 
particle density and an even larger cold plasma density. At the moment experiments have 
essentially been performed in the high-density plasma region, up to 1020 to 1022 cm-3 and 
at the same time powerful beams of relativistic electrons were created. As a result the possi
bility appears now to create “mechanically” a two-component plasma and to study in 
it radiative processes leading to powerful acceleration of particles and their emission. 
These problems are of great interest for the problem of the construction of models for plasma 
processes in such objects as quasars or pulsars. 100
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C H A P T E R  II

Sporadic Radio-emission of the Sun
(Turbulent Processes in a Non-Relativistic Plasma) *

T he most striking appearance of plasma turbulence is the sporadic radio-emission of the 
Sun, observed by Hey as early as 1942. One may consider the first discussions of the nature 
of the nature of this emission (Shklovskii, 1946; Ginzburg, 1946; Martin, 1947) to be the 
start of plasma astrophysics. Many hypotheses and theories explaining various peculiarities 
of this phenomenon have been proposed and we cannot consider all of them. There are as 
yet no well-established views. The authors of the present book will present their own point 
of view. Our aim is, however, not to find a “uniquely correct” explanation of the phenomena 
of the sporadic radio-emission of the Sun—this is probably at present anyhow impossible 
to do—but rather to find a solution of some plasma astrophysics problems. The statement 
of these problems is based upon an analysis of the observational data and their solution 
aids the interpretation of those complicated phenomena which occur in the solar atmosphere 
and which have as a consequence the sporadic solar radio-emission and other occurrences 
of solar activity. We shall start with a brief summary of the observational data.

§ 7. Observational data on the sporadic solar radio-emission

As we are restricted by the size of the present book we cannot even give a brief summary 
of the result of the observations of all solar activity phenomena. We certainly cannot enter 
into a detailed discussion of the results of the large number of actual observations. The 
reader can find all necessary details in many books and review articles (Shklovskii, 1965a; 
Zheleznyakov, 1970a; de Jager, 1959; Pikel’ner, 1965, 1966; Sweet, 1969; Kaplan, 1966; 
Zirin, 1966). We give only a general survey of the characteristic solar activity phenomena 
which are necessarily connected with plasma turbulence. Generally speaking, it is as yet 
not very clear where and when on the Sun one can find plasma turbulence. It is, for example, 
possible that the formation of the solar corona and its heating are also connected with 
plasma turbulence. So far this connection has not been traced and the problem of the heat
ing of the corona is up to now one of the most important problems in solar physics. We shall 
therefore restrict ourselves to those solar phenomena where this connection is certain.
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Sporadic Radio-emission of the Sun [Ch. II.

Electron density and temperature distribution in the outer solar atmosphere

It is necessary to know the electron density and temperature distribution in the solar 
atmosphere in order to set the “scene” on which the turbulent processes “perform”.

Unfortunately, these data which can be obtained only from observations and not on the 
basis of theoretical calculations are not very reliable. Particularly bad is our knowledge of 
these quantities above the active solar regions—just there where plasma turbulence may 
develop.

We give in Table 1 some data which are assumed to be more reliable. Once we know 
«c and T9 we can evaluate also the quantities co^, vTe, iVD, and ve which are important 
in plasma astrophysics. It is unfortunately difficult to observe the magnetic field in the solar

Table 1. H big ht-dependence of the electron density and temperature and of other
PARAMETERS

Height 
above 

photosphere 
level (cm)

«e (cm"3) 
above 
active 

regions

Wp.
(s-1)

Te
(°K) (cm/s)

d,
(cm) AT# K

(s-1)

0 1X10“ 6X1011 4*4 X103 2 5X107 4X10”5 6 10u
4X108 1X1012 6X1010 1X104 4X107 6X10-4 200 3X10®
6X10® 1X1011 2X1010 2X104 5X107 3X10-3 3X103 1X107
1X10® 3X109 3X10® 1X105 2X10® 0-06 7X105 4X103
4X109 IX10® 2X10® 1X10® 4X10® 0*2 1X107 200
1X1010 3X10® 1X10® 2X10® 5X10® 0-5 3X107 30
4X1010 3X107 3X10® 2X10® 5X10® 1-5 1X10® 3
7X1010 3X10® 1X10® 2X10® 5X10® 5 4X10® 0-4

1-4X1011 3X105 3X107 1X10® 4X10® 10 3X10® 01

corona. So far one cannot really trust the estimates based on some interpretation or other 
of the sporadic solar radio-emission.

The solar corona is anisotropic and the electron density in it depends on the state of 
activity of the underlying region. Apparently, plasma turbulence is developed there where 
the electron density is largest. We have therefore given in Table 1 the maximum estimates of 
nt and the corresponding cope.

The electron temperature in the solar corona is more or less uniform. However, in 
lower layers, in the chromosphere, there are at the same height regions with vastly different 
temperatures, ranging from 6000°K in cold regions to 30,000°K in hot regions. We have 
given an average value in Table 1. It is possible that the ion temperature in the corona is 
less than the electron temperature, but there is no reliable information about this.

A consideration of Table 1 enables us to reach a number of conclusions which are 
important for what follows. Firstly, one can conclude from the data in the table that the 
equivalent height /„, that is, the distance over which the density changes by a factor e, 
increases when we move away from the surface, changing from 1-4X107 cm to 1010 cm. 102
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§7] Observational data on the sporadic solar radio-emission

Secondly, one can reach some conclusions about the escape of electromagnetic waves 
from the solar corona, using these data. It is clear that radiation with a given value of the 
frequency co—or the corresponding wavenumber k—can leave the corona without great 
loss if the optical thickness corresponding to the equivalent height ln is of order or less 
than unity. The emission will be weakened by, say, two orders of magnitude, if we have for 
the optical thickness:

Equation (7.1) determines the minimum wavenumber of electromagnetic waves which 
can leave the corona. We find from the data in Table 1 that radiation with k ;> 100cope/c 
can leave the region at a height of 109 cm. Radiation generated at a height of 1010 cm 
(decimeter band) escapes at even lower wavenumbers, k  ^  0*5cope/c. The corona radiation 
(meter band) generated, say, at a height of 7 X 1010 cm has as a lower wavenumber limit 
k ^  0’2cope/c. We must emphasize that these conditions impose a considerable limitation 
on the conditions for the escape of radiation from plasma turbulence regions. The limiting 
values of k may even turn out to be higher, if one takes into account refraction, inclined 
propagation, and so on.

Chromospheric flares

The origin of most of the sporadic solar radio-emission lies in the so-called chromo
spheric flares. Up to now there is no clear picture of what occurs. The following is observed: 
at heights of the order of 2X 108 to 5X109 cm (usually below 2 x  109 cm) bright “knots” 
of size ~  108 cm are formed in the chromosphere, and afterwards ribbons, cones and promi
nences grow. Visible radiation extends over an area of the order of 1019 cm2. The radiation 
cocurs in the hydrogen Ha lines, the calcium Ca II lines and, rarely, in the continuous 
spectrum. The brightest flares exceed in brightness the continuous spectrum of the unper
turbed photosphere by a factor 25. Notwithstanding the considerable increase in bright
ness the plasma temperature in the region of a chromospheric flare does not increase 
greatly, to 1*5 X104 °K, and the electron density also increases to 1013 cm"3. Many research
ers feel that the visible radiation of a chromospheric flare is a secondary phenomenon.

In the flare region various motions are observed. The region itself shifts slowly—the 
radial velocity of the radiating gas is of the order of 106 cm/s, but the tangential velocities 
can be larger, up to 2X 107 cm/s. It is very important that many flares are accompanied by 
gas ejections. The strongest ejections are accompanied by a sudden additional increase 
in brightness (“burst” phase). The ejection velocities may be small, ~  107 cm/s, in which 
case the material afterwards comes back to the flare region. Other bursts have velocities 
up to 1*5 X 108 cm/s and their effect on other corona features is appreciable at distances of 
6X 1010 cm.

The volume of the gas mass which is involved in the motion and the radiation is of order 
1027 cm3. For a density nt ^  1013 cm" 3 this gives a mass of 1016 g. The kinetic energy of the 
gas motion is of the order of 1030 erg, and approximately the same energy is radiated during 
the time the flare exists, that is, during 103 s. 103

(7.1)
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The complex trajectories of the gas motion show clearly that it is controlled by the mag
netic field. However, it has so far not been possible to observe the magnetic fields directly 
at those chromosphere levels where the flares occur. Magnetic fields are observed in the 
photosphere and in the lower layers of the chromosphere. As a rule the magnetic field 
underneath flares has a complicated structure. The first “knots” to flare up are often observed 
near neutral magnetic field lines.

Apparently, chromospheric “knots” are connected with regions of a maximum gradient 
o f the magnetic field (gradients up to 10“ 6 Oe/cm have been observed), that is, regions with 
the greatest electric current density. Closure of magnetic field lines has been observed: 
possibly one finds here an anomalous electrical conductivity leading to a violation of the 
“freezing-in principle”. After a flare the magnetic field structure in an active region of the 
solar surface sometimes simplifies somewhat and the gradients are smoothed out. If the 
magnetic field in the flare region is of the order of 102 Oe, the total magnetic field energy in 
the flare region will be of the order of 1030 erg, that is, comparable with the energy of the 
gas motion and its radiation.

An important peculiarity of chromospheric flares is the appearance of a large number of 
fast particles. These particles are observed through their X-ray emission and through their 
influence on the terrestrial atmosphere (Sun-Earth coupling) and have, finally, been observ
ed by direct measurements with rockets. A strong chromospheric flare accelerates 1036 to 
1037 electrons to an energy in the range from 10 to 100 keV, that is, from 10“ 8 to 10“ 7 erg, 
and approximately 1031 to 1033 electrons to energies from 0* 1 to 3 MeV (10“ 7 to 5 X 10“ 6 erg).

The electron energy distribution function has, apparently, the form

f e =  constant Xe~e/\  (7.2)

where s0 % 200 keV =  3 x  10“ 7 erg.
The electrons are accelerated very fast during a time of the order of 1 s so that during the 

lifetime of one flare the particle acceleration process can be repeated several times. Protons 
are also accelerated in flares. They acquire a larger energy (from 5x10“ 7 to 3 x l0 “2 erg) 
because of their larger mass, but it takes a longer time interval, of the order of 103 s.

The total energy liberated in a chromospheric flare, predominantly in the form of fast 
particles, in a time 103 s is thus of the order of 1030 erg. This energy can be stored in the 
region of a future flare in the form of a magnetic field.

Fast-drifting radio-bursts (type hi, v, and u bursts)

The original classification of solar radio-emission bursts was undertaken when the mecha
nisms of their excitation were not yet clear. In the exposition of the experimental data we 
shall therefore not adhere to the historical order, but group the properties of the bursts 
according to their physical features.

Type III radio-bursts are the most striking manifestation of sporadic solar radio-emission. 
The region of their emission shifts in the solar corona with a velocity from 0*2c to 0*8c 
which shows up in an observed decrease in the frequency of the emission (frequency drift). 
The average displacement velocity is v0 % 0-33c =  1010 cm/s. We note that no case has 104
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§7] Observational data on the sporadic solar radio-emission

F ig . 22. Probability for the occurrence of a type III radio-burst as function of the dirft velocity.

been observed with velocities less than 0*2c =  6X109 cm/s (Wild, Sheridan and Neylan, 
1959; see Fig. 22).

At each “instantaneous level” (distance from the photosphere) radiation is generated at 
frequencies close to the Langmuir and twice the Langmuir (second harmonic) frequency 
corresponding to the electron density at that height. Usually the emission starts to escape 
from the corona at a level corresponding to frequencies between cope ^  6 X 108 s-1 and 
cQpc % 2 X 109 s" 1 (that is, at heights between 4 x  109 cm and 1010 cm), but sometimes the 
height at which the emission starts lies lower, around 2X109 cm (Fig. 23). Rocket observ
ations have made it possible to track this type of emission up to distances of the order of 
3XlOn cm from the Sun. The second harmonic usually has a frequency somewhat less 
than twice the frequency of the first harmonic: cq' / cq* ^  1*8 to 2*0 (Fig. 24). Both harmonics

Initial frequency of the burst in MHz 

Fig. 23. Probability for the occurrence of radio-bursts as function of the initial frequency.

are found in most type III radio-bursts and the intensity of the emission at both harmonics 
is about the same. The solid angle of the emission at the second harmonic is, probably, 
somewhat larger than at the first harmonic. The band width of the instantaneous emission 
(that is, at any given time) is rather large and is comparable with the corresponding fre
quency of the emission. At any rate, Aco/co >  0-2 (Fig. 25).

The duration of each event is 3 to 10 s. The duration of the emission at high frequencies, 
that is, at lower levels in the corona, may be short, down to 0*2 s (at a height of 4X109 
cm), but at greater heights the duration of the emission increases to 5 to 10 s or even longer 
(at a distance of ^  4X1010 cm from the Sun’s surface). At each frequency one notices 105
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F ig .  24. Distribution of type II and type III radio-bursts as function of the ratio of [the second
to the first harmonic frequency.

first a fast rise in intensity and than a slow exponential fall. Sometimes one^notices gaps 
in the emission at some frequency but after a fraction of a second the emission occurs again 
at a somewhat lower frequency (see Fig. 25).

The polarization of the emission of type III bursts is usually not more than 50 per cent, 
usually elliptical, but sometimes linear or circular. It is possible that it is connected not

F ig . 25. Dynamic spectrum of type III radio-bursts. The increase in emission intensity is indicated 
by an increase in the degree of shading.

with the source of the emission, but with the conditions for the propagation of the electro
magnetic waves in the corona which generate them.

The instantaneous region of emission consists of a small nucleus of size of the order of 
1010 cm at lower heights, and of size up to 2 to 3 X1010 cm at greater heights, and a halo
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§7] Observational data on the sporadic solar radio-emission

Fig. 26. Intensity distribution of type II, IV, and III radio-bursts as function of the angular
distance to the centre of the source.

which has a size 4 to 5 times that of the nucleus (Fig. 26). At lower heights the greater part 
of the radiation intensity is concentrated in the nucleus and at greater heights the radiation 
is “smeared out” over the halo.

The radiation intensity of different bursts varies within wide limits. Fluxes of the order 
of 3 x l0 “18 W m“ 2Hz” 1 have been recorded which corresponds to a spectral intensity

Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 27. Diagram giving the frequency- or wavelength-dependence of the intensity of the spo
radic solar radio-emission.
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Im % 10“ 10 erg/cm2 for a source solid angle Q % 5 X 10“ 7. This intensity corresponds to a 
brightness temperature of order 1011 °K (Figs. 27 and 28). This value of the intensity refers 
to emission at the higher layers of the solar corona 5X1010 cm). The radiation intensity 
of the lower layers is several times smaller; many bursts have yet smaller intensities.

After type III bursts one observes in interplanetary space electrons with an energy of 
3 to 6X 10“ 8 erg, which corresponds to a velocity v0 % 1010 cm/s. A very rough estimate

Frequency ( MHz)
IJO4 3.I03 I.IO3 3.10* 1.10*

Wavelength (cm)

Fig . 28. The same as in Fig. 27, but with the intensity expressed in terms of the brightness
temperature.

gives for the number of those electrons an order of magnitude of 1032 to 1035. Their escape 
into the cosmic space indicates that the magnetic field in the upper layers of the corona is 
not closed. However, sometimes this field is apparently stronger and turns the particle 
flux the other way, producing U-type radio-bursts. Here the frequency of the emission at 
first decreases as in the normal type III bursts, and afterwards its change ceases, after which 
it starts to increase: the emission region shifts downwards, back to the solar surface. The 
frequency at the “turning” point of U type bursts is of the order of cope ^  1 to 3X108 s“ \  
that is, corresponding to heights of 2 to 4X 1010 cm.

Often one observes type V bursts after type III bursts. Their frequency is always less than 
108 s”1. The radiation in them occurs over a wider band and is more strongly (elliptically 
or linearly) polarized than for type III bursts. There is here also a brighter nucleus of size 
~  1010 cm and an extended halo. The emission region also shifts but with a smaller velocity 
which is approximately 3X108 cm/s. The intensity of the radiation is of the same order as 
for type III bursts. Type III radio-bursts occur always after the start of a chromospheric 
flare but they can anticipate its maximum phase (Figs. 29 and 30). 108
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§7] Observational data on the sporadic solar radio-emission

Fig. 29. Distribution of the number of type III radio-bursts relative to the start of chomospheric
flares.

-IO O IO 175 >175
f Delay time (min)

Maximum phase 
of flare

Fig. 30. The same as in Fig. 29 but relative to the maximum phase of chromospheric flares.

It follows from what we have said that the most probable explanation of these kinds of 
sporadic radio-emission consists of the following. A number of fast electrons, accelerated 
in a chromospheric flare during a very short time ( ~  1 s) form a beam penetrating the solar 
corona with a velocity v0 ^  1010 cm/s practically without energy loss; the spread of veloci
ties in the beam is A v jv 0 ^  0*5. (It is important that for velocities less than 0*2c ^  6 X109 
cm/s the electron beam is unable to pass through the corona, to judge from the observa
tional data.) Along its path through the corona the beam excites plsmas turbulence and 
we observe its emission in the form of radio-bursts.

We shall give in the next section an analysis of the passage through the solar corona of 
a beam of fast electrons, of the plasma turbulence excited by them, and of the correspond
ing electromagnetic radiation.

S low ly  d r if t in g  or  stationary  r a d io -bursts (type  II, IV, a n d  I bursts noise storms)

In type II bursts one also observes a shift of frequency with time, but a slower one. 
The velocity with which the turbulence region shifts lies within the limits of 3 X107 to 108 
cm/s (Figs. 31 and 32). In contrast to type III bursts the velocity can change appreciably 109
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Fig. 31. Frequency dependence of the drift velocity of type II radio-bursts. The full-drawn lines 
correspond to the measured drift velocities at several frequencies for different bursts, the crosses 
to measurements at one frequency, and the dashed lines are the curves giving the change in drift 
velocity for a constant velocity of the motion of the radiation source (for instance, a shock wave).

when the turbulent region rises. The radiation starts at frequencies cope^ 6 X 1 0 8 to 
109 s'"1 (heights around 1 to 2 X 1010 cm) and it is observed up to the limits of observa
tional possibilities. The duration of the bursts is of the order of 5 to 10 minutes, some
times up to 20 minutes.

The second harmonic of the radiation appears very often. The ratio of the frequencies 
of the two harmonics is on average equal to 1 -95, but values from 1-90 to 2*05 are possible

Velocity (I07cro/s)

F ig . 32. Distribution of type II radio-bursts as function of the source motion velocity.

(see Fig. 24). The intensities of the two harmonics are equal on average, but often the second 
harmonic is stronger. At high frequencies (co >  109 s“x) one observes predominantly the 
second harmonic.

There are many cases where the emission at both harmonics is cut off suddenly and, 
moreover, simultaneously. Sometimes after a certain time the emission starts again at lower 
frequencies but with the old frequency drift velocity.

A peculiar feature of type II bursts is the splitting of each of the harmonics into two 
bands. The frequency distance between the bands of the first harmonic is usually equal to 
5 to 10X106 s’"1 (Fig. 33). This splitting is repeated in the second harmonic, often even in 
details, but the distance is twice as large. Often it is attributed to a magnetic field. If one 110
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equates the frequency of the split to a)Hc one obtains for the magnetic field strength a 
value of the order of 1 Oe.

The width of the instantaneous frequency range is, apparently, of the order Aco ^  0*2 co. 
One often encounters a peculiar “treelike” structure of type II bursts. One finds that wide
band, but short-lived (less than 1 s) bursts split off from a slowly drifting burst and drift 
both upwards and downwards. These small bursts resemble in their properties type III

Height in corona (IO^cm) 
4 2 I

Fig. 33. Dependence of the splitting into bands of the first harmonic for type II bursts. Each of the 
points corresponds to a separate measurement. The lines connect points corresponding to the

same burst.

bursts, but they differ from them in that they propagate both upwards and downwards 
from the type II burst region. They do not necessarily appear in pairs; cases are known 
when the type II burst itself fades away and the “tree-like” structure remains. Such a struc
ture or at least its traces have been observed in 20 per cent of all type II bursts.

The observed region of a type II burst consists also of a bright nucleus and a diffuse 
halo. The size of the nuclear region is around 1*3 X1010 cm and this value is more or less 
constant both for different bursts and for one burst at different heights. The size of the 
halo is 6 to 7 times larger.

The radio-flux from a type II burst also varies within wide limits, from the observational 
threshold to values above 10“17 W m“ 2 Hz-1. The intensity of the emission can reach a 
value of Im ^  10“ 9 erg/cm2. As a rule the emission is unpolarized, even in the region of the 
above-mentioned splitting attributed to the influence of a magnetic field.

Type II bursts are encountered considerably less often than type III bursts, but they are 
correlated with them. In 60 per cent of the cases type II bursts either anticipate or accom
pany type III bursts. They are also very closely connected with chromospheric flares: 94 
per cent of bursts arise at the maximum of the corresponding chromospheric flare. However, 
only a few chromospheric flares are able to produce type II bursts. As a rule, the intensity 
of type II burst radio-emission is larger than the intensity of type III bursts.

The relatively narrow-band low-frequency type II bursts are closely connected with the 
very wide-band type IV bursts. The latter often consist of three consecutive phases (Fig. 
34). Ill
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The first phase (type IV A) is the emission from a small source (size less than 109 cm) 
at a height of less than 4X109 cm. The source does not move noticeably. It appears several 
minutes before a type II burst, but its emission can last from 10 minutes to 2 hours, and 
sometimes even up to 6 hours. Sometimes these bursts appear also without a corresponding 
type II burst. The emission is generated in a very wide range of frequencies, at least from 
2X109 to 6X l010s“ L The emission displays circular polarization, the degree of which 
decreases with decreasing frequency. The emission is initially produced simultaneously at 
all frequencies and the variations in intensity, which are usually small, also comprise a

F ig . 34. Scheme of the dynamic spectra of different kinds of radio-bursts. The shaded regions 
show where the wavelengths and durations of radio-bursts occur.

wide frequency interval. The average intensity decreases with decreasing frequency. The 
brightness temperature changes within the limits of 106 to 109 °K.

The second phase (IV B) appears a few minutes after a type II burst and also lasts from 
10 minutes to 2 hours, usually somewhat longer than the first phase of the same burst. 
Moreover, this phase is seldom unaccompanied by a type II burst. The size of the source 
is larger (of the order of 2 to 3 X 1010 cm) in this phase and it shifts in the corona from heights 
of 1010 to 1011 cm with a velocity of the order of or larger than 108 cm/s. The radiation is 
generated at lower frequencies than in the phase IV A (from 6X108 s”1 to the lowest 
registrated frequencies). A weak circular polarization of the emission has been noted. The 
emission varies little with time. Generally speaking, type IV bursts are relatively quieter 
than type II bursts, and the higher the frequency, the weaker the variations in intensity. 
The brightness temperature lies within the limits of 107 to 109 °K.

The third phase (IV C) also often (but not always) follows a type II burst but only after 
tens of minutes after its start. The duration of its emission is large, from several hours to 
several days. The size of the source is small (~  1010 cm) and its motion not noticeable. 
In contrast to phases IV A and IV B the source here lies in the corona, apparently, at the 
level where its frequency corresponds to the Langmuir frequency.

The frequencies of the radiation in IV C are less than 2 x  109 s- i  and they possess a rather 
high degree of circular polarization. The direction of the emission is for these bursts well
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defined. The flux can be larger than 10“ 19 W m“ 2 Hz' 1 which corresponds to an intensity 
of 3 X 10“ 11 erg/cm2 or a brightness temperature of 1010 °K.

The most common sporadic solar radio-emission phenomenon is the noise storm: in 
a period of maximum solar activity they comprise up to 13 per cent of the whole time. 
A noise storm is a strong emission, variable in time, in a very wide range of frequencies, 
from 2 X 10* s-1 down to the lowest observed frequencies, that is, less than 6X 107 s' 1

F ig. 35. Noise storm frequency distributions.

Frequency (MHz)

Wavelength (m)

F ig. 36. Average emission sprectrum constructed from the observations of twenty-eight noise
storms.

(Figs. 35 and 36). Superimposed upon this radiation are the short-lived (around 1 s) narrow- 
band type I bursts (Aco ^  co/10). The emission of the latter can be very different at frequencies 
spaced only over Aca ^  107 s" 1 (Fig. 37). Noticeable is its very strong circular polarization, 
reaching up to 100 per cent.

Noise storms, apparently, occur in sources with a small size of order of 1010 cm and the 
fast bursts superimposed upon these storms are generated in even smaller sources of size 
/v 3X109 cm.

One can sometimes notice a shift of the sources, but there are apparently no systematic 
velocities. The intensity of the radiation is of the same order as in other kinds of sporadic 
radio-emission; it can reach Im ^  10“ 10 erg/cm2 with brightness temperatures of up to 109 
to 1010 °K. 113
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The sources of the wide-band noise storms and of the narrow-band spectra of type I 
bursts are situated high in the solar corona (from 2X 1010 cm upwards) and the plasma 
frequency at the level where these sources are situated is appreciably lower than the fre
quency of the radiation, although it is possible that the frequencies of some short-lived 
bursts may be close to cope.

The position of the noise storm sources and of type I bursts is very closely connected 
with magnetic fields on the Sun. Usually the sources are situated above a large group of 
sunspots. There is no strong connection with chromospheric flares.

Fig. 37. Line profile of a narrow-band type I radio-burst.

In contrast to the fast drifting type III bursts where the source of the turbulent plasma— 
the fast electrons—is clearly revealed, an explanation of the slowly drifting or stationary 
bursts, such as type II bursts, is more complicated. Later we shall discuss in detail various 
hypotheses and models for these phenomena. Apparently, for them we see an excitation 
of plasma turbulence by macroscopic motions, such as shock waves, causing steep magnetic 
field gradients.

Other solar activity phenomena such as centimetre and decimetre bursts, or coronal 
condensations have also been observed. However, their connection with plasma turbulence, 
though possible, is so far not clear and we shall not consider these phenomena.

Radar observations of the Sun

Radar sounding of the Sun allows us, at least in principle, to obtain important data on 
the state of the upper layers of the solar corona. One is concerned here with the fact that one 
can only observe radio-signals, reflected from the Sun at frequencies less than 6X l0 8s“ 1: 
higher frequencies are not so much reflected, but absorbed by the corona, if one uses 
estimates for a non-turbulent plasma. It is true that one may expect also reflection at 
higher frequencies from a thin transitional layer between the corona and the chromo
sphere where ne increases rapidly with depth and from regions with a strong magnetic field 
where the height of the reflection layer may be higher than the height of the layer with 
O) % cope.
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A reliable radar study of the Sun has so far been performed at a frequency co0 =  2-4X lC^s" 1 
(James, 1966). Reflection has been demonstrated from corona layers at heights of 3*5 
to 4-9X1010 cm. The reflected signals are systematically shifted to the short-wavelength 
side by Aco =  2-5X105 s-1 which may be attributed to the presence of an outward motion 
in the reflecting layer with a velocity v =  1-6X106 cm/s (solar wind). Moreover, a large, 
symmetric broadening of the reflected signal has been observed which is always larger than 
Aco =  2X106 s" 1 and sometimes reaches a value of 107 s-1 (Fig. 38). If it is connected with
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F ig. 38. Diagram showing the dependence of the intensity of a signal reflected by the corona 
on the time of transit and on the frequency shift. The delay of the reflected signal may be con
nected with the level of reflection in the corona and the shift with a Doppler effect or with a 
change in frequency in the scattering process. The size of the blackened regions corresponds to

the intensity of the reflected signal.

a Doppler effect, one can from this conclude that there are in the corona at these heights 
random motions present with velocities up to 2-4X107 cm/s or higher. It is, however, 
possible that the broadening of the reflected signal is caused by the influence of plasma tur
bulence on the reflection and scattering of radio-waves.

The scattering cross-section, that is, the reflection area, varies within wide limits. The 
geometrical cross-section at the reflecting level of the corona is equal to 2-5nF?0, but the 
observed reflection cross-sections of the radar signal turn out to be both much smaller and 
much larger than this value (up to 800nR%). It is possible that this effect is also connected 
with plasma turbulence.

We conclude herewith our brief survey of the observational data indicating the possible 
occurrence of plasma turbulence on the Sun. In the next two sections we shall give a solu
tion of some plasma astrophysics problems on the basis of which one can try to interpret 
these observational data. The last section of this chapter will be devoted to details of this 
interpretation and to a discussion of various hypotheses.

§ 8. Excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence by a beam 
instability

The usually accepted explanation of type III bursts consists in saying that some electrons 
accelerated in the region of a chromospheric flare pass through the solar corona and excite 
in it Langmuir waves which in turn are transformed into electromagnetic radiation at
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frequencies close to cope and 2cope. We shall consider in the present section the picture of 
the processes occurring in that case.

Q uasi-linear  beam relaxation

We assume that a beam of electrons, with an average velocity v0 :»  3vTe and a small 
spread in velocities by an amount Av0 <sz v0 and in directions by an amount A60 <sc 1, 
passes through the solar corona. We shall assume that the particle density in the beam nm 
is very small compared with the electron density in the main plasma, «c. As we explained 
in detail in § 4, a beam instability will then occur leading to the generation of longitudinal 
plasmons with wavenumbers around kg. In an interval Akv  where

k%
a y  Ak% ^  Avo

(8.1)

the plasmon wavevectors are directed predominantly along the direction of motion of the 
beam and the growth rate is determined by equation (2.37). Outside this interval waves are 
excited at a large angle to the beam axis with a growth rate

y X _  n♦ co|e 1 
a y  ^  «c k*vl (A60)2 ’

(8.2)

which decreases with increasing wavenumber, and plasmons are excited up to k  ^  a>vJ3vTe 
where Landau damping starts to become important. If we neglect non-linear processes the 
so-called quasi-linear relaxation will occur here (Vedenov, Velikhov and Sagdeev, 1961, 
1962). The theory of the quasi-linear relaxation has by now been developed fairly com
pletely and can be found in many books and review articles (see, for instance, Vedenov, 
1967; Tsytovich, 1970).

If we restrict ourselves to the maximum growth rate (2.37) for waves moving along the 
beam, we can use a one-dimensional model.

Induced longitudinal plasmon emission is produced by particles which are in that part 
of the “hump” which corresponds to the lower velocities, as only then (k*\dfp/dp]) >  0 
(shaded part in Fig. 8 on p. 70). These particles thus lose their energy rapidly. As a result 
the “inside slope of the hump” begins to move into the region of even lower velocities. 
The slope then becomes steeper (particles with a higher energy also lose it faster; see Ivanov 
and Rudakov, 1967). Particles corresponding to the outside slope of the hump do not radiate 
(here (k*\dfp/dp]) <  0) but they also practically do not absorb as the longitudinal plasmon 
energy density is here small—this “slope of the hump” so to speak stays put.

As a result the distribution function of the beam particles changes from being “bell
shaped” to being “table-shaped”, increasing in width to one side and correspondingly 
losing its height as the total number of particles in the beam is conserved.

We note here that the distribution function of the beam particles can also broaden in the 
direction of higher velocities (Ryutov, 1970; Seidl and Sunka, 1969) if the beam passes 
through an inhomogeneous plasma in the direction of diminishing electron density. In 
that case the phase velocity of the plasma waves created by the beam increases in accord-
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ance with the effect described by equation (4.2). Such plasmons “overtake” the beam and 
turn out to be in resonance with particles on the outside slope of the hump. These particles 
now absorb the plasmon energy and increase their energy while the energy of the slower 
particles decreases. This effect depends strongly on the magnitude of the electron density 
gradient and it probably does not accelerate the beam particles appreciably under cosmic 
conditions.

We now turn to the quasi-linear relaxation effect in a uniform plasma. The “slope” of 
the already table-shaped beam particle distribution function which is moving along the 
velocity axis finally reaches the electron distribution function of the main plasma. A so- 
called plateau is then formed on the total distribution function and there is then no longer 
a velocity range for which (ft* [dfp/dp]) >  0 for plasma waves with wavevectors along the di
rection of motion of the beam. As a result the further generation of those plasma waves is cut 
off. The plateau formation and the cut-off in the plasma wave generation is called the quasi- 
linear relaxation effect. A characteristic time for the formation of a plateau is of the order of

fplat ^ 40 Me
n+0)pc ’ (8.3)

where the numerical factor which is approximately equal to 40 appears because the beam 
particle distribution function initially turns out to be table-shaped and only gradually broad
ens to form a plateau. With the appearance of the plateau the dissipation of the beam is, 
however, not terminated. It is true that plasmons with wavevectors along the beam axis are 
no longer generated, but the induced excitation of plasmons with a k  making an angle with 
the beam axis is very well possible provided there is no external reason—such as, for in
stance, a strong magnetic field—which prevents the generation of such plasmons. As a result 
the density of all epithermal particles decreases in general and the beam dissipates almost 
completely. The time for such a dissipation is somewhat longer than (8.3) and we can 
estimate it to be of the order of

fdis -  102 Me

M*COpe
(8.4)

We shall see below that on the Sun the characteristic time (8.4) is of the order of 1 second. 
This is a very important fact. The time /dis is under astrophysical conditions always—and 
not only in the corona—small compared to the cosmic time scales. The existence of beams 
can thus only occur when such a quasi-linear relaxation is somehow suppressed. For in
stance, for an ion beam the characteristic smearing-out time is m jm c ^  103 times longer. 
The quasi-linear relaxation of a relativistic beam also requires a longer time, by a factor 
e*/mcc2 where is the average energy of its particles.

Finally, the quasi-linear relaxation can be stopped by non-linear processes. We shall 
consider this effect in more detail in the next subsection.

We shall give here, without a detailed study, the main equations which describe the quasi- 
linear relaxation. This effect is usually considered in the framework of a one-dimensional 
model. The plasma distribution function of the beam particles is then determined by the
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diffusion equation (5.2) which in the one-dimensional case has the form

Sporadic Radio-emission of the Sun

The coefficient of the diffusion interaction of fast particles with a one-dimensional plasma 
turbulence is also different from the expressions found in§ 5 when we assumed that the tur
bulence was isotropic. We have here no longer an integral over the wavenumbers which 
appeared because a particle with velocity v can absorb all plasma waves with phase veloci
ties vp <  v. Now a particle with velocity v can absorb from the one-dimensional longitudi
nal plasmon spectrum only waves with a phase velocity equal to vp = v. We have therefore 
for the coefficient for diffusion along the velocity axis:

rKv) =  k Wl = w L ^  • (8.6)

The change in the velocity dispersion is for the case of one-dimensional diffusion:

2 &  
ml

2 7ia>le 
n^ntv trL< •pe/v * (8.7)

Strictly speaking, equation (8.7) is valid only as long as (Av)2 <k  v2. One can, however, use 
it to get an estimate also for (Av)2 % v2. The second equation of the quasi-linear relaxation 
theory describes the change in the spectral density of the longitudinal plasmon energy:

d w i
dt =  /(kWl *  COpe (8.8)

A quantitative analysis of the set (8.7) and (8.8) leads to the estimate (8.3) for the charac
teristic time of quasi-linear relaxation, and shows that at the moment when the plateau 
is formed the total energy density of the longitudinal plasmons is

W 1 = j  W \d k ^ \ n ^ m t4 .  (8.9)
«>pe/VO

For a more exact analysis equation (8.7) is replaced by the kinetic equation for the beam 
particle distribution function and in equation (8.8) the magnitude of the growth rate 
in its explicit form is expressed in terms of the derivative dfpjdp of the beam particle dis
tribution function. We refer to Vedenov (1967) for a detailed discussion of these prob
lems.

N on-linear  beam stabilization

There are several possible causes for beam stabilization but they are all based upon a fast 
escape of the plasma waves from resonance with the beam (Tsytovich and Shapiro, 1965). 
We shall elucidate the physics of this effect by considering the example of beam stabilization 
by plasma inhomogeneities (Ryutov, 1970) although this is, apparently, not applicable to 
the case of the solar corona.
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Consider a beam moving along the electron density gradient in an inhomogeneous plasma. 
When the beam moves, the plasma wave phase velocity will change all the time while the 
particle velocity remains constant when there is no appreciable relaxation. If the growth 
rate y1 turns out to be appreciably less than the reciprocal of the time of escape from reso
nance, the increase in the plasma wave amplitude ceases and the beam no longer loses 
energy by exciting plasma waves. If we denote by L  the characteristic scale of the inhomo
geneity, we get as a criterion for the stabilization of a beam by plasma inhomogeneities:

r  Vg «e 3
Y  n+ t>oO)pe

(8.10)

This criterion is not satisfied in the solar corona conditions.
Of course, beams will be stabilized if the growth rate y1 is less than the collisional damp

ing rate; However, one then gets only spontaneous excitation of longitudinal plasmons and 
their energy density turns out to be low.

The most important mechanism for the stabilization of beams is the transfer of energy 
along the longitudinal plasmon spectrum due to the non-linear scattering by the thermal 
ions in the plasma (Tsytovich and Shapiro, 1965). It acts two-fold.

Firstly, in the non-linear scattering process the wavevector direction changes rapidly and 
thereby the resonance of the plasmons with the particles is at once violated.

Secondly, the transfer along the wavenumber spectrum—always in the direction of de
creasing k—also removes oscillations from their resonance with particles. The probability 
for induced emission which is proportional to the number of resonance plasmons is de
creased and the beam is stabilized. One must, incidentally, stress that the stabilization can 
be partial: a spreading out of the beam takes place all the time but on a much longer time 
scale. If we neglect binary collisions total stabilization is also possible.

The turning of the wavevector in non-linear scattering gives a certain effect: through 
stochastic rotations one obtains a more or less isotropic distribution in the directions of k. 
As a result it turns out that part of the waves will all the time be in resonance with the beam. 
The relative fraction of resonance waves is of the order of the relative spread of the beam 
velocities over the directions. We shall in what follows understand by y1 the magnitude of the 
effective growth rate, taking into account this decrease.

The non-linear transfer along the wavenumber spectrum not only removes plasmons from 
resonance with the beam but also, by virtue of its “one-sidedness” does not return them 
again into the resonance region. This effect is therefore more important. We can for an analy
sis use again equation (8.7) as the maximum contribution to the diffusion coefficient comes 
from waves excited along the beam. One must, however, add to equation (8.8) a term taking 
into account the non-linear scattering. For the case of a differential transfer in the scattering 
by thermal ions we have here equation (4.5) where Q\ must be replaced by yxW\:

(8, . )

We assume that there is indeed a partial stabilization of the beam, that is, we shall assume 
that CAv)2 changes relatively slowly when compared with the characteristic time 1 /y1. We
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can then use the quasi-stationary solution of equation (8.11) to determine W*, assuming 
here that yl is a slowly varying quantity and dropping dWkjdt.

We substitute the value of Wk obtained in this way into (8.7) and this enables us to deter
mine the relatively slow spreading out of the partly stabilized beam.

We need only know W\ in the resonance region of the spectrum when substituting it into
(8.7). If the quantity k t from (4.12) is less than k g ^  cope/v0, we can then in (8.11) drop the 
term in /J1 and we get for the quasi-stationary value of W\.

yl — yp 18
7t

n<m i4 e
(D3pc

(y ~ v e)(.kg- k ). (8. 12)

We have assumed here that for k  >  kg there is no induced emission and that the energy 
density of the longitudinal plasmons there remains at a low level.

Substituting (8.12) into (8.11) and taking for k g—k  the average value of this quantity in 
the resonance region, that is, putting kg—k ^  k J 2 , we get

Te 4 Ak.

Putting Akg % kg(Av[v) we can rewrite this expression as follows:

d_
dt (8.14)

where we have introduced a critical beam stabilization velocity:

.1 /4  /  T  \  1/2 /  T  \  1/2(n rni\m (, Te\ 1/2 r.X1'2v- = (9-̂ ) (1+tt) *’r' = 11(1+Tr) *”■•• (8.15)

In an isothermal plasma =  16 vTc. When the ratio T JT{ increases the critical stabilization
velocity increases but when Te >  3Tt the removal of longitudinal plasmons from the reso
nance region with the beam is not through the non-linear scattering by ions but through the 
decay process 1 — l' +  s (stabilization by ion-sound waves). This case can be described by 
the same equations but with 1 + TJT-t replaced by unity so that here the critical stabilization 
velocity is reduced to l lv re.

The process of the fusion of longitudinal plasmons with the formation of transverse 
electromagnetic waves of frequency 2co^ is an additional stabilization influence on the 
beam.

It follows from (8.14) that if the beam velocity is larger than the beam relaxation time 
is larger than the time needed to excite plasma waves. As the ratio v j v 0 occurs in that for
mula to the fourth degree, even a relatively small excess of v0 over v* suffices for the non
linear stabilization effect to become appreciable.

The minimum value of =  11 vTc (assuming a non-isothermal plasma) is in the condi
tions of the solar corona equal to 6X 109 cm/s =  0-2c which is, indeed, close to the observed 
minimum velocity of beams which excite type III bursts. Expression (8.15) for the critical 
velocity is only an estimate and the exact value of the numerical coefficient may be some-
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what different from the one given here. One can from this conclude that the role of non-linear 
beam stabilization may be considerable in the conditions of the solar corona. However, 
in order that the beam passes without considerable spreading through the observed distance 
which is by far longer than the quasi-linear relaxation length, it is necessary that v0 >  v*. 
It is true that according to (8.14) the spreading-out steeply drops when v0 increases, but in 
order that the path of the beam is, for instance, two orders of magnitude greater than the 
quasilinear length it is necessary that v0 3v*. We note that in a sufficiently cold plasma 
v0 :» v* may occur (we give below a more rigorous criterion) and a total, not just a partial, 
stabilization is possible.

The non-linear stabilization which we have just considered takes into account the in
fluence of the wavenumbers of only the neighbouring part of the spectrum (that is, the case 
of differential transfer) on the removal of longitudinal plasmons from the resonance region. 
The form of the remaining part of the longitudinal plasmon spectrum was then not taken 
into account. However, we saw in § 4 that in actual conditions of Langmuir tubulence there 
is often a build-up of longitudinal plasmons in the region of very small wavenumbers 
(around the main scale-length wavenumber k0). If an integral transfer of longitudinal 
plasmons is possible, waves of the main scale-length can thus very strongly “pump” longi
tudinal plasmons from the resonance range of wavenumbers. There occurs here also an 
absolute stabilization, when each plasmon generated in the region k  ^  kg is rapidly removed 
to the region k  ^  k0 so that W lkg becomes vanishingly small.

Integral transfer occurs in the case of scattering by thermal ions when kg <, k * or \3bvTe.
In the conditions of the solar corona this condition is not satisfied. We shall therefore 
consider non-linear scattering by electrons. It is well known that it leads to an appreciable 
change Ak < (3 J J " 1 already in a single scattering process. For the transfer of energy corres
ponding to relatively small values of Ak the non-linear scattering by electrons is unimportant 
compared to the non-linear scattering by ions. For a transfer of longitudinal plasmons 
from one end of the spectrum to the other end in a single process, however, the role of the 
scattering by ions is, by contrast, very (exponentially) small and the scattering by electrons 
dominates. Moreover, if in the main scale-length region the longitudinal plasmon energy 
density becomes large, then a single transfer of resonance plasmons through scattering by 
electrons into the main scale-length region may exceed the transfer caused by ions from that 
part of the spectrum which is immediately adjoining the resonance region. In this case 
scattering by electrons leads to absolute stabilization (Rudakov, 1970, 1971). Let us consider 
the transfer of resonance plasmons due to scattering by electrons into the small wavenumber 
region k0 ■< kg{mJm^{vQlvT̂ f. This inequality is practically always satisfied in the solar 
corona for type III bursts if k0 corresponds to the main turbulence scale. The transfer 
growth rate is here independent of the detailed shape of the plasmon spectrum and deter
mined only by their total energy density (Tsytovich, 1970):

y 'U + e*g  r  +  eQ _  2\Z(2tc) (me \ 2 (  ft>pe \ 3 W 1 / m e \ 2 / v0 \ 3 W x
o>pe 81 \/»i ) \  kgvTeJ ntTe ~  \3n ti) \  vTe J ntTt ’ ' ’

where kg is the wavenumber of the plasmons which are removed.
Comparing (8.2) and (8.16) we find the longitudinal plasmon energy density in the main- 

scale-length region of the spectrum which is necessary for beam stabilization through
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W' 1 *  (^r)’ (v)"- (8I7)

The determination of the stabilization criterion is reduced to explaining how the maximum 
values of W l can be reached. When the beam is not restricted in space the magnitude of W ] 
can clearly not exceed the energy density of the particles in the beam itself, that is,
The criterion for stabilization by non-linear scattering by electrons therefore has here the 
form:

/ iti{\2̂
vQ >  3 V 2 -  ^re % 40^7’c. (8.18)

The situation is changed, if we take into account that the beam is limited. We are here 
dealing with the following. Fainberg and Shapiro (1965), and also Tsytovich and Shapiro 
(1966), have shown that when a beam enters a bounded plasma an accumulation of longi
tudinal plasmon energy occurs at its leading front; then W 1 is larger than the beam particle 
energy density by a factor vp/vg % -  (vp/vTe)2. This effect is general in nature and is due to 
a difference in the velocity of energy transfer (group velocity) of the beam particles and 
the plasmons. One can therefore expect that if a bounded beam moves in a plasma, behind 
its front there is formed a region with increased longitudinal plasmon energy density of the 
order of -  n^mevl(vp/vTe)2, The non-linear scattering by electrons could then be important 
when

Vo >  (3 V 6 —  — y ,# VTC £  l to re , (8.19)\  me VP J

if we bear in mind, that according to Chapter 1 in the main scale-length region vp >• cope/fc* =  
130?;re.

If we assume that in the main scale-length region the energy (8.17) is accumulated, we 
must also estimate the time during which this occurs. It is clear that this time is determined 
by the ratio of W \  corresponding to (8.17), to Q\ the power of the plasma turbulence 
generation. Assuming as before that the excited plasmons in the resonance range of wave- 
numbers are in the first stage of the excitation of the turbulence transferred through the 
non-linear scattering by ions we have

Hence

Q'~Q'kAkt ^y>W'k Ak, ( /  A c ?
2a1

=  Tst &_
W*

n»
2n<e \  T iJ  mc vTe pc-

(8.20)

(8-21)

The growth rate yst of the total stabilization is smaller than the growth rate yl of the beam 
instability and becomes of the order of (8.4)—the time of quasi-linear dissipation. Thus, if 
we put v0 ^  \5vTe, we get fst % ICPriJn+co  ̂ % /dis and in a non-isothermal plasma, when 
we must drop the factor (1 + T^/T )̂2 in (8.21), an even smaller magnitude. This means that 
it is sufficient to prevent the spreading-out of the beam only for a time of the order of
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the quasi-linear relaxation time. This can according to (8.14) be appreciable if v0 is rather 
close to

From what we have said so far we can conclude that the beam stabilization process in the 
solar corona, if it occurs at all, must be rather complex in nature and must depend on the 
total longitudinal plasmon spectrum on which, by the way, the transverse plasmon spectrum 
is superimposed. The case is also possible when the beam is stabilized only with regard to 
the excitation of plasma waves moving at an appreciable angle to the beam axis.

Unfortunately, the conditions in the solar corona are such that simple estimates turn out 
to be insufficient for using a theory constructed for the limiting cases of a stabilized or a 
quasi-linearly relaxed beam since the appropriate parameter is of order unity. However, it is 
undoubtedly impossible to neglect non-linear transfer effects either by electrons or by ions, 
or the effects of the quasi-linear relaxation in the initial stage. It is clear that if we take the 
boundedness of the beam and the accumulation effect into account, and also the fact that 
all quasi-linear and non-linear processes are three-dimensional one can only obtain a solu
tion of the complete problem by numerical methods. However, all physical processes are 
here well-defined and clear and one may hope that such a study will be made in the not too 
far distant future.

For the further discussion we shall assume that in the first stage after the beam has arrived 
in the given region of the corona plasma turbulence will be excited and resonance plasmons 
will be removed by non-linear scattering on ions. The duration of this stage is somewhat 
shorter than the characteristic time (8.3) of the quasi-linear relaxation and the power of the 
turbulence generation is determined by equation (8.20), that is,

<822)

Using the definition of we have also

— $■—  «  (— f . (8.23)
Mê eCOpe \« e  VTeV0 /

After a sufficient longitudinal plasmon energy density has been accumulated in the whole of 
the spectrum the non-linear transfer by electrons will limit the further increase in W l and 
leads thereby to a beam stabilization. The longitudinal plasmon energy density in the 
resonance region is now determined by the balance of the removal (8.16) and the transfer 
into this region of plasmons from the main scale-length region through spontaneous scatter
ing for which we have the estimate:

«/^(l+e ~  f + e () — 4 \ Z ( 2 ji) /  m e \ 2 /  COpe \ 3 Weft>pe W l 
27 \3m j/ \  kvTe) 2n2 neTe ' (8.24)

Dividing (8.24) by (8.16) we find the spectrum in the resonance region (see also (4.29)):

, me(ope
* for2

(8.25)
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This quantity is larger than the thermal level, which is equal to W\ =  Tek2/2n2 = 
weco^e^e/2jt2̂ ,  by a factor of about (^2/ vrc)2- The beam is therefore also smeared out in this 
stage but with a characteristic time of order (10/*;e) (v0/vT̂ > that is, of the order of the 
time after which the beam is dissolved due to binary collisions (this actual fact must be 
included in the concept of a total stabilization of a beam instability).

In the first stage of the spectrum formation and in the second stage of the beam stabiliza
tion electromagnetic radiation is produced. We shall give an estimate of the intensity of this 
radiation in a moment but first we shall consider the more general properties of two-mode 
turbulence involving longitudinal and transverse plasmons.

Longitudinal  a n d  transverse plasmon turbulence

The longitudinal plasmons which are in resonance and generated directly by the beam are 
through non-linear scattering by ions not only transferred to the region of smaller wave- 
numbers but they also transfer their energy to transverse plasmons. If the optical depth for 
both the transverse and the longitudinal plasmons is much larger than unity, inside the 
turbulence region there will be a continuous exchange of energy between the longitudinal 
and transverse plasmons accompanied by their change to smaller k. To describe this process 
we write down kinetic equations, using the method for the analysis of turbulence involving 
longitudinal plasmons only which we considered in detail in§ 4.

The set of kinetic equations for the wavenumber range k* <  k  <  kg has in the unified 
scale (fcp =  y / \ v TJc) k ) the following form:

The difference between the set (8.26), (8.27) and equation (4.5) is connected with the fact 
that we have taken into account all possible transfer rates for longitudinal and transverse 
plasmons through scattering by ions (using the growth rates (3.17), (3.19) and (3.20)).

It would be natural to start the study of the set (8.26), (8.27) by looking for a stationary 
solution. However, it turns out that in the given case there is no stationary solution of 
equations (8.26) and (8.27) which satisfies the physical boundary conditions in the transfer 
region. To show this, we consider a simpler set by dropping in (8.26) and (8.27) terms de
scribing losses through fusion (/?) and through collisions of electrons with ions (ve). In the 
transfer range A:* <  k  <  kgy that is, when Q\ =  0, the solution of the stationary set will be

where A and B are integration constants (the values of W\ and W \ for k  as A:g). It follows 
from (8.28) hat one cannot make a reasonable choice of A and B such that W \ and W \ are 
both positive for the whole interval from k  =  kg to k = k* «: kg.

(8.26)

(8.27)

(8.28
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§ 8] Excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence

However, the set (8.26) and (8.27) has a quasi-stationary solution in which W \ and W \ 
somehow pulsate in time while at the same time shifting along the wavenumber axis. We 
encountered a similar case already in § 4 when considering Alfven and magneto-sound 
turbulence.

This means the following. Let at some time the distributions W \ and W% be given. After a 
while the energy from one range of wavenumbers of longitudinal plasmons has been trans
ferred to a neighbouring interval of transverse plasmon wavenumbers, and from there to an 
interval of even smaller longitudinal plasmon wavenumbers. Waves are “travelling” along 
the wavenumber axis and transfer energy to different modes. A characteristic period of these 
“waves” is

In general, a two-mode plasma turbulence has in the framework of differential transfer a 
“wavelike” character in contrast to a single-mode turbulence where it is possible to have a

(8.29)
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Fig. 39. Spectral energy densities of longitudinal (a) and transverse (b) plasmon turbulence 
for the case of differential transfer of the turbulence excited by a beam with v0 = v|e/3vri at

different times u — 2y]t.
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stationary solution or a non-stationary one which has the form of a jump on the wavenumber 
axis.

When the transfer is integral, the wave-like energy transfer effect is absent, as the plasmons 
change at once to the small wavenumber region of the spectrum. All those peculiarities 
are illustrated by Figs. 39 to 41 where we give longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbul
ence spectra obtained from a numerical solution of the kinetic equations taking into account 
the possibility of both differential and integral transfer (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1968a).

The main characteristic is the time-averaged spectral energy density of the longitudinal 
and transverse plasmons. It follows from general considerations based on the fact that the

mwl

Fig. 40. The same as in Fig. 39 but for a larger beam velocity, v0 = vfeAVi which is on the 
boundary between the deferential and integral turbulence transfer.
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§ 8 ] Excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence

F ig . 41. The same as in Fig. 39 but for the integral transfer case with v0 = $v\JvTl.

transfer probabilities from longitudinal to transverse plasmons and vice versa are equal, and 
also from consideration of Figs. 39 to 41 that one may expect that the average values of W\ 
and W% are more or less the same and correspond to the flat longitudinal plasmon turbulence 
spectrum already obtained in§ 4 (see (4.8) and Fig. 4). For the wavenumber range < k  <  k g
we have thus:

W xk *  W l *
[Q ' ^  y' Akg 

\  a1 ~  a 1
n+mevi
O)peV0 (8.30)

After substituting Qx from (8.23) or yx from (8.2) we get for the transverse plasmons in their 
own wavenumber scale

n*mecvi
0)peVTeVo

(8.31)

The total longitudinal plasmon energy density in the wavenumber interval corresponding 
to the flat spectrum is equal to

W  % W}kt % ntmevi ~ . (8.32)
vo

In the very small wavenumber (main scale-length) region of the spectrum the longitudinal 
plasmon energy density is determined by the beam stabilization conditions. This problem 
will be discussed in detail in the next section. Here we can expect that in that region of the
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spectrum the longitudinal plasmon energy density will be much larger than the estimate 
(8.32) (see, for instance, equation (8.17)).

On the other hand, in the large wavenumber region, k  >  k g the longitudinal plasmon 
energy spectrum decreases because the growth rate (8.2) diminishes. Using the same method 
to determine the plasmon spectrum for a known growth rate we find for the longitudinal 
and transverse plasmons in a unified wavenumber scale:

(8.33)

This spectrum can not extend to large wavenumbers as the inverse transfer of plasmons to 
the region of wavenumbers of order k % through non-linear scattering by electrons turns out 
to be important. Substituting into (4.26) the quantity Q1 from (8.23) we find the growth rate 
for that transfer:

y*(l+e ** l '+ e ')  « - ( - V  kvTe, (8.34)
rte \ V o J

that is, it increases with increasing k. Comparing (8.34) with (8.2) we find that the 
(8.33) extends to

spectrum

(8.35)

In the region k  >  &max the longitudinal plasmon spectrum is described by equations 
(4.29) or (4.30). This energy is already too low to produce stimulated processes, in parti
cular, to transfer energy into transverse plasmons. Spontaneous emission of transverse 
plasmons also does not give here an energy density appreciably above the thermal level.

In the first stage of turbulence development in the large wavenumber region we find the 
transverse plasmon energy spectrum for kp < in its own scale from (8.33):

W L
n+mevl /v * \4

k p ^ 0j  ’
(8.36)

However, in actual fact equation (8.36) gives overestimated values as here the role of the 
transfer by ions from longitudinal to transverse plasmons has diminished considerably.

In the second stage of turbulence development when there is stabilization through 
scattering from the main scale-length region the total generation power falls steeply and the 
spectra (8.33) and (8.36) are still further decreased.

We can get rough quantitative estimates using the formulae which we have just given but 
one must stress the desirability of a more thorough analysis of the processes which take 
place here.

E scape of the radio-emission from turbulence regions

It is clear that longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence must generate electro
magnetic radiation both at frequencies close to cope (escape of transverse plasmons) and at 
frequencies close to 2cope (fusion of longitudinal plasmons). We shall obtain estimates of the 
intensities of both forms of electromagnetic radiation.
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§ 8] Excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence

Although the transverse plasmon energy density in plasma turbulence regions is very high, 
the probability for its escape is very small. Indeed, we have shown in§ 7 that only plasmons 
with relatively large wavenumbers (for instance, kp >  0*2copJc) can escape from the solar 
corona without being very strongly absorbed. From this we get an upper limit to the radia
tion intensity at frequencies close to cope, if k p ^  0*2cope/c :

W? c
3 X 10~3-----n,mtv l . (8.37)COpe

The observed intensity is less than this value by, probably, two orders of magnitude, if we 
take into account absorption in the upper layers.

When the turbulence region shifts in the corona the quantity /£ given by (8.37) increases 
proportional to a>p * (for constant n+) which agrees qualitatively with observations.

The radiation intensity at frequencies close to 2copc can be evaluated using equation 
(3.30). The limitations on the wavenumbers of the electromagnetic waves which can escape 
from the turbulence region are weaker here than in the case of emission at frequencies 
close to cope but nevertheless the larger probabilities for leaving the medium occur for radia
tion at the highest wavenumbers. If we retain in (3.30) only the second integral, assuming 
that W\ =  constant (flat spectrum) we get

J* = IJ l  day 4<  (jjsl\2 4< Q '  ̂
nemec* KWk> MemecV  ~

4nlmev%
nec4?.'o ft)pe’ (8.38)

where we have used equation (8.30) for W\.
The spectral emission coefficient can be estimated as to order of magnitude by putting 

J\, ~~ J l!o)pe. Putting also vt % v0/2 we have

nlmevl 
lOOWeC4 '

(8.39)

Plasma turbulence regions are usually optically thin with respect to the decay of a wave at 
2 (1) ^  into two longitudinal plasmons. Denoting by R  the characteristic size of the region in 
which fusion takes place we have for the spectral intensity:

IL ~ as 8X10“4
nlmev$

nec* R . (8.40)

When the height of the region in the corona increases the emission at a frequency ~  2cope 
increases as l/«e~l/a)pe. Superimposed on this effect is the increase in the radiation inten
sity with time at a given level when the plasmons accumulate in the main scale-length region 
(first term in (3.30)). This accumulation, begins, however, to suppress the plasmon density 
with k  ^  \/3.copJc  because of scattering by electrons (see (3.30)) and (8.16). The total radia
tion intensity does not greatly exceed (8.40). The increase in intensity at a frequency 2cope 
with height and its delay with respect to the emission at the frequency cope are in 
qualitative agreement with observations.
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Influence of a magnetic field on the longitudinal and  transverse plasmon

TURBULENCE

The observed polarization of type III bursts indicates that a magnetic field has a well- 
defined effect on the plasma turbulence properties in the solar corona although it is possible 
that to some degree the observed polarization is connected with the conditions for propaga
tion of radio-waves in the solar corona.

As a rule the inequality wpc» coHg is satisfied in the solar corona. Therefore we shall 
consider first the influence of a weak magnetic field upon the longitudinal and transverse 
plasmon turbulence. After that we shall briefly consider also the case of strong magnetic 
fields when cope a>Hc. Although the plasma turbulence in the solar corona does not have 
this character, this case can easily occur for other bodies in the solar system, for instance, 
in a planetary ionosphere with a strong magnetic field such, as exists, for instance, near 
Jupiter.

It follows from equation (1.23) that when cope»  a)He the influence of the magnetic field 
on the longitudinal plasmons can be taken into account by replacing the quantity cope in 
the dispersion relation by wpe+co^e sin2 #. This apparently small correction leads, however, 
to a considerable change in the character of the turbulence. Indeed, the main peculiarity of 
the non-linear energy transfer along the turbulence spectrum consists in the fact that in 
such a transfer process the frequencies get lower. If there is no magnetic field a decrease in 
frequency is possible only when the wavenumber decreases. In a magnetic field the longi
tudinal plasmon frequency can drop also because the angle # decreases, that is, when the 
plasmon wavevectors are aligning themselves along the magnetic field.

In other words, the following happens in plasma turbulence when cope »  coHe. Longitudi
nal plasmons created with a large value of the wavenumber initially go to lower values of 
k through non-linear transfer processes until the quantities co^e sin2 # and 3v^Jk2 become 
comparable. Non-linear transfer then begins to decrease the magnitude of # so that the 
turbulence at lower wavenumbers will tend to a state in which all wavevectors are parallel 
(or antiparallel) to the magnetic field. One can assume to a first approximation that the 
longitudinal plasmon turbulence retains an isotropic character for wavenumbers larger than

U)He 0)He 1 /o  >ii\
k H  -  - -  —— —^  , , (8.41)

V 3  v Te Wpe V 3 *«e

while for smaller wavenumbers it is one-dimensional to a first approximation. Of course 
over the whole of the spectrum there is transfer to smaller values of k.

If kH:> k% the plasma turbulence is almost one-dimensional and the plasmons are confined 
to a small angle Adt around the magnetic field. The equations obtained in the previous 
section remain valid also here except that the intensity of the emission at 2wpe is decreased by 
a factor ( A The remaining changes practically reduce to small corrections in the numer
ical coefficients (for instance, non-linear effects increase by a factor 3 because(& •k i f l k 2kf % 1 
while in the isotropic case the average of this expression is —). The magnetic field 
strength in the corona is unknown, but if we put H  % 1 Oe, we have coHe % 1-8X107 s-1 
and kH % (2Qrfe)-1 which is comparable with kg, but appreciably less than k ^  (4rfe)-1
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§ 8] Excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence

corresponding to the emission at a frequency cope. The magnetic field therefore suppresses 
the emission at frequencies ~  2cope more strongly than the emission at frequencies cope. 
However, the magnitude of the magnetic field affecting the turbulence must, apparently, 
be larger than 1 Oe as a field of the order of 1 Oe is created by the current of the beam 
itself.

The dispersion relation for transverse plasmons is (see (1.10))

co\pe
1 ± (0 )^ e /c 0 p e )  COS #

4- c2k2y (8.42)

when the magnetic field is taken into account. Decreasing the frequency is accompanied by 
a change in the orientation of the wavevector with respect to the magnetic field. The ordinary 
wave (plus sign) tends to turn its wavevector along the magnetic field (increase in cos #) 
while the extraordinary wave (minus sign) turns its wavevector at right angles to the field. 
As the probability for the conversion in a non-linear scattering process is proportional to 
([*P A*,H*p A ^j]) it follows from this that extraordinary transverse plasmons have a larger 
probability of being excited in the case of one-dimensional longitudinal plasmon turbulence.

In general, the whole theory of the polarization of the emission of transverse plasmons 
generated by one-dimensional turbulence in a relatively weak magnetic field still needs 
detailed attention taking into account the wave propagation in a magnetized plasma.

We shall now say a few words about the case coHe » cope. Tsytovich and Kaplan (1969) 
have given a detailed study of non-linear processes in such a plasma. Tsytovich (1971a, 
1972b) has considered the turbulence of gyro-frequency plasmons. We shall here give only 
the main results restricting ourselves to the case of one-dimensional turbulence when the 
wavevectors of all longitudinal (including the gyro-frequency) plasmons are directed along 
the magnetic field.

The growth rate of the beam instability for the excitation of gyro-frequency plasmons, 
that is, at a frequency coHe, is determined by the equation

(m 3)
COHe We \  0>He /  \  AVq J

One can evaluate by the usual methods the transfer of energy along the gyro-frequency 
plasmon spectrum and from the gyro-frequency plasmons to electromagnetic waves and 
vice versa. It is best to refer here the spectral functions not to wavenumber intervals, but to 
frequency (co) intervals. More precisely, we shall take the functions W h and IF1 with respect 
to the quantity

1 co2
Ato — O) — (Offe —7---------------------------------------------- — . (8.44)

6 ft)He

We get for the rate of transfer along the gyro-frequency plasmon spectrum (analogous to 
(3.17)) the estimate

yh(h + i ^  h '+ Q
MHt

7t ft)£e d
2(1 +TJTif n w M *  W [AaiWlJ. (8.45)
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The rate at which gyro-frequency plasmons transfer to electromagnetic waves is:

y\ h  +  i ^ t  +  i') 71

2(1+ TJT{)2
GO4pe

nemivlt<o3He
Ago

e
d(Aao) (8.46)

In the case of a quasi-stationary spectrum the energy is continuously transferred from 
gyro-frequency plasmons to electromagnetic waves and vice versa. The general scheme is 
similar to the case cop e goH c . One can find the corresponding spectra from the condition 
y x ^  yh ^  0 whence we get for the gyro-frequency plasmons:

constant n/b _  constant
T 5 Wk “  Y (8.47)

For the electromagnetic waves we get a white spectrum

W xAl0 % constant. (8.48)

The magnitude of the constants is determined by the power of the sources generating the 
turbulence.

It turns out in the general analysis of gyro-frequency plasmon turbulence that here all 
linear and non-linear processes occur with a smaller efficiency than the analogous processes 
for a plasmon with go ^  cope. Moreover, the role of cyclotron absorption is here also 
important.

The following is important. There are always two plasmon branches in a plasma in a 
strong magnetic field: one with a frequency aoHe and a second one with a frequency 
% cope|cos # |. Apart from factors of order unity all relations obtained for the normal 
Langmuir waves are valid for the second branch. This means that if an electron beam is in
cident upon a plasma with a strong magnetic field it will first excite the longitudinal 
plasmon branch with go ^  cope|cos # |. An unstabilized beam transfers practically all its 
energy to Langmuir turbulence and the gyro-frequency turbulence level turns out to be 
low, practically thermal. A stabilized beam can also excite gyro-frequency turbulence to an 
appreciable level as now the ratio of the growth rate of the beam instability to the transfer 
rate is of the same order of magnitude as for Langmuir turbulence.

Longitudinal plasmons with a frequency go{ % cope|cos# | can decrease their frequency 
in non-linear transfer by decreasing cos #, that is, by an orientation at right angles to the 
field. The decrease in frequency is limited by the condition

> /̂(GOHĉ Hx) ^  \ [ -- - (8.49)
\  Wj

Such plasmons are rapidly absorbed. In several papers (see, for instance, Kovner, 1960, 
1961; Shapiro and Shevchenko, 1968; Gershman and Trakhtengerts, 1966) one can find a 
detailed study of beam instability and quasi-linear relaxation in a plasma in a strong mag
netic field.
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§ 9. Electromagnetic radiation from ion-sound turbulence

It was possible to make progress in the theory of type III bursts mainly because for that 
effect the source of the turbulence is clearly observed: a beam of fast particles. In other words, 
the particle acceleration and the creation of turbulence by them are in type III bursts 
spatially separated. The other kinds of sporadic solar radio-emission do not have this 
property. For them the particle acceleration and the excitation of longitudinal and transverse 
plasmons occurs in the same region or, at least, in spatially neighbouring regions.

One must bear in mind that in the conditions of the solar corona the generation of strong 
electromagnetic radiation at frequencies ~cope must precede the excitation of longitudinal 
and transverse plasmon turbulence. Moreover, the presence of a rather large number of 
electrons with velocities exceeding 3vTc is necessary for the stimulated emission of longi
tudinal plasmons. Apparently, the process of accelerating electrons up to such velocities 
and the subsequent excitation of longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence by them 
also occurs in type II bursts and possibly also in other slow-drift or stationary bursts.

One can distinguish two basic acceleration mechanisms. One of them, the stochastic one, 
was considered in detail in § 5. Fast particles absorbing and emitting plasma waves increase 
their velocity while diffusing along the “momentum axis”. The second acceleration mecha
nism is connected with the occurrence in the plasma of a sufficiently large electric field 
strength. Both mechanisms are important for plasma astrophysics but their action is 
different.

The stochastic mechanism is effective when charged particles are in a plasma turbulence 
region for a sufficiently long time. This occurs, for instance, in plasma reactors, which will 
be considered in detail in later chapters, or in magnetic bottles. The acceleration by an 
electric field does not require the containment of the particles in a closed region during a 
long period but, on the other hand, one needs for it rather large gradients of the magnetic 
field to create the appropriate electric field. In the conditions of the solar corona the sto
chastic acceleration mechanism is effective only in magnetic trap regions with a sufficiently 
high level of plasma turbulence energy. The particle acceleration by an electric field is, ap
parently, more probable in those parts of the solar corona and the chromosphere where 
there are strong magnetic field gradients.

F ast electrons in shock waves

In a shock wave in the conditions of the solar corona there appears an induction electric 
field the magnitude of which can be determined as follows. The change in the magnetic 
field in the shock wave—and in general in any system in which it occurs—is connected 
with the density of the current j  flowing in the plasma by the following equation

curl H  =
4tz _  47tenc—  oE = -------c c (9.1)

where u is the drift velocity of the electrons with respect to the ions.
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We considered the plasma conductivity in detail in § 4. We saw that if u is larger than 
the ion sound velocity vs strong ion-sound turbulence is developed with an energy density 
which can become 0-1 to 0*2 times the thermal energy density of the plasma.

If for some reason in the chromosphere and the solar corona there is formed a magnetic 
field gradient such that

dH
~ w

^ 4nent
£  ——  Vs, (9.2)

ion-sound turbulence will then unavoidably occur and, moreover, there will be an electric 
field with a field strength determined by equations (4.40) and (9.1):

IQ" 2 c2 / dH \ 2
4n VTeG)pe1le \  dl ) ' (9.3)

Equation (9.3) is valid as long as the field strength E  satisfies inequality (4.43). This field 
accelerates electrons. At the same time, the acceleration is impeded by the collisions of the 
electrons both with the ions and with the ion-sound plasma turbulence waves.

If the turbulence is developed the collisions with ions can, of course, be neglected and 
the electrons are decelerated only through being scattered by ion-sound waves. The fre
quency of such collisions was determined by equation (4.39) for a thermal electron while 
for an electron moving with a velocity v vTt we have

COpe U /  V T e \ 3 /  V Te  \ 3
’ ■w  =  TOO ^ 7  ( — )  =  ( - r ) (9.4)

“Collisions” of charged particles with ion-sound waves have the same velocity dependence 
as the usual Coulomb collisions. The force acting on the electron due to the field is eE and 
the friction force is — mevvs(v). The electron becomes a “run-away” electron, if

/  ^Te \ 2mew s(v) = Veff^eE. (9.5)

We can replace the quantity eE by mtuvcS as the drift velocity is just determined by the 
condition that the deceleration of the main mass of electrons equals their acceleration. Hence 
we find that electrons with a velocity larger than the value

turn out to be “run-aways” (Dreicer, 1960; Gurevich, 1960) not only with respect to the 
usual electron-ion collisions, but also with respect to collisions with ion-sound turbulence 
waves.

If there are no other deceleration mechanisms for electrons with v >  vT they will be 
accelerated, after they have passed through the ion-sound turbulence region, to energies

if the size of the turbulent region is of the order of the scale of the magnetic field gradient.

(9.7)e =  eER eEH 10“2c2 0
dH/dl ~~ VrcCOpe/ie dl

H 2
Stz
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However, this usually does not happen. The fact is that the electrons considered move 
predominantly in one direction—along the electric field—and thus form a beam which 
strongly excites longitudinal plasmon turbulence, as the velocity of the accelerated electrons
V r  ^  V Te-

The final result of the whole process is thus the excitation of a rather strong Langmuir 
turbulence in a region where ion-sound turbulence had already been excited. Let us esti
mate its parameters. For the growth rate we have y1 % ft>pewr/we, where nT is the density of 
the “run-away” electrons. We also assumed that AvT % vT. We can neglect collisional damp
ing. If the velocity of the accelerated electrons vr % vTc(vTJu)112 >  3vTe, that is, u <  vTJ 9 
% 5?;s, we can also neglect Landau damping.

The main absorption mechanism for Langmuir waves in the field of a strong ion-sound 
turbulence (when iV* <$c Nl) is the stimulated conversion of Langmuir waves into ion-sound 
waves through the non-linear scattering by the thermal electrons in the plasma. This conver
sion is accompanied by a fast heating of the electron gas as almost all the energy of a longi
tudinal plasmon is transferred to the scattering electron. The damping rate for this process is

y*(l+e ^  s + e')
COpe

- V ( 2 n) f  COpe r 1 /  cope \ 21 W l.dk ,
12 J k&T* P [ 2 ^ r e / J  «er e

w s 
10-2 — —  rieTe (9.8)

The magnitude of the damping rate is practically independent of the longitudinal plasmon 
wavenumber but the stimulated scattering process occurs with participation of ion-sound 
waves which have large wavenumber values and which have about 0*1 of the total ion-sound 
turbulence energy; this has been taken into account in the numerical estimate.

The excitation of Langmuir turbulence by electrons accelerated by an electric field is 
thus possible only when the density of those electrons satisfies the inequality

n W s
—  >  r 2- -  % 10-3. (9.9)
«e neTt

Unfortunately it is at the present difficult to give a reliable estimate of the quantity nT. 
It depends on the fast particle distribution function and under different conditions (shock 
waves in strong or weak magnetic fields) is determined differently. One can probably for a 
first, rough estimate assume that the fast particle distribution function remains Maxwellian. 
In that case

=  exp [ -  A- (^)°] “  ( - ^  — ) (9-10)

This quantity changes from 10“ 9 for u % vs to 0-6 for u % vTc. For the most probable 
value u % 0*1 vTc (neglecting Landau damping) we have nT % 10” 2«e. Such a value of the 
relative density of the fast particles has also been observed in laboratory apparatus in 
experimental studies of the anomalous resistivity with u ^  4 to 10vs. We shall take this 
estimate, nT % 10“2we, in what follows.

We shall now show that the unimpeded acceleration of electrons by the field (9.3) is 
possible only for very large gradients. It is clear that it is necessary for this effect that the 
characteristic time of acceleration, t % mjoJeE be smaller than the characteristic time for the 
excitation of Langmuir turbulence, nJnrcope % 100/cope. We get thus from (9.3) an estimate
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for the magnetic field gradient which will produce accelerated electrons which in the full 
sense of the word are “run-aways” :

(M Oe/cm which is larger than the steepest observed gradients.
The energy density of the Langmuir-waves can be estimated from the balance of the 

energy which, on the one hand, is gained by an electron when it is accelerated in the field 
(9.3) and, on the other hand, is lost through the excitation of plasma waves and through the 
conversion and absorption of the plasma waves. We shall not consider here this problem, 
but restrict ourselves to give an estimate, assuming that the whole excess of energy of the 
run-away electrons above the thermal energy is converted into energy of longitudinal plas- 
mons. Of course, this gives us only a rough estimate of the orders of magnitude involved. 
In this way we have:

if we take vTe ^  9u. Apparently, as a rule, the excitation of ion-sound turbulence is accom
panied by the generation of Langmuir turbulence with an energy density an order of 
magnitude smaller than that of the ion-sound turbulence. The longitudinal plasmon wave- 
numbers are rather large, kg ^  o)pJ v T ^  (copJ v Te) (w/vTe)1/2, that is, the phase velocities 
are only a few times larger than the electron thermal velocities.

E mission at plasma frequencies from regions of magnetic field gradients (shock

WAVES)

The process of energy transfer from longitudinal to transverse plasmons is in the case 
discussed here appreciably different from the case considered in § 8. A stabilized beam 
creates a more or less stationary Langmuir plasmon spectrum which exists for a time which 
is appreciably longer than the inverse of the growth rate. Here we have no stabilization 
whatever and the particle acceleration is therefore accompanied by a fast quasi-linear re
laxation. The excitation of particles and the excitation of longitudinal plasmon turbulence 
proceeds thus fast, in a time of order 100/y1 ^  104/cope in the case considered. In such a 
short time it is impossible for the stimulated transfer of energy from longitudinal to trans
verse plasmons and for the total isotropization to get established. A more or less one
dimensional (or rather, a one-sided) plasmon spectrum is formed with the plasmons moving 
approximately in the direction of the electric field, with a wide spread, however. They 
form gradually a spread-out “turbulent trail” behind the shock wave—due to the relatively 
large group velocities ^ v TJ 3. In this trail turbulence is not greatly generated and the spec
trum changes gradually due to non-linear interactions leading to a transfer to the smaller 
A:-region. Isotropization proceeds even faster. The first process decreases the emission coeffi
cient and the second increases it as stimulated emission becomes important. We need 
therefore a rather complicated evaluation even for a qualitative estimate. In the case of

(9.11)

In the actual conditions of the solar corona the right-hand side of (9.11) is of the order of

(9.12)
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a one-dimensional spectrum the transverse plasmon emission coefficient is in this case 
therefore determined by equation (3.13) for spontaneous transfer:

n t (l+i *  p + i')  *  1 0 - 3 - ^ — . (9.13)rlcC

Hence we have for the radiation intensity, accumulated over a length R :

7P1 £0
n»R

c

fv)3 
10-2 ^  

nec3 (9.14)

Taking non-linear transverse plasmon absorption mechanisms, such as their non-linear 
conversion into ion-sound waves through scattering by the plasma electrons (the process 
p ^  l± s) with a damping rate also equal to (9.8), into account is important only in the 
ion-sound turbulence region, but not in the “turbulent trail” .

Let us now determine the radiation intensity at twice the plasma frequency. This radia
tion mechanism is the same as the one considered in § 8 but we must now take into accout- 
that the longitudinal plasmon wavenumbers are relatively large (we take k x % Wpc/3vre). 
We then get for the emission coefficient per unit volume from (3.30):

•'■C+1' - ,) “  <915>

where the extra factor ?;2e/ 100c2 takes into account what fraction of the waves will take 
part in the fusion due to their one-sided distribution.

Hence we find for the radiation intensity (as before we take for the width of the frequency 
interval Aco ^  co^):

J'R _  vkjlV1)2 
cope ^  n j n j 7 (9.16)

We have also used here condition (9.12). We shall continue the discussion of these relations 
in the next section.

We must stress that the change in energy of the electric field generated by the magnetic 
field gradients into electromagnetic radiation occurs only through several stages. First 
of all ion-sound turbulence is created, then particles are accelerated, after that Langmuir 
turbulence is produced, and, finally, the longitudinal plasmons are changed into transverse 
ones.

The problem arises: might it be possible to reduce the number of these energy conversion 
stages? Might it not be possible, for instance, for the ion-sound turbulence to be converted 
directly into electromagnetic radiation.

If such a conversion took place through scattering by thermal plasma electrons, it would 
follow from the conservation law

cop =  cos +  ([£p — /rs]*u) ^  ksvTe (9.17)

that in that process only ion-sound waves with the largest wavenumbers can take part 
and their number is relatively small. One can, however, easily verify that it is totally
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impossible to obtain through this process a radiation intensity well above the thermal level 
without taking the fast particles into account.

Indeed, as the scattering process here must occur with increasing frequency the transfer 
of energy from ion-sound waves to transverse plasmons through scattering by thermal 
electrons must be spontaneous. In other words, thermal electrons excited by ion-sound 
oscillations must emit spontaneously in this effect. It is well known that in such a case the 
effective temperature of the radiation cannot exceed the kinetic temperature of the particles. 
The opposite conclusion (about the possible efficient conversion of ion-sound into electro
magnetic waves through scattering by thermal fluctuations) was reached in some astrophy- 
sical studies, but it was based upon neglecting the reverse conversion of electromagnetic 
into ion-sound waves which is here very important. It is true that taking into account the 
electron drift in the electric field makes the stimulated conversion of ion-sound waves into 
transverse ones possible as transfer with increase of frequency is possible in a non-Max- 
wellian plasma but a detailed study shows that this effect is also insufficient as long as 
the drift velocity u <  vTe.

The stimulated transfer with increase in frequency is made possible by the presence in 
the ion-sound turbulence region of fast (“run-away”) electrons, as their velocity vT >  vTe. 
The fact that the frequency of the electromagnetic waves can then appreciably exceed 
cope is here also important. Indeed, if we substitute into (9.17) instead of v the minimum 
velocity of the fast electrons, vT, and put k s % copJ v Tft we get for the frequency of the elec
tromagnetic radiation generated through the conversion of ion-sound waves by “run
away” electrons:

The emission coefficient for such a conversion is determined by the fast particle density. 
We can obtain the following estimate:

The radiation intensity is determined by the time the accelerated electrons exist, that is, 
by the quantity 104/cope. As a result we get

This quantity is appreciably smaller than the expressions (9.14) and (9.16) given earlier but 
it is important to note that here a wide frequency spectrum is emitted, cope <  w < 6 wpe. 
The intensity can also be larger if the number of fast particles is restocked constantly.

A ccumulation of particles in  magnetic traps by ion-sound  turbulence

The magnetic field configurations in the Sun make it possible to form magnetic traps. 
The accumulation of particles in traps can explain a number of solar activity phenomena. 
We shall describe mechanisms which make it possible to fill the traps with particles by 
strong ion-sound turbulence.

(9.18)

(9.19)

(9.20)
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We must first of all note the following. The ion-sound wave frequencies are the same as 
the whistler frequencies (see Fig. 1 on p. 24). Ion-sound wave energy can thus through 
non-linear scattering by thermal ions and electrons be changed into whistlers. An estimate 
for the growth rate of this transfer gives:

yw(s + i — w + i')
W//e

01
4 n W s 

H* »  01
neTe 
H 2 (9.21)

The transfer occurs strongly and without obstacles as it is accompanied by a decrease in 
frequency.

The whistlers in turn are absorbed by particles. It is here important to take into account 
that the polarization of whistlers is such that their absorption untwists the electron motion 
at right angles to the magnetic field, in other words, only the transverse particle energy 
increases. This means that a particle originally moving approximately along the magnetic 
field and therefore not being contained in the trap, can acquire an appreciable velocity 
component perpendicular to the field which causes its reflection from the bunching of the 
field lines at the ends of the trap.

The rate of change in the transverse energy is determined by an equation which follows 
from a formula analogous to (5.13):

de±_ =  W  ^  n co2ffelV”
dt me 6 fletope

The accumulation of particles in traps is obstructed by the ion-sound waves which try to 
make the particle velocity directions isotropic. The corresponding change in the trans
verse energy is equal to

de± _  D \ _  ti (opeW s vTe
dt me 4 ' " ne v ' K }

Comparing (9.22) and (9.23) we find the condition under which the accumulation in traps 
is possible by means of ion-sound turbulence:

»  _ <  ^  
W s coL V

(9.24)

Under the conditions in the solar corona this inequality can be satisfied in regions with a 
strong magnetic field where cope ^  a>He and ^  IVs. Of course, the faster the particles, 
the more easily they are confined in the trap. The condition cope ^  coHe is, by the way, 
also necessary in order that there is no appreciable scattering due to diffusion in “pitch”- 
angle (see Trakhtengerts, 1971).

Assuming that during its flight through the trap of size R the particle changes its trans
verse energy by an amount of the order of its total energy we get a second criterion for the 
confinement of the particle in the trap :

copê 3 <  W^_ <   y4_ _
0)%eR vh  ~  neTe ~  neTe ~  o>peRv3re

(9.25)
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§ 10. Discussion of the theory of solar radio-bursts

In the preceding two sections we obtained a number of relations which allow us to inter
pret at least the main observational properties of solar radio-bursts. It is possible that the 
assumed interpretation is non-unique and that it will have to be reconsidered in the light 
of further observational data. All the same, the problems considered are of independent 
interest from the point of view of processes in plasma physics occurring in cosmic condi
tions. In what follows we shall discuss the correspondence between theory and observa
tions and also briefly dwell upon alternative interpretations of the same phenomena. We 
shall consider here only some of the more recent research based already on plasma turbu
lence theory. A detailed analysis of the theory of the solar radio-emission, in particular, 
a complete study of the regular (non-turbulent) transformation of plasma waves into elec
tromagnetic radiation as it was developed up to 1964 can be found in Zheleznyakov’s 
treatise (1970a).

Type III, V, and U-radio bursts

The first radio-astronomical papers by Shklovskii (1946), Ginzburg (1946), Martin 
(1947), and Wild (1950) have discussed the assumption considered in§ 8 that type III 
radio-bursts are excited by a beam of fast electrons ejected from a chromospheric flare 
region. Ginzburg and Zheleznyakov (1959) were the first to develop a quantitative theory. 
However, at that time the effect of quasi-linear relaxation of beams was not known and the 
very important problem of the free passage of the beam through the corona was thus 
not discussed. Taking quasi-linear relaxation effects into account requires a considerable 
reconsideration of the theory of type III bursts. Sturrock (1966; see also Kaplan and Tsy- 
tovich, 1968a) was the first to draw attention to this fact.

Up to the present the development of the theory of type III bursts has proceeded in two 
directions: on the one hand, the possibility of exciting radio-emission when quasi-linear 
relaxation is taken into account, that is, assuming a fast dissipation of the beams, has been 
analysed, while, on the other hand, the possibility for a stabilization of beams in the solar 
corona has been considered.

In the opinion of the authors of the present book a number of observational data on 
type III bursts indicate that there is no quasi-linear relaxation. These considerations can 
be formulated as follows.

1. Even the maximum possible length for quasi-linear relaxation of beams is two to 
three orders of magnitude smaller than the path which is in fact traversed by beams 
in the corona.

2. In practically all observed cases the beams pass through the corona with an approx
imately constant average velocity.

3. No appreciable increase in either the longitudinal size (due to an increase in the velo
city spread when a plateau is formed) or the transverse size (due to angular relaxation) 
of the emission sources has been observed.
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The interpretation of given observations is, however, generally not unique and the possi
bility that quasi-linear relaxation plays an important role can therefore not be excluded 
completely.

Let us first consider the possibility for beam stabilization. Sturrock (1964) assumed in 
his first model for type III bursts in which the stabilization effect was taken into account 
that it may be connected with processes involving the fusion of longitudinal plasmons 
with ion-sound waves which may be present in active regions of the corona. Incidentally, 
radar studies of the Sun possibly indicate that there may be a more or less constant level 
of ion-sound turbulence in the corona solar. The energy level density of ion-sound turbu
lence necessary to stabilize the beam can be estimated when we compare the growth rate 
of the beam instability with the pumping rate for the process 1+ s ^  1', using (9.8). We find 
in this way

W 8
neTe 102—  «  10- 5. ( 10.1)

A disadvantage of this model is the requirement that the ion-sound turbulence level must 
be constant along the whole path of the beam.

Several authors (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1968a; Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev, 1970; Smith 
and Fung, 1971) have considered the stabilization through non-linear scattering by ions. 
We gave the results of the first-mentioned paper supplemented with a few new considera
tions in§ 8. As we emphasized there the characteristic times for quasi-linear relaxation and 
non-linear stabilization evaluated in some rough models turn out to be of the same order 
of magnitude in the conditions of the solar corona, and they are considerably shorter than 
the observed time during which the beam passes through the corona. As we gave earlier in 
detail the physical picture of the processes occurring in the case of stabilization we shall 
start here with a discussion of some papers (Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev, 1970; Zaitsev, 
Mityakov, and Rappoport, 1972) in which an attempt was made to interpret type III bursts 
in the framework of assuming an important role for quasi-linear relaxation and neglecting 
non-linear processes.

Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev (1970) assumed the following scheme for generating plasma 
waves in dense regions of the solar corona (ve >  v0fR , where vQ is the fast electron beam 
velocity and R the size of the region occupied by these electrons). They assumed that the 
quasi-linear relaxation had already smeared out the electron beam so that the constant 
plateau on their distribution function had been reached. Taking into account the “running- 
away” of the fastest electrons at the leading front of the current leads again to a beam in
stability which again relaxes rapidly succeeding, however, in exciting a certain energy level 
of Langmuir waves in the resonance region of the spectrum. As a result there is formed, 
according to Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev (1970), a quasi-stationary state in which the growth 
rate of the beam instability all the time remains of the order of the effective collision fre
quency ve. They get the following estimate for the plasma wave energy density in that case:

W x % . (10.2)
Vc i \

In the corona ve decreases rapidly as the beam moves outwards but if then through quasi- 
linear relaxation the size R increases and the number of fast “run-away” electrons decreases,
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we may assume that W x is also a slowly varying quantity. One must in this scheme pre
vent quasi-linear relaxation in angles. This cannot be done in a sufficiently strong magnetic 
field (Shapiro and Shevchenko, 1968), coHe :» cope, as the cyclotron instability growth 
rate describing in this case the relaxation in angles is only (cope/ct)He)2 times less than the 
growth rate along the field. In a weak field (cope :» coHe) one cannot prevent the angular 
relaxation, and this relaxation effect in angles just leads to a supression—vanishing—of 
the beam. One might assume, but this was not discussed by Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev 
(1970), that right from the beginning the beam occurs with such a density that y is only 
slightly larger than ve in the direction of the beam. However, the growth rate for the gene
ration of lateral waves is somewhat smaller and for them y <  ve. This point of view is 
possible, but it is, however, necessary to assume that the density of particles falls all the 
time as vc varies strongly along the beam path.

In regions of the corona with a low density such a quasi-stationary state with y1 ^  vc 
does not occur and here a simple expansion of the fast electron region will take place 
according to Ryutov and Sagdeev (1970) and Zaitsev, Mityakov and Rappoport (1972), 
which can be described in the framework of a similarity solution. In the whole of the expan
sion region the electron flux generates plasma waves but the maximum of the energy 
density shifts with a constant velocity depending on their initial average energy. The plasma- 
wave energy density decreases with increasing distance from the flare. All these considera
tions are made in the framework of a one-dimensional model (motion of the electrons 
along the magnetic field and generation of one-dimensional plasma waves by them), but 
a three-dimensional expansion model apparently contradicts the observations. Moreover, 
the magnetic fields in the corona are not so strong that such an expansion would become 
one-dimensional. One can merely emphasize that the quasi-linear relaxation hypothesis 
in its present form loses all advantages of a beam interpretation and one is already dealing 
with emission from some turbulent region in which the maximum emission intensity shifts 
with a constant velocity but not the sources exciting the plasma turbulence.

In the opinion of the authors of the present book much more probable is a scheme in 
which one considers the non-linear stabilization of the beam instability (we gave earlier 
in this section the observational data in favour of this idea). We discussed in § 8 the theore
tical possibility of such a stabilization; we shall now give a few additional considerations.

As we noted in § 8 the stabilization by non-linear processes gives a steep dependence of 
the effect on the beam velocity. Therefore, an insignificant change in the beam velocity 
by, say, a factor 2, changes the estimate of the efficiency of the non-linear effects by a factor 
16 or even 64. We must also note that the estimates of the non-linear processes contain 
factors of order unity. Even in a weak magnetic field the tendency to “one-dimensional” 
turbulence because of non-linear effects increases their intensity by a factor three for the 
same total turbulence energy. It turns out that scattering by ions, neglecting the accumula
tion effect, at once leads to the fact that for the observed beam velocities the non-linear and 
the quasi-linear effects are at any rate comparable as to order of magnitude. Changing the 
beam parameters, in particular, for a beam velocity v ^  0*5c, we find that with a large 
margin stabilization by ions occurs (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1968a) although for lower 
values of the observed velocities we find that there is no stabilization by ions (Zheleznyakov 
and Zaitsev, 1970). Of course, the existing theory and observations are not very accurate
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and it is impossible to trust factors 2 and it is even more impossible to derive categorical 
conclusions from these estimates. It seems to us that at present one must in the first instance 
pay attention to qualitative conclusions from the theory and compare them with observa
tions.

For instance, the theory of the stabilization of a beam instability shows that there is a 
lower threshold of beam velocities (critical stabilization velocity) in clear agreement with 
observational data. Incidentally, the determination of the observed lower limit of velocities 
of ~  0*2c is connected with some uncertainties because of insufficiently certain knowledge 
of the behaviour of the electron density in the active regions of the Sun. There is no lower 
limit on the velocities in the quasi-linear theory.

It is, for instance, also important that independent of the conditions for the propagation 
of beams in the corona (for possible different configurations and values of the magnitude 
of the magnetic field) no spreading of the radio-emission sources has been observed.

Let us now compare the relations from § 8 with the estimated observational parameters 
of solar type III bursts. It follows from the data of Fig. 23 that type III bursts start at fre
quencies of 6 to 40X108 s'"1. This observational result can be interpreted as follows. An 
electron beam is formed in the deep layers of the chromosphere and the corona in such a 
way that at the beginning of its path the beam instability is suppressed by the collisional 
damping of longitudinal plasmons (y1 <sc re). The excitation of longitudinal plasmons and 
as a result the generation of radio-emission starts when a level is reached where y1 ^  ve, 
that is,

Putting (v0/Av0)2 ^  10 we find from this condition for the particle density in the electron 
beams 1 <  n+ < 103 cm"3. This value agrees with the number of electrons usually measured 
in interplanetary space after type III bursts.

Often one estimates the beam particle density by comparing the observed intensity with 
the one evaluated using the appropriate theoretical formulae such as (8.37) or (8.40). It is, 
however, difficult in this way to obtain a reliable estimate of the magnitude of n+ as in 
those formulae the very important absorption of the electromagnetic waves is not taken 
into account. It is therefore better to evaluate /*, and I* using the above estimates for n+ 
and to require that the calculated values are not lower than the observed ones. Substituting 
into (8.37) and (8.40) the parameters of the beams which generate type III bursts we find for 
n+ ^  10cm~3,/7e ^  108cm~3,and/? ^  1010cmthe following values: /£ ^  3XlO“ 7erg/cm2 
and /* ^  2 X 10~8 erg/cm2; these are, as might have been expected, one to two orders 
of magnitude larger than the observed values which can be ascribed to the effect of 
absorption.

The theoretical intensity of radiation at frequencies close to 2co^ is even slightly larger 
if we take into account the accumulation of oscillations in the main scale-length region. 
This discrepancy can be removed by the anisotropy of plasma turbulence in a magnetic 
field which considerably decreases the probability for fusion processes. The radiation inten
sity increases according to (8.37) and (8.40) with increasing height, in agreement with 
observations.
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The observations apparently indicate a slight delay of the emission at a frequency 2cope 
with respect to the emission at a frequency cope. According to Smerd, Wild and Sheridan 
(1962) this is connected with the fact that the observed radiation at a frequency 2cope does 
not arrive directly but is reflected from deeper layers; however, it is more probable that this 
effect is due simply to a retardation in the formation of that part of the longitudinal plasmon 
spectrum, which is responsible for the fusion processes, as was already explained earlier.

Discontinuities in the dynamic spectrum (vanishing of the radiation at some frequencies 
and its appearance again at a lower frequency, see Fig. 25) was explained by Zheleznyakov 
and Zlotnik (1971) by the fact that here, perhaps, a double plasma resonance occurs— 
the ratio copJo)Ht turns out to be close to an integer. Strong cyclotron absorption then 
occurs and the radiation is strongly weakened. The necessary magnetic fields are of the order 
of a few Oersted.

However, the influence of the magnetic field also leads to more important effects, in par
ticular, to the appearance of polarization of type III bursts. We considered in § 8 in detail 
the influence of the magnetic field upon longitudinal and transverse plasmon turbulence 
and showed that when kg < coHJ v Tt (for beams generating type III bursts this is as a rule 
satisfied) the longitudinal plasmon turbulence has in first approximation a one-dimensional 
character (we remind ourselves that parallel and antiparallel orientations of the wavevec- 
tors with respect to the magnetic field are equally probable). In that case the energy trans
fer occurs mainly into “extraordinary” transverse plasmon. In other words, if we neglect 
the conditions for the propagation of waves in a magnetic plasma, in such a kind of plasma 
turbulence polarized emission is generated with a preponderance of extraordinary waves. 
Of course, if we take the propagation of the waves into account the whole picture may 
change but in first approximation the agreement with the observational data is completely 
satisfactory. At any rate, one can explain in this way the qualitative behaviour of the 
polarization of type III bursts.

Finally, one can also explain through the influence of the magnetic field the behaviour 
of type V and type U bursts. Type V bursts are apparently produced when part of the par
ticle flux which generates type III bursts is trapped in the external part of the corona in a 
magnetic trap and is contained there for a period. Type U bursts appear because the flux 
turns back downwards in its motion along the magnetic field lines with both ends “pinned” 
in layers of the solar surface.

One can easily estimate the magnitude of the magnetic field necessary to control the flux 
motion in such a way:

H 2
— :» n*mtv% (10.4)

that is, H  10“ 2 Oe; closed magnetic field configurations with such a field strength are 
completely realistic. It is true that at present there are no data whatever on the detailed 
structure of the magnetic field but the fact that a complex system of magnetic field lines is 
possible in the corona follows from its very complicated structure which is observed in the 
optical emission of the solar corona which consists of streamers, “plumes”, “helmets” and 
other similar shapes.

A theoretical analysis of the radio-emission of a flux of trapped particles is performed
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by the same methods as in the case of a straight-lined beam. We note by the way that Weiss 
and Stewart (1965) made the assumption that the emission of type V bursts was connected 
with plasma turbulence and that a theoretical scheme was considered by Zheleznyakov and 
Zaitsev (1968) in the framework of the quasi-linear theory.

One must bear in mind that the long duration of type V bursts imposes an increased 
demand on the stabilization of a beam of trapped particles. One must here “restrain” 
the beam particles not only from decreasing their velocity in general but also especially 
from a loss of their velocity component at right angles to the magnetic field as otherwise 
the beam rapidly “leaks out” of the magnetic trap. Non-linear transfer can arrest the loss 
both of the longitudinal and of the transverse particle velocities but here one must appa
rently require that the particle velocities are appreciably larger than : it is probable that 
the fastest particles of those which are accelerated in a chromospheric flare are trapped. 
A detailed scheme for the stabilization of a beam in traps and the generation by them of 
type V bursts which takes all possible instabilities which are typical for magnetic traps into 
account has not yet been considered.

T ype II radio-bursts

According to existing theories type II radio-bursts are generated by a shock wave passing 
upwards into the corona from a chromospheric flare. This hypothesis was advanced by 
Pikel’ner and Gintsburg (1964) and was considered by Zaitsev (1969). It is based upon the 
following scheme. Sagdeev (1962) has shown that if a shock wave passes from a chromo
spheric flare almost at right angles to the magnetic field, an oscillatory structure appears 
leading to a drift of electrons with respect to the ions. When the magnetic Mach number 
satisfies the condition

the drift velocity u becomes larger than the electron thermal velocity. The upper limit for 
the Mach number in (10.5) restricts the limits of the applicability of the laminar theory 
on the basis of which this conclusion was reached.

Pikel’ner and Gintsburg, and Zaitsev also, assumed that the one condition u >  vTe is 
sufficient for Langmuir turbulence to be excited. The real picture is, however, apparently 
more complicated. Firstly, the laminar theory which was used to evaluate the drift velocity 
becomes inapplicable if turbulence with an anomalous resistivity is developed. One must 
then determine the drift velocity using the method given in §§ 4 and 9. We note incidentally 
that the range of Mach numbers in which the laminar theory is applicable is too narrow 
to cover the whole possible range of type II burst velocities (see Fig. 31). Secondly, for shock 
waves, not Langmuir turbulence, but ion-sound turbulence is the main one and the trans
formation of its energy into electromagnetic radiation is a many-stage process which is, 
for instance, described by the scheme considered in § 9. In passing we note that Zaitsev 
(1966, 1967 a, b, 1969; Zaitsev and Kaplan, 1967) assumed that ion-sound waves can be 
transformed into electromagnetic radiation through Raman scattering by the fluctuations 
in the electron density, in other words, through the fusion of ion-sound waves with Langmuir

(10.5)
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plasmons from the thermal background. However, he neglected the reverse process of the 
decay of an electromagnetic wave into a longitudinal plasmon and an ion-sound wave. 
Taking that process into account considerably decreases the electromagnetic radiation.

One can rigorously show that no decay or non-linear interactions of the excited ion- 
sound turbulence with the thermal background of Langmuir waves is able to generate 
electromagnetic waves at a level appreciably exceeding the thermal background. This is 
connected with the fact that in all such processes the number of longitudinal and transverse 
plasmons is conserved while the energy of each of them is changed insignificantly as the 
energy of ion-sound “quanta” is small.

We gave in § 9 a scheme for the development of plasma turbulence in a shock wave 
taking the anomalous resistivity into account and we evaluated the intensity of the radiation 
at the plasma frequency and at twice the plasma frequency. Substituting the numerical 
values into equations (9.14) and (9.16) and assuming <ope ^  3X108 s”1, R  ^  1010 cm we 
find for the spectral intensities I* ^  l xw ^  10“ 9 erg/cm2 which also agrees with the obser
vational data when we take into account the inevitable absorption of the radiation when it 
escapes from the corona. Of course, the value for R  which we have taken may be too large, 
as the change of the spectrum at the wave front decreases the emission coefficient. On the 
other hand, as we mentioned in§ 9 (just before equation (9.13)) isotropization increases the 
emission coefficient so that these effects possibly can cancel one another. In any case, the 
observation of type II and III radiobursts shows that the already excited turbulence is 
maintained on a time scale of the order of l/ve ^  c/R , that is, R ^  1010 cm.

We note that for other values of the parameters numerical estimates generally give larger 
values for the intensity at 2cope as compared with the intensity at (ope in agreement with the 
observations which show that often type II bursts emit only at a frequency 2cope. The 
increase of intensity with height might be explained by the increase of the steepness of the 
shock wave and the generation of a larger number of fast electrons. It is possible that also 
a diminishing absorption with height shows up in this case.

An important confirmation of the scheme described in § 9 can be found in the observed 
“treelike” structure of type II bursts—the superposition of small type III bursts on large 
type II bursts. Apparently this structure is connected with the excitation of Langmuir 
turbulence by “run-away” electrons.

A second property needing explanation is the splitting of the radiation spectra both at 
the main frequency and at the doubled frequency into two bands which repeat one another 
even in details. It has been attributed to the influence of the magnetic field or to Doppler 
splitting (Zheleznyakov, 1967b). In a collisionless shock wave there will be initially a soliton 
behind which an oscillatory structure follows. On the slopes of the soliton two current 
layers are formed with opposite directions of electron drift and there can occur a splitting 
up of the emission into two bands at a distance from one another of Aco ^  2(o^ufc. As the 
drift velocity u vTe the maximum shift is Aco ^  2copevTJc  ^  107 s-1 which is somewhat 
less than the observed value.

It is even simpler to assume that the structure of the shock wave is such that there are two 
regions of strong gradients in it. The splitting is then simply connected with the simulta
neous generation of plasma turbulence in two spatially separated regions with correspon
dingly different frequencies. It is sufficient if the spatial separation of the layers is one-
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fifth of the equivalent height in order to obtain the observed splitting of the frequencies 
which is approximately one-tenth of the frequency itself. The regions of strong magnetic 
field gradients occur both in the leading and in the trailing parts of the shock wave.

It follows from equation (9.2) that for the onset of plasma turbulence generation in a 
shock wave one needs a magnetic field gradient dH/dl % 10" 4 Oe/cm. If the magnetic 
field strength is of the order of 100 Oe (it is difficult to assume a larger value) the thickness 
of the current layer is of the order of 10 km. It is well known that the characteristic size of 
the oscillatory structure of a laminar collisionless shock wave is of the order of c/a>pi % 
3 x l 0 3 cm in the conditions of the solar corona. Of course, the structure of a turbulent 
shock wave may be much more extended. At any rate, at present there are no indications 
to contradict the picture considered here. Smith (1971, 1972 a, b) has developed a similar 
scheme for producing type II bursts. We note here that ion-sound turbulence occurs in 
shock waves with magnetic Mach numbers in the range 1-6 <  M  <  2*9. The main diffe
rence with the scheme given a moment ago is connected with the estimate of the run-away 
nature of the fast electrons.

T he interpretation of “ long-lived” stationary bursts

As we noted earlier in § 7 one often observes in the sporadic radio-emission of the Sun, 
bursts the total duration of which is tens of minutes and even hours (type IV bursts, noise 
storms). The frequencies of these bursts can lie either in a narrow or in a wide range. As a 
rule there is no systematic shift in frequency. There is here thus a constantly acting source 
for the generation of turbulence localized in a small volume or occupying a relatively large 
region—if, of course, we connect this radiation with the conversion of plasma turbulence. 
Apparently, type I radiobursts can be generated by small scale turbulence with Wkcck~5/2 
(see p. 62) as was proposed by Gordon (1970).

An alternative possibility is the explanation of these effects through synchrotron emission. 
However, in that case it is also necessary to contain in a certain volume, regardless of all 
possible instabilities, a well-defined number of relativistic particles during a rather long time. 
Apparently, also here one cannot get away without taking plasma effects into account.

Therefore without connecting our considerations of these bursts with a definite emission 
mechanism (for such an analysis one can easily use the equations of §§ 8 and 9 for the case 
of plasma mechanisms and those of §§ 12 and 13 for the case of the synchrotron and Comp
ton mechanisms) we concentrate on the more important problem of containing a number 
of fast particles in restricted regions in the solar corona.

First of all we must bear in mind that the regions of ion-sound turbulence in the solar 
corona are not restricted by the strong shock waves which occur in the chromospheric 
flares. It is well known that the heating of the solar corona itself is connected with the dissi
pation of the energy of relatively weak shock waves which are formed from sound and 
magneto-sound waves generated by the convective zone immediately under the surface 
of the solar photosphere. It is possible that here also ion-sound turbulence is an intermedi
ate stage between the weak shock waves and the heating of the corona. There are in this 
case in the corona relatively stable ion-sound turbulence zones at least during periods of 
maximum activity. One can reach this conclusion about this turbulence either from radar
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measurements (vide infra) or from other data such as the non-monotonic behaviour of the 
solar brightness temperature (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1968b): ion-sound turbulence can, 
by scattering the radio-emission of the Sun, produce either additional maxima or additional 
minima in its stationary spectrum. So far neither observational data nor theoretical con
siderations have enabled us to reach convincing conclusions about the extent and nature 
of the ion-sound turbulence. On the other hand, the hypothesis that ion-sound turbulence 
plays an important role in many phenomena of solar activity is also not contradicted either 
by observational data or by theoretical considerations.

If one can fill magnetic traps with fast particles through ion-sound turbulence, one has 
the possibility to explain also other sporadic emission effects in the framework of the plasma 
turbulence hypothesis. We shall give the appropriate numerical estimates, using equation 
(9.25). Let us assume that the size of the trap is of the order of 1010 cm (which is the order of 
magnitude of the size of the sporadic emission in the solar corona) and let us assume that 
in the trap the magnetic field is such that cope % 10 coHe. We then have for % 5X 108s" 1 
the following inequality:

lO" 8 £
W w

neTt
W s

*  H r .  *  10-10
(10.6)

which can be satisfied for v % 102 vTt and W w % W* % 10“2 ntTt. The filling of magnetic 
traps by near-relativistic particles through ion-sound turbulence is thus fully possible but 
all these problems still require detailed studies.

T he interpretation of radar observations

The main problem of such an interpretation is the explanation of the very large cross- 
sections for the reflection of radar signals. There are, apparently, two possibilities for such 
an explanation.

Let us begin by assuming that the reflection occurs at a level where the plasma fre
quency is close to the frequency of the reflected signal and we shall also assume that in the 
region of the reflection there is Langmuir turbulence. An appreciable amplification of the 
signal is then possible both before and after its reflection (Gordon and Tsytovich, 1971). 
The amplification rate is determined by equation (3.19) which can be simplified by re
placing dW l/dk  by W l/k2:

yp _  mt W 1
(Ope ~~ M \ n t Te

(10.7)

As the amplification must proceed in the confines of the small-sized reflection region where 
the plasma frequency differs little from the signal frequency we can from this obtain a limit 
on the quantity yp and hence also on the plasma turbulence energy density. Putting the size 
of the region ~  1010 cm, we get W x % 10~5 ntTe, that is, about three orders of magnitude 
above the thermal level. The reflection itself may be connected either with spontaneous 
scattering by thermal ions or with stimulated scattering described by equation (3.21). The 
relative width of the reflected signal is then of order vTifc which is a few times smaller than 
the observed one.
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Another possibility is connected with reflection at a level where the frequency of the 
transmitted signal is larger than the plasma frequency. One needs here not only amplifica
tion of the signal but also amplification of the reflection efficiency which can now be con- 
nected with decay processes. We remind ourselves that the Langmuir frequency correspon
ding to the radar frequency of 38*25 MHz, equal to 2-4X107 s-1, is reached at a height of 
l*6i?0 while the reflection is observed from levels at heights up to 2*7R e . It is possible that 
in this case amplification of the reflected signal occurs through the mechanism considered 
in§ 5 (equation (5.37)). The necessary ion-sound turbulence density is W s % 3X 10“ 4 neTc. 
The reflected signal is here amplified only if the electric field creating the ion-sound turbu
lence is directed outwards. The reflection process is connected either with scattering by 
ion-sound waves (Gordon, 1968b) or with four-plasmon interactions with Langmuir 
waves (Gordon, Liperovskii and Tsytovich, 1971). The reflection process can be a single 
one (the wavevector turns at once over 180°) or a multiple one. In the first case the spectrum 
must consist of two components shifted relative to the incident frequency by v jc  which is, 
generally speaking, not observed. Multiple scattering can produce a wider uniform spec
trum but the number of scattering processes need not be large (probably not more than 
3 or 4) since according to the observational data the signal reflection occurs over the 
whole of the spectrum simultaneously over the whole range of frequencies.

P article  acceleration  in  chrom ospheric  flares

For many years chromospheric flares have been the subject of intensive observational 
and theoretical studies. In practically all studies it is assumed that in the chromospheric 
flare region there occurs a sudden restructuring of the magnetic field and a change of a 
part of its energy into the energy of plasma motion and the energy of fast particles. In 
some schemes (see, for instance, Severny!, 1960; Severny! and Shabanskii, 1961 a, b; Syro- 
vatskii, 1961,1966 a, b) a release of energy was considered when the gas is compressed with

Hot plasma

Fig. 42. A possible scheme for forming narrow current layers when two shock fronts intersect.
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the magnetic field towards a neutral line. The energy of the magnetic field in that case goes 
predominantly into kinetic and thermal energy and it is difficult to explain the large number 
of fast particles. According to other proposals (see, for instance, Severny!, 1960; Sweet, 1969; 
Parker, 1964,1968; Alfven andCarlquist, 1967;Petschek, 1963; Syrovatskii, 1961,1966 a, b; 
Friedman and Hamberger, 1969; Tomozov, 1971) the release of the magnetic field energy 
occurs in a current layer. Let us consider these schemes in somewhat more detail.

It is fully possible that when the conditions change gradually in some region in which 
subsequently a chromospheric flare is produced, a magnetic field gradient may arise. The 
current density will then increase according to (9.1) and as the density «e is bounded the 
drift (or current) velocity u of the electrons will also rise. According to Syrovatskii (1966 
a, b; 1971) one can select such conditions that the current velocity becomes comparable 
to the light velocity; in the current layer all plasma electrons will then acquire velocities 
close to the light velocity; Syrovatskii called such a scheme dynamic dissipation. His cal-

Fig. 43. The most often used scheme for forming chromospheric flares. The closing of field lines 
(in the shaded region) and their tension eject plasma currents and currents of fast particles in the 

directions indicated by the arrows.

culations were originally done in the framework of the laminar theory but afterwards he 
also took into account plasma turbulence.

Friedman and Hamberger (1969) were apparently the first to take the role of plasma tur
bulence in the formation of chromospheric flares into account; they drew attention to the 
important value of the anomalous resistivity for calculating the current layer. For concrete 
estimates they started from a model by Petschek (1963) according to which a narrow current 
layer is formed when two magnetohydrodynamic discontinuities intersect at a small angle 
(Fig. 42). However, this model does not give the necessary power of the energy released in a 
chromospheric flare.

The freezing-in principle is violated in such a narrow current layer because of the decrease 
in the conductivity, magnetic field lines can close, and according to the authors of several 
such models their tension can eject plasma with a high velocity (Fig. 43). The chromospheric 
ejections, shock waves and fast particle currents are formed in this way. The details of the 
magnetic field configurations assumed here are different in different papers but the essential 
mechanism is the same (see Coppi and Friedland, 1971).
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CHAPTER III

Galactic Nuclei, Radio-galaxies, Quasars

(T urbulent Processes in a Plasma with a n Admixture of U Itra-relativistic Electrons)

Common to galactic nuclei, radio-galaxies, and quasars is that in all of them we have powerful 
electromagnetic radiation at all wavelengths which is often ascribed to the synchrotron 
mechanism. The role played by plasma turbulence in these objects must be considerable, 
determining, on the one hand, the acceleration of the fast particles and having, on the other 
hand, a noticeable influence on their radiation.

We shall consider here a number of plasma astrophysics problems connected with col
lective processes in a normal “cold” plasma which has, however, a significant admixture 
of ultra-relativistic electrons and ions. The results of the solutions of these problems may 
be used to interpret at least some of the properties of the above-mentioned objects. We start 
with a brief summary of the observational data while at the end of the chapter we discuss 
possible ways of applying the relations obtained.

§11. Brief summary of observational data on galactic nuclei, radio-galaxies and 
quasars

We shall give here only those data which are of interest from the point of view of applying 
plasma astrophysics methods. The summary has no pretensions whatever of completeness. 
We refer merely to survey papers.

C haracteristic properties of galactic nuclei

The nuclei of many galaxies—which are in their central parts—are objects with a strikingly 
expressed activity, the nature of which so far remains unclear. Significant changes in 
these regions occur over a characteristic time of the order of a year so that the dimensions 
of the central nuclei of galaxies are of the order of one parsec, that is, ~  1018 to 1019 cm 
or even less.

There are stars, interstellar plasma, a magnetic field, and relativistic particles in the galac
tic nuclei. In “normal” galaxies the nuclei are more or less “quiescent” but in approximately 
1 to 5 per cent of all galaxies they display great activity. It is possible that in all galaxies 
there is a relatively short ( ~  107 to 108 years) stage of an active state of the nucleus which
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might be either a “one-time” stage (for instance, in an early stage of the formation of the 
galaxy), or one which repeats after a time interval, but with smaller intensity.

We shall first give data on the “quiescent” states of galactic nuclei.
There are about 109 stars, or perhaps more, in galactic nuclei. Stars of different spectral 

classes have been observed, among them both young and old ones. It is possible that there 
are neutron stars and “collapsars” (stars which have undergone a collapse into the Schwarz- 
schild sphere). From the spectral lines in some nuclei one has detected ionized gas with 
a mass of the order of 106 M 0, thatis 10" 3 of the mass of the stars. The temperature of the 
gas is a few thousand degrees and its density «e ^  103 to 106 cm"3. So far no neutral gas 
has been observed in the nuclei but one encounters it in the central parts of galaxies.

The stellar and gas velocities are in the stationary states of nuclei as a rule small, up to 
107 cm/s; one sometimes meets with somewhat larger values. Fast rotation of the nucleus 
is, however, possible.

Galactic nuclei usually produce radio-emission which practically always can be described 
by a spectral intensity distribution of the form

/«, OC CO"*, (11.1)

where a ^  0*7 for the overwhelming majority of sources; the absolute magnitudes of the 
intensity Iw of different objects varies within wide limits. A very rough estimate of 
the radio-emission intensity of a nucleus in a “normal” state will be of the order of 
Ia> ~  10"8 erg/cm2 (at a frequency co ^  109 s"1) but deviations from this by two orders of 
magnitude (or even more) in both directions are possible.

Low and Aumann (1970) observed in 1970 that galactic nuclei (and in particular the 
nucleus of our Galaxy) produce almost 90 per cent of their luminosity in a narrow band of 
infra-red radiation with a maximum at a frequency coir ^  2*5 X1013 s”1 (that is, a wavelength 
2ir ^  70 fj) and with a steep drop on both sides of it (Iw oc co3*5 for co <  coir and Im oc co”3*5 
for co >  coir). It is remarkable that for a whole set of objects which greatly differ in their 
properties the frequencies of this maximum in the infra-red emission are practically iden
tical.

In our Galaxy this infra-red emission with a total luminosity of the order of 3 x  1041 erg/s 
is concentrated in three sources with dimensions which are probably considerably less 
than 1019 cm. Its spectral intensity at the maximum is thus larger than Im ^  10" 10 erg/cm2 
and even, possibly, of the order of 10"6 erg/cm2. We shall see below that the measurements 
of active nuclei also give a maximum intensity in the infra-red band, but considerably 
larger.

Finally, we note that statements have been made about the detection of gravitational 
radiation from the nucleus of the Galaxy at a frequency ~  104s“ 1. These results are, how
ever, insufficiently reliable.

Further observations of galactic nuclei are closely connected with the increase in the 
resolving powers of radio-astronomy instruments (through the building of very long baseline 
interferometers). In the near future there will probably be many significantly new observa
tional data (see Kellermann, Jauncey, Cohen, Shaffer, Clark, Broderick, Ronnang, Rydbeck, 
Matveyenko, Moiseyev, Vitkevitch, Cooper and Batchelor, 1971).
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A ctivity of galactic nuclei, quasars

As we have noted already very active nuclei are observed in a fraction of the galaxies.
First of all, this shows up in a steep increase in the velocity of the gas motions. Galaxies 

in the nuclei of which motions with velocities from 107 to 108 cm/s are observed are called 
Seyfert galaxies. The velocities determined from different spectral lines often turn out to be 
very different. Violent motions sometimes comprise regions of the galaxies outside the limits 
of the nucleus and extend to distances of up to ~  1021 cm.

Some of the Seyfert galaxies produce strong radio-emission. In two Seyfert galaxies a 
strong infra-red radiation has been detected at a frequency coir ^  2*5 XlO13 s" 1 with an 
intensity / m % 3X 10“4 erg/cm2 and a luminosity ~  1046 erg/s.

The so-called N-type galaxies are another type of galaxies with active nuclei. They are 
encountered at least as often as Seyfert galaxies and have a larger brightness. Violent gas 
motions occur also in them in the central regions although at somewhat lower velocities. 
This kind of galaxies produces as a rule a strong radio-emission and a continuous optical 
spectrum which for some of them shows variations in a time of the order of a year so that the 
size of their nuclei, or at least details in the nucleus, are not larger than ~  1018 cm.

Rarer, but brighter objects with active nuclei are known: quasars. Apparently one can 
indicate a sequence: Seyfert galaxies, N-type galaxies, quasars. There are many common 
features, but also many systematic differences. The role of the emission spectrum (deter
mined by the gas motions) along this sequence decreases while the role of the continuous 
spectrum (determined by the presence of relativistic particles) increases. Along this sequence 
the average cosmological red shift increases (indicating the decreasing fraction of the corres
ponding objects and the relative increase in brightness). In Seyfert galaxies the nuclei are 
clearly visible as well as the galaxy itself while there are everywhere stars, whereas in N-type 
galaxies there is a bright nucleus in which there are probably no stars and weakly radiating 
surroundings in which there are, perhaps, also stars; finally, in quasars there are almost 
certainly no stars of the usual kind in the nucleus while any surrounding stellar galaxy is 
altogether unnoticeable, although it is possible that there is gas accumulation in them.

We shall consider the quasi-stellar objects in somewhat more detail. They are denoted by 
QSO (quasi-stellar objects; quasars) or, if only the radio-emission is observed, QSS (quasi- 
stellar sources). As in other active nuclei a plasma is detected in them but with somewhat 
higher electron density of the order of 106cm“3 and a temperature ~  2 x  104 °K. Apart from 
emission lines a set of absorption lines are observed in them with a red shift which in general 
is not the same as the red shift of the emission lines. It is possible that the relative violet shift 
of the absorption lines is connected with the incidence of matter onto the quasar while the 
relative red shift is connected with its separation or with the absorption of light in closer 
objects (with smaller cosmological red shifts).

The very strong continuous emission of quasars in the optical spectrum and in the radio
band can be described by the power spectrum (11.1). The time variation of the intensity in 
both bands enables us to limit the size of the quasars to ~  1018 to 1020 cm, and perhaps even 
less, of the order of 1016 to 1017 cm. The nature of these variations is different at different 
wavelengths. We give in Figs. 44 and 45 data which show how the intensity of the quasar 
emission (Fig. 44) and of the Seyfert galaxy emission (Fig. 45) changes.
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Fig. 45. The same as in Fig. 44 for the galaxy 
3C 120.

Observations have only just started and one needs more data. We stress only that the 
smaller the wavelength the stronger the time variations in intensity. This is also clear from 
Fig. 46 where we show the change in time in spectra of a number of sources (both quasars 
and Seyfert galaxies).

One can only estimate very roughly the characteristic spectral intensity. In the optical 
band / w ^  10” 8 erg/cm2 while in the radio-band it can apparently reach values of 
Im ^  10”3 erg/cm2. The maximum intensity occurs here also in the infra-red region 
(co ^  2*5XlO13 s” 1) where, possibly, Im ^  10”2 erg/cm2. The values given here can only 
serve as order of magnitude estimates.
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F ig . 46. Change in time of the radio-emission spectra of some radio-galaxies and quasars. The 
intensity scales are not the same for different objects. Full-drawn curves correspond to observed 
spectra. Dashed curves correspond to spectra of details, resolved in the case of 3C 273 andS 

assumed in the case of the other sources.

Fig. 47. Radio-emission intensity distribution in the source For A. The full-drawn lines corre
spond to radio-isophots. The dashes show the direction of the polarization of the radiation.
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R adio-galaxies, outbursts and  their radio-spectra

The radio-emission of galaxies is very varied in intensity. It is usual to distinguish and call 
radio-galaxies those objects for which the radio-luminosity in the frequency range co % 6X 108 
to 6X1010 s~l exceeds 1041 erg/s. The dimensions of the radio-emitting regions of these 
objects often exceed considerably the dimensions of the galaxies themselves, visible in the 
optical band.

It has been possible in a number of cases to give a detailed analysis of the radio-brightness 
distribution in the plane of the figure. The radio-emission turns out to be concentrated in 
two (sometimes more) regions on both sides of the galaxy. It is clear that here a cloud (or 
beam) of relativistic electrons is ejected into intergalactic space. It is probable that these 
clouds are also ejected from galactic nuclei (Rees, 1967).

We give in Figs. 47 to 49 examples of observed radio-brightness distributions. The cloud 
of relativistic electrons can be very spread out (Fig. 47) or, on the other hand, remains very

Fig. 48. Structure of the radio-emission source MSH 13-33. The shaded regions indicate radio
emission regions, and the numbers give the degree of polarization while the arrows show its 

direction. The optical galaxy IC 4296 is indicated by a cross.

compact (Fig. 49). One must note that in the latter case two clouds left the galaxy almost on 
a straight line and are at approximately the same distance from it.

The emission from these ejections is, as a rule, significantly polarized. An interesting case 
is the source Virgo A (Fig. 50) where the ejection is still close to the nucleus of the galaxy 
and emits polarized optical radiation. The ejection consists of different parts positioned as a 
chain and for neighbouring links the polarization vectors of the radiation are mutually 
perpendicular.

Probably the most interesting property of radio-galaxies, and of almost all cosmic radio- 
sources, including also the quasars, consists in the fact that notwithstanding the different 
conditions for the generation of radio-emission and the very different scales of the various 
objects, their spectra turn out to be astonishingly similar, and describable by equation (11.1) 
with practically the same spectral index a % 0*7.
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Fig. 49. The radio-source 3C 33. Two very compact emission sources are 
situated at identical distances from a galaxy visible in the optical band.

F ig . 50. The radio-galaxy Virgo A with ejections of 
ultra-relativistic electrons.
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We give in Figs. 51 and 52 the spectra of various sources. The differences between them, 
although noticeable, are small. In Fig. 53 we show the distribution of the observed spectral 
indices at different frequencies. Practically always 0-5 <, oc <,\-2 and, generally, oc % 0-7.

The widening of the range of frequencies for radio-astronomical observations has led to 
the detection also of deviations from this simple behaviour. In particular, in the decametre 
band (see, for instance, the work by Braude, Lebedeva, Megn, Ryabov and Zhouck, 1969) 
a steeper rise in the spectrum (a ^  3 to 4) and drops of a different kind from the ones shown 
in Fig. 52 have been observed. We shall in the following sections discuss possible interpreta-

IOO 1000
MHz

Fig. 51. Radio-galaxy spectra: the case of a constant spectral index in a very wide range of
frequencies.

Ol2nMHz

F ig . 52. Radio-galaxy spectra: the case of a drop in the spectrum at low frequencies.

tions of this behaviour of radio-spectra. We stress, however, that probably the main problem 
for the theory is the explanation of the universality of the spectrum, Iw oc a>~0*7.

For detailed introductions about these objects we refer to books by Shklovskii (1960a), 
Ginzburg and Syrovatskil (1964a), Kaplan and Pikel’ner (1970) and by Burbidge and 
Burbidge (1967).
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Fig. 53. Distribution of radio-sources with respect to spectral indices (at different frequencies).

§ 12. Emission by ultra-relativistic particles in a plasma

For a long time already one has invoked ultra-relativistic particles in astrophysics for the 
explanation of various phenomena. However, up to recently one has not paid proper 
attention to the fact that they emit in a plasma and not in vacuo. It is true that a few effects 
of the influence of the plasma on the radiation by relativistic particles have been taken into 
account: it was shown, for instance, that the plasma “suppresses” the emission at low 
frequencies and this leads to the observed drop in the spectrum (Tsytovich, 1951; Razin, 
1960). After that the synchrotron instability effect in a plasma was discovered (Zheleznya- 
kov, 1967a; McCray, 1966) which we shall consider in detail in what follows. However, even 
in those cases the plasma played essentially a passive role: its influence reduces merely to 
changing the index of refraction for electromagnetic waves.

One needs hardly show now that the collective properties of a plasma significantly affect 
all that is connected with it, including the conditions for emission by ultra-relativistic 
particles in the plasma. Relativistic particles emit all kinds of plasma waves, produce new 
possibilities for plasma instabilities, and are themselves accelerated by plasma turbulence. 
The “collective” coupling between ultra-relativistic particles and a plasma is the most 
important aspect of plasma astrophysics which should never be let out of sight.

The distribution function of the relativistic particles

It is clear that relativistic particles under cosmic conditions do not satisfy the Maxwell 
distribution function if only because collisions of such particles are extremely rare. The 
problem of determining the total distribution function of ultra-relativistic particles under
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cosmic conditions is a difficult one and at present as yet unsolved. We can only approximate 
this function on the basis of rather qualitative theoretical considerations and observational 
data.

Under cosmic conditions both isotropic and anisotropic velocity distributions of ultra- 
relativistic particles are apparently possible although the first are probably encountered much 
more often. We start thus with a determination of the isotropic energy distribution function 
of the ultra-relativistic particles, the quantity / e, already introduced in § 2.

Numerous observational data* show that in the region of high energies the distribution 
function of the relativistic electrons almost always decreases with increasing energy accord
ing to a power law,

fe OC fi-V (12.1)

where the index y turns out to be astonishingly constant in very different circumstances and 
is approximately equal to y = 2-5 to 2*7. It is true that sometimes discontinuities in the 
distribution function are observed when for some energy the index y decreases or increases 
with a jump after which the distribution function again is described by equation (12.1) but 
with a different value for y.

One of the main problems of plasma astrophysics is an explanation of this power-law 
spectrum and a theoretical determination of the value of the index y. We shall show in § 14 
how one can solve this problem.

In the low energy region it is difficult to observe f e. It is natural to expect that the function 
f e reaches a maximum for some value e* and after that decreases with decreasing energy. 
If we assume that the phase density at low energies is constant—the usual condition for 
equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium distributions which are established through interactions, 
which in some way or other are responsible for the isotropy of the velocities—we must have 
for small energies f E oc e2 (we assume here as before that e me2).

Apparently with an accuracy which is sufficient for all astrophysical estimates one can 
take for the energy distribution function of fast electrons the following approximate formula:

_  y(y2-\)n+el V  
h  ~  2(e* + ey+2 ( 12.2)

This function behaves as (12.1) when e e*, while for e <$c we have f e oc e2. Moreover, 
f t in (12.2) is normalized so that the total density of relativistic electrons is equal to /i*.

Equation (12.2) is convenient for applications and it has three parameters, /7*, e*, and y7 
to get it to agree with observational data and, what is very important, it is satisfactory from 
the point of view of having a physical meaning. For instance, one often assumes in astro-

t Most of these are obtained on the basis of the assumption that the emission by relativistic electrons is 
synchrotron radiation and that the connection between the spectral index a and the index y follows the equa
tion a = (y—1)/2 (see equation (12.16)). It will be shown in what follows that most plasma mechanisms 
for the emission through relativistic electrons in a cold plasma also give the same connection a = (y-1)/2. 
The reduced “observational” values of y are thus in fact not connected with the hypotheses about concrete 
emission mechanisms. However, this does not refer to the case of very strong magnetic fields and to a totally 
ultra-relativistic plasma (for instance, close to a pulsar) where the connection between a and y can be diffe
rent (for details see Chapter 4).
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physics the condition that j \  has a cut-off at some so that f e =  0 when e <  this, how
ever, contradicts both simple statistical considerations as well as well-known physical 
mechanisms which may be responsible for producing f £.

The distribution function (12.2) is a peculiar analogue of the equilibrium Maxwell 
distribution in the sense that it is stable with respect to stimulated excitation of practically 
any waves in the plasma (this is, of course, not true in the case of very strong magnetic 
fields when the particle distribution becomes anisotropic; see Chapter 4), that is, for this 
function the absorption always dominates over the stimulated emission. The distribution 
(12.2) may thus be called a quasi-equilibrium one. However, it is better to call it a standard 
distribution as all subsequent evaluations of emission coefficients of ultra-relativistic elec
trons will be obtained with the help of equation (12.2).

We must bear in mind that (12.2) refers only to an isotropic velocity distribution establi
shed through the interaction of particles with the surrounding medium. Anisotropic 
distribution functions of ultra-relativistic particles have a completely different character. 
There are then no general considerations whatever (such as, for instance, would require that 
f e oc e2 for small e) and the distribution function is determined both by the condition for 
producing the anisotropy and by the action of oscillations due to the development of 
instabilities.

An anisotropy in the velocities of ultra-relativistic particles is, for instance, produced in 
surface layers of astrophysical objects where particles moving outwards have a larger chance 
to escape from the object than particles moving inwards. A convenient approximation may 
then be given by the distribution function

/ e = / e(o)( l+ ^ c o s0 ) , (12.3)

where / e(0) is an isotropic distribution function, such as (12.2), 0 the angle with a chosen 
direction, such as the normal to the surface of the object, and rj the anisotropy parameter.

Another striking case of anisotropy is given by relativistic beams consisting of particles 
with a possible spread in energy, but moving with the same velocity v % c in one direction 
It is best to assume for them a Gaussian energy distribution with a maximum at some value 
e* and a spread Ae+. Of course, a real beam will also have a spread A6 in the velocity 
directions.

Another possibility is the one where under cosmic conditions the solid angles in which the 
beam motions are directed are very small. It is well known that when charged particles move 
in a magnetic field the adiabatic invariant which is the ratio of the transverse particle energy 
to VH , where H  is the magnetic field strength, is conserved. If a particle therefore enters from 
a strong magnetic field region into a weak field region a particle beam is stretched along the 
magnetic field lines.

The loss of transverse energy through synchrotron emission also leads to the same effect. 
We may thus expect that there will occur under cosmic conditions rather narrow, more or 
less monoenergetic beams of ultra-relativistic electrons which move almost strictly along the 
magnetic field.
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Spontaneous synchrotron emission of electromagnetic and Langmuir waves

The main property of ultra-relativistic electrons, which is valued so highly in astrophysics, 
is their ability to produce a powerful non-thermal emission through the synchrotron mecha
nism. It is well known (see, for instance, Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964a; Bekefi, 1966; 
Ginzburg, Sazonov and Syrovatskii, 1968) that an ultra-relativistic electron moving along 
a spiral—at an angle 6 to the magnetic field—emits electromagnetic waves in a wide fre
quency band. The maximum intensity of the emission occurs at the frequency (2.16). If we 
take into account the motion along spirals a more exact formula for the frequency of the 
maximum of the emission spectrum of a single electron is

a w  =  0-29o>Ht sin 0 (— V  . (12.4)

We shall in what follows include the factor sin 8 in the quantity coHc, that is, we shall mean 
in the present section by coHt the quantity eH sin 6/mec.

Let us now determine the emission probability. This quantity was at the maximum of the 
spectrum determined by equation (2.17). We must now take into account a dimensionless 
function which characterizes the distribution of the radiation energy over the spectrum. The 
exact formula for the synchrotron emission probability with a given wave number k  =  co/c 
and taking the influence of the plasma into account has the form (Tsytovich, 1951)

where

uk =
e2c2coHt

2co3 W(co, e),

¥(a>, e) =  —COc j* K v M d y
-a)fo>c

(12.5)

( 12.6)

Here KhfZ(rj) is a MacDonald function and

(12.7)

It is not very convenient to use this exact formula but it is not necessary either, as its applica
tion would exceed the astrophysical accuracy of all calculations. For our purpose it is 
completely sufficient, to use the approximate formula

W(a>, e) =  V 3 -qm  exp [ ~  j  ^  j ' j .
where

__ co / mcc2 \ 2  ̂ _  cope mec2
q o>Ht \  £ ) torn e

( 12.8)

(12.9)

One obtains equation (12.8) from asymptotic approximations of the exact formula. When q 
changes from 0 to 15 the deviation of (12.8) from the exact formula (12.6) is less than 5 per 
cent.
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We now turn to the problem of the dependence of the emission probability on the angle 0. 
Diminishing this angle while the other conditions remain the same decreases coHe in (12.4) 
which is equivalent to increasing q for a given emission frequency and particle energy. This 
in turn means that the function e) for decreasing 0 and given e enters a region where it 
decreases exponentially. Only particles for which sin 0 is not too small will radiate signi
ficantly. We shall consider the case of small 0-values in the next chapter.

It is also easy to estimate the influence of the plasma on the synchrotron emission proba
bility if we use equation (12.8) where this influence is described by the parameter J . It is clear 
that the emission probability will only not be exponentially small if both q and f are not 
larger than of order unity. Hence it follows that one can certainly neglect the influence of the 
plasma if

1 « wpe
U>He

S
mec2

( 12.10)

If one has the inverse inequality to (12.10) the radiation will be strongly suppressed at 
practically all frequencies. One can practically assume that particles with an energy 
e >  itt̂ ĉ cDpJ(ohc will emit electromagnetic waves without particular obstruction from the 
plasma while the emission by particles with an energy e <  mGc2a)pJcoH& will be strongly 
suppressed.

The total power—integrated over all frequencies—of the synchrotron emission of a single 
relativistic electron, neglecting the influence of the plasma, is

If the influence of the plasma is important the total radiating power will for small e be equal 
to (Zheleznyakov and Trakhtengerts, 1966)

Px =
_  3 a/3 e

- V 3 ( 12.12)

that is, there is a steep decrease in the emission power for e <  mec2a)pJa)He(Fig. 54,curve 
labelled t).

P(C)

F ig . 54. Total synchrotron radiation power in a plasma as function of the energy of the relati
vistic electron. H erei^e) =  |(e 2/c)cuje(e/mec2)2 is the emission power in vacuo; the curve label
led t is the radiation power for electromagnetic waves, and the curve labelled 1 the power for

Langmuir waves.
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We shall now evaluate the emission probability per unit volume and unit frequency:

(12.13)

Substituting here (12.2), (12.5) and (12.8) leads to a rather complicated expression which we 
shall not write down here. From the point of view of applying the theory to astrophysical 
problems it is sufficient to obtain approximate expressions in the above defined frequency 
ranges. Moreover, unless specifically stated otherwise, we shall henceforth drop numerical 
factors of order unity which depend on the parameter y  in all emission and absorption 
coefficients. We discuss one important exception in§ 14.

One can split the whole emission spectrum into two parts, the low- and the high-frequency 
parts. One verifies easily that the maximum intensity occurs at the frequency

comax (12.14)

In the low-frequency part of the spectrum, that is, when co <sc co^ax we have for the emission 
coefficient:

lO
e2 (12.15)

At high frequencies, that is, when oj » co^ax, we have (Getmantsev, 1952; Korchak and 
Terletskii, 1952; Ginzburg and Syrovatskil, 1964a)

e2-coHen,
<i2i6)

In both cases we have neglected the influence of the plasma, that is, we put £ =  0.
One can easily understand the qualitative behaviour of the spectra (12.15) and (12.16). 

At low frequencies almost all ultra-relativistic electrons emit in that part of their spectrum 
where one can take the exponent in (12.8) to be equal to unity. Here each electron emits 
according to the law J m oc co1/3 and the whole emission spectrum therefore has the same form 
for co <  c o ^ . In the high-frequency part of the spectrum, that is, when co >  c o ^ , the position 
is different. Here it is important that at high frequencies only particles with a high energy 
can emit, as follows from (12.8) and (12.9). The contribution to the emission at a frequency 
co of particles with energies less than wec2(co/coife)1/2 is exponentially small (because q >  1). 
The emission coefficient at high frequencies is thus determined by the number of particles 
with the appropriate energies.

What we have said about the behaviour of the spectrum of the electromagnetic synchro
tron emission is valid as long as we can neglect the influence of the plasma. It is not difficult 
to take this now into account. Indeed, as the plasma suppresses the emission when e <  
mec2cope/co/fe it follows at once that if

e* COpe
-----2 >>---— >meC2 COtfe

(12.17)
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the plasma has practically no effect on any part of the synchrotron emission spectrum, 
except that it slightly lowers it in the region where (12.15) holds. On the other hand, if the 
inequality which is the opposite of (12.17) holds, the plasma very strongly influences the 
situation. As it cuts off the emission by particles with energies around m^cOp JcoHc this means 
that the whole section of the spectrum with frequencies less than

^  \/3 / cope \ 2 ^  4 \/3  erieC
~~ rc (y -l)  001/6\  cdh* /  ^  y - 1 H

(12.18)

will also be cut off (Razin, 1960). The emission at higher frequencies (co >  cocr) is as before 
approximately determined by equation (12.16) while for frequencies less than (12.18) there 
is a steep drop in the spectrum. The character of the electromagnetic spectrum of synchro
tron emission with a drop agrees with the spectrum shown in Fig. 54.

The physical explanation of such an influence of the plasma on the synchrotron emission 
consists in the following. Both the number of the harmonic at which a maximum occurs in 
the radiation intensity and the directional diagram (concentration of the emission in a 
narrow solid angle) are determined by the parameter (1 —v2/v2)1/2, where v is the particle 
velocity and vp the phase velocity of the wave. These specifically relativistic effects occur for 
any radiation and not only in the generation of electromagnetic waves. In vacuo for electro
magnetic waves vp = c and (1 — v2jv§ 112 ^  mec2/e <$c 1. The phase velocity of electro
magnetic waves in a plasma is vp = a>/k — c(l+co2e/2co2) >  c and therefore the quantity 
(1 — v2/v2)112 can be not very small even for ultra-relativistic electrons. Now we have

If copc/co is not too small the emission even by ultra-relativistic particles is distributed over a 
wider solid angle and occurs at a harmonic of a lower number.

It follows from this, incidentally, that there is yet another important conclusion: the 
synchrotron mechanism can produce only those waves for which the phase velocity is very 
close to the velocity of light. Apart from electromagnetic waves only Langmuir waves can 
have such phase velocities in a plasma. We must thus consider also the synchrotron emission 
of longitudinal plasmons with wavenumbers around k c =  co^/c, that is, with a phase 
velocity very close to the light velocity.

The emission probability of a longitudinal plasmon through the synchrotron mechanism 
is determined by the equation (Kaplan and Trakhtengerts, 1967; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 
1972b):

2n e2 
Uk ~  V3 J  Kw {rj)dr), ( 12.20)
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where KV3(ri) is a MacDonald function. The lower limit of the integral is equal to

(i2 5 i)
3 ft>He \  e ) [ COpe \WeC2/  J

It is convenient to replace equation (12.20) by the approximate expression 

2ji2 ^ c 2 ( 2 [ .  ct)pe—kc I e \ 213/21

where q is defined by (12.9). First of all it follows from this that only electrons, for which

02.23)WeC2 \  0)He

will show appreciable synchrotron emission (q <, 1). Moreover, the larger the particle 
energy, the smaller the wavenumber interval in which they emit. From (12.22) we have for 
the range of wavenumbers of longitudinal plasmons which emit through the synchrotron 
mechanism:

4 s- *  3 < J521. (,2.24)
kc \  COpe /  \ S J COpe

The maximum width of this interval is reached when (12.23) is an equality.
Integrating the emission probability over all wavenumbers we find the power of the 

synchrotron emission of longitudinal plasmons by a single relativistic electron (see Fig. 54, 
curve labelled 1):

_ A i) 3 ^
4 n

/  CO/fe \ 2/3 / WeC2\ 2/3 
c l^COpe/ \  £ /

e2
^ 0 1  — COpeP)He . (12.25)

Comparing (12.25) with (12.11) and (12.12) we must bear in mind that when e/mec2 <  
copJcoHe the synchrotron emission of electromagnetic waves is strongly suppressed. We can 
thus say the following. When ejmec2 »  copJcoHe we get through the synchrotron mechanism 
almost exclusively the emission of electromagnetic waves. When

COpe
COtfe

(12.26)

Lagmuir waves are preponderantly emitted by this mechanism. And, finally, when 
e <  rnec\copJ(oĤ V2 through the influence of the plasma all emission by the relativistic 
electrons is suppressed.

C herenkov emission of Langmuir a n d  A lfven waves by relativistic particles

Of course, ultra-relativistic particles can by means of the Cherenkov mechanism emit all 
modes of plasma waves with phase velocities less than the velocity of light. In particular, 
Langmuir waves are also emitted. Earlier we computed the synchrotron emission of Lang
muir waves and showed that then only waves in a narrow range of wavenumbers near a 
phase velocity close to the velocity of light are generated.
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Through the Cherenkov mechanism relativistic particles produce longitudinal plasmons 
with phase velocities from 3vTe to c, that is, with wavenumbers from (S^ ) -1 to k c =  <ope/c. 
The emission probability is as before described by equation (2.24) with v =  c, that is,

«* =  2 ^ - l g i .  (12.27)

It is important that this probability is independent of the particle energy. The total power for 
the emission of Langmuir waves by a single relativistic particle is equal to

(3 * )-

I (12.28)

and is also independent of the particle energy. The power (12.28) is larger than (12.25),
(12.12) and even (12.11), provided

e
mec*

(12.29)

The upper limit for the predominance of Langmuir wave emission over transverse wave 
emission in the inequality (12.26) must thus be increased by yet an extra factor. We note 
by the way that in general for these energy ranges the ionization losses during the motion 
of the particles in the plasma are larger than the loss through synchrotron and Cherenkov 
emission.

As the emission probability is independent of the energy the emission coefficient is 
determined solely by the quantity w*. We have

Ad2
(12*30)

The emission coefficient increases with decreasing wavenumber (Fig. 55). When k  »  cope/c 
the particle emits almost at right angles to the direction of its motion. When vp approaches 
the velocity of light the emission cone gets smaller and the Cherenkov emission becomes 
concentrated in the forward direction along the motion of the particle.

It is also clear that other plasma waves can also be produced by relativistic particles. Of 
particular interest here are AlfvSn waves because of their relatively low absorption coefficient.

F ig . 55. Coefficient for the emission of Langmuir waves by a relativistic particle. The region 
k-~cop<s/c »  Akc corresponds to the Cherenkov emission mechanism and k •< <ove/c to the 
synchrotron mechanism. The quantity Ak€ decreases with increasing energy oc (mcz/e)*!5; see

(12.24).
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§ 12] Emission by ultra-relativistic particles in a plasma

Under the usual conditions in a cosmic plasma the density of relativistic particles is small and 
the emission coefficient, determined by «*, is small compared to the absorption coefficient 
which depends on «c. Only for Alfv6n waves can the effect of emission by relativistic particles 
in a cosmic plasma be noticeable.

We must, however, first consider the limitation on wavenumbers. Indeed, the wave
numbers of Alfven waves are small, that is, the wavelengths are long. Moreover, the Cheren
kov mechanism “works” when the wavelength of the emitted wave is less than the 
gyroradius. There is thus a lower limit for the wavenumber of Alfven waves generated 
by the Cherenkov mechanism. There is also an upper limit, equal to coHi/vA for them.

Thus
<Qh i 
VA

(Opi
c >  k  >  kmin

(OHe meC2 
c e

eH
e (12.31)

Cherenkov emission of Alfven waves is thus produced only by particles with an energy

e >  niiCvA. (12.32)

Relativistic ions can always generate Alfven waves through the Cherenkov mechanism, 
but condition (12.32) can also be easily satisfied by relativistic electrons.

The probability of Cherenkov emission of Alfven waves by relativistic particles, averaged 
over the angles, is equal to

_  n2e?vA(2c2+
Uk ~  4 (v\+ c2f l 2k2 (12.33)

The total power of the emission of Alfven waves is

pa _  ^ £ 0^ (6^ + 5c2) ^  e2co2Hi
30 (« i+ c 2)2 ~  6c '

(12.34)

The last equation is valid in the limit vA c. As one would expect, the total power for the 
emission of Alfven waves, as well as of other low-frequency waves, is very small as compared 
to the power of emission of electromagnetic and Langmuir waves.

Onecan easily determine also the spectrum of the emission of Alfven waves. We have when 
«  c-

^  =  S(k.lk), (12.35)
eHlk

where k^ =  eHje while the function S ( k j k ) which determines the spectrum as function of 
the dimensionless wavelength X = k j k  has the form

5(A) = y(y+l)A2+2(y+l)A + 2 
A(A+1 y +i (12.36)

Figure 56 illustrates the form of the spectrum. This spectrum characterizing the small-scale 
fluctuations of the magnetic field can occur when one observes the fluctuations in intensity
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Fig. 56. Coefficient of emission of Alfv6n waves by a relativistic particle as function of the
wavenumber.

of cosmic radio-sources. More important then is the stimulated excitation of Alfven waves 
with their subsequent non-linear conversion into magnetohydrodynamic waves (Scheuer and 
Tsytovich, 1970).

Stimulated emission and  reabsorption of relativistic electrons

The growth rate for the stimulated emission or the damping (reabsorption) rate both of 
electromagnetic and of plasma waves for the case of relativistic particles can be evaluated 
using formulae from§ 2, such as equations (2.33) and (2.34). It is more convenient in the 
present subsection to change fro m ^  to f e.

We start with the case of an isotropic distribution. It follows from (2.27), (2.33) and (2.34) 
that

Each of these two formulae is convenient for qualitative estimates in the case when one can 
judge the sign of one or other of the derivatives. For instance, in the case of the standard 
distribution function (12.2) the derivative (d/de) (f j e 2) is always negative. In that case any 
emission mechanism leads only to absorption, as always uk >  0 and hence, then, y <  0. 
This was just the reason why we called the function (12.2) a quasi-equilibrium function, as 
it is stable with respect to the excitation of any kind of waves in the plasma. If, on the other 
hand, (d/de) (e2uk) >- 0, in general, no isotropic distribution function can produce an ampli
fication of the radiation field, however much we cut it off at low energies.

Equation (12.38) enables us to determine the damping or growth rate per particle. We 
introduce a quantity which we shall call the reabsorption coefficient:

and we shall evaluate it for different mechanisms of emission by relativistic particles.

(12.37)

o

Integrating by parts and using the fact that / e(0) =  f e( °o) =  0, we have

(12.38)

o

(12.39)
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Substituting formula (12.5) into (12.39) we find for the absorption in the synchrotron 
mechanism:

x\a)) = a/3 €—  —  [e2XP{co, e)]. (12.40)
CO* £* C £

Differentiating the function (12.6) or, which is more convenient and also sufficiently accu
rate, the function (12.8) with respect to e for constant co we find

=
2tz

V3 mcCOHe
¥'((0 , e). (12.41)

where the dimensionless function W  (the prime does not indicate differentiation) is

(12.42)

We can at once draw some important conclusions from (12.42). Firstly, in the case 
when the influence of the plasma is unimportant (£ =  0) the reabsorption coefficient is 
always positive. In other words, the synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons in vacuo 
can never lead to an amplification of the electromagnetic field (we remember that so far we 
have considered only an isotropic particle velocity distribution).

The influence of the plasma gives in the reabsorption coefficient a negative part. This 
effect was discovered* by Zheleznyakov (1967a, b) and McCray (1966) (see also Zheleznya- 
kov and Suvorov, 1968) who obtained for the reabsorption coefficients an expression corres
ponding to substituting into (12.39) equation (12.6) in the limiting cases £ »  1 and £ <sc 1. 
Equations (12.41) and (12.42) are convenient as they are the same for the whole frequency 
range.

Equation (12.42) show that the negative part of the reabsorption coefficient dominates 
the positive part when £3/?2 ^  2. For larger values of this quantity the exponential function 
is small so that the reabsorption coefficient is negative and not exponentially small only in a 
narrow frequency range around the value corresponding to the condition £3 % 4q2, that is,

(On ' a>pe g \ 1/2 
4COH t  WeC2 )

(12.43)

The width of the range where the reabsorption is negative is of the order 0 3con on both 
sides of the value (12.43). When co <> 0-lcon the reabsorption coefficient is still negative, but 
exponentially small, while for co > 1*3<on the reabsorption coefficient is positive (Fig. 57).

We note that a negative part of the synchrotron reabsorption coefficient, that is, synchro
tron build-up, occurs in general in a medium with a refractive index which is different from 
unity. The criterion for the frequencies at which the synchrotron instability occurs for an

t A quantity corresponding to ^ '(w , e) was found earlier by Gallitis and Tsytovich(1963) and they found 
that taking the influence of the plasma into account led to its being negative for some frequencies.
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1 e-24)/3Uc

Fig. 57. Frequency dependence of the synchrotron emission coefficient (?P) and the reabsorption 
coefficient (W') for a particle of a given energy. The dashed curves correspond to the case when 

the influence of the plasma is neglected.

arbitrary form of the refractive index w(co), but under the condition that n(co) <  1, has the 
form (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1972b)

Synchrotron instability can occur also when w(co) >  1, but for separate, very narrow fre
quency intervals.

We now turn to evaluating the synchrotron damping rate. We obtain the expression we 
want by substituting (12.41) and (12.42) into (12.38). The general formula is cumbersome 
but for astrophysical problems we can fully manage with an approximate formula which 
describes both the low- and the high-frequency parts of the spectrum. In it we shall again 
omit numerical y-dependent factors which differ little from unity :

The damping rate decreases with increasing frequency, first slowly (as co~5/3), when co <  co* ax 
and then faster (as co“(y+4)/2) when co >  w*ax.

Taking the influence of the plasma into account changes this picture somewhat. In the 
case of the standard distribution function (12.2) the role of the plasma is, as before, small 
when e* -j$> wcc^opc/cojye but when e* wec2copc/cOjyc there is a drop in the damping rate for
frequencies less than (12.18) similar to the drop in the emission coefficient.

There arises, however, a new possibility here of the damping in principle changing into 
amplification. It is true that for this it is necessary that the energy distribution function of the 
particles is such that there is a positive slope at those energies for which the reabsorption 
coefficient is negative, that is, that in that energy interval (d /d e ^ fje 2) >  0. Moreover, 
the distribution function must in the remaining range of energies be small, as otherwise the 
large positive part of the integrand in (12.37) will swamp the small negative part of this ex
pression. In other words, one can obtain negative reabsorption only when the distribution 
function has a maximum for an energy determined by the equation

(12.44)

6* ^  ^pe
wec2
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and decreases steeply, almost being cut-off at both sides of this maximum (more steeply 
than e2 at the low-energy side and more steeply than e~2 on the high-energy side). The ex
citation of the radiation then takes place in a narrow frequency range near the frequency 
con % o)2J2a)He. The growth rate is of order

Figure 58 (Kaplan, 1968) illustrates the sensitivity of the excitation effect to the choice 
of the energy of the relativistic electrons and to the determination of the optical depth at 
which the excitation becomes noticeable; in this figure we give the total (integrated over 
angles) intensity of the emission by a system of mono-energetic relativistic electrons as 
function of their energy and of the optical depth r 0 =  y'R/c, where yx is given by (12.46)

F ig . 58. The intensity of the electromagnetic radiation excited by the synchrotron instability of 
transverse waves, taking the influence of the plasma into account, as function of the particle energy 
and of the optical depth r0 of the system: I : t 0 =  1; I I : 100; III: 600; IV: 800; V: 1000; VI: 1500;

VII: 3000; VIII: 10000.

and R  is the size of the system. Non-linear effects are neglected; 70 is the intensity for 
t 0 «  1. From the curves in Fig. 58 it is clear that amplification is possible only if r 0 > 103 
and for the following range of electron energies

log (l/l0)
I 3.0 -

(12.47)
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We emphasize that if the energy of the mono-energetic electrons e* lies outside the limits
(12.47) or if the condition r 0 ;> 103 is not satisfied there will be no amplification of the 
synchrotron emission. It is also important that for particle energies given by the condition
(12.47) Langmuir waves are more efficiently emitted than electromagnetic ones by the 
synchrotron mechanism. It is natural to expect that the growth rate for Langmuir waves 
will also be much larger than (12.46) (Goreva and Suvorov, 1972; Kaplan and Tsytovich, 
1972b).

Substituting expression (12.22) into (12.39) we find the coefficient for synchrotron re- 
absorption of Langmuir waves:

xexp{-y4 1+(?)TT (12'48)
where

/ C_\2 _  ,  ft»pe—kc / e \ 2 _  cope / mec2\ 2
\ 0 /  COpe ^mc2/ ’ q (One \  e /

We have specially written (12.48) in a form which makes it resemble (12.42). The analysis 
of relation (12.48) runs parallel to the one given earlier for (12.42). The reabsorption coeffi
cient is positive everywhere except a small interval where C3 k  <72- It follows from (12.48) 
that for k exactly equal to kc =  cope/c the waves are only damped, with a damping rate

y’
2jr2(y—1) ^ c 2 w*— w* ~

3 COpffi# He
mtc2

COpe- (12.49)

When k  decreases the reabsorption coefficient decreases and when

k c- k i  ^  J_ / (OHt mec2\ 2/3 
kc ~~ 4 \  COpe 6* /

it becomes negative. Its maximum absolute value is reached approximately when

k c — kz  ̂ 1 /(One wcc2\ 2/3 
kc ~~ 2 \  cop* e )

(12.50)

(12.51)

that is, in the middle of the range of wavenumbers of the plasma waves generated by the 
synchrotron mechanism. If we assume that there is here also a distribution function with a 
maximum at the energy (12.45) and with steep drops at both sides, there will be a synchrotron 
instability also for the longitudinal waves but now with a growth rate

, n* WgC2
He e.

CO,'pe- (12.52)

The ratio of the electromagnetic to the Langmuir growth rate is
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This inequality indicates that the synchrotron instability is more difficult for electro
magnetic waves. Indeed, as soon as the slope corresponding to the synchrotron instability 
is formed on the distribution function, in first instance, Langmuir waves are excited. This 
is caused by the fact that, firstly, their growth rate is much larger; secondly, that the group 
velocity of the longitudinal plasmons is much lower than the group velocity of the electro
magnetic waves so that for them the optical depth becomes earlier larger than unity; thirdly, 
that although the collisional damping rate of the Langmuir waves is also larger than that 
of the transverse waves, their ratio is equal to (a>pJcoHe)2—in other words, one can even 
realize conditions where y* is less than and yx larger than the corresponding damping 
rate.

In equation (12.53) we compared the growth rates for electrons with the same energy 
£* % wec2cope/c<)jfe, where the growth rate of the electromagnetic waves is a maximum. 
However, the growth rate for Langmuir waves is a maximum for electrons with a lower 
energy, namely, when e, % mec2 vV pe/oW , for which we have % («,/«e) \/(ft)pea)He). 
The width of the range of wavenumbers for which Langmuir waves are excited is then 
larger than (12.51) and approximately equal to kc—k % coHJc.

Moreover, it is easier to stabilize the synchrotron instability for longitudinal plasmons 
through non-linear processes than the synchrotron instability for electromagnetic waves 
so that the case is also possible when a considerable amplification of electromagnetic waves 
only occurs.

Longitudinal plasmons with a phase velocity less than c undergo also Landau damping 
on relativistic particles. The corresponding evaluation of the reabsorption coefficient is 
elementary as uk is here independent of the energy:

«■ = ^  . (12.54)
e c*k?nt £

Integrating, using the distribution function (12.2), we find the damping rate:

n* co%e m{eC2
nt (c k f  s* (12.55)

The damping rate decreases with increasing wavenumber. Its maximum value, at k  ^  kc 
is equal to

ru
He

mtc2 
£* COpC’

(12.56)

that is, is of the same order as the synchrotron damping rate. The general behaviour of the 
damping rate of Langmuir waves is shown in Fig. 59. We stress that when k  >  kc Landau 
damping occurs and when k <  k c synchrotron damping in a narrow interval. One must, 
o f course, take both kinds of damping into account when the corresponding damping rate 
is larger than the collision frequency, that is, when yx ve.
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Fig. 59. Damping and excitation of Langmuir waves by isotropic relativistic particles. The 
shaded region corresponds to the synchrotron mechanism, the unshaded one to the Cherenkov 
emission mechanism. Excitation occurs for k <  a>pe/c in an interval Akc (see equation (12.24)).

We shall also give the expression for the Landau damping rate for Alfven waves by rela
tivistic particles with the distribution function (12.2):

f r de _  (y—l)n2 €?v\n* A[A(y+l)+l]
"3~ck I ~~ 6 (1 + X f+1 9

eHIk

(12.57)

where we have the reduced Alfven wavelength A =  k j k ,  k+ = eH/e+. The maximum value 
of the damping rate is reached for k % k+ \

y ^ - O - l — u>Hi. (12.58)
We

This damping rate can in the case of a relatively large concentration of relativistic particles 
be larger than the collisional damping rate.

Anisotropic distributions and excitation of plasma waves by relativistic particles

At the start of this section we reminded ourselves that under cosmic conditions one rather 
often encounters anisotropic particle velocity distributions and, possibly, rather narrow 
beams. The condition (k*[dfp/dp\) >- 0 can here certainly be satisfied.

However, we noted already that the synchrotron excitation of the electromagnetic radia
tion field is also then under astrophysical conditions rather improbable. We are dealing in 
this case with the effect of the amplification of an electromagnetic field occurring thanks 
to the anisotropy in the electron distribution when there is no cold plasma present (Sazonov 
and Tsytovich, 1968). We bear in mind that isotropic electrons in that case always lead to 
absorption and that for amplification it is necessary that the degree of anisotropy in the elec
tron distribution exceeds a certain critical value which can be found from the following 
simple considerations.

The synchrotron radiation of ultra-relativistic electrons is concentrated in a narrow solid 
angle of the order of (m ^/e)2. Only if the distribution function changes significantly within 
the limits of these angles can the repopulation of the energy levels, connected with the an
isotropy, affect the radiation. The degree of anisotropy must thus be very large to produce 
amplification: 0 <?c mec2/s.
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Such a stimulation of the electromagnetic synchrotron radiation might, for instance, occur 
if all electrons move strictly in one plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, 
such a distribution is unstable against many plasma instabilities and it is improbable that 
such a particle velocity distribution will often be realized under cosmic conditions.

A strongly anisotropic particle velocity distribution with 0 mec2je can, generally 
speaking, be realized in the important case when a particle beam moves almost strictly 
along the magnetic field. However, in that case there is in general no synchrotron emission 
in the usual sense of the word. This case will be considered separately in the next chapter.

There is thus little probability for an anisotropic synchrotron instability under cosmic 
conditions. However, for a number of astrophysical objects the beam instability of relati
vistic particles with respect to the excitation of other plasma waves has a large value (Ginz
burg, 1966; Tsytovich, 1966b; Lerche, 1966, 1967, 1968).

Let us consider the excitation of longitudinal plasmons by an anisotropic beam of rela
tivistic electrons where we shall assume that the spread in the directions of the particle 
velocities satisfies the inequality

1 >  (Ad)2 (12.59)

The magnitude of the growth rate depends significantly on (Ady. One checks easily that 
if (Ad)2 is not too small compared with unity, one must use for the evaluation of the growth 
rate the averaged probability of the Cherenkov emission and the magnitude of the growth 
rate will be of the same order of magnitude as the damping rate (12.56), that is,

yl ^  mtc2
ttpe ^  «e

(i £  m 2)- (12.60)

It is important that now the growth rate is practically independent of the spread in energy 
Ae„  but equation (12.60) is valid as long as this spread and the angular spread Ad are not 
too small (we give the appropriate criterion in a moment).

In the case of narrow beams the derivative of the distribution function with respect to 
the directions contributes more to the growth rate than the derivative with respect to the 
energy. To estimate the growth rate one can use here the formula [(Ad)2 :»  (wcc2/e*)]:

dfp n* n+c2
dp ** (pAd)2 % £(Ad)2 ' (12.61)

We thus have for the growth rate the estimate
y 1 ^  w* m ec2 1 

COpc ^  He £* (Ad)2 *
(12.62)

A more exact expression contains instead of (zJ0)”2 the expression

(Ad)2+(mec2/e*)2 
[(Ad)2 (ftiec2/e*)2 (Ae+Is*)]2 ’

which for (Ad)2 : » (m ^ /e *)2 is practically the same as (Ad)~2. Tsytovich (1969c) and 
Rudakov (1971; see also Breizman and Ryutov, 1971) have given a rigorous derivation of
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the last formula. The maximum value of the growth rate is reached in the case when (A 6f < 
(mcc*/e.nA eJety.

jy1___e« / £, \ 2
cope ~  nt rrufi2 \d e , /

(12.63)

This growth rate depends on the energy spread Aet , but this dependence vanishes when 
(A 8f »  (mec2/e,)2 (A eJe,).

When the spread in energy and angle is small (a so-called monoenergetic beam) there 
occurs a hydrodynamic instability with a growth rate (Fainberg, Shapiro and Shevchenko, 
1970):

Equation (12.64) is valid until the growth rate becomes less than (A»Av) ^  a)ve[(Av/c)+ 
(Ad)2] where Av is the spread in velocities corresponding to the energy spread Ae+. From 
this we get a criterion for the spread in the energy in a beam in which the hydrodynamic 
instability is larger than the kinetic one:

* * + ® T£n(^) , + <->
As a rule, hydrodynamic instability is not stabilized. Therefore, if for a newly formed beam 
the spread in energy and angle is very small, less than (12.65), it increases the spread in 
energy to reach a value of the order (12.65) very rapidly with a growth rate (12.64). After 
that the stage of kinetic instability starts (growth rates (12.60) to (12.63)). We shall show 
below that a kinetic instability of relativistic particles is fairly easily stabilized by non
linear processes so that the parameters of the beam can be conserved over a considerable 
period under conditions determined by the spread in energy and direction given by (12.65).

Anisotropically distributed particles can excite also other types of waves, in particular, 
Alfven waves (Lerche, 1967). The maximum growth rate is then of the order of the quantity 
(12.58), but with the other sign.

Stabilization of relativistic particle instabilities

The role of the stabilization of instabilities is very large under cosmic conditions where 
the characteristic times are much larger than the reciprocal of any growth rates. If there 
were no stabilization, it would in general be difficult to detect the development and main
tenance of a well-defined level of plasma turbulence. The role of the stabilization of beams 
in the determination of the sporadic solar emission was considered in detail in§ 8.

Still more important is the stabilization of the instability of relativistic particles. This is 
explained by several reasons. Firstly, the growth rates of the instabilities of relativistic 
particles are relatively small (one must bear in mind that the growth rates are determined by
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the number of relativistic particles while the rates for the stabilizing non-linear processes 
are determined by the particle density in the main plasma). Secondly, the characteristic 
time for changing the energy through quasi-linear relaxation of relativistic particles is also 
rather long. Thirdly, the range of wavenumbers of longitudinal plasmons excited by an 
ultra-relativistic beam,

Ak
I T

mec2\ 2 As*
e* j e* + W , ( 12.66)

is, as a rule, very narrow and non-linear transfer rapidly removes longitudinal plasmons 
from resonance with beam particles. Moreover, if Ak in (12.66) is less than k * % 

pJ v Te) given by (3.8) with Te = Tv a longitudinal plasmon will escape from 
resonance with the beam at once in a single non-linear scattering process and if then the 
magnitude of the growth rate is less than the rate of the non-linear transfer, a beam of ultra- 
relativistic particles will practically not excite any Langmuir waves (since in the resonance 
wavenumber region W \ ^  0). Such a beam is practically completely stabilized with respect 
to the excitation of longitudinal plasmons (Tsytovich and Shapiro, 1965; Tsytovich, 1966b, 
1969c). Using equation (3.17) where dW \jdk  is replaced by W l/k+k, we find for the cri
terion for such an “absolute” stabilization:

W l > 10 / mi X1/2 / vTe \ 3 / m ec2\ 2
«*£* ~  (A6)2 \m e j  \  c ) ( e* ) (12.67)

under the necessary condition following from the inequality k+ >  Ak:

_L ifH h . c
3 11 m{ vTe

As*
e+

+ (Adf. ( 12.68)

In equation (12.67) W ] is the energy density of the plasmons which are not in resonance 
with the beam particles; there are here practically no resonance plasmons.

Inequality (12.68) is under cosmic conditions for ultra-relativistic beams as a rule satis
fied. One may assume that any ultra-relativistic beam in a cosmic plasma excites longitudi
nal plasmon turbulence to the level determined by equation (12.67) and then after that, 
remaining stabilized, maintains the turbulence at that level, if the dissipative processes lead 
to a diminishing number of longitudinal plasmons.

If k* <  Ak there is no “absolute” stabilization, but the usual stabilization through 
quasi-linear relaxation of the kind considered in § 8 occurs. The characteristic rate for the 
beam relaxation when longitudinal plasmon turbulence is excited is then:

y* _  c2d \  ^ 2 0 —  —  ( Vt* Y  ( meC2Y «  j L
cope ~  a>peel(Ad)2 ~  mc ne \  c J \  e* /  cope

(12.69)

where we have assumed that Ad >  (mec2/em)2(AeJe J .  Here 1 jy\ is the decay time of the 
beam and 1 /yl is the time for an appreciable increase in the energy level of the longitudinal 
plasmons.

The synchrotron instability of the Langmuir waves produced by isotropically distributed 
relativistic electrons can also be stabilized. The whole difference with the beam stabilization 
case considered a moment ago reduces to the fact that now there is another range of wave-
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numbers of longitudinal plasmons which are in resonance with the unstable part of the 
particle distribution function and that now we must consider (12.51) instead of (12.66). 
Using the method of§ 8 we find the spectral energy density of the longitudinal plasmons in 
the resonance wavenumber range:

Wi y'Ak 3 0 t \ 2/3 / w*c2\ 8/3 / yre \ 
m c \  COpe /  \  £* /  \  c ) COpe

(12.70)

Substituting this quantity into the expression for the diffusion coefficient (5.6) we find the 
characteristic relaxation rate of relativistic electrons due to instabilities involving longitudi
nal waves:

y \  _  c2D ), _  3Q rrij /cofle V /3 /m ec2\ 13/3 /  v Tt \ 4
COpe ^  COpef? ^  W e \  C0pe /  \  C* /  \  C /

(12.71)

Comparing (12.71) and (12.52) we verify that indeed the relaxation rate of the synchrotron 
instability is practically always several orders smaller than the growth rate y{ for longitudinal 
plasmons for the same synchrotron instability. This means that the stabilization effect 
usually occurs, that is, that the time of relaxation of relativistic electrons due to the instabi
lity is much larger than the characteristic time of the growth of the Langmuir oscillations. 
We must, of course, bear in mind that the plasma turbulence intensity in the region of its 
direct action on relativistic electrons must be evaluated, taking into account the non-linear 
transfer which stabilizes this instability.

We can consider similarly also the stabilization of the synchrotron instability involving 
electromagnetic waves. Stimulated Compton scattering or the decay process t — t '+ l  
remove electromagnetic waves from resonance with the synchrotron instability and in this 
way stabilize it. Both non-linear effects lead to approximately the same result and we there
fore take for the growth rate of the stabilized process equation (3.37) which here we write 
in the form

j L  „  * j _ ( i n \  „  _ j * i_ / £ b » \*  n 2 72)
cope 3 «emec2 dco \  co ) nemec2 \  a) J v

Substituting now co ^  con from (12.43) with e ^  that is, putting con %
and comparing the non-linear transfer rate with the growth rate for electromagnetic waves 
due to the synchrotron instability (12.46), we find the energy density of the electromagnetic 
waves for which stabilization occurs:

Wx ^  ju_ a)Ht ^  mec2
ncftteC2 ~~ nc COpe «e £*

(12.73)

Such an energy density is established as the result of a balance between the excitation of 
electromagnetic waves and their transfer from resonance with the synchrotron instability. 
It follows from (12.73) that always W x <sc this means that the relaxation of the syn
chrotron instability involving electromagnetic waves also proceeds relatively slowly. 
Equation (12.72) determines also the spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation in the non- 
resonance region, W xm oc co (Fig. 60).

We shall obtain in§ 14 the coefficient for the diffusive acceleration of relativistic electrons 
when they absorb electromagnetic waves in the synchrotron mechanism (equation (14.16)).
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^p«/ck

F ig. 60. The spectra of transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) waves excited by synchrotron instabi
lity for the case of an isotropic distribution of radiating particles.

Using this formula we can estimate also the relaxation time of the synchrotron instability. 
We have for the diffusion coefficient of the synchrotron acceleration:

tt2e2 / meC2\ V - ' , -  
£* /

mt(x)He 1 W * (12.74)
ne \ COpJ

The relaxation rate is thus
A . ^  c2Z?‘i ^ n* /COtfe

He \  Wpe )' (12.75)

The ratio of the relaxation rate involving electromagnetic waves to the relaxation rate 
involving longitudinal waves in the synchrotron instability is

This ratio can be both larger than and smaller than unity so that in different actual conditions 
the decay of the synchrotron instability can proceed in a different way. We have compared 
here y\ and y\ for the same electron energy e* % wec2cope/coHe while y\ reaches a maximum 
for e* % msc\a)pJ(oHe)112.

The equations of the present subsection, in particular the estimates of the energy density 
of the longitudinal plasmons excited by the beam instability of the ultra-relativistic electrons 
(equation (12.67)) and the estimate of the energy density of electromagnetic waves excited 
by the synchrotron instability (equation (12.73)), can be used to interpret the observational 
data. We shall consider this problem in§ 15.

§ 13. Plasma and Compton emission mechanisms of ultra-relativistic particles

The conversion of plasma waves into electromagnetic waves through Compton or non
linear scattering of them by the particles in the plasma we called earlier plasma emission 
mechanisms. However, such a conversion occurs also through scattering by relativistic
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particles (Gailitis and Tsytovich, 1964a). We shall now consider these mechanisms, including 
here also the normal Compton scattering of electromagnetic waves. The particular interest 
of plasma emission mechanisms of relativistic particles for astrophysicists consists in that 
there occurs then a considerable increase in frequency. We remember that the conversion 
in a cold plasma occurs practically without change in frequency. In the simplest form this 
effect shows up by means of the energy and momentum conservation laws in scattering.

A nalysis of the conservation laws for scattering

It is well known that the parameters of the incident and the scattered waves are connected 
by the conservation laws (equations (3.2) and (3.3)). We shall indicate the parameters of 
the incident wave by primes.

Let co be the frequency of an electromagnetic wave with the dispersion relation eo2 =  cope+ 
c2k2 and we shall assume that eo cope. We can rewrite equation (3.3) in the following form:

co(k) = (o’(k')+ ([k—k']*v) =
1——cos # +  

c
1 v 0>le
2 c o ) 2

2 [co'(* ')-(* '-0)l
eo2+ 02 +  C°Pe
ea*

(13.1)

where m is the particle (electron or ion) mass.
Equation (13.1) is valid also for Compton scattering by electromagnetic waves, for 

instance, by thermal photons (Ginzburg and Syravatskil, 1964b). If eo' corresponds also 
to an electromagnetic wave (let, for the sake of simplicity, eo' »  eope and #' »  mc2je \  we 
have

_  , 2(1—cos#') 
^  (mc2/e)2+ # 2 (13.2)

Depending on the angles # and #' emission in the scattering process takes place at different 
frequencies from eo =  eope to

<Umax (13.3)

The probability for emission at different frequencies varies, however, greatly in this broad 
spectrum. In accordance with the general properties of emission of relativistic particles we 
find that the maximum of the emission which is very steep occurs at frequencies close to 
the one given by (13.3) as they correspond to the case # -► 0, that is, concentration of the 
radiation within a solid angle smaller than (mc2/e)2.

In the Compton effect a relativistic particle can also absorb high-frequency radiation 
moving almost exactly along the direction of motion of the particle (cos ^  1) and 
being re-emitted in the form of waves at a lower frequency

COpe (O O)' (mc2/g)2+(cope/co')2
2(1 — COS # ) +  (a)pe/co)2

(13.4)

more or less uniformly in all directions. It is necessary to retain here the terms (cope/co)2 
and (a)pc/co')2 as the frequency of the scattered waves is low and the case cos # =  1 is also 
possible.
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The Compton scattering of Langmuir waves accompanied by their conversion into 
electromagnetic waves occurs clearly only with an increase in frequency. It is convenient 
to distinguish here two cases: the phase velocities of the longitudinal plasmons are much 
higher or much lower than the velocity of light.

In the first case we can drop in equation (13.1) (*'*d) and (cope/co)2. We then get for the 
frequency of the electromagnetic wave when a longitudinal plasmon is converted.

2cope
(mc2lef+'B2 (13.5)

The largest probability occurs here for the emission at a frequency close to the upper limit 
CO = 2cope(6/wc2)2.

If longitudinal plasmons with a low phase velocity are scattered we have instead of (13.5)

_  2k'v | cos | / e \ 2
(/wc2/6)2+ # 2 ^  \m c 2 ] ’

(13.6)

and here only those plasmons are converted into electromagnetic waves for which the 
wavevector makes an angle >  n j l  (as we must have (k’ *r) <  0) with the velocity vector. 
We note that as for longitudinal plasmons k' | “(wpc/vre), emission of electromagnetic 
waves with frequencies up to y(c/vre)(6/wc2)̂ cope is possible in the conversion process.

Finally, other plasma waves can also be converted into electromagnetic waves. As for 
all these waves the phase velocity is usually less than the velocity of light we have for the 
emitted frequencies

2k'c\cos# '\
W  (mcPlEf+iP+iwlJw2) * * }

We must retain here the term (cope/co)2 as now the emitted frequencies are not necessarily 
much larger than cope. In particular, if electromagnetic waves are emitted in the scattering of 
very-low-frequency plasma waves by ultra-relativistic particles we have for the emitted fre
quencies :

a> ft>pe
2k'c | cos ft' | (13.8)

We must note yet another case. When gyro-frequency plasmons with co' ^  a)He are 
scattered one produces also electromagnetic waves with frequencies

a; (13.9)

if the plasmon phase velocity is less than the velocity of light, and

if their phase velocity is larger than the velocity of light (this is possible in a plasma with
"He => "pe)-
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We can compare the frequencies (13.9) and (13.10) with the synchrotron emission 
frequency (12.4). Of course, a relativistic electron always emits at the synchrotron frequency 
while it only emits at the frequencies (13.9) and (13.10) if there are plasmons present with 
a  frequency coHe but on the other hand the increase in frequency for the same particle 
•energy is appreciably larger. For a relativistic ion the equation for the synchrotron emission 
would contain coHi while emission occurs at the frequency (13.10) in scattering of gyro- 
frequency plasmons by an ion. The important consequence of this analysis is that plasma 
and synchrotron emission mechanisms give the same dependence of the maximum emitted 
frequency on the energy of the relativistic particle, comax oc (e/wc2)2.

The conservation laws given here are valid both for Compton scattering by ultra-relati
vistic electrons and for non-linear scattering by polarization “coats” of the same electrons 
or of relativistic ions. Differences occur only when we turn to the directional properties of 
the scattered radiation.

The Compton scattering by ultra-relativistic electrons is always accompanied by a con
centration of the radiation in a narrow solid angle (wc2/e)2 and conversion therefore occurs 
preferably in favour of the highest frequencies.

The polarization “coat” of ultra-relativistic particles also moves with a velocity close 
to the velocity of light, but the particles in the “coat” themselves have only thermal velo
cities. There is here no concentration of the radiation in a narrow solid angle, but it is more 
or less isotropically distributed. Therefore, although the non-linear scattering by the “coat” 
of the ultra-relativistic particles also can lead to conversion into high-frequency electro
magnetic waves, the probability of such a conversion is small.

There is special interest to calculate the non-linear scattering by the “coat” of relativistic 
ions as we have no other means to observe them. Moreover there are grounds to expect that 
there may be many more relativistic ions than electrons in some objects as ions lose their 
energy more slowly. At least in cosmic rays the observed ion density is by two orders of 
magnitude larger than the electron density for the same range of energies. The conversion 
in the non-linear scattering by the “coats” of relativistic electrons is appreciably smaller 
than the analogous conversion in Compton scattering.

N on-linear scattering of electromagnetic and  Langmuir waves by relativistic ions

It follows from an analysis of the conservation laws that the non-linear scattering of 
Langmuir and electromagnetic waves by a “coat” leads to the production of high-frequency 
electromagnetic waves even though the intensity is relatively low. A detailed calculation for 
the case of conversion in the non-linear scattering of any kind of plasma wave both by 
relativistic and by non-relativistic ions was given by Kaplan and Tsytovich (1969c). We shall 
give here only the results for the scattering of Langmuir waves: firstly, we can in that case 
obtain the largest increase in frequency and, secondly, the energy density of longitudinal 
plasmons can be comparatively large.

In objects with a large electromagnetic radiation density one may expect also appreciable 
non-linear scattering of electromagnetic waves by the “coats” of relativistic ions. We shall 
give the corresponding approximate formula for this effect.

One can evaluate in the usual way the emission probability (see Appendix IV). To obtain 
a simpler expression one can average this probability both over the direction of the plasma
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turbulence wavevectors and over the wavevectors of the scattered electromagnetic waves. 
In that case we have, for the energy range mxc2 e m?c2/me,

Uktk'
(2n?Z*copte*

8 m X  k h (13.11)

Here k  =  co/c, k ' a)pc/c is a plasma turbulence wavenumber, and the function 0(a), k \  e)
determines the result of the averaging of the probability over the angle ft between the vectors 
k  and v. It has the form

0 (a), k \  e) =  In [2ck'
(JO

/ e \ 21 \oo{miC2je)2 — ckt 
\  mxc2 ) ^  ck ' (13.12)

One can now easily find all conversion parameters. The spontaneous emission coefficient
is

JX1 1+ i t+ i ')
a)3 r 

2n2c3 J k, k-K -f,
cPk' de
~ W F '

(13.13)

We substitute in this integral instead of N lk the spectral energy density of isotropic plasma 
turbulence and take for f e the decreasing part of the distribution function (12.2)—which 
corresponds to the largest increase in frequency—while taking for the relativistic ion 
density. We then get

J' =o>
nyZte^n* T / 2 c k '\ i<y+iy( e* V ' 1 

( y - l jm ^ c o j  \  w j  \  w ^2) W\, dk’. (13.14)

We assume here that for all plasma wavenumbers the minimum eneigy of icns fiec t 
emit at a frequency w, is larger than et , that is,

«min =  W;C2 (13.15)

As one should expect, the largest contribution to the emission comes from longitudinal 
plasmons with the maximum wavenumber k ' k g. Omitting numerical (y-dependent) 
factors of order unity and assuming that e. % m;c2, we get the estimate

Hi ^ pe /  y (y+3)/  v y <y+v
nt fteC* \  to J  \tope J (13.16)

In agreement with what was said in the preceding section the emission spectrum decreases 
steeply with increasing frequency proportional to a)” (v+3)/2, that is, for cosmic-ray ions 
approximately as a)“3.

One can easily explain the physical meaning o f  this behaviour. The radiation power at a 
given frequency is primarily determined by the number of ions free to produce such radia
tion, provided the conservation laws are satisfied. A similar picture occurs also for synchro
tron emission. However, in that case the spectrum decreases more slowly, proportional to 
w"(y" 1)/2. The steeper fall with increasing frequency is connected with the fact that the 
polarization of the “coat” decreases with increasing frequency proportional to e — \ % 
% o)2> 2. This gives the extra factor oc a)“ 2.
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It is at present difficult to say whether one can distinguish the emission just consid
ered from the background of other mechanisms. However, in a turbulent plasma with a 
large density of multiply charged relativistic ions it may play a significant role.

One can also evaluate by standard methods the damping rate of the electromagnetic 
waves when they are inversely converted into plasma waves, a process which is connected 
with non-linear scattering by relativistic ions. For a power-law distribution we find in the 
same approximation as we used for equation (13.16):

/ ( 1 +  i i' +  t) ^  _  fU Z * W l /0)pe\Kx+8)
COpe ^ We nemec2 \  CO J ‘ \ >

The damping rate decreases very fast with increasing frequency. An anisotropy in the ion- 
velocity distribution leads to an amplification of electromagnetic waves with a growth rate 
of the order of (13.17). Finally, we give an estimate for the emission coefficient for electro
magnetic waves arising from the non-linear scattering of lower-frequency, but still electro
magnetic waves by polarization “coats” of relativistic ions. As before we assume that the 
ion energy distribution follows a power law. We have

■«/L(t' +  i t+ i ')
n* coU f  /Q>'\*fr+S)j. day' 
ne WeC3 J  \  co J ®# (xy ’

J-co(miC2/e)2
(13.18)

where /„, is the intensity of the low-frequency electromagnetic radiation. We have here the 
same spectrum of the scattered radiation as in the case of scattering of longitudinal plas- 
mons. The scattering of Langmuir waves is more efficient than that of electromagnetic 
waves, if

W 1^ (13.19)

where co* is the frequency at the maximum of the scattered electromagnetic radiation and 
W x its density. We give in the Appendix the probabilities for conversion of all the most 
important types of plasma turbulence through scattering by relativistic ions.

Compton scattering of electromagnetic and Langmuir waves by relativistic electrons

An ultra-relativistic electron moving along a spiral in a constant external magnetic field 
oscillates with a frequency oyHj n ^ j e  and produces synchrotron radiation. If, moreover 
it finds itself in a field of strong plasma turbulence and intense electromagnetic waves, its 
motion will be further modulated with the plasma wave frequency (for instance, cope or the 
radiation frequency co'). As a result the electron emits a very wide spectrum of frequencies 
with several maxima. One of them is at the frequency coHe(e/mec2)2, another one at the 
frequency cope(e/wec2)2, and a third one at the frequency co'(e/wec2)2. The relative magnitude 
of the maxima is determined by the magnetic field, plasma, and electromagnetic wave energy 
densities.

The whole spectrum is thus essentially produced by a single emission mechanism; the 
differences are solely connected with the causes for the non-uniform motion of the electron. 
Of course, the emission coefficients for comparable accelerations will be approximately the 
same.
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We start with the simplest case, that of the conversion of longitudinal and transverse 
plasmons with a frequency cope and a phase velocity much higher than the velocity of light, 
which was considered in detail by Tsytovich and Chikhachev (1969, 1971).

We note that for longitudinal plasmons we can have either vp <  c or vp >  c. The case 
vp ?> c is of interest because then the scattering probability is in first approximation inde
pendent of the plasmon wavenumber and the emission parameters are thus determined only 
by the total energy density of the plasma turbulence with vp >  c.

The probability for the conversion of longitudinal and transverse plasmons, averaged 
over the directions of both the scattered plasmons and the high-frequency waves which are 
produced is the same for both processes and equal to

j “»  = T2 ^ ) W

4 4 ( £ ) ^ W ) ’- 2v]}- <>**>
As this probability is the same for all plasmons with k  <§: copc/c, according to what was 

said earlier, the emission coefficient will simply be proportional to the total plasmon energy 
density, W 1+ W p, in that part of the spectrum. For isotropically distributed relativistic 
electrons we have

it /P + e l + e'\
-  t+ e 'j

or
2/*3

wl+wp
COpe

OO

mec2(a»/2a>pe)l/2

w*/« de. (13.21)

In the subsequent calculations we shall retain also the numerical factors which depend on 
the index of the relativistic electron energy distribution, assuming that this distribution is 
described by equation (12.2); we need them in the next section. We shall not write down 
the general expressions for the whole of the spectrum but rather restrict ourselves to 
asymptotic formulae for the low and high-frequency regions.

We substitute (13.20) and (12.2) into (13.21). At low frequencies when co <$c 2(o^(eJmcc2)2 
we have

/t =  A y - 0
24n c3nc —  —  (W l+ W p).

He COpe
(13.22)

In the high-frequency region when co :» 2cope(e*/mec2)2 we have

J t
CO

2(y-i)/2y(y — l)(y2+ 4y+  11) /_ê _Y~1 *  /^^rwi+ivp)
12jr(y+ 3)(y+5) c3/!' \m ec2/  ne \  at ) ' (13.23)

We have for the damping rate of the electromagnetic waves when they are changed into 
longitudinal and transverse plasmons through Compton scattering

/ 1+ e =  t+ e '^  __ 
\p + e  =  t+ e '

j =  (w '+ W f) CO
con Ukf?

mec*(co72cope)> '*

d_ //«
de (*) de. (13.24)
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At low frequencies, when a> <sc 2a>pe(£„/mec2)2 we find

Y  _  Tcy(y2 — 1) rt, W '+ W p / wec2\ 2 a)pe _  nt W '+ W p / mec2\ 3cope (1 3 2 5 ) 
(Ope 24 ne nee* \  e» /  co« ~  ne ne/wec2 \  e* /  to *

In the high-frequency region when a> »  2cope(g,/mec2)2 we have

/  _  ir2y/2y(y2 — 1)(y2 + 6y + 16) / e« \ y/tope\« y+4)
cope ~  12(y+4)(y-|-6) ne «ee* ymeC2/  \  co /

(13 26)
fit ntmtC2 \m e(rJ \  co J

We must particularly emphasize that both the emission coefficient and the damping rate in 
the high-frequency region of the spectrum depend on the frequency in the same way as the 
synchrotron emission coefficient.

The low-frequency region of the emission spectrum is different for the cases of the Comp
ton and of the synchrotron mechanism. This is connected with the different behaviour of 
the emission probability at low frequencies. We shall not give here a detailed exposition 
of all emission mechanisms, leaving that problem for later sections.

One can evaluate in a similar manner the conversion of longitudinal plasmons with small 
phase velocities <  c into transverse electromagnetic waves. This problem has been 
considered by Gailitis and Tsytovich (1964a) and by Kaplan and Tsytovich (1969a). In 
particularly, the conversion of different types of plasma waves was studied. We refer the 
reader for details to the above-mentioned papers and the Appendix and give here only the 
final formulae for the most important case of the conversion of Langmuir waves into electro
magnetic waves through the scattering by relativistic and by non-relativistic, but epither
mal (v »  vTe) electrons. The emission coefficient is equal to

kg oo

« + e -  ,+e') = ^  J  | M°>, Y f ,  (13-27)
o>pe/C 1

where the function <P(co, e) is similar to the function ^(co, e) in equation (12.5) and determines 
the spectrum of the scattered radiation as function of the electron energy and the plasma 
turbulence wavenumber k \
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co / v \  co 
Y v \ ~ ~ c )  * 2 V c \ ~ )  ’

(13.28)

Equation (13.27) can in such a general form be applied not only to relativistic but also to 
non-relativistic electrons; the two cases differ in the form of the function <Z>(co, e).

In the general case this function is described by a very cumbersome expression. It simpli
fies for ultra-relativistic electrons because the Compton scattering turns out to be the only 
important one:
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O 025 0.5 0.75 1.0 q
Fig. 61. The emission spectrum when Langmuir waves with vf -tn c are scattered by relativistic 
particles. Along the abscissa we plot the quantity q =  (a>/2A:jc) (/wec*/e)!, the number character

izing the curves is the quantity e/WeC2.

We show in Fig. 61 the behaviour of the function <P(oj, e) for electrons with intermediate 
and relativistic energies, where the compensation of the Compton and non-linear scattering 
at low energies is taken into account. The conversion effect decreases with decreasing 
energy.

Substituting (12.2) and (13.29) into (13.28) we have for the decreasing part of the spectrum 
that is, for co »  2wpe(e,/mec2)2:

J l =
^  + 4^+11)2(7-11/2 „„

tt(}' +  3)2(}' +  5) C3/!,
(Opt /  e« \ y~1/ft)pe\*(y~1) f  t k'c \ 
C3/^ \m tC2) \  CO j J  \ft)pe/

i ( y -3 )
Wtf dk’.

(13.30)

As in actual cases y  % 3 and k'c/wpe usually does not differ from unity by more than one 
or two orders of magnitude, we can put instead of (13.30)

T V — ) y~ V * .He C3He \  meCz ) \  (O J (13.31)

The difference between (13.31) and (13.23) lies in a numerical factor of order unity. However, 
in (13.31) we must understandby W* the total energy of plasma waves with vp <, c while ini 
(13.23) we meant the usually appreciably larger quantity of the energy of plasma waves 
with vp > c.

For the damping rate we have
/ t+ e  ss l+ e '\  
\ t+ e  — p-t-ey 8 crfyo2

f t  de 
e e). (13.32)

where for ultra-relativistic electrons:

V(to, e) =  I  [(1 ~ q f + 3?(1 - q 2+q In q)]. (13.33)

Under the same conditions as we had for (13.30), we find
_  2y/2?i(y2—l)(y2+ 6y + 16) / e. \*(y+4) f  /  ck' \*<y-3> Wj. dk'

(Opt~ y(y+ 4?(y+ 6) He (HieC2) \  o> )  J  \w pe/  H«mec2

(13.34)
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In a somewhat worse approximation than was used for the derivation of (13.31) we get the 
estimate:

_  _n*  I V (y+4) W1
a>pC ~~ «e \m ec2) \  co ) nemec2 ’

(13.35)

and this expression differs from (13.26) only by a numerical factor.
The effect of the Compton scattering, which is the transformation of electromagnetic 

waves with a lower frequency into high-frequency waves, was analysed by Tsytovich and 
Chikhachev (1969). The scattering probability, averaged over the angles, can be evaluated 
by a method similar to the calculation of Compton scattering by Langmuir waves:

uk - H  (5-)’ (-)’{['•(—)1 [
ft)

2co' \
Im tc2

(13.36)

Here to' and to are the frequency of the incident and the scattered electromagnetic waves. 
The coefficient for the spontaneous Compton scattering follows from the formula:

7*,(t+e (13.37)

We remember that here W^./to’ is the number of electromagnetic waves per unit frequency.
Substituting the probability (13.36) and the distribution function (12.2) into (13.37) we 

find for the decreasing part:

_  y y ( y - l ) ( y 2+ 4 y + ll)  n* 
7r(y+3)2(y+5) «e Ĉ Me \MleC2 /  \  (O j J \COpe / wi- dco'.

(13.38)

We must draw attention to the similarity of equations (13.38) and (13.30). Formula (13.38) 
can best be rewritten in somewhat different form. Let the spectral density of the waves to’ 
have a maximum at some frequency co*. We can then write, bearing in mind that y is usually 
close to 3:

(13.39)

and instead of (13.38) we get the estimate

n*_ tOpe 
Me ft)*C®Me ( - r WK (13.40)

The difference between (13.40) and the exact relations lies also only in a numerical factor. 
The quantity a)pJa)t occurs because the scattering probability is proportional to the number 
of scattered waves and not to their energy density.
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The damping rate is similarly determined:
yl _ rc2v+1y(y2— 1) (y2+6y-f-16) / e* y  n+ /cope\ 4 /a>*\*(y+4) f / co' \*(y“ 2) Wl* dco'
a>* ~  (y+4)2(y-f-6) \mec2/ ne \ co* /  \co/ J \co*/ we£*

We have paid special attention to the decreasing part of the spectra of the electromagnetic 
radiation. This is related to the fact that that part of the spectrum is usually observed.

At the beginning of this subsection we have pointed out that in the general case the radia
tion spectrum can have several maxima. If the reabsorption also plays an important role

decreasing short-wavelength part of the spectrum has a more or less standard form, corre
sponding to the law co“ (y“ 1)/2. However, in some cases a complicated spectrum has also been 
observed.

We note in concluding this subsection that we can add yet another maximum in the 
spectrum to all those which are connected with different mechanisms. If conversion into 
electromagnetic waves occurs for the very-low-frequency plasma turbulence which is such 
that the conservation laws lead to equation (13.8), the emission coefficient will have a 
maximum at the frequency a/3g>p where the quantity cop is determined by (13.8) with a maxi
mum value for the wavenumber of the low-frequency turbulence. Near this frequency the 
spectrum is Iw oc (co —cop)(y+3)/2.

A mplification and  stabilization of the electromagnetic radiation generated in 
C ompton scattering of Langmuir and  electromagnetic waves

In the previous section we showed that it is difficult in astrophysical objects to realize 
conditions under which an amplification of the electromagnetic radiation takes place when 
it is produced by the synchrotron mechanism of ultra-relativistic particles. In this respect 
Compton scattering is slightly more efficient and it is completely attainable to find ampli
fication of electromagnetic waves in cosmic conditions.

We shall consider the following problem, to begin with, as an example (Kaplan and 
Tsytovich 1969a). Let a beam of ultra-relativistic electrons with energy e* and density w* 
pass through a plasma with a strong Langmuir wave turbulence. The spread in energy of 
the particles in the beam zle* is unimportant for what follows: the results are valid also 
when zle* <> e*. For the present we shall assume that the spread in the direction of the 
velocities is small.

Plasma waves undergo Compton scattering by the beam particles. They are then converted 
into electromagnetic waves the frequency of which is determined, in accordance with the 
conservation law (13.5) or (13.6) by the scattering angle. The larger the angle between the 
beam axis and the wavevector of the electromagnetic wave, the lower the frequency of this 
wave.

The presence of a beam produces a repopulation of the levels with respect to this 
“lateral” emission. One can thus expect that at an angle # >  wec2/e* with the beam axis a

(13.41)
or, approximately,

(13.42)

the picture is still more complicated. It is well known that indeed in most radio-sources the
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“maser effect” will appear. Such an effect did not occur in the synchrotron emission as an 
exponentially small fraction of the energy was produced in the “lateral” directions; here, 
on the other hand, although there is far less energy emitted than when ft < mec2le„ it is all 
the same an appreciable fraction of the total energy. This makes a build-up possible.

The growth rate can be calculated using the usual formulae. One must merely take into 
account the angular dependence of the scattering probability. In what follows we shall 
drop numerical factors of order unity. We shall also introduce some other simplifications 
of the formulae (as compared with the original papers).

The electromagnetic radiation produced in Compton scattering along a direction of the 
beam motion within an angle # <  mec2/e* is not amplified. The situation is here analogous 
to the case of synchrotron radiation, that is, the reabsorption coefficient, per particle, is 
always positive. For the damping rate of waves moving along the beam axis caused by 
particles in the beam itself we get (the turbulent waves have a rather low phase velocity 

c):
W -1

yx _  n» /ft)pe\ 2 f  W \'dk' cope _  n* / e» \ 3 /ft>pe\ 3 W x
(Ope ~~ ne mtc2 \  to J J  ntmtc2 k!c ^  nt \m ec2/  \  co j  nemec2

(co/2 c)(mec*/e*)

(13.43)

According to what we said earlier the radiation which moves at an angle ft >  mcc2/et to 
the beam axis is amplified. When mec2/e* <sc ft <sc 1, co <  2c k jf t2 we have the following 
expression for the growth rate (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1969a):

/ (# )  4ti n, / mtc2\ 3 / oope\ 2 j* W{- dk! o>pt T _  / toff2 \ 2~|
COpe ~  # 4 Me \  6.  /  \  CO /  J  MemeC2 k’C [  \  2k'C J J

^  8ji m* /m ec2\ 3 /tope\ 3 W x oy&2 r 2kgc 1 "I
~  ft6 Me \  e» /  \  to J ntmtc2 2cke [ n vy&2 2 J ' (13.44)

It is clear that the decrease of the growth rate with increasing angle ft is here not exponential 
although it is determined by a high power, ft*. We note that the absolute magnitude of the 
damping rate for ft % mtc2let and the growth rate for ft ~  mcc2/et are close to one another 
(Fig. 62).
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Fig. 62. The growth rate of electromagnetic waves produced by a beam of relativistic electrons 
as function of the angle between the beam axis and the direction of the wavevector.
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In this case also it is rather difficult to obtain an appreciable amplification effect. The 
question is that apart from the Compton scattering by ultra-relativistic particles in the same 
turbulent plasma medium there occurs also the decay process t — t '± l  which changes the 
angle & for electromagnetic waves and thereby removes them from resonance with the beam. 
The elastic scattering coefficient determined by equation (5.27) is as a rule much larger than
(13.44). Its minimum value is determined by the expression (co >  ckg)

al± ^  /a>pe\* W' kjc3
cope ~  \  co j  ncmcc2 10co|e ' (13.45)

The growth rate therefore exceeds the stabilizing effect of the scattering of electromagnetic 
waves in a turbulent medium for angles

This means that only a narrow beam with Ad < #cr leads to amplification of electromag
netic radiation in the Compton scattering of plasma waves.

If such an amplification, indeed, takes place one can obtain a limit on the energy density 
of the excited electromagnetic waves by comparing the growth rate (13.44) with the decay 
rate of the process t t' ±1 determined by equations (3.37) or (12.72); from this comparison 
follows

W -  <l3'47)

A very narrow beam of relativistic electrons passing through a turbulent plasma is thus 
able to produce a rather strong electromagnetic emission at high frequencies. The plasma 
wave energy density can be relatively low as the electromagnetic radiation gets its energy 
from the relativistic particles. Moreover, the excitation is possible only when the optical 
thickness is larger than unity; this condition imposes a lower limit on the plasma wave 
energy density.

A characteristic relaxation rate for the beam, connected with the transfer of energy from 
the relativistic electrons to the electromagnetic waves is of order {ck% % cope)

yi _  /m ec2\ 4 W W 1 _  w*_ /m ec2y  8tt_ / W 1 \ 2 
wpe \  S* /  (nernec2)2 ~~ nc \  e* ) 0® \  ncmcc2 )

(13.48)

We note that beams with angular spread in their velocities larger than (13.46) do not relax 
us a result of Compton scattering.

Let us mention here yet another problem, that is, the scattering of longitudinal plasmons 
by anisotropically distributed relativistic electrons. Substituting in all equations of the pre
ceding sections instead of the isotropic distribution function (12.2) the anisotropic function 
(12.3) one can again complete the calculations. In particular, such a calculation of the damp
ing rate (13.35) leads to the appearance of an extra factor

2(y + 6) (y2+ y —8)
(y + 2) (y2+ 6 y + 16) V b (13.49)
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which for certain choices of the parameters y and r\ can become negative, that is, the damp
ing can become amplification. However, such a weak anisotropy and relatively small 
growth rate can hardly, for the reasons given earlier, lead to an appreciable amplification.

Let us now turn to the problem of the emission when low-frequency electromagnetic waves 
are scattered by a beam of relativistic electrons and are converted into high-frequency 
electromagnetic waves (Kaplan, Tsytovich and Chikhachev, 1970). We shall assume here 
that the longitudinal plasmon energy density is small. Strictly speaking, this assumption is 
not obvious: the presence itself of a beam of fast particles inevitably leads to the production 
of Langmuir turbulence and only when there is considerable damping of longitudinal plas- 
mons can we neglect W \ However, the relations obtained below are applicable also when 
there is no plasma at all and a beam of relativistic electrons passes in vacuo through an 
electromagnetic radiation field; we can then, indeed, assume that all effects depend solely 
on W \

Consider a beam of electrons with a very small angular spread Ad—which we shall esti
mate below—passing through a region of space filled with electromagnetic radiation with 
a spectral density which may be either isotropic or anisotropic. As in the case of longitu
dinal plasmons the electromagnetic waves scattered by the beam particles can excite emission 
at an angle & >  mec2/e* to the beam axis.

Let cq+ be the frequency of the maximum of the spectral emission density; we assume that 
the spectral energy density decreases at the high-frequency end with a spectral index a, 
as usually, that is, W xm oc (cojcoy; in the low-frequency region this decrease is steeper than 
o)2. One can then show that in the frequency range

4 co*
ft)* <  ft) <  (mtC?/e+'f + '02 (13.50)

the growth rate is in first approximation independent of frequency and depends only on the 
scattering angle # (with respect to the beam axis). The fact that in this process the whole 
range of frequencies (13.50) is emitted is a consequence of the assumption of a wide spread 
in the directions of the scattered wave. If we assume that the electromagnetic radiation is 
also anisotropic, for instance, by considering the scattering of a beam of electromagnetic 
waves by a beam of ultra-relativistic particles we get a unique connection between the scat
tering angle and the frequency:

2(1—cos 6) 
(mec2/e+)2-h#2 ’

(13.51)

where 6 is the angle between the beam axes of the electromagnetic waves and the ultra- 
relativistic particles.

The growth rate in the range (13.50) or at the frequency (13.51) is determined by the 
equation

&  *  *  2 *  f  t e a  V I  5 ^ . ,  (13.52)
COpe Me £* [ \  £* /  J  \  <0* /  ” e/MeC2

where Wl is the total “primary” electromagnetic radiation density. For frequencies above 
those in (13.50) one also obtains growth but with a growth rate which decreases very fast.
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as (co*/co)2+0t, with increasing frequency. Moreover, there occurs here an extra numerical 
factor(y+ l)(y+ 2)/(2a —y —2) which fora <  (y + 2)/2 becomes negative, that is, the growth 
rate becomes a decay rate. In other words, there is practically no amplification of radiation 
outside the limits of the interval (13.50).

If we now compare the growth rate (13.52) with the decay rate of the process t — t '± l ,  
given by formula (3.37), we obtain an estimate for the energy of the excited electromagnetic 
waves and at the same time a condition for amplification (if such a density did not exist 
already initially, no amplification occurs):

W j ^  W*0 n» mtc*_ 
co2 col we e* (13.53)

where W x and are the spectral densities of the energies of the incident and the scattered 
waves, respectively.

Combining equations (13.50) to (13.53) we can estimate the possibility for amplification 
in each actual case. For instance, if the electromagnetic radiation spectrum is flat, a  ^  0, 
we get a limitation on the angles of the scattered radiation for which amplification can 
take place, and hence on the angular spread of the beam:

/ { % ¥ ) ■  <|354>
If we consider the Compton scattering of electromagnetic radiation by a particles beam 
in vacuo there will be no decay process t — t' ±  1, when we neglect the plasma properties of 
the beam itself. In that case the above-mentioned restriction does not occur and amplification 
is possible in a wide set of circumstances.

Turning to the case of a relativistic beam in a plasma we can from relation (13.53) obtain 
a rough estimate for the energy density of the electromagnetic waves which are produced 
through Compton scattering by a beam of relativistic electrons with a given spread Ad in 
directions and which are stabilized by the non-linear decay process t — t' ±  1:

w t ^ K _  WeC* 
~~ We £*

wi
(Aey ; (13.55)

we assumed here that the radiation density of the incident waves W\ is given. Comparing
(13.54) and (13.55) we find that the case W x»  Wl is well possible, although only for 
narrowly directed beams. The beam relaxation is determined by relation (13.48), replacing 
fV W b y  W 'W W jco l  in the first equality.

We emphasized already in§ 3 that stimulated scattering processes involving a lowering of 
the frequency always lead to an amplification of the radiation if the incident particles are 
distributed isotropically. This is also valid in the case of Compton scattering.

Consider high-frequency radiation—whose isotropy or anisotropy is of no importance— 
in a region occupied by isotropically distributed ultra-relativistic particles. This high- 
frequency radiation will through stimulated scattering by the ultra-relativistic particles be 
transferred to the low-frequency end of the spectrum (Kaplan, Tsytovich and Chikhachev,
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1970). The growth rate for the transfer of radiation with a maximum in the spectrum near 
the frequency co* in the frequency range

turns out to be equal to

co*
T

CO*

r 2\ 2
|  <  CO <  CO* (13.56)

a>U Wi 
colco ntmec2 (13.57)

Its maximum value is reached at the lower frequency limit -  co*(raec2/e*)2. There

/m ax % ru _  /  £* \ 2 /  Wpe\ 4 W j  

CO* ~  « e  \  tritC2 J \  CO* /  n e w e c 2
(13.58)

The energy transfer occurs also in the lower-frequency end of the spectrum, that is, when 
co <  ~co,(mcc2/e J 2, but then the growth rate decreases fast with decreasing frequency, 
approximately as co3. Comparing (13.58) with the magnitude of the non-linear transfer, we 
find the energy density of the low-frequency electromagnetic waves:

W '^ W l  —
He

(13.59)

As one would expect, the energy density of the scattered radiation is much less than the 
energy of the incident radiation as in this case the energy for the excitation of radiation at 
low frequencies is produced by high-energy radiation. It is also important to note that the 
low-frequency radiation is distributed isotropically.

Equation (13.58) is important for the following reason. In a system where the optical 
depth for radiation at a frequency co is large, that is, where yxmslxR/c >  1 for the ylmstx from 
(13.58), high-frequency radiation must be transferred to low-frequency radiation rather 
rapidly. The condition yxm̂ xRjc <  1 is thus a necessary requirement for a quasi-stationary 
state of a system with a large high-frequency radiation density.

Polarization of the electromagnetic emission from a turbulent plasma

One of the basic characteristics of cosmic radiation is its polarization. On the basis of 
an analysis of the observed polarization one reaches often far-reaching conclusions about 
the nature of the mechanism of producing the radiation and about the structure of the sys
tem. The polarization properties of synchrotron radiation are well known. Of course, it is 
necessary to compare different mechanisms from the point of view of the polarization of 
the radiation produced by them.

Radiation from a system consisting of a large number of electrons can be polarized 
only when there is a preferred direction which may be caused in different ways. For instance, 
the polarization of synchrotron radiation is connected with the presence of an external, 
more or less uniform, magnetic field. There are also other causes for polarization such as 
the anisotropy of the plasma turbulence or of the particle velocity distribution when we are 
dealing with plasma or Compton mechanisms.
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When considering the polarization of the emission from a source one must, first of all, 
take into account the polarization of the separate emitters, secondly, the polarization of 
the system of emitters, and thirdly, the change in polarization when the radiation propagates 
through the medium. We shall show how this can be done, using synchrotron radiation as 
an example.

It is well known that an electron moving along a spiral in a magnetic field produces 
elliptically polarized electromagnetic radiation. The direction of rotation of the electrical 
vector depends on whether the longitudinal velocity component is parallel or antiparallel 
to the vector H. The degree of polarization of the emission by a single electron is different 
at different frequencies. In the limit of high frequencies co ^>coc it reaches 100 per cent, 
while at low frequencies it is 50 per cent.

The resulting polarization of the radiation from a system of electrons turns out to be 
linear to a very good approximation, and the electric vector lies in the plane at right angles 
to the magnetic field. This is connected with the fact that the number of electrons with 
velocity components v K parallel or antiparallel to H  is the same, while v± for the observed 
radiation is directed to the same side for all electrons—we remember that relativistic elec
trons emit in the forward direction. Moreover, the total polarization at a given frequency is 
composed of the polarizations of the emission of electrons with different coc and the degree 
of polarization must therefore depend on the energy distribution of the electrons. For the 
distribution function (12.2)—or rather for its part f e oc e~Y—the degree of polarization is 
the same at all frequencies and equal to (Garibyan and Gol’dman, 1954; Trubnikov, 1958):

77 = y +1

Y + i
(13.60)

In this case we mean by degree of polarization the following. We determine the square of 
the components of the electric field strength of the wave oriented at right angles or parallel 
to the projection of the magnetic field on the plane perpendicular to the line of sight. 
The ratio of the difference of these squares of the field strengths to their sum is the degree 
of polarization.

If the electric field of the wave is strictly directed at right angles to the magnetic field, 
the linear polarization reaches 100 per cent. In actual cosmic synchrotron sources a hundred 
per cent polarization is impossible.

Equation (13.60) determines the maximum degree of polarization of synchrotron radia
tion. Inhomogeneities in the structure of the magnetic field can only decrease it. There is 
yet another important cause for decreasing the degree of polarization, namely, the Faraday 
effect. As a result of this effect the polarization vectors of the emission from different parts 
of the system are rotated over different angles. The plane of polarization of the radiation 
from a further removed part is rotated over a larger angle than from a closer-by part. If the 
electrons are distributed uniformly over the volume of the emitting system, the resulting 
degree of polarization is (Razin, 1958)

n  _  r + 1 sin |y(.R) ^
y+i i f  (-R) (13.61)
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where the total rotation angle W is determined by equation (1.12), and where R is the size 
of the system. In the case when W(R) »  1 the polarization becomes practically unobserv
able.

Reabsorption also decreases the polarization. In an optically thick medium we have 
always 77 % 0.

There is, however, another effect which will affect the polarization which we observe on 
Earth : in a magneto-active plasma there are at any point an ordinary and an extra-ordinary 
wave with different polarization and propagation properties. As was pointed out by Ginzburg, 
Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev (1969; see also Zheleznyakov, 1970b) it may happen that one of 
these two characteristic waves is preferentially absorbed so that the other one—with a very 
definite polarization—may emerge from the plasma. Although Zheleznyakov’s analysis 
applies only to a very special case, recent work by Grounds (1972; see also Grounds and 
ter Haar, 1973) has shown that the general result will probably not be very different.

We now turn to the polarization in the case of plasma emission mechanisms. Tsytovich 
(1969d) has considered the general theory of the polarization of the radiation from a turbu
lent plasma. We give here simplified concrete expressions for the degree of polarization, 
applicable to those mechanisms which we have discussed earlier. It is clear that the radiation 
produced in the scattering of the waves of isotropic turbulence by isotropically distributed 
particles will be unpolarized. We must thus consider the possibility of turbulence anisotropy 
or anisotropy in the particle velocity distribution.

We start with anisotropic turbulence. Developed plasma turbulence is, as a rule, isotropic, 
but there is an important exception which has already been discussed in§ 8. We remember 
that if non-linear processes have already transferred longitudinal plasmons to a region of 
the spectrum with wavenumbers k <  <oHJy/3 vTt (see equation (8.41)) further transfer 
leads to a decrease in the angle # between the wavevector and the magnetic field and the 
plasma turbulence becomes one-dimensional with the wavevectors of the longitudinal plas
mons oriented parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. When the longitudinal plasmons 
are oriented in such a way, the electric field is also directed along the magnetic field and 
hence the electrons which scatter the radiation are also accelerated along the magnetic 
field.

Hence follows an important conclusion: by being scattered by isotropically distributed 
electrons such a one-dimensional plasma turbulence will produce linearly polarized radiation 
but with the electric vector along the magnetic field, and not at right angles to it, as in the 
case of synchrotron radiation.

To determine the degree of polarization we need find the emission probability for waves 
with the electric vector along and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The total scattering 
probability for vv »  c is given by equation (13.20); we shall now give the probabilities for 
the separate components, averaging only over the direction of the motion of the particles. 
The probability for the scattering of a longitudinal plasmon into an electromagnetic wave 
with the electric field vector in a plane through the vectors k  and H  is :

CO
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for the scattering into a wave with the electric vector perpendicular to that plane we have

(13.63)

where # is the angle between the wavevector of the scattered wave and the magnetic field* 
We can then in the usual way evaluate the emission coefficients and after that the degree 
of polarization. After simple, though lengthy, calculations we find:

n  =  ( r+ i) (y + 3 )  
y2 + 4 y + ll (13.64)

This equation for the degree of polarization, as also the earlier given expressions (13.60) 
and (13.61), refer to spontaneous emission when reabsorption and amplification are small. 
As in the case of synchrotron emission (see (13.60)) the degree of polarization is independent 
of the angle # and for y  =  3 equations (13.60) and (13.64) give the same result: 77 =  -  =  
=  75 per cent. Of course, what we said earlier about the effect of the Faraday rotation on 
the polarization remains valid.

We shall now consider a second cause leading to polarization of scattered radiation—the 
anisotropy in the velocity distribution of the ultra-relativistic particles. We assume that a 
narrowly directed beam of relativistic electrons passes through a region with isotropic 
turbulence. Moreover, we shall assume for the time being that the optical depth for the 
amplification of electromagnetic waves is small so that only spontaneous emission is impor
tant.

Electromagnetic waves scattered by this beam will also turn out to be polarized with the 
electric field vector directed predominantly perpendicular to the beam axis. The most pro
bable situation is one where the beam of relativistic electrons moves along the magnetic 
field so that also here, as in the case of sycnhrotron radiation, the electric radiation field 
vector is at right angles to the external magnetic field, in contrast to the case of anisotropic 
turbulence.

We shall not give the cumbersome expressions for the emission probabilities with different 
directions of the electric field. We write down at once the ratio of the difference between the 
probabilities with the electric field in the plane of the vectors k  and v and the field at right 
angles to that plane, to their sum:

co / Itl̂ C2\ 2 I"v w / m cc2\ 21

“ ft0 - » P  =  I ~  \  j  J J
“Hi0 + } j 10 ( w «c2\ 2 r j _  ° } /  w ec2\ 2~i 

£Ope \  e /  [  2c<>pe \  e ) J
(13.65)

Equation (13.65) is written in terms of the particle energy. It can also be written in terms 
of the angle ft between the directions of the wave and of the beam which is uniquely deter
mined by e through equation (13.5).

It follows from (13.65) that at the maximum possible frequency for a given energy—or 
ft—the degree of polarization vanishes, and that it increases after that steeply to a maximum,
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equal to approximately 100 per cent, when co % oy^iejm^c2)2 and then again decreases to 
zero when the frequency further decreases.

Averaging, using the distribution function (12.2), gives :

= 4 (? + 1)
y2-f-4y-f-ll (13.66)

The polarization picture changes, however, abruptly in the case when the optical depth 
for the scattered radiation becomes larger than unity. The scattering by an anisotropic 
beam then leads to amplification of electromagnetic waves and the polarization of the emis
sion increases abruptly (Tsytovich, 1969d).

It is clear that the growth rates of the polarized and the unpolarized radiations are differ
ent. If yx is the total growth rate, the growth rate for the polarized part is equal to

t a P - f l ?  t (13.67)

Let /„ be the radiation intensity and be the intensity of its polarized part—more 
precisely, Im and are the appropriate Stokes parameters so that /7 =  U J Ia>. We then 
have the following equations for the change in time of the quantities Im and Ua :

=  ? Ia+ti*Va, • (13.68)

The solution of these equations determines the change in time of the degree of polarization:

1 +  n 0- (1 -770) exp (2ylaQ 
1 +  n o-f-(1 — II0) exp (2y\2t) (13.69)

where /70 is the initial degree of polarization. It follows from this that even if /70 =  0, 
for y\2t :»  1 the degree of polarization of the electromagnetic radiation produced as a result 
of amplification can turn out to be 100 per cent. This refers also to the case of transfer from 
high-frequency to low-frequency radiation.

BREMSSTRAHLUNG MECHANISMS FOR RELATIVISTIC ELECTRONS AND IONS IN A TURBULENT PLASMA

In concluding this section we shall briefly consider yet another emission mechanism at 
high frequencies in a turbulent plasma (Tsytovich, 1971c). Ultra-relativistic particles absor
bing and emitting longitudinal plasmons through the Cherenkov mechanism are scattered, 
that is, they change the direction of their motion. It is clear that this process can be compared 
to collisions between particles and waves. The “collision” frequency is determined by the dif
fusion along the energy axis, that is,

Veff =
c*D\| 2«2efoge

f i2C

fcmax

J w l
d k'
~k*

7i mcc2 W x
~ G) pC y2 e the (13.70)
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where W x is the energy density of the resonance plasmons, that is, plasmons with vp <  c. 
In turn this scattering must be accompanied by electromagnetic radiation according to the 
general properties of dipole radiation. The power of that emission is equal to

Px =-* to

2e>
TIC

ĈOpe /MeC2
C e

W l
nes (13.71)

and the emission coefficient for the case of the distribution function (12.2) is

jt _  r ( r - i )  «»
“ ~  4n  «e

W l. (13.72)

The emission power decreases with increasing energy but it also has an “advantage” : as 
in the case of the ordinary bremsstrahlung, J w is independent of frequency up to very high 
frequencies ~  The mechanism described here can thus turn out to be important in 
the region of very high frequencies. Moreover, ions and electrons emit with the same inten
sity.

§ 14. Plasma turbulence reactors for relativistic electrons

A plasma region with a developed turbulence, “trapped” radiation and a large number 
of also “trapped” relativistic particles we shall call reactor.* In such a reactor part of the 
fast particles acquire even higher energies by being stochastically accelerated. The problem 
of the energetics of a reactor and that of containing such a plasma we shall not discuss here. 
The plasma may be contained by gravitational forces or by a magnetic field and this—or 
something else—may also give the energy to maintain the level of turbulence.

One thing is now important for us: the energy dissipation in a plasma turbulence reactor 
is accompanied by acceleration of the particles which form the relativistic electron spectrum. 
Later these particles may leave the reactor either through diffusion or by very possible 
“explosions” of the reactor connected with its “overheating”.

In the next section we consider the problem in how far a plasma turbulence reactor 
represents actual astrophysical objects.

The evaluation of a plasma turbulence reactor is the solution of a complex self-consistent 
problem as here the particle distribution function, the spectral density of the electromagnetic 
radiation, and the turbulence energy density are all interconnected. The solution of the 
complete problem must thus include the writing down and the analysis of a set of kinetic 
equations for W lk, Im9f e9 and so on.

It is not too difficult to write down such a system in principle, but when one starts this 
investigation it is advisable to try and simplify the problem so that its physical meaning is 
not obscured by complex and cumbersome mathematics.

Let us list the simplifications introduced here. Firstly, we shall assume that the distribu
tion function of the relativistic electrons is described by equation (12.2) where the parameters

t  Tsytovich and Chikhachev (1969, 1971) and Kadomtsev and Tsytovich (1970) were the first to consider 
the theory of such a reactor. We shall consider the problem here from a somewhat more genera] point of 
view and in the next chapter we shall give a generalized theory of turbulent reactors for the case of an ultra- 
relativistic plasma in a very strong magnetic field.
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w*, e*, and y must be determined from the properties of the reactor. One can show that the 
function (12.2) is, indeed, a solution of the self-consistent problem of the turbulent reactor, 
at least in the limiting cases e »  e* and e <sc e* (Tsytovich and Chikhachev, 1969).

Secondly, we shall not take into account the detailed spectrum of Langmuir turbulence. 
This can always be done in the region of phase velocities much larger than the velocity of 
light, as then the scattering probability is independent of k . The region of phase velocities 
less than or equal to the velocity of light contains a relatively small part of the plasma 
turbulence energy and this approximation is thus justified with good accuracy.

Thirdly, we shall assume that apart from Langmuir turbulence there is in the reactor also 
turbulence of other modes, such as that of the transverse plasmons. According to Kaplan 
and Tsytovich (1968b) there is in a turbulent plasma a continuous transfer of energy from 
transverse to longitudinal plasmons and vice versa in such a way that neither kind of turbu
lence is stationary. However, the sum of their energies W x+ W p =  constant, and this sum 
alone enters in what follows in the equations, in accordance with (13.21) and (13.25). 
In that sense taking the transverse plasmons into account enables us to assume the total 
turbulence energy to be constant.

E lectrom agnetic radia tion  spectrum  in  a turbulent  reactor

By definition a plasma reactor is described by the fact that in it there is “trapped” electro
magnetic radiation at frequencies appreciably higher than co^ or coHc. This means that the 
optical depth of a reactor for such radiation is much larger than unity.

We shall consider the interior regions of the reactor where the particle distribution func
tion and the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation are certainly isotropic so that there 
is no amplification of the radiation. However, there are here several damping mechanisms 
and for comparison we shall therefore write down all main damping rates, dropping numer
ical factors of order unity and restricting ourselves to the high-frequency case:

1. Collisional damping rate

3. Compton damping rate, due to scattering by longitudinal plasmons, co >  o>pe(eJmcc2)2

4. Bremsstrahlung damping rate, connected with the scattering of particles by plasma 
oscillations (see (13.70))

(14.1)

2. Synchrotron damping rate which for co >  ti>Hc(e+imcc2)2 has the form

(14.2)

(14.3)

(14.4)

where W x is the energy density of plasmons with vp c; W x W x.
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Apart from these “pure” damping rates one must also take into account the “slipping” 
in frequency due to non-linear scattering and decay processes (equation (3.37)) and the 
Compton scattering of electromagnetic waves:

5. Decay rate corresponding to the interaction t — t '± l

t ^  /  M p c \ 2 ft>pe4rc/cO / 0)p e \ S COpfW X . . .

~~ \  co )  ntme<? ~~ \  co /  netrteC2

6. Compton interaction of electromagnetic waves

co* \*(y+4) n* CQpe / e* \ y-1 4nl* 
co ) ne co2* \  mec2) n jn j?  
<o*\M+» ^  ^ 4 c / ^ v y - l  FT*
CO /  w e  c o j  \ m e C 2 /  n ^ n ec 2

(14.6)

We have thus six different damping rates. Any of these can turn out to be the most impor
tant one under different circumstances. Which one and when must be found for each actual 
case considered.

We proceed as follows. We shall consider two cases. In the first case we assume that the 
magnetic field is so strong that the damping rate (14.2) is larger than all others and in the 
second case we assume that the damping rate (14.3) is the largest one. The other damping 
rates will only restrict the applicability of the solutions.

The optical radius of the reactor is determined both by the damping and by the scatter
ing by plasma waves. According to (5.42) we have for the optical radius: t R % Qyx\ a ±)112 
X (R /c \  where R  is the geometric radius of the reactor.

As in the reactors considered the main part of the longitudinal plasmon energy occurs 
in the region of phase velocities which are larger than the velocity of light we can take for 
the effective elastic scattering coefficient the relation which follows from (5.27) with 
k' -  copJc\

(14.7)ct)pe \  co /  nemec2

The condition t R % 1 determines the frequency mr below which the radiation is trapped 
and above which the reactor is transparent. For a reactor in which the main role is played 
by the Compton scattering—we shall call it a Compton reactor—we have

I  e« \ y~ x/  \ 2/ cop£JR \ 212/(>'+li!)
Wpe \w ec2j  \  ncmec2 j  \  c j \

Similarly we have for a synchrotron reactor, with damping rate (14.2):

COr  \ n * I  6 *  \ y - 1 / « > p e \ 5 /  Oi p t R  \ 2 1 2 ' (> '+ 12)

COjfe ~~ [ n e \ m t C z )  \COtfe/ «eWeC2 \  C  ) J

(14.8)

(14.9)

We must note the weak dependence of the frequency (oR on such poorly determined reactor 
parameters as n„/ne or H/ 1/«ewec2.
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At frequencies below a)R the spectral intensity or the radiation density are determined 
by the Rayleigh-Jeans law. However, we have here a peculiarity connected with the fact 
that particles with different energies emit at different frequencies.

In the low-frequency end of the spectrum where the emission comes from electrons from 
that part of the distribution function which is described by the relation f e <  e2—that 
is, at frequencies co <  coHc(£*/mcc2)2 in the synchrotron reactor and at frequencies 
co <  copc(e*/mec2)2 in the Compton reactor—the spectral energy density is determined by 
the normal Rayleigh-Jeans law:

jyt = *?£l -' '  (U i)nlc n2<* (14.10)

In the region of higher frequencies one must take into account the dependence of the fre
quency on the energy of the emitting particles and on their distribution function.

It is well known that in an optically thick medium the spectral energy density of the elec
tromagnetic waves is determined by the relation W \ =  fJlyXoi)]. The quantities J xm 
and yxm were given in the preceding two sections. Some of them were written down with all 
numerical factors and others with the omission of factors of order unity. We need in what 
follows exact expressions for the spectral density of the electromagnetic waves. We gave 
in § 13 the corresponding numerical coefficients for the case of Compton scattering and those 
coefficients are well known for the case of the synchrotron mechanism (see, for instance, 
Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964a; Kaplan and Pikel’ner, 1970). As a result we obtain 
the spectral density of the radiation in a Compton reactor:

_  (y+4)(y+6)(y2+ 4 y + ll )  m^o% / co \ 5'2
“ V 2(y+ l)(y+ 3)(y+ 5)(y2+6y+16) n*c \cope) ’ y >

and in a synchrotron reactor (we have corrected here some of the coefficients which are 
given in the above-mentioned literature, such as dropping a factor (y—2)/y in the absorp
tion coefficient):

r /3 y + l9 \  r /y + 5 \  r /y ± * \  
w t = I 12 r  I  12 r  l  12 ) J [ 4 )  meo ,k

(14.12)

It is clear that the frequency dependence is the same in the two cases (W^ oc a>5/2) but 
that the numerical coefficients are different.

At frequencies higher than coR the spectra of the synchrotron and Compton reactors are 
also the same:

/ a>» \
W l «  JIR  oc M - J  , (14.13)

but, of course, they have different factors which determine their intensities.
In the general case, considered by Tsytovich and Chikhachev (1969,1971), one can obtain 

the parameters of a reactor in which the damping rate is determined by the sum of expres-
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sions (14.2) and (14.3) while the emission coefficient consists of the sum of the emission 
coefficients for the Compton and synchrotron mechanisms. As their frequency-dependences 
are the same the parameters of such a reactor differ from those considered above only in the 
numerical factors, the magnitudes of which, however, as will be seen in what follows, are 
unimportant for the determination of the spectrum of the relativistic electrons.

The relations obtained here for the reactor parameters are valid as long as the correspon
ding damping rates which determine the emission intensity are larger than the other dam
ping rates from the list given at the beginning of this section. When evaluating the reactor 
parameters we must thus check that this is, in fact, the case. Taking the example of the 
Compton reactor we shall show below this can be done.

One can, apparently, always neglect the collisional damping rate. The rate y\ is small 
compared to y\ provided the energy density of the resonant plasmons is very small com
pared to the energy density of plasmons with vp ;> c. The rate y\ is small compared to 
y3 provided the following condition is satisfied:

w*
He \ * W

w1.

Finally one gets from the inequality y\ <  y3:

W ]> W t .

(14.14)

(14.15)

Once one has obtained either from calculations or from observational data the reactor 
parameters one can easily verify that they are mutually consistent. One must similarly 
analyse the synchrotron reactor.

A cceleration of electrons through absorption of electromagnetic radiation

It is clear that if a particle in the medium absorbs more energy from the electromagnetic 
waves than it emits, its energy increases. Absorption will dominate emission in the case of 
a spectral energy density increasing with frequency so that, for instance, electrons in the 
electromagnetic radiation field (14.11) or (14.12) must accelerate on average (Tsytovich, 
1963). This acceleration has a stochastic nature and is completely analogous to the stochas
tic acceleration through the absorption of plasma waves, considered in § 5. We have here 
again the diffusion equation (5.4) with the appropriate diffusion coefficient (5.5) where we 
must now take for uk the probability for electromagnetic emission and for Nk the number 
of electromagnetic waves, JV*. As a result we have for the diffusion coefficient when ac
celeration occurs through absorption of electromagnetic waves:

D\t =  J  F(cd, e) W l — . (14.16)
0

We have assumed here also that the electromagnetic radiation is isotropic.
The function F(co, e) is determined by the emission and absorption mechanisms for the 

electromagnetic waves. When evaluating it we must average the emission coefficients over
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all angles. As a result we get, for instance, for the case of isotropically distributed relati
vistic electrons, accelerated by synchrotron radiation (Tsytovich and Chikhachev, 1969; 
Chikhachev, 1971) (from here on we shall again use a>He for eH/m^c, and not for 
eH  sin #/mcc)

e> = £  ̂  *) - ^ ( i 9)]}-
(14.17)

where, as before, q = (co/coHe) (mGc2/e)2. In the case of absorption in Compton scattering 
(an electromagnetic wave turns into a plasmon, giving its energy to an electron) we have

_  co2(Wl+ W p) _
7t2(Opee2C2 Ui (14.18)

where the probability iik is given by equation (13.20).
We shall evaluate the coefficients for diffusion acceleration for the synchrotron mecha

nism, using the spectral radiation density (14.12) and for the Compton process the spectral 
density (14.11). The calculations are cumbersome but are done completely.

For the synchrotron mechanism we have

For the Compton acceleration involving a change of electromagnetic waves into plasmons 
we have

(t 344 (y+4)(y+6)(y2+ 4 y + 11) A oyjW '+ W *) / e \ 2
11 945 (y+ l)(y+ 3 )(y+ 5 )(y2+ 6 y + 16) y ^ c 2/
_  2 / g \ * W l+W*
~~ c ^ pc y niec2 J nGmGc2 (14.20)

The exact, y-dependent numerical coefficients are required for the following analysis of 
the properties of plasma turbulence reactors. However, for many estimates it is fully suffi
cient to use the final approximate expressions.

In particular, we can use these formulae to obtain the rate of acceleration of electrons 
when they absorb electromagnetic radiation of the kind considered in the synchrotron 
mechanism:

de
~dt (14.21)

or in the Compton mechanism:
de_ _  c2̂  _  e2 2 W l+ W p / e \ 2 
dt ~~ e c Wpe nemec2 \m Gc2)
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One must draw attention to the fact that the rate of energy gain depends on energy in the 
same way as that of the energy loss by electrons through radiation (see below). 

It is very important that the obtained cubic dependence of the acceleration diffusion coeffi
cient on the energy is a direct consequence of the spectrum, W~ oc w512, of the electromag
netic radiation. If the spectrum had been different, for instance W! oc wv, we would have 
had for the acceleration diffusion coefficient D~1 oc t:2(v-l>. In particular, for the absorption 
of the spectrum (14.10) or a broadly thermal spectrum the acceleration diffusion coefficient 
would be D~1 oc e2

• 

From this it also follows that the diffusion acceleration mechanism is effective only for 
those particles which absorb the electromagnetic radiation at frequencies less than w R• 

that is, for electrons with energies in the intervals: 

(14.22) 

for the two reactors, respectively. 
Cherenkov absorption of plasmons with vP ;5 c leads, as is well known, also to the ac

celeration of relativistic electrons. The corresponding acceleration diffusion coefficient, 
determined by equation (5.6), is equal to D1

1 

~ (mewpe/ne)'W\ where W1 is the energy den
sity of the resonance plasmons. At low energies the resonance acceleration is larger than 
the Compton one. The Compton acceleration starts to dominate at energies 

---> ---e [ W
1 

nec3 ]
1

'
3 

mec2 ......., Wl W~e . 
(14.23) 

The ratio W1fW1 is usually very small so that (14.23) does notconstitute a serious limitation 
for the electron energy. One can in a similar manner compare resonance and synchrotron 
accelerations. 

FORMATION OF A POWER-LAW ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN A PLASMA REACTOR 

_ From the previous subsection it follows that in a plasma reactor with "trapped" electro
magnetic radiation a strong acceleration of relativistic electrons takes place. In fact, the 
electrons also lose energy strongly. 

The energy emitted by an electron in the synchrotron mechanism is determined by 
(12.11). By averaging this expression over angles bearing in mind that in (12.11) wne stands 
for Wne sin fJ, we get: 

4 e2 ( e )2 eH 
P2 = -

9 
-wife --2 , Wne = -, 
C meC meC 

(14.24) 

while when the electron is decelerated through Compton scattering, we get after integrating 
(13.21) over the frequencies: 

(14.25) 
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There are also other forms of loss but for electrons with high energies the above losses are 
the main ones. At lower energies ionization losses begin to dominate:

P1 = ~ o j 2peA, (14.26)

where A  is the Coulomb logarithm—in a cosmic plasma A  ^  40. We can neglect ionization 
losses if the electron energy satisfies the relations

e ^  ! f  9A / nem* *c2 \ 1/2 / «eWec2 \ 1/2 e 3/1 cope Q co^
MeC2 ~  ) 4 \  W 1 J W ' I ’ mec2 ~  2 coHe ** * a>m  ’

(14.27)
for a weak or a strong magnetic field, respectively.

The energy distribution function of the relativistic electrons is established by balancing 
the acceleration and the energy loss. This is again described by a diffusion equation with 
an additional term describing the losses:

f - e4 [‘w4 (£)]+£ («* (R28>
A quasi-stationary particle energy distribution is established rather fast in a reactor. 

Putting here d fjd t  =  0, integrating, and bearing in mind that f € vanishes both when e =  0 
and as s -*■ °o, we have

* D ' i ( j ? ) + p i = 0- o4-29*
We can now easily verify that the solution of (14.29) produces a power-law distribution 
f e oc only, if*

c2D,
TP = constant = 1

y+2 ’ (14.30)

However, acceleration by synchrotron absorption and synchrotron losses as well as accel
eration by Compton scattering and Compton losses at once satisfy the condition (14.30) 
as here D\ oc e3 and P oc e2. Of course, a combination of these mechanisms also satisfies 
this condition.

Substituting equations (14.19) and (14.24) into (14.30), we have

32V3"
1

r + 2 ' 

(14.31)

* Chikhachev (1971) and Norman (1972) have shown that equation (14.29) always has as a possible
solution the relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, but the power-law distribution is formed more 
quickly and becomes stable, if the turbulence energy exceeds some not very large critical value 
(Chikhachev, 1971).
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Similarly, substituting formulae (14.20) and (14.25) into (14.30) we get

86 (y+4) (y + 6) (y2+ 4 y + 11) 1
105 (y + l)(y + 3 )(y + 5 )(y 2+6y+16) y+ 2  * 1 * }

Equations (14.31) and (14.32) are equations to determine the index y which gives a solution 
of equation (14.29). From (14.31) and (14.32) it follows that

y =  3. (14.33)

We thus reach the main conclusion: the acceleration of particles through synchrotron 
and Compton absorption with the corresponding losses gives power-law distribution func
tions with an index y close to the observational data (Tsytovich and Chikhachev, 1971). 
For the sake of simplicity we have considered isotropic particle and wave distributions. 
One can, however, also prove some general theorems about the value of y for the case of 
anisotropic distributions (Nikolaev, Tsytovich, and Chikhachev, 1973; Tsytovich, 1973). 
For the case when we have a distribution function of relativistic particles which is aniso
tropic but which for particle energies for which mc2/e <$c 1 is slowly varying (approximately 
constant) in a narrow angular range of particle velocities, and if the turbulent waves are 
also anisotropically distributed, but with a distribution which is likewise slowly varying 
(almost constant) in the same angular range AO — mec2/e for the wavevectors, all processes 
by which particles are scattered by turbulent waves (low- or high-velocity waves, Langmuir, 
Alfv6n, or any other type of waves) together with synchrotron emission processes, will lead 
to a particle distribution function inside the turbulent reactor of the form oc e~Yv/ith y -  3.

One might ask whether other mechanisms could change the value of y, without changing 
the power-type nature of the distribution function. This might occur because of inhomogenei
ties of the magnetic field or because of inhomogeneities in the relativistic particle density. 
This would lead to a diffusion of relativistic particle caused by the excitation of Alfven 
waves. If one takes this diffusion into account, the distribution function will also be a power 
law, if the Alfven wave spectrum is proportional to 1/co. This is, in fact, the case according 
to the theoretical predictions for the Alfven wave turbulence spectrum (see (4.50)). In this 
way we can explain the spread in the observed y-values. The average observed y is close to 
the value of y found theoretically. If we take into account both the regular and the random 
component of the external magnetic field, the synchrotron mechanism corresponds to a 
lower value of y and the Compton mechanism to a larger value. If both mechanisms are 
occurring at the same time, one finds intermediate values of y. Thus, for plasma Compton 
and synchrotron turbulence reactors the formation of power-law distribution functions is 
not exceptional, but the rule, while the index of these functions lies close to the observed 
ones.

We now turn to the determination of another parameter of the distribution function of 
the fast electrons, the quantity e*. One sees easily that the drop in the distribution function 
at low energies which is equivalent to a decrease in the index y appears, to begin with, when 
the right-hand side of equation (14.30) ceases to be constant and starts to decrease with 
decreasing energy. In particular, this occurs for an electron energy for which the ionization 
losses are larger than the losses through synchrotron emission or Compton scattering. 
Moreover, the electron energy distribution function becomes steeper with decreasing energy,
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if the resonance acceleration through Cherenkov absorption begins to dominate while as 
before the losses are determined by the Compton scattering.

The maximum of the distribution function of the relativistic electrons is thus determined 
by the right-hand sides of the equations (14.27) under the condition that they are larger 
than the right-hand side of (14.23). The latter can be made very small when one assumes 
that the energy density of resonance plasmons is much less than the energy density of non
resonance plasmons. This condition will be assumed to be satisfied in what follows (see 
below).

It is clear that the actual maximum is determined by the larger of the quantities (14.27). 
We can write

£ - * * * { • £ •  10 ‘1434>

In the region of energies less than e* the distribution function is, generally speaking, deter
mined by several parameters and it is difficult to get here a general relation. The position 
simplifies again in the region e <*c e* where the main acceleration mechanism is the resonance 
Cherenkov absorption of longitudinal plasmons while the energy losses are the ionization 
losses. The solution of equation (14.29) for that case is

f $ = constant X e2 exp [ -  —  j . (14.35)

It follows from this, firstly, that we have, indeed, for small energies the dependence f e oc e2 
as we assumed in (12.2) and, secondly, that the acceleration of resonance plasmons does not 
lead to a distortion of the power-law spectrum which we obtained, provided the energy 
density of the resonance plasmons satisfies the inequality (we use (14.23))

<4c ( c* V  
c*ne \m ec2 l w l ;> ;>

co\pe
C3

(14.36)

which is, apparently, very well probable in the conditions of a cosmic plasma. If the energy 
is rather low—but higher than e*—sometimes both the bremsstrahlung emission mecha
nism and the ionization losses could be important. If the system is optically thin for the 
turbulent bremsstrahlung, we need take into account only the spontaneous losses (13.71) 
which lead in the distribution function to an additional factor exp {(e**/e)3} which describes 
the steepening of the distribution function.

We must still determine two parameters: n jn t and W l!n/nec2. They are both in an essen
tial manner connected with the mechanism of turbulent heating inside a plasma reactor 
which also depends on the mechanism of restraining the reactor from decaying. The solu
tion of this problem requires an analysis of the large-scale magneto-gravitational structure 
of the cosmic plasma. These problems are still very far from being solved and they lie out
side the framework of the present book.

It is, however, at once clear that the heating of the plasma in any such configuration where 
a strong liberation of gravitational, magnetic, or nuclear energy is possible must be very 
intense. Moreover, one may assume that in an intense heating the plasma in such reactors 
will change to a state where an appreciable part of the electrons becomes nearly relativistic
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or even ultra-relativistic. The temperature of the main gas mass in such a reactor will also 
not be very small compared to mtc2. We note that collisional damping of such a plasma 
will certainly be unimportant and that just the collective plasma processes (turbulent heat
ing) make it possible that any kind of energy can be transformed into thermal energy.

It follows from what we have said that in such turbulent plasma reactors the parameters 
n jn e and W xln jn tc2 will not be small. Also bearing in mind that the quantities (14.8) 
and (14.9) depend relatively weakly on the numerical values of these parameters, one can 
restrict oneself to the following rough estimates:

w*
We

10“2,
wl

nefnec2
10” 1. (14.37)

With these values of the parameters and also taking e* ^  102mtc2 we can write (14.8) 
and (14.9) in the following form:

co* _  / cope7? \ 4/(y+12)
CO/fe ^  \  C )

(14.38)

_CO*__ /COpe \ \ 4/(y + 12)

COi/e ~~ \COHe/ \ C /
(14.39)

One can use these relations immediately for a comparison with the observational data 
(see§ 15). We need only always bear in mind that the ratios co^/co^ and o>R/a)He must be 
so large that the energies of the particles accelerated by absorbing radiation with a fre
quency coR (that is, e % w7cc2(co /̂cope)1/2 and e ~  mtc2 (o)R/o)Ĥ 112 would be much larger

Fig. 63. Distribution function of relativistic electrons accelerated in a plasma turbulence reactor.

than e* because otherwise a power-law distribution function for the particle energy will 
not be formed in the reactor. We illustrate in Fig. 63 the nature of the electron energy dis
tribution function.

In conclusion we remind ourselves of the important problem of the escape of the accel
erated particles from the reactor. Both diffusion of the particles through its surface layer 
and their ejection in “eruptions” are possible. The escape through diffusion is probably 
accompanied by a change in the particle distribution function while an eruptive process may 
maintain it, even though it is accompanied by adiabatic cooling. Apparently, such “erup
tions” of reactors accompanied by the ejection of a significant part of the relativistic par
ticles are very well possible in connection with various large-scale motions of the cosmic 
plasma.
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§15. The interpretation of the electromagnetic radiation of galactic nuclei, 
radio-galaxies and quasars

The problem of the interpretation of the radiation of powerful cosmic sources such as 
quasars or radio-galaxies differs from the problem of explaining the solar radio-bursts. 
We know more or less the conditions in which the plasma turbulence on the Sun occurs: 
we know the electron density and temperature and can estimate independently the veloci
ties and densities in the beams. Observations enable us to follow the change in time of the 
process and to obtain its more detailed characteristics.

The position is more complicated when we try to interpret the emission of cosmic radio- 
sources. The particle densities, their temperatures, the beam velocities, and other parameters 
are badly known. We know, for instance, the magnitudes of ne and Te in the regions where 
an emission spectrum originates, but they may not be the same in the region of the radio
emission or the region of plasma turbulence.

Essentially only the spectral index a (see Fig. 53 on p. 158) and the total radiation flux 
are determined with any certainty, and it is not simple to deduce from the latter the spectral 
intensity as the size of the objects and their distances from us can be estimated only with 
great uncertainties. Some conclusions can also be derived from a study of the polarization 
of the radiation. Briefly, the observational data do not give sufficient information to make 
it possible at the present time to give a more or less unambiguous, generally qualitative, 
or even less, a quantitative interpretation of the observed powerful sources of cosmic 
radiation.

It is true that initially it appeared that it would be easy to interpret the radio-emission of 
cosmic sources. This was when astrophysicists knew essentially only one emission mecha
nism, the synchrotron mechanism. There was then no other choice and one could then 
attempt to select on the basis of the observational data a unique set for the corresponding 
parameters. This could often be done but sometimes there were insurmountable difficulties. 
Let us consider this in some detail.

Synchrotron interpretation of the radio-emission of cosmic sources

Let us assume that we can determine from the observations the spectral index a =  ~(y - 1) 
the spectral intensity Iw, and the size of the system R. We then also know the index y of the 
electron distribution function.

We shall assume further that for some frequency co = co* the emission spectrum has a 
maximum. This frequency may lie outside the observed radio-band. There may be several 
reasons for the fall in the spectrum in the low-energy region, but to begin with we assume 
that this effect is connected with reabsorption (Slysh, 1963). We then get from equation
(14.12) for the increasing part of the spectrum (co <  co* =  (oR):

(here and henceforth we omit numerical factors of order unity). Equation (12.16) gives for

(15.1)
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the descending part of the spectrum

Ja>R _  e2ooH*n* / g* y - i  
4tt "  4n c  C2) \  CD ) (15.2)

As we have here assumed that the frequency at the maximum of the spectrum is a charac
teristic frequency at which the optical depth turns out to be of order unity, we get by analogy 
with (14.9), but neglecting the “complications” due to scattering (the plasma is not turbu
lent), yet another condition:

co*
CO//e

To these relations we add the obvious inequality

<i5-4)

and the often used assumption that the total energy of the relativistic particles and of the 
magnetic field must be equal, H2 = 47rw*e*fi, or

\  COpe /  We WleC2

The coefficient d takes the contribution from the relativistic ions into account. One 
usually assumes that d ^  1 to 100. The set of equations (15.1) to (15.5) determines the para
meters of the emitting synchrotron region. An analysis of this system shows that in certain 
cases one can obtain a physically reasonable solution but in other cases not. We shall 
explain what the problem is.

Assume that only the decreasing spectrum has been observed, Ivj oc co“ (y-1)/2. Equation
(15.2) then gives us for given Im and R a connection between cdH[B, g*, and w*. One of these 
three parameters can be eliminated using equation (15.5). The remaining parameters are 
greatly restricted by inequality (15.4) so that in final reckoning these parameters even if they 
are not determined uniquely are severely restricted in their possible values.

We now proceed as follows. Using the values obtained for cdH c, n * and e * we must deter
mine from (15.3) the frequency of the maximum in the spectrum, co*. It must, by definition, 
lie in the low-frequency part below the limits of the observed spectrum. If the co* found in 
this way lies in the observed part of the spectrum (but its maximum is not observed) or in 
the shorter-wavelength part of the spectrum, the solution obtained is inconsistent and bears 
no relation to reality. One can also try to choose the parameters coHe, w* and e* in a different 
way using the remaining free choice, as (15.4) is only an inequality, but usually one can not 
gain much.

If the maximum is also observed the condition (15.1) can be applied to the increasing 
part of the spectrum. The frequency cdH q is here determined uniquely and if it is in agreement 
with the remaining relations (15.2) to (15.5) this solution can be assumed to be satisfactory, 
but as a rule this does not happen. It is important that equation (15.1) is very tight.
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The observed maximum in the spectrum can also be ascribed to the influence of the plasma 
on the synchrotron radiation, that is, condition (12.18). There appears then another para
meter, wc.

The method described here has been applied many times to the analysis of cosmic radio- 
sources; the results can be found in many papers and books (Shklovskii, 1960a; Ginzburg 
and Syrovatskil, 1964a; Kaplan and PikePner, 1970) where the reader can also find the 
corresponding numerical estimates. The general conclusions are the following. When eva
luating extended objects such as clusters of radio-galaxies the results obtained are satis
factory, that is, the computed co* indeed fall in the unobserved low-frequency radio-band or 
are actually observed. One can show (Kellermann and Paolini-Toth, 1968; Kellermann, 
Jauncey, Cohen, Shaffer, Clark, Broderick, Ronnang, Rydbeck, Matveyenko, Moiseyev, 
Vitkevitch, Cooper, and Batchelor, 1971) that if the effective temperature in the centimetre 
band is less than 1012 °K this radiation can be explained by the synchrotron hypothesis.

However, when evaluating compact and powerful radio-sources such as quasars it has 
not been possible to tie everything up tidily. The large intensity requires a large density of 
ultra-relativistic electrons and the frequency a>* obtained from (15.3) turns out to be too 
high. The observed intensity of the radio-emission turns out to be much higher than 
(15.1).

However, even in those cases when the solution of the set (15.1) to (15.5) turns out to be 
physically admissible there appear new difficulties. The main one is connected with the 
following considerations. Let us assume that a cloud of relativistic electrons is expanding 
isotropically. Its magnetic field will then decrease according to H  oc R~2 oc t~2 (we assume 
conservation of magnetic flux). In accordance with the condition of adiabatic invariance 
the particle energy decreases as e oc \ /H  oc r 1. The density decreases as w* oc R~s oc /“3. 
Hence we get the way the radiation flux should decrease with time, Fm oc R2Im (Shklovskii, 
1960b, 1965b, 1971a):

Fa oc t - »  (15.6)

for the decreasing part of the spectrum. In the increasing part of the spectrum, (15.1), the 
flux of the radio-emission increases as /3. It follows from (15.3) that the maximum in the 
spectrum drifts to the low-frequency end of the spectrum as co* oc /“2(27+3)/(7+4). Finally, 
we also find from this and from (15.6) the change in flux when the frequency of the maximum 
changes:

Fax co(’^ 3>/(4v+«>. (15.7)

Kellermann and Paolini-Toth have succeeded in observing a systematic change in the 
flux and in the position of the maximum. It can be made to agree with equations (15.6) 
and (15.7) by putting y  % 1.

However, putting y ^  3 we get such a rapid decrease in the radio-emission flux with 
time that it is incomprehensible why such expanding clouds have not yet been observed. 
We can, however, assume that the index y  also changes during the expansion (Shklovskii, 
1971b); however, in these cases y  only increases (Kardashev, 1964). We mention also the 
work of Ozernoi and Sazonov (1968,1969) who assumed for an explanation of the change in 
the spectra that there is an ultra-relativistic dispersion of the macroscopic clouds and of the 
plasma.
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Summarizing we can say the following. The synchrotron mechanism can explain the 
radio-emission of extended and of more or less stationary formations. The application of 
this mechanism to rapidly changing and compact objects meets with serious difficulties 
which sometimes can be removed by suitable assumptions, but often these difficulties turn 
out to be insurmountable.

There are usually no such difficulties when one interprets powerful cosmic sources of 
optical or X-ray emission.

Plasma interpretation of the emission from powerful radio-sources

The emission of cosmic radio-sources can be either spontaneous or stimulated. We shall 
consider the advantages and deficiencies of plasma emission mechanisms for both cases.

Spontaneous plasma emission mechanisms have certain advantages as compared to the 
synchrotron mechanism but when interpreting the observed objects one must always 
assume the presence of plasma turbulence with a relatively high energy density.

The advantages of spontaneous plasma mechanisms consist in the following. Firstly, 
there are here more parameters which can be chosen in such a way that different peculiari
ties of the spectra can be explained, for instance, the presence of several maxima and minima 
in the spectrum of a single object. Secondly, there is also greater scope for the interpretation 
of the observations of the polarization. In particular, it is important that in plasma mechan
isms the electric vector of the polarized radiation can also be directed along the magnetic 
field strength vector. Thirdly, plasma emission mechanisms connect the acceleration of 
relativistic electrons and their emission. We can here obtain a great variety of spectra (see 
Getmantsev, 1970, 1971 for an interpretation of the observations by Braude, Lebedeva, 
Megn, Ryabov and Zhouck, 1969) and explain the different time variations of the spectra 
(Kaplan, 1967), and in particular one can obtain also a decrease in time of the index y  
(Gallitis and Tsytovich, 1964b). It is important that the small “inertia” of the plasma turbu
lence makes it possible to explain fast changes both in the spectrum and in the intensity of 
the radiation.

However, the greatest advantage of plasma mechanisms occurs when stimulated processes 
are taken into account. We discussed earlier in § 12 that although in the synchrotron me
chanism it is very well possible to get stimulated amplification of the electromagnetic 
radiation, it requires rather rigid conditions which are often unlikely to be satisfied in astro- 
physical objects.

The stimulated amplification of the electromagnetic radiation in plasma mechanisms is 
subject to fewer restrictions and it is thus more probable that these effects will occur under 
cosmic conditions. Stimulated processes “amplify” all advantages of the plasma emission 
mechanisms. Firstly, one can now also obtain complex spectra. Secondly, in this case it is 
possible to produce radiation with 100 per cent polarization. Thirdly, one can certainly 
expect here a change in flux and in spectra on a time scale equal to the light dimensions of 
the object. Fourthly, stimulated processes in a turbulent plasma lead to a rapid acceleration 
of an appreciable part of the electrons in the plasma.

In the framework of the first book on plasma astrophysics we cannot discuss here the 
various actual objects. One may hope that such a study will be made in the near future.
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We restrict ourselves here to a brief mention of studies which have already been made in 
this direction and of some preliminary estimates.

Authors such as Shklovskii, Ginzburg and Kardashev started to talk about the possibility 
o f a plasma interpretation of the radio-emission of quasars or of other compact objects 
such as the small source in the Crab Nebula in 1964 or 1965 when it became clear that the 
application of the synchrotron mechanism was running into insurmountable difficulties.

Ginzburg and Ozernoi (1966b) were the first to attempt to give a quantitative estimate. 
In their paper they assumed that the emission of quasars can be explained by the passage 
o f shock waves through their atmosphere which excite plasma turbulence in the same way 
as happens in the solar corona for the excitation of type II bursts. One must note that 
almost always the first attempt to apply plasma mechanisms to a study of any object 
reduces to using results obtained in the study of the sporadic solar radio-emission (see 
Ginzburg, Zheleznyakov and Zaitsev, 1969 for such a study of pulsars). All deficiencies of 
the corresponding theories of the solar radio-emission are even magnified in such a transfer. 
In particular, in the paper by Ginzburg and Ozernoi which we just quoted they obtained an 
unacceptably large value for the plasma turbulence energy density in the shock waves: 
W x % 20«e71e. Moreover, to obtain the production of emission at high frequencies they 
required large values of cô  or coHc which are also improbable. Colgate, Lee and Rosenbluth 
(1970) took into account the increase in photon frequency in scattering (see§ 5) but neg
lected the important processes for producing relativistic electrons in a turbulent plasma and 
their emission (§§ 5 and 13).

Zheleznyakov (1967c) applied ideas about the synchrotron instability to interpret the 
radio-emission of quasars and other point sources. He gave estimates for the growth rates 
and the conditions for the excitation (necessary density and temperature of the “cold 
plasma). It turned out that the density of such a plasma must be high and its temperature 
must in some cases be comparable to mec2. The non-linear effects were not estimated. This 
can, incidentally, easily be done by using equation (12.73). For instance, to obtain an inten
sity of the order of 10" 8 erg/s at frequencies of the order of co % 10® s" 1 and assuming that 
cope % 10coHg we need a density of relativistic particles of w* % 1 cm"3.

Moreover, it follows from the analysis given in §§ 12 and 13 that the synchrotron instabi
lity apparently leads in turn to the development of longitudinal plasmon turbulence, the 
conversion of which into electromagnetic waves is not subject to strict restrictions on the 
frequency and particle energy such as are imposed through the requirement of a direct 
excitation of the electromagnetic radiation field.

The present authors (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1970a) gave estimates for the growth rates 
and showed that even for the smallest sizes of these sources the growth rates are sufficiently 
large to guarantee the excitation of electromagnetic radiation through the Compton scatter
ing by a beam of relativistic electrons. We can now use equation (13.44) to estimate the 
longitudinal plasmon energy density and use formula (13.47) to determine also the density 
of the electromagnetic radiation and hence to estimate the spectral intensity.

Unfortunately, the difficulty mentioned at the beginning of this section, of insufficient 
information about the parameters of cosmic sources, which one meets with when inter
preting the radio-emission of these sources, occurs here in full measure. For instance, using 
equation (13.47) we cannot give an unambiguous estimate of W x as the quantities n jn c
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and e* are unknown, even if one might unambiguously determine W \ for instance, from 
relation (13.44). However, one can easily check that by choosing the unknown parameters 
arbitrarily but within reasonable limits, one can obtain the intensity of the radiation which 
corresponds to the observational data. It is, however, possible to approach the problem 
somewhat differently, using the observational data (Krivorutskii and Tsytovich, 1970). 
The observed emission refers to the surface regions of the objects where the escape of an
isotropic particles and electromagnetic radiation leads to plasma instabilities. The energy 
density of the escaping emission is approximately known. It must be the source of the turb
ulence independent of what is the mechanism for the emission of electromagnetic waves. 
By virtue of (4.57) the power of the excitation of Langmuir oscillations by electromagnetic 
radiation is

, <  (W 'f  
~~ co* nemtc2 (15.8)

This enables us to estimate the energy density W ] which in the above-quoted paper was found 
to be comparable to neTe for quasars which indicates that the quasars are, indeed, objects 
with a strong plasma turbulence.

The steepening of the observed spectrum of some cosmic radio sources (see, for instance 
Braude, Lebedeva, Megn, Ryabov, and Zhouck, 1969) could be explained either by the 
influence of the turbulent bremsstrahlung described by (13.71) (Tsytovich, 1973) or by 
ionization losses (Braude and Kaner, 1973).

We hope that future observations and a more detailed analysis of the various processes 
will make it possible to obtain better defined estimates of the parameters. In any case, the 
physics of plasma processes which probably occur in such sources is qualitatively intelligible 
and the equations necessary for the calculations are available.

In fr a -red  emission sources in  galactic  centres and  the possibility  of  a direct

EMISSION FROM A PLASMA TURBULENCE REACTOR

We gave in § 11 data on the infra-red sources in galactic nuclei and quasars. We can try 
to identify these sources with a plasma reactor in which according to the results of§ 14 fast 
particles can be accelerated and a power-law distribution law can be formed. In such a case 
the observed frequency of the maximum in the radiation coir % 2*5Xl013s“ 1 must be 
compared with the frequency a>R which determines the maximum in the emission spectrum 
of the reactor.

It is true that the observed frequency-dependence of the intensity of the infra-red source 
agrees poorly with the theoretical ideas (Iw oc co7/2 instead of oc oo512 for co <  coir). The 
observed spectrum decreases also very steeply at the high-frequency side. One can, however, 
mention a number of reasons which would enable us to explain such a discrepancy, in parti
cular, the conditions for emission in inhomogeneous surface layers of such objects.

We shall see what estimates one obtains when applying (14.40) and (14.41) to such objects. 
We assume that the size of the source is R  % 1019 cm. We also take y — 3 in both cases. 
We then have from equation (14.40): copc ^  3 x  108 s-1. However, the energy of the particles 
accelerated in the plasma reactor, e ^  mcc2 (105)1/2 % 300 mcc2 is only an order of magni
tude larger than the energy at the maximum of the electron distribution function %
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10 mj?. The plasma reactor can therefore not produce the power-law particle distribution in 
a sufficiently wide range of energies.

In the synchrotron reactor there are two parameters: copc and oom . To fix the ideas, we 
assume that cô  ^  10(oHe. We then get for the same values of the other parameters: 
cope ^  3 X 10* s-1 and coHc ^  3X107 s”1. The power-law spectrum occupies here the energy 
range from e* ^  60 mcc2 to e =  103 raec2. According to (15.1) we get for the radiation inten
sity at the maximum of the spectrum ^  10“2 erg/cm2, that is, with a certain margin over 
the observed data. This margin, incidentally, is necessary as the spread in luminosity of 
infra-red sources reaches five orders of magnitude.

A plasma reactor with wc ^  108 cm" 3 and H  ^  2 Oe might thus correspond to the 
observed data of the infra-red source in the centre of galaxies.

Norman and ter Haar (1972) have shown that conditions are favourable for the existence 
of a plasma turbulence reactor in the accreted disc in the black-hole model of galactic 
nuclei developed by Lynden-Bell and Rees (1971) and that in that case one may expect 
electromagnetic emission with a peak in the infra-red.

R elativistic electron  beams in  t h e  in ter g a la c tic  a nd  the g a la ctic  space a nd  the

INTERPRETATION OF OUTBURST EMISSION

When interpreting the emission from bursts from galaxies into the intergalactic space 
we have at the present time at least two difficulties. The first one is that quasi-linear relaxa
tion of beams should rapidly smear out the outbursts and the effect should not be observ
able. This difficulty is in fact fictitious and is resolved in the same way as for type III bursts 
on the Sun when we take non-linear stabilization into account. The second difficulty con
sists in the very fast decrease in the emission flux (see (15.7)) because of the spread in the 
burst if we decide on the synchrotron hypothesis of its emission from the point of energy.

It is, however, possible to use theoretical ideas about plasma turbulence to solve these 
difficulties without special efforts (Motz and Tsytovich, 1972). Although at the moment 
there are several parameters which cannot be determined from the observations one can at 
least verify that there are no pronounced discrepancies with the observations. At the present 
there are strong observational arguments in favour of the assumption that the outbursts 
may move with relativistic velocities. Hence, we must use the theory of the interaction of 
relativistic beams, taking non-linear stabilization effects into account.

In principle the case is possible, which we shall consider here, where beams of fast parti
cles bursting from the nucleus into the intergalactic space turn out to be denser than the 
intergalactic medium itself. One must then consider the intergalactic medium to be “beams” 
in the cloud of relativistic particles and change to the coordinate system in which the cloud 
of relativistic particles is at rest.

Let u be the average translational velocity of the cloud of relativistic particles, e* =  mcc2 
(1 —m2/c2)“ i/2 be the electron energy corresponding to that velocity, and Ae* the spread in 
energies. If £* ^  mcc2 the change to the system of coordinates fixed in the cloud does not 
introduce any essential changes. Of more interest is the case when e* »  mcc2.

It is important to take into account the change in the velocity dispersion when changing 
to a moving system of coordinates. In particular, the velocity v of a particle with energy
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e = mec2(1-v2/c2)- 112 when we change to a system of coordinates moving with velocity u 
is equal to 

lv-cl 
1 ----'-<<' c 

lu-cl 
1 ___:______...:_ << . 

c 
(15.9) 

This means that in the system of coordinates of the cloud the spread in the velocities of its 
particles can turn out to be non-relativistic, 

11v' ~ 11e* << 1, (15.10) 
c e. 

while the spread in particle velocities 11v' in the intergalactic medium (the "beam") is very 
small: 

(15.11) 

In other words, under such circumstances there must again occur a hydrodynamic insta
bility leading to a fast increase in the velocity spread, that is, to a heating of the intergalactic 
medium. After that the system will change to a normal kinetic instability and the rest of the 
considerations can follow the methods described in the preceding sections. In particular, 
one can show that the characteristic time-scales for the relaxation of such "beams" can be 
very long. This is connected with the stabilization of such beams by non-linear effects. 
In particular, estimates indicate that galactic outbursts can be stabilized rapidly. Indeed, 
if there would simply be quasi-linear relaxation, the galactic outbursts would die literally 
instantaneously and it would be impossible to observe them. For instance, if we take 
n.fne ~ 0·1, e.fmec2 ~ 102, 110 ~ 0·1, cope ~ 102 s-1, we get from (12.62) y1 ~ 10 s-1, 

that is, corresponding to a distance of about 109 em which is negligible compared to galactic 
distances ( ~ 1022 em). Assuming that as a result of the development of the hydrodynamic 
instability the beam reaches the limits of the kinetic instability and (110)2 >> (mec2fe.)2, we 
get from (12.65) and (12.66) 

(110)2 ~ ____!_ _e_ ~-' 
( 

n )112 ( m c2 )112 11k 
ne e* k 

(15.12) 

that is, 

(15.13) 

We noted that the "temperature" of the particles in the cloud is non-relativistic, but if 
11e* is not too different from e., it is not too small compared to mec2, that is, in actual fact 
we have k* << 11k and "absolute" stabilization, described by (12.67), does not occur. The 
power of the generation can be described by the formula 

Q "' y2(Lfk)2 "'30 . 2( n. )2 (mec2)2 (·11e* )2 "' 1 ~ Wpenemtc - - . 
tX ne e* e* 

(15.14) 

As we have already shown in the preceding chapter, complete stabilization through scatter
ing by electrons starts after a time determined in this case by the growth rate 

(15.15) 
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Unfortunately, neither n jn c nor are known. However, it is clear from the conside
rations developed here that is should be possible to attain complete stabilization of beams 
at relatively small distances. For instance, for zleje* ^  0-1, n jn e % 0*1, and mec2le^ % 10“2 
the characteristic stabilization length is only somewhat greater than the quasi-linear 
relaxation length.

The difficulty about the quasi-linear relaxation is thus completely removed. Another diffi
culty is, in fact, of an energic nature. However, the intergalactic “beam” adds energy to 
the outburst as even in the hydrodynamic stage—up to the kinetic stage which is stabilized 
—it can give off an appreciable fraction of its energy (Fainberg, Shapiro and Shevchenko, 
1970). One obtains easily the total energy flux of the intergalactic flux over the cross-section 
of the cloud, F % AnR^n^E^c; assuming that R % 1020 to 1021 cm, and w* % 10~5 cm“3, 
we get F % 3X1041 (e*/mcc2) erg/s. For the given values of e j m f 2 this agrees with the 
observed radio-fluxes of intergalactic outbursts. From an energic point of view there arises 
thus also no difficulty.

We must yet discuss the problem of the emission mechanism. In principle it could be the 
synchrotron mechanism in the magnetic fields of the outburst itself or in the intergalactic 
field, but it can also be a plasma mechanism. To compare them we estimate IF1 and H2/Sn. 
In the intergalactic space H2/$n % 10“J5 to 10~16 erg/cm3 (that is, H  % 3 to 10X 10" 8 Oe; 
see, for instance, Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964a). We can estimate the value of IF1 as 
follows. An intergalactic “beam” penetrating into the outburst always passes rapidly 
through the hydrodynamic stage and then reaches stabilization in the kinetic stage and it 
produces thus in the surface region some turbulent energy density. Subsequent particles in 
this “beam” experiencing the hydrodynamic instability are already incident upon a turbu
lent plasma and thus, being stabilized, penetrate further without loss of energy, give off 
“their” portion of the energy, and thereby create turbulence in the next layer of the outburst. 
Such a wave of turbulence generation passes through the whole of the outburst. Its velocity 
v % c(zle*/ej2, although somewhat lower than the light velocity, is comparable with it 
when zle* <; e We can thus estimate W ] from the condition of non-linear stabilization 
by electrons:

w 1 ~~ i f ( n* m<tC2\  ^ e*
nemec2 ~~ y \ n e £* /  £* (15.16)

If we take w* % 0*1 ne, mec2/e* % 10“2, AeJ e* % 0*3, ne % 10“ 6 cm"3, we get W l % 
10~14 erg/cm3 which is larger than the energy density of the intergalactic magnetic field. In 
this connection it is improbable that such a field can prevent the penetration of the inter
galactic “beam” into the outburst. Moreover, it is clear from this estimate that the field of 
the outburst itself must be rather large in order to influence the processes for exciting turbu
lence by the intergalactic “beam” and also for the synchrotron mechanism to dominate 
over the plasma mechanism.

The problem of the outbursts from the nuclei of galaxies, the turbulence generated by the 
outbursts, and their stabilization are, apparently, important for the theory of the origin of 
galactic cosmic rays and the “dissipation” of supernova shells (Ginzburg, 1966; Tsytovich, 
1966a; Parker, 1970) and also for the theory of the heating of the intergalactic gas (Ginz
burg and Ozernoi, 1965, 1966a; Wentzel, 1971).
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C HA P T E R  IV

Pulsar Emission
(Turbulent processes in a relativistic plasma with a strong magnetic field)

§ 16. Observational data about pulsars

The discovery in 1967 of the pulsars by Hewish and his collaborators (Hewish, Bell, 
Pilkington, Scott, and Collins, 1968) not only presented astrophysicists with very interes
ting objects to study, but at the same time presented some new problems in physics. One 
usually assumes that pulsars are rotating neutron stars. The theoretical study of pulsars is 
developing in two directions. One is the study of the physics of neutron stars. Papers con
cerned with the second class are connected with studying emission mechanisms which are 
able to produce very powerful electromagnetic waves—which are observed in the shape of 
separate pulses—in wavelength bands, starting with radio-waves and ending with X-rays.

The study of neutron stars had begun before the discovery of pulsars. However, at that 
time it was assumed that the emission of a neutron star would hardly have a complex 
character. It was assumed that the temperature at the surface of a neutron star was of the 
order of 107 °K and that its radiation was produced by the usual thermal bremsstrahlung 
mechanism and thus was concentrated in the X-ray end of the spectrum. The discovery of 
the pulsars stimulated further developments in the study of the structure of neutrons stars, 
of the properties of the matter in their interior and in their surface layers, and their dynamic 
properties. All these problems lie outside the framework of the present book and we shall 
not further be concerned with them.

The most difficult problem for pulsars has turned out to find an explanation of the pecu
liarities of their emission which has nothing in common with the earlier proposed X-ray 
emission of a hot surface. A study of mechanisms for this emission is the main topic of the 
present chapter.

The necessary data from the physics of neutron stars are the following ones: these objects 
have a radius of about 106 cm, they have a strong magnetic field at their surface which 
according to some estimates can reach values of 109 Oe, and even 1012 Oe. The possibility 
that the magnetic field may also be considerably weaker is not excluded. Neutron stars 
rotate with a large angular velocity (corresponding to the period with which the pulses are 
repeated) and one assumes that the rotation axis and the symmetry axis of the magnetic 
field do not coincide and may even be mutually perpendicular. The velocities with which 
the pulsars move in space are large and possibly reach several hundreds of km/s.
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R adio-emission of the pulsars

Pulsars—of which at the beginning of 1972 65 were known (see, for instance, a list by 
Manchester and Taylor (1972) to which 4 where later added)—emit radio-waves in a wide 
band of frequencies (some spectra are given in Fig. 64) with a strict periodicity. The periods 
undergo, however, some changes which may be a smooth increase or sudden changes—which 
are most often decreases in period, although, apparently, increases have also been found.

Fig. 64. Radio-spectra of several pulsars.

Fig. 65. Period-distribution of the pulsars.

One usually assumes that the periodicity of the pulses is determined by the rotation of the 
pulsar, the smooth change in its period by the slowing down of this rotation, and the sud
den changes by a rearrangement of the structure of its surface layers or interior (“star- 
quakes” ; see, for instance, Pines and Shaham, 1972). Apparently, the younger the pulsar, 
the smaller its period, and the larger the change in its period. The distribution of pulsars 
over periods is given in Fig. 65, and the statistical dependence of the period on the slowing-
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down of the rotation (that is, the characteristic time of the existence of the pulsar) is given in 
Fig. 66.

The pulsar in the Crab Nebula (PSR 0531) has the shortest period and the fastest increase. 
This pulsar differs from the others through some peculiar properties, in particular, it shows 
optical and X-ray pulses. The pulsar PSR 0531 will therefore be considered separately.

The shape of the pulses and their length At do not show such a stability as the period; 
consecutive pulses are often completely dissimilar. The average shape of the pulses, though,
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Fig. 66. Statistical connection between period and slowing-down time.

Fig. 67. Statistical connection between period and pulse length.

is conserved and the length of the “average” pulse depends statistically on the period P, 
as follows (Fig. 67):

P ^  20 30 ’
( 16.1)

We show in Fig. 68 the average shapes of the pulses of a number of pulsars. In this figure, 
as well as in other figures and in the text, we indicate the pulsar by a number which gives 
the hours and minutes of the right ascension of their position, as given by Manchester and 
Taylor (1972). The shorter the pulse, the simpler its form. In some cases where the pulse 
consists of subpulses one has observed a systematic shift of their position, corresponding 
to the so-called secondary periodicity. According to the shape of the pulses the pulsars can 
be divided into classes: S with simple pulses, C with complex pulses, and D with drifting 
subpulses.
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Fig. 68. Some characteristic average pulse shapes.

In some cases, for instance, for the pulsar PSR 0950 one has observed in the time between 
pulses a small “interpulse” the intensity of which in the case of PSR 0950 is 1*5% of the 
main pulse. The shape of the pulse is sometimes asymmetric with the leading side falling 
more steeply. It is difficult to notice a dependence of the width of the pulse on wavelength.

The radiation from some pulsars shows strong (up to 100%), and from others, on the 
other hand, relatively weak (from 5 to 10% up to 30%) linear polarization. Both the polari
zation angle and the degree of polarization change during a single pulse (Fig. 69). In a number 
of cases circular polarization (up to 30%) has been observed.

The intensity of the pulses shows strong variations. Often the pulses disappear and appear 
again after minutes, or much longer time intervals (weeks or months). The change in inten
sity of some pulsars (smoothed over periods of eight days) is shown in Fig. 70.

The radio-emission spectra of pulsars, shown in Fig. 64 is, as a rule, more complicated 
than the spectra of other radio-sources. It can be described by a power-law only along

CP0833 CP 0 9 5 0 CPII33
1720 MHz

5ms 4 0  ms
Fig. 69. Change in intensity, degree of polarization, and polartzation angle during a pulse for several

pulsars.
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separate sections. Apparently, for co < 6X108 s-1 and co > 1010 s-1 the spectra decrease 
steeply. The spectral index in the frequency range 6X 108 s" 1 <  co 1010 s-1 changes between 
the limits of 0-6 and 2. For larger frequencies the spectral index increases to 3 or 4.

The spectral intensity of the pulsar radio-emission is rather undetermined due to the 
uncertainty in the estimates of the distances and sizes of the objects. The size of the star is

Fig. 70. Fluctuations in the radio-emission flux of some pulsars, smoothed over 8-day time
intervals.

about 106 cm. The radio-emitting region may be large, but one can estimate an upper limit 
for its size from the pulse length, (R < cAt). Apparently, the size of the radio-emitting 
regions and their distance from the pulsar surface are not larger than 107 cm (Drake and 
Craft, 1968). One can then obtain from the observed radio-flux around the frequency 
6X l08s“ 1 the vast intensity Iw ^  102 to 104 erg/cm2 which corresponds to an effective 
temperature TeS^  1023 to 1025 °K. The total average radio-power of a pulsar is of the order 
of 1027 to 1028 erg/s.

The Crab pulsar

So far only one pulsar has shown infra-red, optical, and X-ray emission. This is PSR 
0531 in the Crab Nebula, which is the remnant of the supernova which flared up in 1054 AD. 
There is one object (Cen X3) which shows pulsar-like behaviour in its X-ray emission.

We show in Fig. 71 the average shape of the pulses from PSR 0531 at different wavelengths 
In general, they are similar, but there are also significant differences, in particular, the width 
of the fine structure at frequencies co/2ji % 430 MHz and 196 MHz.

We show in Fig. 72 the spectrum of PSR 0531 together with the spectrum of the Crab 
Nebula. The spectral index of the radio-emission of the pulsar is a =  2-9, and in the X-ray 
band a =  1-2. It is important to note that in the radio-band the spectral index of the
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O IO 20 30 ms
Fig. 71. Average pulse shape of the Crab pulsar (at different emission frequencies).

emission from the nebula is a  =  0*3, while in the optical and X-ray bands a =  1, that is, 
there are considerable differences between the indexes.

The main radio-pulse is 80% polarized, the interpulse has a weak, 11%, polarization. 
However, a small burst, a precursor of the main pulse which occurs only in the radio-band, 
is 100% polarized. We show in Fig. 73 the polarization of the optical emission of PSR 
0531. The optical emission is on average 25% polarized and this value changes systemati
cally through the pulse, reaching a clearly pronounced minimum close to the intensity 
maximum.

The spectral intensity of the emission of PSR 0531 in the radio-band is 1m =  107 erg/cm2, 
corresponding to an effective temperature ^eff % 1030 °K and a total luminosity L  =» 1031 
erg/s; in the optical band we have Ia =  102 erg/cm2, TtB % 1011 °K, L  % 1033 erg/s; and 
in the X-ray band Im ~~ 10 erg/cm2, TtS % 102 °K, L  % 1035 erg/s.
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Fig. 72. Spectra of the Crab pulsar and the Crab Nebula.

Fig. 73. Changes in intensity, degree of polarization, and polarization angle of the optical emission
of the Crab pulsar.

Even before the discovery of a pulsar in the Crab Nebula a compact radio-source had 
been observed which emitted very strongly in the metre band; apparently, this is the same 
pulsar PSR 0531, the pulses of which are smeared out by interstellar scattering in the long- 
wavelength region of the radio-spectrum.

The properties of the Crab Nebula itself must, probably, be connected with the charac
teristics of the pulsar; for instance, one usually assumes that it supplies the relativistic 
electrons which guarantee the brightness of this nebula in the continuum. It is true, that 
the spectral characteristics of the radiation from the pulsar and from the nebula are different, 
but they can be interpreted taking into account the de-excitation of the particle energy. A 
more intimate connection of the magnetic fields of the pulsar and of the nebula is possible.

A characteristic feature in the structure of nebulae which are supernova shells, such as 
the Crab Nebula, consists in filaments consisting of gas with a relatively low temperature 
(Te ^  104 °K) and a high density (nc ^  103 cm”3). The thickness of the filaments is of the
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order of 3X1016 cm and is smaller than their lengths by several factors of ten. It is, however, 
possible that the filaments are regions of interstellar gas dragged along by the motion of 
the supernova shell which is left behind so that there is no direct connection with the pulsar.

One has also observed “wisps” in the Crab Nebula. These are elongated formations 
visible in the continuous optical spectrum. They move from the centre of the nebula, that 
is, probably from the pulsar, with a velocity of the order of ~ of the velocity of light. 
“Wisps” appear with intervals of the order of several months. It is possible that the elon
gation of “wisps” is connected with the magnetic field; in that case it is important to note 
that they move predominantly at right angles to the field. The size of a “wisp” is of the 
order of 5 X 1016 cm and their volume emission coefficient is about 100 times larger than the 
average emission coefficient in the nebula.

One has also observed other formations on a larger scale 1018cm) which drift more 
slowly in the nebula, but also from the centre to the periphery. Apparently, the pulsar is 
the centre of the activity of the whole shell.

The example of the Crab Nebula shows clearly that pulsars may have been formed in 
supernova outbursts. It has been possible to identify a few more pulsars with nebulae which 
are remnants of supernova shells which are left behind. However, in other similar nebulae 
oo pulsars have been observed; this can possibly be explained by the narrow directional 
diagram of their emission. We note that there are in those cases centres of activity.

One can find more detailed data on pulsars and supernova shells in many review articles 
(Shklovskii, 1968; He wish, 1970; Ginzburg, 1971; Woltjer, 1971; Kardashev, 1970; Smith 
1972). The most complete summary of data is contained in a review by ter Haar (1972).

§ 17. A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

It follows from theoretical calculations of the formation and evolution of neutron stars 
that one may expect at their surface a strong dipole magnetic field with a field strength of 
up to 109 to 1012 Oe so that in the plasma surrounding the pulsar there may be a very strong 
magnetic field. Moreover, the radiation energy density of pulsars is so large that the plasma 
in the space near the pulsar will most probably be heated to ultra-relativistic energies— 
both by the radiation and by turbulent processes. It is thus impossible to study pulsar emis
sion mechanisms without first analyzing the properties of an ultra-relativistic plasma in a 
very strong magnetic field. We shall now consider such a plasma, but first we shall say a 
few things about an ultra-relativistic plasma when there is no magnetic field present.

D ispersion relations for an  ultra-relativistic plasma without a magnetic field

We shall consider very briefly the collective properties of an ultra-relativistic plasma in 
which the average energy of the various kinds of particles ea* may be different but always 
much larger than the corresponding values of m^c2. Furthermore, collisions are very rare 
in a relativistic plasma so that we shall assume that the plasma is completely collisionless. 
The energy distribution function of the particles in such a plasma is non-Maxwellian and 
the distribution (12.2) is probably the best approximation. Moreover, electron-positron 
pairs can be formed in an ultra-relativistic plasma.
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The problem of pair-formation in an ultra-relativistic plasma under cosmic conditions 
has often been discussed (see, for instance, Bisnovatyi-Kogan, Zel’dovich, and Syunyaev, 
1971). However, pair-formation only appreciably affects the properties of a collisional 
plasma in those cases where the processes take place so slowly that particle collisions manage 
to produce a sufficient number of pairs. We shall consider here the opposite case of proces
ses which take place with characteristic times which are much shorter than the time for pair 
production. It is true, that in a sufficiently dense plasma collisionless pair-production is 
also possible (Tsytovich, 1961b), but for this it is necessary that the plasma frequency, 
defined below, exceeds 2mcc2/h % 2 x l0 21s~1. In any case the presence of positrons in 
a plasma can easily be taken into account in the same way as we take into account the pre
sence in the plasma of other particles with different signs of their charge.

The plasma frequency for each kind of particle is determined by the formula

_  Sne2c2 f  / e(a> de 
3 J ” T "

4n(y— 1) e2c2na (17.1)

where we have used equation (12.2) and understand by na the density of the particle consid
ered.

The dispersion relation for transverse electromagnetic waves, that is, for co—a>p «  wp, 
has the following form (Silin and Rukhadze, 1961):

«Jp(fc) =  y^o>2+ y  c2A;2j  % W p+ - (I7-2)

where that is, we include electrons, positrons, and ions.
a

For high-frequency electromagnetic waves, when co »  cop, we have

# )  =  V ( w H ^ )  % ck , (17.3)

where the frequency wt—which plays the role of a plasma frequency at high frequencies— 
does not differ significantly from the quantity to be introduced in a moment.

The dispersion relation for longitudinal plasmons can be written in the form

- i l l  A = 0>/dfc. (17.4)

Equation (17.4) can not be applied in the region where the light cone a) = ck intersects the 
dispersion curve. The applicability of (17.4) is limited by the condition

(17-5)

that is, to the super-light region. The intersections of the dispersion curve with the light 
cone—which we shall denote by coL—can be determined from the equation

=  (17.6)
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where

A) la  =  W  pa d ln r (y )T \
dy Jj*

(17.7)

and where we have taken, as before, the distribution function (12.2) while C =  0-577... 
is the Euler constant. For y =  3 we have

=  eop*
2e«» .
m.c2 )' (17.8)

This equation can be obtained formally from (17.4) by replacing 4—1 by ~(m ac2leaJ 2. If 
ee* ^  104/wec2, we have colc % 5 co^. If the ion energies are not less than the electron 
energies, while the positron density is much lower than the electron density, we have 
<o, % ft)lc.

As a result we get the following scheme for the dispersion curves (Fig. 74). At low wave
numbers two curves start from the point co =  cop, k =  0, one for the transverse waves (17.2)

Fig. 74. Dispersion curves for transverse and longitudinal waves in a relativistic plasma without
a magnetic field.

and a second one for the longitudinal waves (17.4) which for small k  (large 4) has the fol
lowing form:

" * * )=  / (“ p + y c2*2)  (17‘9)

The curve for the transverse waves stays all the time above the light cone, that is, their 
phase velocity is always larger than c. For the longitudinal waves, the phase velocity for 
co <  to, is also larger than c, but for co >  coj it becomes less than c.

It is clear that Landau damping will occur near co =  co1 as the particle velocities are also 
close to c. We shall assume that it is effective for plasma waves with a phase velocity cor
responding to the velocities of electrons with energies of, say, 3ee#. The quantity 4d for 
waves with Landau damping is then

1 /m tc2\ 2
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Substituting (17.10) into (17.4) we get an estimate for the maximum frequency of the plasma 
waves:

*  3«$ [to — k ~ l ]  *  1- K .  (17-11)

forec* ^  104mec2. It is clear that in the small frequency interval cod—eoj % 0*04 ^  0-2 a>p
plasma waves can be excited in an ultra-relativistic plasma through a beam instability. 
The value ee* % 104mec2 is taken as an example as in a number of attempts to interpret 
pulsar emission one has obtained this value for et+ or one close to it.

N on-linear interactions in an  ultra-relativistic plasma w ithout  a magnetic field

Transfer of energy either along the dispersion curves of one mode or from transverse 
to longitudinal waves and the other way round is produced by the normal Compton scat
tering by the ultra-relativistic electrons in the plasma itself. The formulae of§ 13 derived 
for the case of scattering of waves with phase velocities vp >  c are valid also in the present 
case. We must replace cope by cop, defined in the previous subsection.

Two kinds of non-linear interactions are important here. First of all, energy transfer 
takes place at frequencies of the order of cop both between the 1 and t modes, and also within 
each mode, and secondly, energy transfer occurs from the frequency region near cop to 
higher frequencies of the transverse electromagnetic waves (co »  cop).

The energy transfer near the frequency cop is here also produced by Compton scattering 
in contrast to the case of a non-relativistic plasma where due to the mutual cancellation of 
the Compton and the non-linear scattering by electrons such a transfer was connected with 
the non-linear scattering by the polarization “coats” of the ions. Using equation (13.25) 
and the new definition (17.1) of the frequency of the plasma oscillations we obtain an 
estimate for the growth rate for the transfer of energy at frequencies of the order of cop 
between different modes and within one mode:

yP.l jpp.i
o)p ~~

(17.12)

where is essentially the thermal energy of the ultra-relativistic plasma j.

The energy transfer is here also accompanied by a heating of the particles which in this 
case is significantly larger as in the transfer process the frequency may change by an amount 
comparable with cop. The characteristic rate for the heating of the plasma is:

y, _  c2/)1,^ / W hp 
(Op ~~ (opel

/ W l' p \ 2 
\  /  ’

(17.13)

The growth and decay rates for energy transfer in the high-frequency region of the elec
tromagnetic mode are also determined by equations (13.25) and (13.26) when we take the 
new definition of the plasma frequency into account. For the frequency range 
(o <  (op(eJm ec2)2 we have

y \ t + e ^  t '+ e ')  _  y \  1+e ^  f  +  e') _  (Op W 1’1
(Op ~~ COp ~~ (0  ’

(17.14)
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and for the higher frequencies co >  wp(e*/wec2)2 we have

t+ e _ ^ t ' + e') _  r !(l+ e ^  l' + e') _  ^  (<oP\ ^ +^ 12 ( e* y+* W 1-'

As in the case of a non-relativistic plasma, the stimulated energy transfer involving an 
increase in frequency corresponds to absorption if it is connected with scattering by iso
tropically distributed particles (equations (17.14) and (17.15) then determine the decay 
rates) or an amplification if the scattering occurs by anisotropically distributed particles. 
In that case equations (17.14) and (17.15) determine the appropriate growth rates.

We must interpret, in equations (17.14) and (17.15) W 1,1 as the total energy of all plas- 
mons, both longitudinal and transverse, with frequencies co % cop.

At high frequencies co : » cop decay interactions such as t — t' +  l also occur. The corre
sponding growth rate is

A comparison of the different growth rates determines the energy level of plasma and 
electromagnetic waves established as a result of non-linear interactions. For instance, if 
the excitation of electromagnetic radiation is determined by the Compton scattering by a 
beam of ultra-relativistic electrons and the loss of energy by the decay interactions, we get 
from comparing (17. 15) and (17.16)

The energy level W 1,* is determined by the conditions for the excitation of plasma turbulence. 

D ispersion relations for an  ultra-relativistic plasma in a very strong magnetic

FIELD

This case is the most important one for the interpretation of pulsar phenomena. For the 
sake of simplicity we restrict the problem through several assumptions justified by the phy
sics of pulsar phenomena, and by the conditions for the applicability of the theory to ex
plain these phenomena.

We shall assume that the gyro-frequency which depends for relativistic particles only on 
the energy and not on the mass is much higher than the plasma frequency. Under those 
conditions the difference in mass of electrons and ions is not very important but differences 
in their average energies influence the dispersion relations. We note that the results of the 
preceding subsection refer to the case cop »  eHcje* while now we are interested in the case 
where the inequality is the other way round.

In a very strong magnetic field the motion of a particle is practically strictly parallel or 
antiparallel to the magnetic field lines. This feature can be explained in many ways. If an 
electron possesses a noticeable momentum component p ± at right angles to the field 
synchrotron emission will be large and this will rapidly make that component smaller.

(17.16)

(17.17)
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§17] A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

Going from the regions with a very strong field (near the pulsar) to a region of a less strong 
field any charged particles will undergo a decrease in p x by virtue of the conservation of 
the adiabatic invariants.

The directionality of the pulsar emission showing itself in its pulsed nature also indicates 
that the particles move in a narrow solid angle which is, apparently, determined by the 
geometry of the magnetic field. The independence of the pulse width of frequency shows that 
the distribution of the particles over the angles 6 between their velocity vector and the direc
tion of the magnetic field is, apparently, independent of their energy, at any rate for large 
energies. This means that the particle velocity distribution function can be written as the 
product of two functions, one of which, / £, depends only on the particle energy and the 
other, which we shall denote by f 09 depending only on the angle 6. For the first one we shall 
take the approximation:

(y -l)e ?  1 _
(e +  e*)y *• (17.18)

The angular distribution of the particle velocities we need only in the next section. If it is 
sufficiently narrow, that is, if all 6 <$c 1, we can to a first approximation assume that the 
particle motion is one-dimensional, directed strictly along the magnetic field lines. The 
function (17.18) was written down in a system of coordinates in which the plasma as a whole 
is at rest; in that case the motions parallel and antiparallel to the vector H  are equally pro
bable.

The one-dimensional nature of the distribution function somewhat changes the numerical 
factors in the definition of the characteristic plasma frequencies. The main plasma frequency 
is now equal to

oor
ft>p =  E ft)l- =  E 4jie2 de = H 2 n ( y - 1)— —- > (i7.i9)a a I qPa  a

mac*

where a indicates the kind of particle and ea„ the average energy of particles of that kind. 
The main plasma frequency is determined by the particles with the lowest energy (in a non- 
relativistic plasma by the particles with the smallest mass).

We determine the gyro-frequency coHa in terms of the Alfven velocity* vA which in an 
ultra-relativistic plasma with a one-dimensional distribution function is given by the equa
tion

A  ( y - 2)ff2 1
c2 8jwj*£* X «>£«/«>«« ’

a

(17.20)

whence we have for the gyro-frequency of a particle of the kind a

«>«. =  ] ^ [ - ( y - i ) ( y - 2) ] ~ .  <17-21>

* In a weak magnetic field vA =  Usually this quantity is much less than the velocity of
light. In strong fields vA >  c, but the true velocity of propagation of Alfven waves is vAc/\ /(vA+ c 2) which 
is always smaller than c. Bearing this in mind, we retain for vA the name Alfven velocity, taking into account 
that it is not equal to the velocity of the Alfv6n waves.
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We must substitute in (17.20) and (17.21) [(y — 1) In instead of y —2 in the
case when y =  2. We shall assume in what follows that vA »  c.

One can evaluate the dispersion relations in such a plasma by standard methods. There 
are three branches in the low-frequency region where co a)H(l. One of them corresponds at 
low frequencies to longitudinal waves, that is, it is analogous to the Langmuir branch. 
The two others correspond to Alfven and fast magneto-sound waves. We shall retain for 
all these waves the same indices as they had in the case of a non-relativistic plasma.

We shall take into account the possibility of the propagation of waves at large angle ft to 
the magnetic field. The light cone corresponds to the condition (o/kz =  cojk cos ft =  c 
because, according to our assumptions, all particles move strictly along the field lines.

For propagation strictly along the magnetic field (or rather at an angle ft roec2/g* 
to the magnetic field lines) we have for the longitudinal “Langmuir” wave branch the rela
tion:

co\k) =
ft)p -h 3 fc2c 2/8ft)p , 

kc+col/kc,
kc <§: ft)p; 
kc »  ft)p.

(17.22)

It is important that in contrast to a non-relativistic plasma, it is here also possible that 
co =  c k »  cop. Equation (17.22) is valid up to the intersection of this branch with the light 
cone co =  ck2 at a frequency cof =  £ft>?aor, in the case when co^ =  a)n as a)x % cole, where

2 _  %7te*c2n+ /  \ 2 ^  4co2 /  g» \ 2
"  (y—2)e, \m tc2) ~~ ( y - l ) ( y - 2) \w ec2/  ' (17.23)

At frequencies above co, there is for longitudinal waves with ft wcc2/sc# very strong 
Landau damping (Fig. 75). The magnitude of the damping rate depends strongly on the 
choice of the maximum energy smax flt for which equation (17.18) is still applicable, and also 
on the value of the parameter y. In particular, for the case when 2 <  y <  4 we have for the 
Landau damping rate:

y1 _  jry(4—y) / mac2 \ 4~v/ 1 ft)2 \<y- 2>/a (17.24)

Fig. 75. Dispersion curves for low-frequency (<o « coB) waves in a very strong magnetic field. The 
case of propagation along the magnetic field (ft «  wec2/e*).
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§ 17] A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

When y >  4 we must replace in this equation emax a by ea# and also change the numerical 
factor.

Thus, in contrast to a non-relativistic plasma where longitudinal waves occupy a narrow 
frequency range of width ~ 0*2cope or an ultra-relativistic plasma without a magnetic field 
where the frequency interval for the longitudinal waves is of the order of 5cop, here, in a plasma 
with a magnetic field, the longitudinal waves occupy a wide range of frequencies of extent 
^a)pe jm cc2.

There is, however, something else that is important. The plasma wave branch considered is 
longitudinal only when the propagation occurs at an angle mec2/e*. If we hawc'&»mec2/e^
such a wave turns out to be longitudinal only in the immediate vicinity of cop, and for 
co »  cop it changes into the ordinary transverse electromagnetic wave with co =  ck and 
nowhere intersects the light cone. Apparently, in actual conditions longitudinal plasma 
waves are concentrated only close to the frequency cop. The quantity W \ the longitudinal 
plasmon energy density, will refer only to those waves.

If the average energies of the different kinds of particles are very different, a new type of 
waves occurs here which is analogous to ion-sound. Let us consider the case when e^ ee#
when, according to equation (17.19), copi : » cope. The frequency, analogous to the ion-sound 
waves, is less than cope. The dispersion relation for such waves has the simple form:

Hence it follows that

2<o|e 
(?k\—co2 —y- =  0.or (17.25)

(o ft; ck2 ^

« 2.
3 1 3 

1 (17.26)

In order that these waves are not subject to strong Landau damping, the following inequality 
must be satisfied:

(17.27)

In an ultra-relativistic plasma, the difference between and ee* must be very large in 
order that longitudinal sound waves can occur.

Waves analogous to magneto-sound or Alfven waves can propagate in a plasma in a 
strong magnetic field, independent of the ratio of the average energies of different particles. 
If their propagation is strictly longitudinal along the magnetic field (# <sc m ^ fe ^ )  their 
dispersion relations are the same and of the form :

(R 28)

when vA »  c. The phase velocities of these waves are smaller than the velocity of light, but 
the electrical fields of the plasma pulsations are perpendicular to the direction of the magne
tic field and to the particle motions and we have therefore also here no Landau damping nor 
a build-up when the particle distribution function is inverted.
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Let us now turn to the case of the propagation of waves at large angles, ft mec2/eeJ|l, to 
the direction of the external magnetic field. We shall, as before, still assume that the motion 
of the particles is strictly one-dimensional along the external magnetic field.

The longitudinal “Langmuir” waves now have frequencies close to cop that is, wavenumbers 
k <$c cojc. Instead of the first of equations (17.22) we have

CO %  COp +
2+ cos2 ft 

8cop c2k 2. (17.29)

Waves with large values of k become transverse with a rather complicated dispersion rela
tion:

co2 (2+ tan 2ft In sin2 ft)co2 + c2k 2 — c2 (2+ sin2 ft) cos2 ft tan 2ft 
tan 2ft + [2co2jc2k2 cos2 ft] c2k2. (17.30)

To a first approximation the second term is here the largest, that is, co ^  ck — the usual 
dispersion relation for a transverse wave. The first term in (17.30) takes into account the 
effect of the plasma frequency. It is always positive and changes from 2co2 to cop when the 
angle ft changes from 0 to nj2. The third term which takes into account a correction of the 
order of the small quantity c2\v \  is negative and can therefore, at least in principle, reduce 
the phase velocity of the waves considered to below that of the velocity of light, that is, 
it can lead to Landau damping. A simple analysis shows, however, that such a reduction 
of the phase velocity to values below c is possible only in narrow intervals for the angle ft 
and the frequency co:

— » co D COpEe+
mec2

V A
»  CO » ---- COtv

c v (17.31)

Fig. 76. The same as for Fig. 75, but for the case of propagation of the waves at an angle to the 
magnetic field (ftA »  the part of the dispersion curve where the oscillations are longi
tudinal; t: where they are transverse; m and a where they are analogous to magneto-sound and

to Alfv6n waves.
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§ 17] A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

Magneto-sound waves with & >  /wcc2/ec* do not suffer Landau damping, as before, and 
their dispersion relation is

®"(*) *= ck [ J - | r  1+C4 S2#] • (17-32)

The fact is that the particles do not here have velocity components at right angles to the 
magnetic field—in contrast to the case of a non-relativistic plasma with an isotropic particle 
distribution function, where there is therefore Landau damping for the magneto-sound 
waves. It is true that in the case considered there is a small component of the electric field 
of the wave in the direction of the magnetic field which therefore leads to Landau damping, 
but its relative magnitude is of the order co2/cofj and the damping is therefore very small at 
low frequencies.

The dispersion relation for the analogue of the Alfven waves, propagating at an arbitrary 
angle & is :

«>»(*) *  2co2+ W 2J

[
c2 (jot 1

In contrast to the magneto-sound waves we have here a much larger component of the 
electric field of the wave along the external magnetic field. This leads to the appearance 
here of the plasma frequency cop and to an appreciable Landau damping for the Alfven 
waves in the case considered.

In the range of small wave numbers the dispersion curve for the Alfv6n waves has the 
usual form: co =  c \ k2 | ( l - c 2/2v2A), and for large wavenumbers co =  c | k2 1 (Fig. 76). 
However, near the frequency

co a ~  cot # (17.34)

there is a bend in the dispersion curve and there the Landau damping has a maximum. 
The evaluation of the Landau damping rate in a general form (Tsytovich and Kaplan, 
1972b) leads to the expression

y\ _  y  167t2e2/waco2c6&i r 8 1
ft/Xity ~  r  v U l o ^ + c ^ i l - o j ^ c ^ f 12 ’

(17.35)

where we must substitute for the particle energy the energy eres given by the relation

fires =  m aC
- w  \2(ol + c2k2±Y ’2

4  M  I ‘mxv, (17.36)

At the bend frequency (17.34), where the Landau damping is at its largest, we have for the 
case of the distribution function (17.18)

Yl_
wA

—ny c copc2k2± 
{2oyl + c2k \ f l 2

maC“ (17.37)
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Pulsar Emission [Ch. IV. 

When w « w A the damping rate decreases as w2 when the frequency is lowered. At high 
frequencies (w » wA) equation (17.35) leads to a constant value of the damping, but, in 
fact, the applicability of (17.35) is restricted by the 'condition 

w c
2 

( fe* )
2 

-~-2- --2 . 
WA VA meC 

(17 .38) 

At high frequencies the damping rate ya again decreases. 
One can similarly consider ion-sound waves propagating at an angle in an ultra-relativistic 

plasma with a strong magnetic field (see Tsytovich and Kaplan, 1972b). There appear here 
two altered magneto-sound waves, a "fast" and a "slow" one. 

INSTABILITY OF ALFVEN WAVES IN AN ULTRA-RELATIVISTIC PLASMA IN A STRONG MAGNETIC 

FIELD 

The expression we gave a moment ago for the Landau damping is correct when the particl€ 
energy distribution function has no inversion, that is, when everywhere the condition 
ofe"' jos < 0 is satisfied. In the opposite case there occurs now a build-up of Alfven waves 
through Cherenkov emission. The growth rate of such a build-up can be evaluated using the 
following expression for the probability of the Cherenkov emission: 

(17.39) 

where vz is the component of the velocity of the emitting particles in the direction of H (to be 
general, we have treated the case when the particle may move also at an angle to the magnetic 
field). We obtained expression ( 17 .39) through the usual method of calculating the emission 
coefficient, taking into account that the unit polarization vector of an Alfven wave in an 
ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field is given by the relation 

(17.40) 

In particular, the Landau damping rate (17.35) for Alfven waves can be evaluated using 
equation (17 .39) together with its direct definition from the dielectric tensor components. 

In the complex non-stationary conditions of the circumpulsar plasma there may occur 
various particle distribution functions, among which possibly also inverted ones, that is, 
ones for which ofe"'fos > 0. For a given distribution function of this kind we can always 
evaluate the growth rate: 

(17.41) 
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A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

To estimate the instability when there is an inverted distribution function we can use the 
same equation (17.37), changing its sign and dropping numerical factors of order unity:

§ 17]

_Tl ^  C_ /  Ck± \ 2 y
«>A ~~ VX \  (Op )  r

m*c2 (17.42)

The Alfven waves, excited by this instability, are directed at a finite angle # to the magnetic 
field and have frequencies in the range coA £  co ;$ coA £  In other words, they

a
occupy a wide angular spectrum and occur, in particular, with frequencies of the order cop. 
The growth rate (17.42) is rather large and the inversion of the distribution function will 
therefore under actual conditions disappear rapidly due to quasi-linear relaxation and the 
formation of a plateau. We shall below estimate the role of the quasi-linear relaxation.

The inversion of particle distribution functions leads also to the build-up of the analogue 
of ion-sound waves, with a growth rate

,,7.43)
C0p \  Si* )  \  e e * /

The instability of the longitudinal “Langmuir” waves is probably insignificant, as in that 
case only waves moving strictly along the magnetic field are excited, that is, waves moving 
within a very narrow solid angle and corresponding to a very narrow frequency range.

Of most importance is therefore the Cherenkov instability for Alfven waves, and this will 
just determine the quasi-linear relaxation of the population inversion.

The instability of an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field can also be con
nected with cyclotron emission of Alfv6n and other plasma waves. As now the condition

# i eHc ...o)—kzvz =  ± -----  (17.44)
e

must be satisfied, it is clear that such an instability occurs when there are in the plasma par
ticles with energies e »  e*, as always co—k2vz <  co <  coH =  eHcje^

For instance, cyclotron generation of longitudinal waves with k  cop/c is possible only 
for particles with energies

eHc vA
-----  --- .

(Op C
(17.45)

For cyclotron generation of Alfv6n waves one needs particles with energies

eHc v \
e >  o)(l —ojckj) ^  S* c2 (17.46)

The growth rate of the cyclotron instability is determined by both the longitudinal and the 
transverse derivatives of the particle distribution function, that is, it is proportional to the
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quantity
, Qf_, %  J f .  _  df  2(0 fp df
2 dpz -  V L  dP± 0£ ~  E ~002 E 80* ' (17.47)

where/  =  f J Q is the complete particle momentum distribution function. The signs in (17.47) 
correspond to the signs in equation (17.44).

Waves with a phase velocity larger than the velocity of light can be built up when we 
have the plus-sign in (17.47) when simultaneously the two conditions d2 <sc 1, dfjdd2 >  0 
(inverted population with respect to the angular distribution) are satisfied. This case is, 
apparently, not very probable.

Alfven and magneto-sound waves can be built up also in the case of a normal, say, 
Gaussian distribution with respect to the angular variables, that is, when dfjdd2 <  0. 
It is true that the energy of such particles must be large:

e >  e* <*H
CO

(17.48)

The cyclotron emission probability for an Alfven wave for the case when co—kzvz = —eHcje 
is:

neh)\ 5 + -
eHc\

* aoXk)(\ + c2k2J2a>2) "  v2A 2co2 + c2k2±

while the cyclotron emission probability for a magneto-sound wave is

n2e2v \  I c2
w? =  — 5 1 — co? —=- * com{k) \  k v%

c2 l +  cos2# +  eHc 
4 £ )•

(17.49)

(17.50)

To evaluate the growth rate we can use for f t equation (17.18), while we assume that the 
function f e is Gaussian with a dispersion 62 which drops out from the final expression for 
the growth rate.

As a result of straightforward calculations we obtain the following expression for the 
growth rate of Alfven waves when there is cyclotron emission from the “tail” of the power- 
law particle distribution function:

ya _  2n /cop \ 2 (jo2 / go2 V { «>a(k)\ y~2{ c \ 2y
~  y - 1 ojI + c2k \  \2xo%-\-c2k \ )   ̂ (oH )  \v A/ (17.51)

The build up of Alfv6n waves with frequencies of the order of coA have the largest growth 
rate. In that case

Tmax
(DA (17.52)

We can similarly determine the growth rate for the cyclotron excitation of magneto-sound 
waves by the “tail” of the particle distribution:

y f  __ n / (jop \ 2 /com(^)\v- 2 (1 +  cos2 d fv  / c \ 2y
~  y ^ i  V  \ ^ j  *
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§17] A relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

The maximum growth rate is reached for waves with a very high frequency, that
is, close to the upper limit of the frequency range. The corresponding maximum magnitude 
of the growth rate is

It is here very important that although in the cyclotron instability considered only 
particles with a high energy take part and that here only a restricted range of frequencies of 
the waves is excited, a similar instability occurs when the particle distribution function 
decreases when the energy and angles increase, that is, for the most probable form of this 
function for the case of an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field. Quasi-linear 
relaxation tends here to smooth out the distribution function and, in particular, tends to 
make it isotropic. However, radiative compression and the motion of particles in a field with 
decreasing intensity again establish anisotropy and thereby stabilize the instability.

The cyclotron instability, especially for Alfven waves has thus in an ultra-relativistic 
plasma in a strong magnetic field a universal character (in contrast to the Cherenkov in
stability due to the inversion of the function / £), and is practically always stabilized and must 
thus lead to the appearance of strong Alfven turbulence in such a plasma.

N o n-linear wave interactions in an  ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong

MAGNETIC FIELD

As in the case of an ultra-relativistic plasma without a magnetic field, the non-linear 
interactions are essentially Compton scattering processes by the electrons in the plasma. 
The magnetic field, however, considerably decreases the efficiency of energy transfer in 
these interactions. Moreover, we must here take into account the magnetization and also 
the one-dimensionality of the particle motion.

The magnetization of the motion leads to the fact that only electrons with the smallest 
energies will play an essential part in the non-linear transfer. This means that the plasma 
wave energy goes from one branch to another with a relatively small change in frequency. 
The most important of these processes is the energy transfer from the Alfven branch, 
where it is stored because of the instability, to longitudinal plasmons with frequencies 
o) >  cop, as in the given case coA and cop are comparable. The growth rate for such a transfer 
through Compton scattering is, however, strongly diminished as compared to (17.12) 
because the small components of the electric field of the wave at right angles to H  are 
responsible for this transfer. We have

Comparing the growth rates (17.52) and (17.55) we can estimate the energy density ofLang- 
muir and Alfven waves which is established in an ultra-relativistic plasma as a result of its 
being made turbulent through the cyclotron excitation by an anisotropic distribution. We 
start then from the assumption that in a state of a well-developed turbulence the energy

(17.54)

(17.55)
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densities of longitudinal and of Alfven waves are comparable. We have

/ c \ 3v~4
W 1 % W* *  n . e j — ) . (17.56)

We must use for y the value of that index in the high energy region, that is, estimate it, for 
instance, from the X-ray emission spectrum. The energy density of the plasma turbulence 
will be comparable to the energy density of the ultra-relativistic particles when y % —. 
If y >  y, we have ^  W* «  «*£*, as in the case of normal weak turbulence.

If Alfv6n waves are excited by a stabilized inverted population (with a growth rate (17.42) 
with cop % ck±), the energy density of the plasma waves turns out to be very large:

W 1 % W a *  n+mjV^/c, (17.57)

which is larger than the energy density of the resonance particles, that is, of the particles 
in the inversion region. This means that under the conditions of an ultra-relativistic plasma 
in a strong magnetic field the quasi-linear relaxation as a rule always succeeds in adjusting 
the population inversion.

It is true that in the inhomogeneous plasma in the vicinity of a pulsar the inversion of the 
distribution function may be established rapidly due to the escape of particles, but for 
this it is necessary that there exist large particle concentration gradients with characteristic 
inhomogeneity scale-lengths of the order of (Tsytovich and Kaplan, 1972b)

C Va  
COp c2

(17.58)

The problem of how the circumpulsar plasma becomes turbulent remains as yet an unclear 
one.

Apparently, the cyclotron instability and partly the instability arising from the repeated 
occurrence of inverted populations will nevertheless continuously introduce turbulence in 
the circumpulsar plasma, creating in it turbulence of Alfv6n and longitudinal waves in the 
range of frequencies of the order cop. The energy density of this turbulence is probably not 
much lower than, and might even be comparable with the energy density of the ultra- 
relativistic particles. There are here many problems such as, for instance, the determination 
of the spectra of such turbulence, which remain completely unexplored.

§ 18. Emission by an ultrarelativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

It is very important for an interpretation of the pulsars to analyze the features of the 
emission which arises in an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field. First of all 
it is here essential that the particles move almost strictly along the magnetic field, that is, 
with p ± mcc when e »  mcc2. A second peculiarity is connected with the suppression of 
non-linear transfers in a strong magnetic field. The conditions for the propagation of electro
magnetic waves are also changed.

The emission by an ultra-relativistic plasma without a magnetic field, considered at the 
beginning of the preceding section, differs little from the case of a non-relativistic plasma 
with an admixture of relativistic particles. We can therefore in that case use the results of
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§ 18] Emission by an ultrarelativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

§§ 12 and 13 taking into account the appropriate redefinition of the plasma frequency. 
The conditions for the propagation of high-frequency electromagnetic waves in an ultra- 
relativistic plasma hardly differs from the conditions of their propagation in vacuo.

If a strong magnetic field is present many emission characteristics are radically altered. 
We need a special discussion which will be given in the present section.

E mission mechanism in  a very strong magnetic field

In a strong magnetic field there are three basic emission mechanisms: magneto-brems- 
strahlung (magneto-brems radiation), Compton scattering, and cyclotron scattering.

We shall assume that the particle moves at such a small angle to the magnetic field 
0 <sc mec2fe that practically the whole of its magneto-bremsstrahlung is concentrated in the 
first harmonic. The frequency of this emission is, however, not equal to a>H =  eHc/e, 
the angular rotational frequency of the particle in the magnetic field. Taking the Doppler 
effect into account gives for the observed emission frequency which is generated in that 
case,

co cQh
1 —(vic) cos#

2(DH*(meC2/e) _ e
(jwec2/£)2+ # 2 C°Ht mtc

(18.1)

where in contrast to the preceding section we have retained for o)He the non-relativistic 
gyro-frequency coHe =  eH/mtc.

To fix the ideas we shall assume in what follows that the emitting particles are electrons, 
although all we say equally refers also to other particles, such as protons or positrons.

One could call the mechanisms of such a magneto-bremsstrahlung a synchrotron me
chanism as the emission is by a relativistic particle, or a cyclotron mechanism as the main 
part of the emission occurs at the first harmonic. We retain here the general term, magneto- 
bremsstrahlung. The linear connection between the maximum frequency of the emission 
and the energy of the emitting particle, which distinguishes this mechanism from the syn
chrotron mechanism is important for what follows.

Solving equation (18.1) we find the connection between the particle energy, the emission 
frequency, and the direction of the wavevector of the electromagnetic wave, #:

8 1 
^  = (c»H'M±V[(o>HtlcoT-W] • (18 2)

Strictly speaking the angle # is reckoned here from the velocity vector, but if we assume 
that ft 0 we can consider & to be the angle between the wavevector of the electromagnetic 
wave and the field direction.

The directional diagram of the radiation considered is restricted to a solid angle =  
=  n((oHJco)2. Two particles, the one with the largest, and the one with the smallest energy 
emit at the same frequency and in the same direction.

The total emission power of one electron is determined by the well-known formula of the 
magneto-brems mechanism:

de .
~ s r ~ r M  =

2 1 Pl V
3 m\<? \  mtc J

2 e2 .
= J T (0m

2 ( ?  
3 c 0* (18.3)
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where p ± is the particle momentum component at right angles to the magnetic field. In the 
approximation considered p ± mec, p ± % eO/c.

As in all magneto-brems mechanisms polarized radiation is produced here. In the general 
case the radiation is elliptically polarized and the ratio of the lengths of the semi-axes of the 
polarization ellipse is equal to

i _  ̂  =  ±  i f  r i _  i j l -  # \2i , (i8.4)
e u)Hc \  I J  J

where we have used equation (18.2). When # =  toHJa>9 the radiation is linearly polarized, 
that is, at the edges of the directional diagram. The degree of polarization is here also 
a maximum. We remember that the polarization of the radiation from several pulsars, in 
particular, the Crab pulsar, has just these properties.

The magnetic field in the vicinity of the pulsar has probably a rather large curvature. 
The motion of electrons along curved magnetic field lines leads to the production of radiation 
which, in general, can even be called synchrotron radiation as it is generated at a high 
harmonic of the “frequency” of the motion along a curved orbit 2ttc/R, where R  is the 
radius of curvature of the magnetic field lines. For the frequency of this emission we have

2 tic ( e \ 2

and for its total power

(18.5)

(18.6)

For small values of R  which one may expect in the neighbourhood of pulsars this radiation 
may also turn out to be considerable.

The next emission mechanism is the Compton scattering of plasma turbulence waves 
into high-frequency radiation. We shall assume that the whole energy of this turbulence lies 
in plasmons with frequencies of the order of cop. The frequency of the electromagnetic 
emission generated in the scattering is then

ft) =  1 , TP,----- 5- ^  W — V . (18.7)1 — (vie) cos v  mec2 J

The connection between the radiation frequency, the angle #, and the particle energy is then 
determined by the equation

e 1
mec2 v /[2(cop / co)—̂ 2] (18.8)

The opening of the directional diagram is #max <  \/(2cop/co). There is here, however, an 
important difference with the case of the magneto-brems mechanism. In that case the emis
sion more or less uniformly filled the whole of the directional diagram within the limits of 
the solid angle n(mHJcSf. Now, however, in the scattering mechanisms the radiation is 
concentrated at the edges of the directional diagram which is now a hollow cone.
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§ 18] Emission by an ultrarelativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

This effect can be explained as follows. A longitudinal wave is in the scattering converted 
into a transverse one only when the projection of the electric field on the direction of motion 
of the particle is different from zero, that is, when # ^  0. Such a scattering can be considered 
to be the result of the absorption of a longitudinal wave and such an emission of a transverse 
wave that the transverse momentum components of the particle are not changed. This is the 
essential difference between this mechanism and the magneto-brems one. Connected with 
this effect is the fact that the emission power no longer increases with increasing particle 
energy as was the case for Compton scattering without a strong magnetic field.

The emission power of a single relativistic electron in the Compton scattering of longi
tudinal plasmons in a plasma in a strong magnetic field is equal to

de _  p = STteW1 __ __ 4 _  e2 2/ e* \ 2 W1
dt 3 3m2c? 3(y—1) c ^ymeC2/ (18.9)

The radiation appearing in Compton scattering turns out to be linearly polarized due to 
the one-dimensional motion of the particle, as was shown in § 13. In this case the polariza
tion is 100% and the electric vector of the electromagnetic wave lies in a plane through its 
wavevector and the magnetic field strength vector.

The same relativistic particle emits at two different frequencies both in the magneto- 
brems mechanism and in the Compton scattering mechanism. The maximum frequency of 
the electromagnetic waves emitted by a particle with a given energy e is determined by equa
tion (18.1) if e <  mcc2o)HJa)p and by equation (18.7) for electrons with a higher energy.

The third emission mechanism which we call cyclotron scattering differs from the Comp
ton scattering only in that in it the transverse component of the particle momentum also 
changes. The properties of the cyclotron mechanism are a combination of the two preceding 
mechanisms.

The frequency of the electromagnetic radiation which is generated in the cyclotron 
scattering of longitudinal waves is determined by the relation

ft>p±a>H ^ C0p±(DHe(McC2/e)  n R i m
M 1 — (vjc) cos # (mec2/e)2+  #2

Hence it follows that particles with a relatively low energy, when e mjAoffJcop, emit at a
frequency close to the magneto-brems emission and the frequency of the emission of more 
energetic particles is of the same order as in the case of the normal Compton scattering. 
We shall write down the expressions for the total emission power separately for the two 
limiting cases.

For particles with energies e <$c mcc2o)HJcop the total power of the spontaneous emission 
in cyclotron scattering is

de
dt

8jt e*p2± 
15 m\&

i ( p ± \ 2 ( m*c2y =  /co/re m*c2y p L
5 \mtc) \  cop e ) 3 5H2 \  cop e J l '

(18.11)
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For particles with higher energies, e »  mt€̂ a)HJo)p, the total power of the spontaneous 
emission in cyclotron scattering is

The two formulae, (18.11) and (18.12) are written in a form which makes it possible to see 
clearly the role of the cyclotron scattering. As long as the energy e does not differ too much 
from the limiting value mec2a)HJo)p the cyclotron scattering is less important than the mag- 
neto-brems emission or the Compton scattering as here, on the one hand, p L <sc mtc and, 
on the other hand, as a rule, W ] <> <sc H2j4n (this follows from the condition e* <  
mtc2o)HJa)p). However, at low energies the role of the cyclotron scattering can become the 
determining one.

Cyclotron scattering at low energies gives the maximum effect. It is true that equation
(18.11) is derived for the case e »  m ec2 but there are no other lower limits for the value of e,
for (18.11) to be valid. For a fixed angle 0 the quantity P4 decreases with increasing energy, 
as e~ 2. For energies e >  m e(AoHJ(op the emission power again increases with increasing e, 
butt his increase is limited by the requirement p ± m lc3a)HJa )p e which was assumed when
deriving equation (18.12) so that P5 is not larger than the normal power of the Compton 
losses in a plasma.

The relative role of the last two mechanisms is determined by the ratio of the plasma wave 
energy density and the magnetic field energy density. We find from equations (18.11) and
(18.12) that as long as the particle energy lies within the limits

the magneto-brems emission dominates the cyclotron scattering. Outside this energy inter
val the emission is larger for the cyclotron scattering.

The polarization properties of the radiation in cyclotron scattering are different in different 
energy ranges. When e <sc mt(AoHJ(op the polarization of the radiation is the same as for 
the magneto-brems radiation. The directional diagram of the radiation has the same form 
as for the magneto-brems radiation.

Moreover, for energies e »  mec2o)HJa)p the degree of polarization in cyclotron scattering 
is somewhat lowered as compared to the case of Compton scattering as there occurs also a 
component of the electric field at right angles to the plane through the vectors k  and H. 
The degree of polarization is here approximately 1—(cop/co )̂2. The directional diagram of 
the radiation is a hollow cone.

Cyclotron scattering and magneto-brems radiation depend in the same way on the angle 
d or p ± and their comparison is thus independent of the choice for these quantities.

The relative role of the Compton scattering (equation (18.9)) and of the magneto-brems 
emission depends already significantly on the choice of the values of p ± or 0. Comparing
(18.3) and (18.9) we can see that when p ± <  mec(4nW}IH2)1/2 the losses through magneto- 
brems emission are less than the Compton losses.

(18.12)

(18.13)
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§ 18] Emission by an ultrarelativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

As we consider an ultra-relativistic plasma, the state of which is appreciably controlled 
by the magnetic field, we may assume that the condition AnW^/H2 1 will be satisfied.

If we assume that the plasma turbulence energy density is of the order of W 1 % n*e* 
(see§ 17) Compton scattering dominates magneto-brems emission only for energies e <  
<  mtcvALj\/{6 2). In the very-high electron energy region we can neglect Compton and cy
clotron scattering at frequencies co ^  cop(e/mec2) provided the angle 6 is not too small.

Spectral emission coefficients

The powers of the particle energy losses given in the preceding sub-section were obtained 
by integrating the emission probabilities—given in the tables of the Appendix—over the 
radiation frequency and over the angles for particles with a given energy. We shall now 
determine the spectral dependence of the emission coefficients averaging the appropriate 
probabilities by means of a distribution function chosen in a well-defined way and integrating 
them over the angle #.

It is impossible to use here a strictly one-dimensional particle velocity distribution func
tion as the emission probabilities also depend on the component p ±. In fact, the distribution 
function now depends on two arguments, e and 0. As a first approximation we can make the 
following assumption: we assume that the distribution over the angle 0 is independent of the 
distribution over the energy e and that the latter is determined by the already well-known 
power-law dependence. We can then assume that f e e =  / e(1)/ e(2), where/£(1) is, say, the func
tion (17.18) while we can write f o r / /2) a Gaussian function with dispersion 02.

It is difficult to say in how far these assumptions agree with real conditions in pulsars. 
Apparently, the angular distribution is independent of the energy distribution as the pulse 
width of a pulsar does not show an appreciable change with frequency. The emission 
spectra, at least in some frequency ranges, have a power-law character so that the use of 
(17.18) is also justified. Something else is important for us: a function of the form described 
is an exact solution of the self-consistent problem of the distribution of turbulence and 
particles in a relativistic plasma (see§ 19).

The evaluation of J^ for all mechanisms can be done by standard methods and we shall 
thus at once give the results.

At relatively low frequencies the largest role is played by cyclotron scattering for e 
<k wec2coHe/a)p. The emission coefficient—apart from a factor of order unity—is equal to

jl - %  ( - ^ r  (—) y+2 w 102rue3 \m tc2] \  co ) (18.14)

Equation (18.14) is valid for frequencies co :» o)HteJm tc2. At lower frequencies the emission 
is approximately proportional to co~2. One can estimate its magnitude roughly as

<*>Ht
ti^c3 (j)2mec2 W ld2.

The coefficient for magneto-brems emission is for co >  <uHee*/mcc2 e(lual to

(o ;j i  « ~  ( ~ v f +i (— Y 2 p .nt(? \a)HtJ \ m tc2)  \ 4?r

(18.15)

(18.16)
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For co <  coHfteJm tc2 we have for this coefficient J I  oc co2. Comparing (18.16) and (18.14) 
we see that the cyclotron scattering is more important than the magneto-brems emission at 
frequencies

co < cok l4 n W x\W  
<0, \  H* ) (18.17)

When co <  coHeeJm ec2 the role of the cyclotron scattering is even more important.
Cyclotron scattering at high energies (e >  fntc2coHJcop) leads to the following emission 

coefficient:
/  CO, \ * f r  +  7> /  6 ,  V  + 1 /

\COHej \/WeC2j  \ 0) )
Kv-3) ^

W'O2. (18.18)

This formula is valid when co >  cop{eJmtc2)2. At lower frequencies Jxm oc co3/2. 
Finally, Compton scattering leads to the following emission coefficient:

Here also co >  cop{eJmec2)2. At lower frequencies Jxm oc co~l/2.
The formulae which we have just given determine the frequency-dependence of the 

emission spectrum under the assumption that 02 is independent of the particle energy. 
It is, of course, possible that 02 is different for particles with different energies. In those 
cases the emission spectrum will change as an energy dependence of 02 is equivalent to a 
change in the particle distribution function. In particular, if we assume that the mean 
square of the transverse momentum component is independent of energy—that is, 
p2± = constant—we have 02 oc e~2 which leads, for instance, to an extra factor (coHJco)2 in
(18.14), and so on.

If we apply these formulae to obtain estimates, we must bear in mind that (18.14), 
(18.16) and (18.18), (18.19) determine the total emission coefficient within the limits of the 
whole directional diagram. To determine the emission coefficient per unit solid angle, we 
must divide these expressions by the magnitude of the solid angle, that is, (18.14) and (18.16) 
by (coHJco)2 and (18.18) and (18.19) by cop/co.

R eabsorption coefficients

We can also use standards methods to evaluate the reabsorption coefficients. We need 
only take into account some features of a system which are connected with the directional 
features of the particle motion along the magnetic field. In particular, we get in the damping 
rate a larger contribution from the derivative df/dd2 than from df/dpv  Moreover, the 
damping rate depends very strongly on ft.

One can show that there is, in general, no amplification of the electromagnetic waves for 
the mechanisms considered. Amplification arises for mechanisms connected with cyclotron 
transitions when there is a change in population of states with higher harmonics in coH. 
In magneto-brems emission mechanisms and cyclotron scattering for e <  m^chonJcop 
transitions are possible only corresponding to the first harmonic of coH and there occurs
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§18] Emission by an ultrarelativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field

no change in population. In cyclotron scattering for cop >  a)H—that is, for energies 
e >  rnec2u)HJa)p—changes in population may occur, but here the optical depths are small. 

At frequencies co >  com eJm ec2 the expression for the cyclotron damping has the form
(y* =  y‘+ + y - ) :

r ± K  * ) . /  e« \ y+z w 1 / ft)g« y +5[ i + i / ' r i  ( <° $
<ohc ~  \/MeC2/  n.e. \  to )  \  \  [ \(0Ht

At lower frequencies, co <  oyHceJm ec2, we get the estimate :

The reabsorption coefficients (18.20) and (18.21) are of comparable large magnitude which 
favours the formation of turbulent plasma reactors in circumpulsar space, as we shall see in 
the next section.

The magneto-brems damping rate for co >  o>H c€ * lm ec 2 *s determined by the equation

2n iy+4

(18.20)

y±(o), ft) ^  / (Op \ 4/ £« \ y + 2 H Z / ft>ge\ y+1 2 — joint)2
(Ojft ~ \<0Ht) \/MeC2/  \  (O )  \ / [ 1 - (a)#/a)j?e)2]

X
(18.22)

In the low-frequency region yx ac a)-1.
In the highest-frequency region, e >  meczu>HJu>p, a> >  a)p(£,/mec2)2 we have for the damp

ing rate for cyclotron scattering:

y*(a), ft) / £» \ y+Z W 1 l(Dr,\Vli / Ct)#2\W’'+2)
£ ( £ )  *(■-■£) ■ <l823>

Finally, for the Compton scattering when co >  cop{ejm^c2)2 the reabsorption coefficient 
is equal to

r V  ») = 4*ty / V + 2 L  _ c o f  23
cop y - 1  \m ec2/  \  co ) \  2o)pJ «*£*’ '  * }

and at lower frequencies yx oc co“3/2.
We show in Fig. 77 the ^-dependence of the reabsorption coefficients. In the general 

case for an arbitrary distribution function there is a factor 4 —(d In f j d  In e) (for f t aze~v 
it is equal to y+4) which in principle can lead to amplification if in the particle energy 
region considered f e increases very steeply (faster than £4) with increasing e. However 
as equation (18.23) itself corresponds to the higher-energy case it is difficult to envisage the 
appearance of such a behaviour o f /£.
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F ig. 77. Dependence of the reabsorption coefficients on the angle between the wavevector and the 
magnetic field: a) cyclotron scattering at low frequencies; b) magneto-brems emission;

c) scattering at high frequencies.

R adiative compression o f  the  particle  m otion  tow ards  the  m agnetic  field  lines

The emission of electromagnetic waves in the magneto-brems mechanism and in cyclotron 
scattering inevitably leads to a loss of transverse momentum component of the particles, 
that is, to a stretching of their motions along the magnetic field lines. The transverse mo
mentum component decreases relatively faster for small 0 than the total energy of the particle 
so that the angle 0 decreases still faster.

Using the emission probabilities we can easily obtain formulae describing the changes 
in p ± or 0. We shall give them for the case considered here of the motion of particles at small 
angles to the magnetic field.

Magneto-brems emission gives the following value for the loss in p \  or the decrease in 0:

1 dp{ 1 dB _  2 e*IP nuc2
2p \ dt ~  6 dt ~  3 n%<* e ’ K )

Comparing (18.24) with (18.3) we see that the relative losses in the transverse momentum 
component are, indeed, larger than the relative losses P ^ / e  in energy, as there is in (18.3) 
an additional small factor (/?±/mcc)2.

Similarly one finds for the losses in transverse momentum component and for the de
crease in the angle 0 when plasma waves are cyclotron scattered by particles with energies
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e <  mec2(oHJ  cop:

Turbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma

1 dp\ _  1 _  Sn e*Wl mtc2 /(oHe mcc2\ 4
2p \ dt ~~ 6 dt ~  15 mlc5 e \  cop e ) ' (18.25)

Here also the relative decrease in p ± is faster than in e, that is, (18.25) is larger than PJe, 
because of the presence of the same small factor (p ±/mec)2 in (18.11).

Cyclotron scattering by particles with larger energies, e >  meA oHJ(op, also leads to a 
decrease in p ± but in a relatively slowed down tempo because of the mutual cancellation of 
transitions with a)p+a)H and a>p—a)H. Now we have

1 dp\ _  \6n e*fVl mec2
2p\ dt ~  3 ni*c5 e (18.26)

Compton scattering without a change in p ± (emission power / y  does, of course, not lead 
to a compression of the particle motion towards the magnetic field lines.

At low energies, and not too small ratios of the quantities IT1 and H?l4ny that is, provided 
e <  mec2(o)HJa)p) {^nWxjH2)ll^y the losses in transverse momentum and the stretching of the 
motions along the magnetic field lines are thus connected with cyclotron scattering and at 
high energies with magneto-brems emission.

The absorption of electromagnetic waves in the same mechanisms increases p \  and 0. 
As a result of the balance between absorption and emission a particle distribution in p \  and 0 
is formed. In other words, in a plasma in a strong magnetic field a turbulent reactor produces 
both a particle energy distribution function and a particle distribution function in directions 
of motion. We shall discuss the theory of turbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma in the next 
section.

§ 19. Turbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma

We developed in § 14 the theory of plasma turbulent reactors in a non-relativistic plasma. 
In such reactors a distribution function is formed for the relatively small number of relati
vistic particles while the main part of the plasma stays non-relativistic. We now turn to the 
analysis of relativistic turbulent reactors in which all particles are relativistic. However, 
here also we must separate from the total distribution function the part describing the parti
cles with high energies and consider the formation of just that part of the distribution function. 
Indeed, the most important role of turbulence is just the acceleration of fast particles. 
Moreover, for the interpretation of observational data it is also important to have some idea 
about the distribution function of the fast particles. One could, of course, pose in principle 
the problem of determining the complete particle distribution function in a relativistic 
turbulent plasma.

In the present section we shall first give a generalization of the theory of a turbulent reactor 
developed in§ 14 to the case of a completely relativistic plasma in a relatively weak magnetic 
field, and then consider the case of a relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field.
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T urbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma in a weak magnetic field

We can here immediately apply many results from§ 14, bearing in mind the special features 
of a relativistic plasma (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1970b, 1971). In particular, one can neglect 
in a relativistic plasma ionization losses which decrease rapidly with increasing particle 
energy. The plasma frequency is also diminished which in turn weakens the relative role of 
such effects as the scattering of electromagnetic waves by Langmuir turbulence waves. The 
theory of such relativistic reactors is therefore in general even simpler than that of reactors 
in a non-relativistic plasma.

We start our considerations with an analysis of the particle acceleration. Particles with a 
low energy acquire energy when Langmuir turbulence waves are scattered by them. The 
characteristic growth rate for the scattering process 1+ e  ^  l '+ e ' is determined by equation 
(17.12) whence we can immediately estimate the tempo of the acceleration:

/ W 1 \ 2 el
dt ~~ e e (19.1)

This equation describes the acceleration of a particle with an energy less than that at the 
maximum of the distribution function, e <  e*. Particles with higher energies are accelera
ted in the reactor through the synchrotron or Compton absorption of the “trapped” elec
tromagnetic radiation. The tempo of acceleration is then determined by equation (14.21). 
We rewrite it in the following form:

< l 9 '2 )

de
~dt - co: n e \ 2 W l 

mtc2)  «*e* ' (19.3)

The energy at the maximum of the distribution function is determined by the intersection 
of the curves describing the acceleration for e <  and for s >  e.. In the case of a very 
weak magnetic field when H 2 «  AnW1 we get the following estimate from (19.1) and (19.3):

— T *  °*3( mtc2 \
cW 1 y 7

" ( $ r
3X106

(19.4)

In the last two equalities we have taken W 1 % and n* is in cm"3. We remember that 
here co^ is the non-relativistic definition of the plasma frequency which differs from cop, 
the relativistic plasma frequency, by a factor (eJmtc2Y i2.

In the case of a stronger magnetic field, when H 2 »  4n W \  the energy e* is determined byy 
comparing (19.1) and (19.2); we get

e* - 0 3 / ^ t \ 2,7/ 4 ^ Y 7 
\meC03j [ H2 J 107 nV3 

H*'3 ‘ (19.5)

Using equation (18.23') we determine the frequency coR for which the plasma reactor 
becomes transparent with respect to absorption through Compton scattering. By analogy with 
the method of § 14 but omitting the scattering of electromagnetic waves by longitudinal
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§19] Turbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma

plasmons, we have:
o)pR / mtc2\ 2 W l l 2̂ + 4>

(19.6)

In the case of a weak magnetic field, 4nW 1»  H 2, substituting (19.4) and W x ntet into 
(19.6) we find

If coR :»  co*, a power-law particle energy distribution will be formed in the energy range

with approximately the same index y as in the case of a turbulent reactor in a non-relativis- 
tic plasma, for instance, y = 3. In the case of a synchrotron reactor the results are very 
similar.

Comparing the non-relativistic plasma turbulence reactor with the analogous relativistic 
one, we can reach the following conclusions. In both cases a power-law particle distribution 
is formed with y % 3. The energy of the relativistic particles at the maximum in the 
distribution function is in the relativistic reactor appreciably higher and the power-law 
distribution spans a larger energy range. A relativistic reactor is ceteris paribus non-trans
parent up to higher frequencies.

Spectral radiation intensity in an optically dense relativistic plasma in a strong
MAGNETIC FIELD

One can evaluate this quantity easily using the expressions given in § 18 for the emission and 
reabsorption coefficients. We shall give here more exact expressions taking into account 
the dependence of Im on the angle d and the presence of two signs in equation (18.2), that 
is, the possibility of emission at the same frequency by particles with different energy in the 
same direction.

The spectral radiation density in a given direction in an optically dense medium at those 
frequencies, at which under the condition e <  mtc2a>HJa>p the cyclotron scattering is the 
determining factor, is described by the formula:

We obtain the same formula (19.9) for the spectral radiation intensity for the case of the 
magneto-brems mechanism, but with the index y+ 2  in the numerator replaced by y —2,

(19.7)

(19.8)

L  2(2 7ifu?Ht
mtor‘d2
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and y + 4 in the denominator by y. At frequencies a> coHJfi we have in both cases

mecD562
1(0 ~  8(2jr)fafc. '

(19.10)

The emission intensity in a given direction is cut off at the frequency coHJfi and in that point 
the magnitude of the intensity /„ is also determined by (9.10) (Fig. 78).

Fig. 78. The spectral intensity of the “trapped” electromagnetic radiation in a turbulent rela
tivistic plasma in a strong magnetic field: a) cyclotron scattering at low frequencies; b) magneto- 

brems emission; c) scattering at high frequencies.

In the case of cyclotron scattering by particles with a large energy we have:

m e o W  1
“ "  4(2ji)3(y+ 4)co%e 1/ (2cop) V H - ( ^ / 2 c p)] ’

(19.11)

The maximum value of Ia is here restricted by the condition for cyclotron transitions 
k xv ± coH. Hence we find

rmM _
4(2 jr)3 (y-f4)a)jj. y j  (2top)

(19.12)

This maximum is reached for m close to cop/#2.
For Compton scattering we find

_  mea>512 1
• “ (2nfyV(2o>P) V [l-M 7^ p)l (19.12')

Particle acceleration through absorption of electromagnetic radiation

The coefficients for diffusion acceleration of particles when radiation is absorbed are also 
determined in a well-known way. In the case of cyclotron scattering, e <sc mtc?a>HJ(op, we 
have for the longitudinal diffusion coefficient:

D\| =
ffifl2 cofa W  ed  

2n(y—l )2 n.c3 n*e* m2c8 Vi(v).
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where '/^(y) is a function of y :

Turbulent reactors in a relativistic plasma

T O  =  J (1 -  2g f l l  +  (1- 2q f \  q* dq. (19.14)
0

The numerical values of this and of some other functions are given in the table.

T able  o f  t h e  fu n c t io n s

V T O T O T O T O

-2 -2 0-419 0-716
-2 -0 0-236 0-533
-1*0 0-219 0-310

0 0 0-216 0-285
+  10 0-215 0-279
+ 2-0 0-215 0-800 0-278 1-333
+ 30 0-215 0-510 0-277 0-935
+ 4 0 0-215 0-467 0-277 0-856
+ 50 0-215 0-554 0-277 0-827

For scattering in the magneto-brems mechanism we have

where

D[ = coI H2
n{y— l )2 n+c* 4ttn*e* mjc14 T O , (19.15)

f—2
, q* dq. (19.16)

In the case of acceleration through cyclotron scattering by particles with a high energy, for 
the case of the spectral intensity (19.11), we have

2fl292 /  cop \ 4 cpp W l e*d 1
" 217i(y— l )2 xcoffe/ «»c® n«£, m^c22 y + 4  ‘

For the Compton scattering we get

D‘ =  2 <0p
11 3jt(y— l )2 n.c3 n.e. m2c® '

(19.17)

(19.17')

As we should have expected, (19.17) is larger than (19.13) only when £ =» mec2coHJcop, 
even though it depends very steeply on energy.

The transverse diffusion coefficients are determined similarly; they describe the increase 
in angle 6 when electromagnetic waves are absorbed. It is more convenient to introduce here 
another definition of D \,  namely, one such that the change with p ± in the kinetic equation
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would be described by a term of the form

0
dp±

(19.18)

We have here taken into account also the change of p ± due to the change in the total mo
mentum. In the case when 0 <sc mcc2/e the main term in (19.18) has the form

0 I 0/ \  
002 \(mec)2 002 y (19.19)

In the case where the angular spread of the directions of motion increases through cyclotron 
scattering we have

0202 0)fle 4/ntc6
2n(y— l )2 n«c3 £5

W l
T O , (19.20)

where

T O  =  J d - ^ t l - K l - ^ ) 2] (19.21)

0

Similarly we have for the increase in the spread in directions of motion through the magneto- 
brems mechanism of absorption of electromagnetic waves:

where

D'e =
0202 cot H 2 4

7t(y— l)2 «+c3 4nn+e* ec2 T O ,

-JT O  =  [ ! + ( ! - ¥ ]
- f l V - 2gy- 2+ (l  —g)'

qv+ ( l~ q 7
q2 dq.

(19.22)

(19.23)

Finally, for cyclotron scattering by particles with a high energy:

t 20202 /  cpp \2 co* W 1 ed  1
6 2 \n (y — l)2 \ Wjjt) rttC3 n*e* m\c4 T +^ (19.24)

From these formulae one can get estimates for the characteristic times for the increase in 
particle energies and in the spread of their motions over angles 0. We remember that these 
powerful acceleration mechanisms operate only for those values of the particle energies for 
which the “trapped” electromagnetic radiation is absorbed.

TURBULENT REACTOR IN A RELATIVISTIC PLASMA IN A STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD

When writing down the kinetic equation for the particle distribution function in energies 
e and angles 0, we need retain in it only the largest terms. A formal criterion for the choice 
of the largest terms is the lowest power in the expansion in the small parameter k ±v±/coH. 
Application of this criterion shows that in the problem considered the largest term describ-
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ing the diffusion acceleration is expression (19.19) and the largest losses are connected with 
decreases in p \  or in the angle 0. Retaining these two terms we can write the kinetic equation 
in the form

dfB,e d / D'e 0/e,*\ d ld82 \
dt dd2 \(mec)2 d62 d62 \  dt Je’9) ' (19.25)

The quantity dfp/dt is determined from equations (18.24) to (18.26). 
Integration of (19.25) gives for a quasi-stationary distribution :

D'e df»,e , dd2 .
(mec f  d62 + dt J'-° (19.26)

Substituting equations (18.25) and (19.20) into (19.26) we get the equation

^s(r)
562

j8_ A l
15 02

(19.27)

Similarly we find by substituting equations (18.24) and (19.22) into (19.26)

^4 (y)~8/ e>>
dd2

4 f e,e 
3 62

(19.28)

Solving equation (19.28) enables us to find the parameters of the particle distribution in 
that energy region where the magneto-brems losses are important, and equation (19.27) 
determines f t 9 in the energy region where cyclotron scattering dominates. In other words, 
equation (19.28) is valid for the energy range (18.13), and equation (19.27) for lower ener
gies.

It follows at once, both from (19.27) and from (19.28) that the particle distribution func
tion in the angle 6 has a Gaussian nature and that the angular dispersion 82 is independent 
of energy. This dispersion cannot be determined from the first approximation in the kinetic 
equation for the particle distribution function. In the actual circumstances of the circum- 
pulsar space it is most probable that the parameter 62 is determined by the magnetic field 
geometry and the conditions for the ejection of particles. Substituting the distribution

/ M o c r t - ^  (19.29)

into (19.27) and (19.28) we get an equation to determine the index y. In the low-energy 
{cyclotron scattering) region

T O  =  f5, (19.30)

and in the high-energy (magneto-brems emission) region

W,{y) = f  (19.31)

Comparing equations (19.30) and (19.31) with the data in the table for the functions 
^ ( y )  and V dy)  we verify that in the low-energy region y — —2 and in the high-energy 
region y — 2.
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A self-consistent solution of the equation for the reactor in an ultra-relativistic plasma in 
a strong magnetic field leads thus to a distribution function of the more energetic electrons 
of the form f t oc er2 in fair agreement with the observational date for the pulsar PSR 0531. 
In the low-energy region we obtain here a distribution function of the form / c oc e2.

Such a solution violates the condition under which the diffusion acceleration given above 
were obtained, that is, it does not correspond to the energy region e >  e*. Moreover, the 
distribution function f e oc e2 turns out to be strongly unstable in a plasma in a magnetic 
field (see§ 17), which can lead to a fast spreading-out of it, that is, to the formation of a 
plateau. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the solution of the equation for a turbulent 
reactor leads to the occurrence of an instability. To determine f E in the low-energy region 
one must use the diffusion coefficients calculated for energies e <  e*. Using these expressions 
one can show that one gets then a distribution function which is almost constant, or, more 
exactly, which decreases rather slowly with energy. The approximation (17.18) is then fully 
satisfactory.

We now make some remarks about the influence of the Compton scattering on the dis
tribution function which is formed in a turbulent reactor in a strong magnetic field. As in 
such a process the longitudinal energy changes, only diffusion along the energy axis, 
described by equation (19.17'), can be important.

Let us formulate the equations which describe both the increase in energy through 
Compton scattering and the losses in energy in the same mechanism through spontaneous 
emission (equation (18.9)). We get

^ r  = - T k f ‘ ' = - i f - -  <l9-3 r >

From this it is clear that Compton scattering forms a power-law spectrum, without, how
ever, determining the index y which can be found, say, by solving equation (19.25).

Compton scattering therefore does not change the numerical value of y  in that region of 
the particle distribution function where its power-law character is produced, even if their 
losses are larger than other ones. Moreover, this scattering can extend the power-law func
tion also to the region of higher energies. The quantity e* in the distribution function (17.18) 
is thus determined from (18.13) that, is, from the boundary energy for which the magneto- 
brems emission is larger than the cyclotron scattering:

m e C 2  0 ) p \  5H2 )  • { >

The cyclotron scattering at energies e rnec2coHJcop can also lead to diffusion in the 
angle 0. However, the losses in p \  are here relatively small and the second term in (19.26) 
therefore does not cancel the first one for energies corresponding to the expression on the 
extreme right-hand side of inequality (18.13). This means that the absorption of electro
magnetic radiation increases the spread in the particle velocities more efficiently than the 
spread is reduced by radiative compression.

The solution of equation (19.26) gives a more or less isotropic distribution. One must 
say that probably at such high frequencies the optical depth of the plasma is small and there
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is no reactor at all. If, however, the optical depth of the plasma is large, an isotropic reactor 
will be formed here of the type considered at the start of this section. We must bear in 
mind that in this case all peculiar features of an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic 
field, which are connected with the one-dimensional motion of the particles, such as the 
Alfven instability, disappear.

We see thus that in a relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field turbulent reactors are 
formed, in which power-law energy distribution functions of fast particles are produced. 
For not too high energies the distribution function of the angle 0 is always Gaussian in 
nature but it is not possible to find the magnitude of the dispersion of this distribution in 
the framework of the first approximation of the theory. The magnitude of 02 can be given 
either from other considerations such as the condition of the conservation of the adiabatic 
invariant when the particle moves in a non-uniform magnetic field or from an analysis of 
the next approximation in the kinetic equation obtained by retaining higher-order terms in 
the expansion in k ±vJ (o H. To do this one needs take into account the higher terms in the 
expansion in terms of k ±v JayH also in the emission probabilities.

§ 20. The interpretation of pulsar emission

Immediately after the discovery of pulsars there appeared the first attempts to interpret the 
pulsed nature of their emission. Two hypotheses were advanced. According to one of them 
pulsars were pulsating white dwarfs in the atmospheres of which shock waves formed which 
generated radio-emission bursts approximately in the same way as occurs in the solar corona 
for type II bursts. However, after pulsars were observed with very short periods which could 
not be explained even by harmonics of the white dwarf pulsations this hypothesis was 
dropped. According to the other hypothesis, first suggested by Gold (1968,1969) the pulsars 
are rotating neutron stars. If one assumes that the emission has a directional character the 
rotation of the emitting region leads to the observation of the emission in a given direction 
as short pulses the relative length of which is of the order of the width of the directional 
diagram (Fig. 79). At the moment this hypothesis is assumed to be the most probable one.

c b

Fig. 79. Rotating neutron star model with “light-house” type emission. The active region rotates 
with an angular velocity corresponding to the interval between pulses.

The directional nature of the electromagnetic radiation of pulsars and the restrictions of 
the emitting regions is usually ascribed to the influence of a magnetic field. Present-day theo
retical studies of pulsars start thus from the model of a rotating neutron star with a strong 
magnetic field, the axis of which does not coincide with the rotational axis (Hewish, 1970; 
Ginzburg, 1971; ter Haar, 1972)
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In the total pulsar problem one can, somewhat arbitrarily, distinguish the following 
divisions: a) the physics of neutron stars and the behaviour of matter at the surface of 
pulsars; b) the mechanisms of transferring rotational energy to the space immediately 
touching the pulsar and the properties of this space (structure of the magnetic field, plasma 
distribution, and electric field in this region); c) emission mechanisms for high-frequency 
(radio-, optical, and X-ray) radiation in the circumpulsar plasma; and d) influence of the 
pulsar activity on regions which are farther away (in particular, on supernova shells).

We shall not consider here in detail the physics of neutron stars and the properties of 
their surface (see the survey articles by Ginzburg (1971), Kirzhnits (1970), and Pines (1970)) 
The part played by plasma processes is small for those properties. We restrict ourselves 
merely to a few well-known remarks.

It is, apparently, certain that pulsars are connected with dense, small but massive con
figurations. Up to now one knows two kinds of such objects: neutron stars with masses 
up to 1.2 to 1.4 solar masses and black holes. Black holes are stars contracted inside their 
Schwarzschild sphere. Black holes and neutron stars differ—apart from in other charac
teristics—also in that there is almost no magnetic field near the Schwarzschild sphere of 
the black hole while the magnetic field at the neutron sphere surface is very large. This 
difference leads to a significant change in the conditions of their emission. The situation is 
the following one.

Near dense objects there are strong gravitational fields; near black holes and neutron 
stars they are of the same order of magnitude, at least at distances of the order of a few 
radii of the object. Such fields lead to accretion of matter at the surface of the dense object 
and this is accompanied by the release of a large amount of energy, predominantly in the 
form of X-rays (Zel’dovich, 1964; Salpeter, 1964). Unimpeded accretion onto a black hole 
produces around it a dense atmosphere, most probably in the form of a disc, the emission 
of which may be thermal in character. The accretion is particularly important in tight 
binary systems where the dense star draws matter from the second component. It is there
fore nowadays usual to assume that a large part of the recently observed X-ray sources 
occurring in binary systems might well be black holes (for a recent discussion of binary 
stars as X-ray sources we refer to a paper by Burbidge, 1972).

A slightly different situation occurs in the case when a neutron star with a strong magnetic 
field is a single star, that is, when there is in its vicinity no other star which can provide 
matter for accretion. Moreover, the magnetic field of the neutron star would also significantly 
prevent accretion. Instead of accretion we have here rather ejection: the eruption of matter 
from the surface of the object. The plasma density remains low and the conditions for the 
occurrence of various plasma processes turn out to be favourable. Pulsars, that is, single 
neutron stars with a strong magnetic field will therefore just be objects with a strong emis
sion in the radio range which can be described by the methods of plasma astrophysics.

Transfer of rotational energy to the close circumpulsar space and its properties

What is the nature of the plasma in the vicinity of a pulsar? First of all, we shall show that 
this plasma is relativistic. We can indicate two observational criteria which enable us to 
estimate the magnitude of the average electron energy ee* and the electron density in in
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the region where the emission is produced (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1972c). Firstly, it is 
clear that the total energy flux per unit surface area of the emitting region, F, cannot be 
larger than the energy flux transferred by the particles, that is,

Secondly, in the emitting region the total energy of all (electromagnetic and plasma) waves 
cannot exceed the total particle energy density, that is, Hence we get a limit for the 
effective temperature of the radio-emission:

as the minimum frequency of the radio-emission will be of the order of the plasma frequency, 
that is, cop. Using the data on the luminosities and effective temperatures of the radio-emis
sion of pulsars which we gave in§ 16 we get from equations (20.1) and (20.2) the following 
estimates for the average energy of the relativistic electrons and for their density: 
5 <  eeJm ec2 104,108 <  n* ^  1012cm”3. One can assume ee* % 103 mec2 and w* % 1010cm~3 
in order to apply the theory and to make illustrative estimates. We note that Kaplan and 
Tsytovich (1971) and Levich and Syunyaev (1971) had earlier considered the relativistic 
character of the circumpulsar plasma, but now we have given estimates which are obtained 
directly from observational data, independent of the choice of some particular emission 
mechanism.

A rotating neutron star produces in the surrounding plasma a certain electromagnetic 
field configuration. Notwithstanding the appearance of many papers on the so-called 
“pulsar electrodynamics” problem we are still very far from having solved the problem of 
finding the structure of these fields. We shall restrict ourselves therefore to a few remarks 
some of which may be new.

One usually assumes that a neutron star possesses a magnetic field which to a first appro
ximation we may assume to be a dipole field. The dipole moment of this field is M  ^  H m2LX F 3, 
where / / max is the maximum value of the field at the pulsar surface and R the pulsar radius. 
The rotational axis of the pulsar and the symmetry axis of the magnetic dipole field are 
probably not the same and it is quite possible that they are mutually perpendicular. The 
pulsar dipole moment produces outside a magnetic field with field strength H  % Af/r3, 
which has both a static component (arising from the dipole moment component along the 
rotational axis), and a variable part (arising from the dipole moment component at right 
angles to the rotational axis). The frequency with which the variable part of the magnetic 
field changes is equal to the rotational angular velocity which we denote in what follows 
by Q.

In turn the rotating magnetic field induces a macroscopic electrical field. Even when the 
dipole moment axis and the rotational axis are coincident a stationary electrical field will 
arise (unipolar induction). If we neglect the influence of the surrounding plasma, the 
strength of the stationary electrical field is E  % MQEPjcr*. The dipole moment component 
at right angles to the rotational axis produces a variable field of strength E  % MQ/cr2 which 
has a frequency Q.

The existence of these electric fields leads to a number of far-reaching consequences (see,

F  <  w*ee*c. (20.1)

(20.2)
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for instance, Goldreich and Julian, 1969; Michel, 1969; Sturrock, 1971; Cohen and Toton, 
1971; and Mestel, 1971). Firstly, the electrical fields will extract particles from the pulsar 
surface, producing around the pulsar a dense magnetosphere and leading to the appearance 
of a strong “pulsar wind”. This outflow of matter is particularly strong in the region of the 
pulsar surface near the magnetic poles. It is true, as was pointed out by Ginzburg and Usov 
(1972), that a large work function may prevent the extraction of particles from the pulsar 
surface. The ionization of matter in a strong magnetic field also shows special properties 
(Kadomtsev, 1970). Secondly, charged particles might, in principle, be accelerated in the 
circumpulsar space by the electrical field up to very high energies of the order of e % 
eMQ[cR2 % Hm3LXeQR/c. Thirdly, the circumpulsar plasma may be dragged along by the 
pulsar rotation. One could, for instance, assume that either up to the light cylinder, that is, up 
to a distance from the rotational axis equal to c/i3, or up to a distance where H2/Sn =  
that is, up to a distance ~  R iH ^ J S T tn ^ )116, the whole of the circumpulsar plasma 
rotates rigidly. Of course, in that case the structures of the circumpulsar electrical and mag
netic fields turn out to be completely different.

However, none of the conclusions stated a moment ago are certain. A total dragging 
along of the circumpulsar plasma is not at all probable. Firstly, the assumption that the 
field is frozen in is here not justified, as it usually does not occur in a relativistic plasma 
(Tsytovich, 1961a). Secondly, the role of the anomalous resistivity is here also large (Coppi 
and Ferrari, 1970). Let us consider this problem in some detail. We showed in § 18 that 
inevitably in an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic field an instability for Alfv6n 
and longitudinal waves with a frequency of the order cop arises. The energy density of this 
turbulence can even be comparable to the particle energy density.

It is clear that the scattering of particles by the waves of the plasma turbulence, and not 
at all the rare collisions between the relativistic particles, determines the conductivity of the 
relativistic plasma. For large turbulent energy densities the conductivity turns out to be 
anomalously low. The existence of strong induced electrical fields in the circumpulsar plasma 
leads to the appearance of a beam instability, that is, to an additional source for plasma 
turbulence. It seems to us in general very probable that there will always be plasma turbu
lence in the cirumpulsar plasma and that the energy density of this turbulence will also 
always be comparable with the particle energy density. In that case the characteristic free 
flight time of the particles r  will be comparable to co~\W/n^eeit)~ 2 (see (17.13)) and when 
Wjn+e^ * reaches the value l/cop. The minimum value of the anomalous conductivity 
of the ultra-relativistic plasma then is

n*e2c2
£e*

n+e2c2
Se+COp 4n (20.3)

The particles then acquire in the electrical field E  an energy which does not exceed

e ecEx ^ ecE
cop

(20.4)

When the turbulent state is established it is possible that W 1 ^  ^  EPjAn. The current
density in a medium with the conductivity (20.3) in a state with an established plasma tur- 
buleuce is j  % (opE/4n ^  n+ec.
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Equation (20.3) is valid in a relatively weak magnetic field, / / 2/8jt In the opposite
case, the effective collision frequency lies close to com  so that

4tzo)h* (20.5)

It is essential here that the conductivity becomes very low and decreases significantly with 
distance from the pulsar. One might assume that the condition H 2/Sn % divides the 
co-rotation and non-co-rotation regions near the pulsar. If this were the case, the co-rota
tion region would lie inside the light cylinder. As the anomalous conductivity shows an 
essential drop in the layer between the co-rotation and the non-co-rotation regions, one could 
consider the plasma where H2/$tz <  to be a good conductor, as compared to the 
plasma in the co-rotation region. This might lead to a closing of the magnetic field lines in 
the non-co-rotating region of the pulsar, and thus significantly reduce that part of the 
magnetic moment which varies with time—due to the pulsar rotation. However, even the 
conductivity (20.3) is very low as compared to the collisional one, and leads to a state 
where the magnetic field lines are not frozen in.

Thus, the absence of the freezing-in and the anomalously low conductivity of the circum- 
pulsar plasma makes it possible for us to assume that it is impossible that the plasma is 
completely dragged along by the pulsar rotation. On the other hand, the assumption that 
the circumpulsar plasma is immobile is also very improbable. If this were, indeed, the case, 
the stationary part of the magnetic and electrical field would also become appreciable in the 
region of the non-moving plasma. There would again occur a strong toroidal static magnetic 
field of strength H  ^  4noMQF?jc2r3, while the variable part of both the electrical and the 
magnetic field would penetrate into the non-moving plasma only down to the skin depth 
c/ x/(4tzoQ) ^  c/\/(copQ). Both the stationary and the variable part of the electrical and the 
magnetic field of the pulsar will exert a rotating action on the circumpulsar plasma with a 
torque

N  =
c J [rA[/AH]]^3r J[rA [£A fl]]d» r. (20.6)

The magnitude of the torque per unit volume in the skin-layer region is about the same as 
in the region of the stationary fields and equal to H ^ lP o Q /c 2. Unfortunately, the problem 
of the dragging along of the circumpulsar plasma by this torque, taking into account inertia 
and the viscosity of the plasma, has so far not yet been considered.

Another aspect of this problem —the emission of low-frequency waves by the rotating 
magnetic moment of the pulsar—has attracted appreciably more attention; we refer for a 
discussion of the electromagnetic radiation to papers by Pacini (1967, 1968), Gunn and 
Ostriker (1969), Bertotti, Cavaliere, and Pacini (1969), and Kaplan and Eidman (1969, 
1971b), while the emission of Alfven waves has, for instance, been calculated in papers by 
Dokuchaev (1970) and Kulsrud (1971).

If we assume that the plasma surrounding the pulsar does not prevent such an electro
magnetic emission and that the phase velocity of such low-frequency waves (of frequency 
Q) is equal to c, the emission power is equal to

M 2Q4
L  «  —  . (20.7)
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As the energy of the emission is taken from the rotational energy of the pulsar, which is 
proportional to Q2, the decrease in the angular velocity of the pulsar will be given by

It is well known (see, for instance, ter Haar, 1972) that this dependence is observed to be 
weaker : (dQ/dt)ohs oc f}22to2-8.

It is, however, unclear in how far the circumpulsar plasma will change the characteristic 
properties of this emission. We must here bear in mind that the electromagnetic waves 
considered are formed in the wave zone, that is, beyond the limits of the light cylinder of 
radius c/Q. It is possible that there the plasma is swept away by this radiation and that one 
can thus assume there to be a vacuum, so that equation (20.7) is valid.

To estimate the emission of Alfv6n waves we must bear in mind that their phase velocity 
depends strongly on the angle & between the external magnetic field and their wavevector. 
Taking into account that according to the data in§ 18 the phase velocity of Alfven waves in 
an ultra-relativistic plasma lies close to c cos#, we find for the total power of the dipole

where the averaging over directions, that is <  cos“3 $ > , is performed taking the direction
ality diagram into account. It is clear that the largest contribution to the Alfv6n emission 
power comes from waves with the smallest phase velocity c cos #min, that is, with the smal
lest wavelength, Amin =  2nc cos #min/f2. If we assume that Amin is independent of the fre
quency (for instance, that it is determined by the size of the emitter, as was assumed by 
Dokuchaev (1970) and by Kulsrud (1971)), we get from (20.9) that LA oc Q> and dQjdt ~  
constant. The Alfven emission power then turns out to be anomalously large. In fact, 
however, the minimum wavelength of the low-frequency Alfven waves emitted by the 
pulsar is determined by the conditions in the circumpulsar plasma and in particular by its 
conductivity. The actual frequency dependence of the emission power may thus differ 
from the limiting cases given a moment ago and, in particular, one could probably in this 
way explain the observed frequency dependence of the quantity dQjdt.

Summarizing what we have said so far, one can reach the following conclusions. The 
complete picture of the distribution of magnetic and electrical fields in the circumpulsar 
region is so far unclear. However, it is almost unavoidable to conclude that the pulsar 
rotation produces there a region with strong plasma turbulence. Particles are not acceler
ated to very high energies, but a quasi-stationary state is produced in which the average 
energy density of the particles, of the turbulent oscillations, and of the electrical field are 
comparable. The energy density of the magnetic field is probably appreciably larger. The 
circumpulsar plasma is partly dragged along by the pulsar rotation and, moreover, moves 
outwards going from a region of strong fields to one of weaker fields. The energy to heat 
the circumpulsar plasma and to set it in motion is taken from the pulsar rotational energy.

Somewhere, relatively close to the pulsar surface, probably at a distance of a few radii 
(106 to 107) cm there are the regions where the generation of high-frequency radio, optical, 
and X-ray emission is possible. It is clear that these regions participate in the pulsar rotation.

(20.8)

emission of Alfven waves:
(20.9)
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The fact that the emitting region is close to the pulsar surface follows from the absence of 
an appreciable delay of the radio-pulses in relation to the optical pulses (Drake, 1971). 
Another strong argument (ter Haar, 1972) for emission close to the pulsar surface (at least 
for all type C pulsars) lies in the fact that the complex pulse envelope is repeated faithfully 
over long periods. If the emission took place well away from the surface, either the pulse 
envelope would be the same for all pulsars, or it would not reproduce over long periods: 
the existence of a characteristic pulse envelope for individual pulsars seems to indicate some 
permanent features of the central body which determines the intensity of the emission at 
different values of the phase in the period.

The total energy of the high-frequency emission of the pulsar in the Crab Nebula is of 
the order of the loss of rotational energy, which can easily be determined from the slowing- 
down of the rotation; it is probable that the same is also true for other pulsars (Tsytovich, 
Buckee, and ter Haar, 1970a, b).

Sy n c h r o tr o n  hypothesis o f  pulsar  emission

As in the case of studies of many other powerful cosmic sources, the first mechanisms 
to be invoked for an explanation of the pulsar emission was the synchrotron one (Shklov- 
skii, 1969, 1970; Zheleznyakov, 1970b). We described in § 15 the method for analyzing the 
emission of objects using the synchrotron mechanism, and we shall therefore at once give 
the results here.

Using this mechanism we can explain the optical and X-ray emission of the Crab pulsar 
with the following choice of parameters. Assuming that the maximum intensity occurs at a 
frequency co* % 1015 s ' 1, we get: ooHe % 1010 to 1012 s” 1 (H % 103 to 105 Oe); density of the 
radiating electrons w* % 1013 to 1014 cm "3; electron energy at the maximum of the distri
bution function e jm jp  10 to 100. The plasma frequency of the relativistic electrons is 
then cop % 1011 s ' 1, that is, comparable with coHc, but larger than coH % eHc/e*. The size 
of the emitting region is ~  107cm. We must emphasize that all these estimates are more or 
less unambiguous and that it is impossible to find another self-consistent solution if one 
changes one of the parameters, say, w*, strongly.

The estimates obtained are in contradiction to possible conditions in the circumpulsar 
space but there are also some other serious difficulties. Firstly, the electrons emit only during 
a very short time. Even electrons with e ^  e* lose their energy in ~  10“ 2s, and electrons 
responsible for the X-ray emission lose their energy in about 10" 5 s. This means that inside 
the emission region there must be a powerful acceleration mechanism which will also strongly 
change the emission conditions.

Secondly, the plasma frequency cop is appreciably higher than the radio-frequencies so 
that one must now assume that the region of the radio-emission lies much farther away 
—by a factor of 10 or more—than the region of the optical emission and this, apparently, 
contradicts the observational data, that is, the coincidence of the pulses.

Thirdly, for the directionality of the whole radiation we must assume an anisotropy in the 
electron velocity distribution. For instance, it has been assumed that either the electrons 
move preferentially along the magnetic field (pencil diagram) or close to the equatorial 
plane of the magnetic dipole (fan diagram). However, these and other distributions of 
relativistic electrons are unstable against the excitation of plasma and electromagnetic
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waves at frequencies ~  1011 to 1012 s"1. On the one hand, this means that it is difficult to 
realize such anisotropic distributions, and, on the other hand, one should have observed 
bursts of intensive radiation at those frequencies at which just such a gap in the spectral 
curve of the pulsars has been observed.

Even larger difficulties are encountered, if one tries to explain the radio-emission of the 
pulsars in the framework of the synchrotron hypothesis. One needs here either an amplifi
cation of the electromagnetic radiation or its coherent generation in bunches consisting of 
a large number of charges. Ginzburg (1971) has called the last kind of mechanism antenna 
mechanisms.

One can obtain amplification through synchrotron instability due to the influence of the 
index of refraction (Zheleznyakov, 1967b; Sazonov, 1969, 1970). This effect is, however, 
unimportant in the actual circumstances of the pulsars as it either requires the presence of 
a cold plasma or is possible only in a very weak magnetic field.

Another possibility for amplification in the synchrotron mechanism (Sazonov and 
Tsytovich, 1968) occurs when all electrons move almost strictly in the plane at right angles 
to the magnetic field (|0 — - n  |) <?c mcc2/e). However, such distributions are rather unstable 
against other plasma modes, such as Alfven waves (Lerche, 1966). Moreover, the fast heating 
of the plasma so rapidly increases the spread in the directions of the velocities that the 
synchrotron instability disappears.

Several authors (Pacini and Rees, 1970; Gold, 1971) have proposed that the radio-emis
sion occurs in bunches of relativistic electrons where they emit coherently. One can, how
ever, show that such bunches spread out rapidly due to the synchrotron emission itself 
(Bonch-Osmolovskii, Perel’shtein, and Tsytovich, 1969; Bonch-Osmolovskii, Makhan’kov, 
Tsytovich, and Shchinov, 1971). The mean free path of a bunch is determined by the formula

c / e \ 1/2
(20.10)

where A is the size of the bunch and at the same time of the order of the wavelength at which 
the coherent emission takes place. Equation (20.10) is valid for / :$> A and /:$> c/o)H. In the 
conditions of the circumpulsar space the mean free path of a bunch is in all variants only 
a few times larger than its size. Kaplan and Eldman (1971a) have proposed a radio-emission 
mechanism based on the coherent acceleration of electrons, up to relativistic energies, in 
the field of a very strong wave.

Other variants of antenna and synchrotron mechanisms, and instabilities of a very dense 
plasma in a very strong magnetic field (Chiu and Canuto, 1969, 1971) have also been pro
posed, but we shall not discuss them here.

C ompton mechanism hypothesis for the emission in a weak magnetic field

We noted earlier that a strong plasma turbulence must be excited in the emission region. 
Even if we ignore other causes, the Compton scattering of electromagnetic waves itself 
efficiently transfers their energy to plasma waves. Indeed, if we evaluate the growth rate for 
the transfer of energy from transverse waves (using the observed intensity) to longitudinal 
plasmons, it turns out that an appreciable exchange of energy takes place during a charac-
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teristic time of a pulse length. It is, however, very likely that the generation of turbulence in 
the plasma in the circumpulsar space is directly connected with the mechanism for the 
transfer of energy from the pulsar surface to the emission region.

The presence of plasma turbulence in the emission region makes it possible for the 
Compton emission mechanism to operate. To obtain an estimate for PSR 0531, say, we 
shall start from the following conditions (Kaplan and Tsytovich, 1970b, 1971). As the pulsar 
spectra drop off for co <> 108 to 109 s^1 one can take that value to lie close to the plasma 
frequency,although part of the drop will be due to the pulse broadening at lower frequencies 
(compare Higgins, Komesaroff, and Slee, 1971). Assuming that the maximum of the spect
rum of the infra-red and optical emission at co* % 1015 s""1 is due to reabsorption we get 
from equation (19.4) and (19.7) the estimate e* % 3X KPmec2, where we have assumed that 
W x % 0*1 «*£*. The density of the relativistic electrons is now % 1011 cm“3.

The intensity of the radiation in the maximum of the optical spectrum, IVJ % 104 erg/cm2 
is even somewhat larger than the observed value. The Compton mechanism thus explains 
the optical and X-ray emission not worse, but rather better than the synchrotron mechanism 
(less rigid requirements on the particle density and the possibility that the radio-emission 
occurs also in the region where the optical emission originates).

We note, by the way, that another interpretation of the maximum in the emission spectrum 
is also possible which can now be connected with the maximum in the particle distribution 
function, that is, with the quantity cop(e*/mec2)2. In the case of the synchrotron mechanism 
this was not possible to do as then at low frequencies Im oc co1/3 which is clearly in contradic
tion to the observations. Here, however, Im oc co (see equation (13.22)) which agrees 
better with the observational data. Moreover, this interpretation can also explain a certain 
discrepancy which we mentioned earlier, between the estimate of Im using observations and 
the relations for an optically thick plasma.

The dominance of the Compton mechanism over the synchrotron mechanism is a notice
able feature of the explanation of the radio-emission of pulsars. The Compton mechanism 
achieves amplification of the electromagnetic radiation field much more easily. Indeed, the 
radio-emission of pulsars occurs in a frequency band from ~cop to ~  10cop in which a very 
strong interaction between longitudinal and transverse plasmons takes place. We remind 
ourselves, incidentally, that the frequency range of longitudinal waves in a relativistic plasma 
is of the order of 5cop. The presence of anisotropy increases the width of the region of fre
quencies through stimulated transfer. The transfer growth rate at frequencies below 
cop(e*/mec2)2, that is, in the radio-emission region, is determined by equation (17.14) which 
shows that in the radio-emission region of pulsars the optical depth for the amplification of 
electromagnetic waves must be of the order of unity up to frequencies of ~  lO11 to 1012 s” 1.

We note that a direct amplification of electromagnetic waves through Compton scattering 
of high-frequency electromagnetic waves with a lowering of the frequency is also possible 
(see§ 13 and also a paper by Kaplan, Tsytovich, and Chikhachev, 1970). To obtain an esti
mate we must now rewrite equation (13.57) to be applicable to the case of a relativistic 
plasma:

y ( t + e ^ t '  + e') ^  cop mec2 W\
COp CO £* « * £ *

(20.11)
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Substituting here the above mentioned values of the parameters we find that the character
istic time for the transfer is of the order of 10”3 s. The amplification of the pulsar radio
emission could thus be explained by the direct transfer of energy from high-frequency 
optical and X-ray waves to radio-waves through Compton scattering with a lowering of the 
frequency.

All energic estimates also turn out to be reasonable. For instance, we have for the effective 
temperature of the radio-emission: TtB ^  2n2Wlc?la)p ^  1031 °K. The characteristic growth 
rate of the turbulent heating is rather large (according to (17.13) r  % l/y  is of the order of 
10“ 6 s). Already close to the pulsar surface the plasma is thus strongly heated. We can use 
equation (19.4) obtained in the theory of turbulent plasma reactors for an independent 
estimate of e„ and we find from this ^  104mcc2, which is three times larger than the value 
obtained above when we interpreted the observations, but this difference is of little signifi
cance.

Many features of the pulsar emission are thus explained by the Compton mechanism, in 
particular, the coincidence of the radio-and optical emission. However, these ideas also 
encounter some difficulties. First of all, it is not clear how one can now explain the large 
directionality of the emission and its independence of frequency. Moreover, the maximum 
energy of the electrons producing X-ray emission cannot be obtained in the reactor described 
by equation (19.6) so that the problem of the particle acceleration to the very highest 
energies remains unsolved.

The hypothesis of cyclotron and  magneto-brems emission of a plasma in a strong

MAGNETIC FIELD

It is possible to explain the directionality of the emission, apparently, only by assuming 
that particles moving almost exactly along a strong magnetic field, radiate. Recently, Buckee 
(1972) and Miranda (1972; see also ter Haar, Buckee, and Miranda, 1973) have shown 
that in the circumpulsar plasma in which there is a beam of relativistic particles present, 
radio-emission with the observed power may occur. They use a plasma density of about 
1010 cm“3, a plasma temperature of about 10* °K, a beam density of about 108 cm”3, and a 
beam velocity of about 109 cm/s. Compton scattering by plasmons at a distance of a few 
pulsar radii from the surface where the magnetic field is of the order of 109 Oe will produce 
radio-emission predominantly at right angles to the magnetic field and with linear polariza
tion. Moreover, Grounds and ter Haar (1973) have shown that the polarization will not be 
affected by its passage through the pulsar magnetosphere. It is important to take into ac
count that the emission of the particles itself leads to a compression of their motion along 
the field (see§ 18). Tsytovich, Buckee, and ter Haar (1970a, b) were the first to apply this 
effect to models of synchrotron emission of pulsars.

The second peculiarity of the behaviour of a plasma in a strong magnetic field which is 
important for the interpretation of pulsars consists in that the developed high-frequency 
instabilities (§ 18) lead to the formation of a self-consistent picture of anisotropic particle 
distributions with angular spreads which are independent of the particle energies.

All we have said above occurs in a plasma with coH »  cop. The theory of processes in such 
a plasma was developed in previous sections of the present chapter and we shall use the 
relations obtained there. We shall, to begin with, start from the assumption that the frequ-
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ency of the drop in the radio-emission (~ 1 0 8 s"1) corresponds to the frequency cop. The 
case where the radio-emission frequency falls into the region of the gyro-frequency of a 
relativistic plasma, that is, eHc/e„ is, however, also possible.

In the first case the radio-emission is probably connected with the Alfven instability and 
the excitation of Alfven and Langmuir waves while the optical emission is explained by the 
high-frequency emission mechanism considered in§ 18. Here also different variants are 
possible. The maximum in the optical radiation spectrum can be explained either as the 
influence of reabsorption or by the presence of a maximum in the spontaneous emission 
spectrum. We must also take into account the different ways the frequency depends on 
energy in these mechanisms.

If we assume that the maximum in the optical radiation spectrum corresponds to the effect 
of reabsorption we find that the two emission mechanisms that is, both the magneto-brems 
emission and the cyclotron scattering, make comparable contributions at frequencies 
ti)Heelmec2- It turns out that the maximum at the frequency o>Heee+lrnec2 lies close to the 
maximum due to reabsorption. We note that the drop of the spectrum in the low-frequency 
region, connected with reabsorption, is very steep, approximately as Ia oc co5 (see (19.10)). 
If the maximum is determined by the energy £* we have in the case of magneto-brems emis
sion at low frequencies Im oc co2.

Comparison of the observational date with theoretical relations leads to the following 
estimates for the parameters in this case: cop % 108 s~ \ coHe % 3X1012 s~ \ H  % 105 Oe, 
eJrri'C2 ^  3X102 to 103, coH ^  1010 s ' 1, that is, indeed, much larger than cop. The density 
of the relativistic electrons is of the order of 3X109 cm"3. We can obtain another estimate 
for e* from equations (19.32) and (17.32): ee*/mcc2 % 3X103 which on the whole does not 
contradict the first estimate. The plasma heating, estimated using the scattering effects and 
(19.1) and (17.13) is less effective.

An estimate of the effective temperature of the radio-emission, using the formula 
2n2W'c*!cop gives a value of the order of 1029 to 1030 °K. This value of is the order of the 
observed one but one should also take absorption into account. For other pulsars the 
effective temperature is much less but one needs other plasma parameters for them as the 
high-frequency radiation which so far has not been observed has a lower intensity and a 
maximum at lower frequencies.

Tsytovich, Buckee, and ter Haar (1970a, b) gave estimates for possible values of co* for a 
number of pulsars, based upon the assumption that the whole energy of the slowing down of 
the rotation is emitted in the high-frequency end of the spectrum. It turned out that these 
frequencies were of the order of 1013 to 1014 s~1. If one takes into account that the intensity 
of the radiation in the maximum is proportional to (co/coHef  it follows at once from this 
that the high-frequency radiation of other pulsars not only lies in the infra-red region of the 
spectrum, but also has an intensity which is by 3 to 6 orders of magnitude lower than for the 
Crab pulsar. The estimates for e* and also turn out to be lower by approximately one to 
two orders of magnitude which also leads to a lowering of the effective temperatures of 
the radio-emission by 2 to 5 orders of magnitude.

Such an interpretation enables us to explain, at least qualitatively, the polarization of the 
radiation. As we noted in§ 18 magneto-brems emission and cyclotron scattering show within 
the confines of the directional diagram appreciable changes in polarization with maxima
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at the edges of the diagram and a minimum in the centre. One can see from Fig. 73 on p. 225 
that the polarization of the optical emission of the Crab pulsar shows just these properties.

As far as the polarization of the radio-emission is concerned, it is determined by the 
conditions for propagation of electromagnetic waves in a magneto-active plasma (Zhelez- 
nyakov, 1970b) or in a turbulent plasma. In the latter case the polarization is connected with 
the nature of the reabsorption of the radiation when it passes through higher layers. There 
the reabsorption is determined by the mechanisms described in § 18 and the polarization of 
the radio-emission has thus the same character as that of the high-frequency waves.

The directionality of the optical emission is determined by the fact that in the model 
considered the particles move almost strictly along the magnetic field lines. Using equations 
(18.24) and (18.25) one finds estimates for the radiative compression time in the emission 
region and they are of the order of seconds, but in the deeper layers, where the magnetic 
field is larger than ~3X  105Oe, the compression time is much shorter. This means that the 
longitudinal motion of the particles, that is, essentially, the directionality of the emission, is 
produced in the deeper layers. There is probably under those circumstances no emission as 
the particles collapse very rapidly towards the magnetic field lines. Passing into the region 
with a weaker field the particles obtain, on the one hand, smaller values of p ± due to the 
conservation of the adiabatic invariant and, on the other hand, increase the angle due to the 
curvature of the magnetic field lines. As the radiative compression is here insufficient, 
stronger emission will occur. In other words, the emission region of a pulsar may be deter
mined by the condition that the radiative compression is weakened. The pulse width, that is, 
the directionality of the total emission, is determined by the conditions of the divergence of 
the magnetic field lines.

In the variant considered Compton scattering at frequencies cop(e/mec2)2 does not deter
mine the parameters of the emitting region, but may be responsible for the X-ray emission. 
A possible way to check this assumption would be the observation of 100 per cent polari
zation in the X-ray part of the spectrum.

In another variant of the interpretation of the observational data one can assume that 
the emission in the optical part of the spectrum is determined by Compton scattering at 
frequencies cop(e/wec2)2 while the maximum of the emission corresponds to the frequency 
cOplê /WeC2)2. An optical depth of order unity is then reached only at appreciably lower 
frequencies. The radiation intensity for frequencies less than cop(eJme<̂ )z then behaves as 
I  a, °C W_1/2-

Estimates of the parameters for this variant give: % 3 x  1011 cm-3, H  ^  3 x  105 Oe,
sJm cc2^3>X 103. We need here thus a larger relativistic electron density. The polarization of 
the radiation is now close to 100% and has no dip in the centre of the pulse.

Yet another variant of interpretation is based upon the assumption that the observed 
radio-frequencies correspond to the gyro-frequency eHc/e*. In that case the parameters of 
the emitting region are the following: H  % 3X104 Oe, % 109 cm~3, e*/mec2 ^  3X103. 
The plasma frequency is of the order of 3 x  107 s-1. In the optical part of the spectrum the 
system is transparent. This variant seems to be less preferable for the following reasons. 
A weak magnetic field does not guarantee compression and hence directionality of emission. 
The plasma frequency lies close to the gyro-frequency and one can therefore hardly expect 
a drop at frequencies less than 10® s-1, but one must bear in mind that pulse broadening
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may produce such a drop. The weak magnetic field obtained in this variant does not 
correspond to the whole scheme of the behaviour of the circumpulsar plasma in a strong 
magnetic field.

Turning now to the most favourable variant, considered a moment ago, we stress once 
again the peculiar features of the pulsar emission which could be understood qualitatively 
in the framework of modern plasma theory: a) the directionality, that is, the pulse character 
of the emission; b) its polarization; c) the possibility of high effective temperatures of the 
radio-emission, explained by instabilities in strong magnetic fields. As before, it remains 
ultimately obscure how one can get the acceleration of the particles to high energies—for 
the X-ray emission we need ejmcc2 % 105.

The formation of turbulent reactors in an ultra-relativistic plasma in a strong magnetic 
field, of the kind considered in § 19, is possible; in those particle acceleration also occurs. 
However, estimates show that such reactors must be situated close to the pulsar surface. 
Fast particles accelerated in them could pass into the emitting region which lies further 
from the pulsar surface moving strictly along the magnetic field lines thanks to the radiative 
compression effect which dominates over the losses of the total energy.

It is possible that plasma turbulent reactors may exist also in circumcollapsar space. 
Indeed, the formation of strong shocks during the accretion of matter may generate plasma 
turbulence and maintain it permanently. In the case of a high plasma density of the order 
of 1018 to 1019 cm-3, usually accepted for the accretion in binary systems, the turbulent 
reactor is set up. The frequency of the maximum in the emission from this reactor is at 
least of the order of 1017 s-1.

P ulsars and  the activity of supernova shells

It is well known that one has observed in the Crab Nebula perturbations propagating 
from the pulsar PSR 0531. They are probably connected with streams of particles ejected 
from its surface. This pulsar must supply energetic particles necessary to explain, for instance, 
the X-ray emission of the nebula. We meet thus with the problem of a “pulsar wind”.

We showed above that for an explanation of the pulsar emission in the whole wavelength 
range we need only a relatively small number of particles moving at an angle to the magnetic 
field. It is, however, possible that a much larger number of particles either leaves strictly 
along the magnetic field lines or diffuses from the pulsar magnetosphere without producing 
appreciable radiation.

The minimum particle energy flux, estimated from the given parameters of the emitting 
region, is of the order of 1030 erg/s, or the particle flux is of the order of 1033 particles/s. 
This flux, and the radiation itself, produces at large distances around the pulsar a plasma 
turbulence region. The size of that region, estimated from the beam instability growth rate 
(12.60) and from the amplification growth rate of electromagnetic waves (4.59) is of the 
order of 1011 to 1013 cm.

In this region the number of particles of the main plasma is of the order of 1040. Plasma 
turbulence heats and accelerates them so that such regions may be the source of sub-cosmic- 
ray particles. The density of the relativistic particles in this region is approximately two 
orders of magnitude lower.
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It is possible that in the plasma turbulence region, excited by the pulsar radiation and the 
flux of particles ejected from the pulsar, “wisps” and other macroscopic formations, such 
as have been observed in the Crab Nebula, are formed. A discussion of these problems lies 
outside the framework of the present book.
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(Problems for the further development of plasma astrophysics)

In this book we have, more or less completely, considered a number of plasma astrophysics 
problems which were most important for us, on the one hand, and which at the present 
stage of the theory allowed us, on the other hand, to consider them within the framework of 
known properties of the cosmic plasma. Of course, in this book we have not studied anything 
like all aspects of the problems which we touched upon. In some cases we only discussed the 
statement of the problem and possible ways to solve it. However, in many cases we were 
able to obtain rather complete qualitative solutions.

For a number of other important problems not even the ways to solve them are clear. 
We shall now briefly discuss both unsolved problems of topics mentioned by us as well as 
possible approaches to new problems.

U nsolved problems in plasma astrophysics

Problems connected with the theory of Langmuir turbulence have been studied rather 
fully in a well-defined approximation, but problems of ion-sound turbulence have not yet 
been worked out very far. All the same its consequences are important for an explanation of 
many non-stationary processes on the Sun, in the interplanetary medium, in the Earth’s 
magnetosphere, and so on. It is also very important for the electrodynamics of the circum- 
pulsar space. For the theory of chromospheric flares the transformation of ion-sound- 
turbulence into fast particles is, in particular, important. So far it has been studied in detail 
experimentally and one must therefore hope that a complex theoretical and experimental 
study of this effect will enable us to find a solution of the corresponding astrophysical 
problems. Apparently, a more detailed knowledge of the properties of Alfven and magneto
sound turbulence will be of great value for the interpretation of phenomena occurring in the 
solar wind.

One also needs a detailed analysis of different aspects of the non-linear transfer of radia
tion in astrophysics and, in particular, in a turbulent plasma. Taking the non-linearity of 
the transfer into account may have an important effect on the characteristics of the observed 
radiation from powerful cosmic sources, such as quasars or pulsars. In the present book the 
transfer of radiation in a turbulent plasma was estimated only in first approximation, neglec
ting inhomogeneities in the plasma, refraction, and so on. Of course, a more refined analysis 
of this problem will be necessary in the future.
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While the interaction of beams with a plasma is one of the well-developed problems in 
plasma physics, its astrophysical aspects contain many unsolved problems such as those 
connected with the ejection of beams from galactic nuclei. The macroscopic effects of plasma 
astrophysics which then occur are important for astrophysics.

We need also a refined theoretical consideration of turbulent plasma reactors and parti
cularly of the problem of the escape of radiation and particles from a reactor. For this we 
need an analysis of the self-consistent diffusion of radiation and particles into the neighbour
ing space. We need a detailed development even of the theory of uniform reactors taking 
into account for instance, the anisotropy of particles and radiation in the case of a weak 
magnetic field or taking into account the high cyclotron resonances in the case of a strong 
field.

T he problem  of the cosmic-ray spectra

An important achievement of the theory of reactors is the prediction of particle power- 
law spectra. This enables us, in principle, to pose the problem of the cosmic ray spectra 
in the sources where they are generated on the basis of modern ideas about the nature of 
plasma turbulence. We remind ourselves that the observed ion spectra in cosmic rays have 
a clearly expressed power-law character with an index y which is equal to the unique value 
2*6 for the enormous energy range from 109 to 1015 eV. When e ^  1015 eV the spectral 
index increases to y — 3*2 and when e ~  1018 eV, it possibly turns out to be again equal 
to 2*7 (Fig. 80). There are no reliable data for energies from 1018 to 1020 eV. The cosmic 
ray electrons have the same energy power-law spectrum from 108 to 1012 eV with approxi-

F ig. 80. Observed energy spectrum of the ion component of cosmic rays.

mately the same value of y  (Fig. 81). The high degree of isotropy of the cosmic rays is one 
of their important observational properties. Ginzburg and Syrovatskil (1964a) describe in 
their book the cosmic ray properties in detail. Bulanov, Dogel’, and Syrovatskil (1971) 
have discussed the electron component.

For the formation of the observed spectrum the most important facts are, on the one 
hand, the formation of the spectrum directly in the sources and, on the other hand, its
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deformation when the cosmic ray particles propagate through the interstellar and inter- 
galactic space. In both problems plasma processes may play an important role. The problem 
of the propagation of cosmic rays through space is the simpler one. Firstly, one must note 
that the development of plasma instabilities can guarantee the isotropy of the cosmic rays.

Fig. 81. Observed energy spectrum of the high-energy electron component of cosmic rays.

One may mention amongst such instabilities the Langmuir (Ginzburg, 1966; Tsytovich, 
1966b; PikePner, 1969) and Alfv6n (Lerche, 1967; PikePner, 1968; PikePner and Tsytovich, 
1969b) instabilities. Apparently, the combined action of these instabilities can guarantee 
a very high degree of isotropy of the cosmic rays. Non-linear stabilization effects are here 
important. A detailed analysis of the possible role of such instabilities for the isotropiza- 
tion and diffusion of cosmic rays in our Galaxy has been given by Ginzburg, Ptuskin, 
and Tsytovich (1973). According to present ideas the bend in the spectrum at energies 
between 1015 and 1018 eV (see Fig. 80) can be explained both by the combination of the 
galactic and the extragalactic cosmic ray components and by the diffusion of galactic 
cosmic rays from our Galaxy.
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A more fundamental problem is the explanation of the conditions of the formation of 
power-law spectra in the sources (Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964a; Tsytovich, 1972a). 
Such spectra are “manufactured” in plasma turbulence reactors. While in the case of a non- 
relativistic plasma reactor (a small fraction of relativistic particles in a non-relativistic 
plasma) the power-law spectrum of the electrons can be formed in a relatively wide range 
of energies, the formation of such a spectrum for ions in such a reactor requires the realiza
tion of rather strict conditions. This is connected with the fact that the reabsorption coeffici
ent for ions is much smaller than for electrons. It is true that if the injection conditions are 
such that the number of ions is three orders of magnitude larger than the number of elec
trons, the power-law spectrum of the ions can be “manufactured”. One can say that, indeed, 
the injection of heavier particles is preferred when low-frequency turbulence is present 
(Melrose, 1968; Tsytovich, 1969a).

In relativistic turbulence reactors the conditions for the formation of a power-law spectrum 
for ions are considerably eased. Moreover, electrons and ions can then obtain an identical 
spectrum as the Compton scattering probabilities depend only on the particle energy. 
Ionization losses which strongly restrict the possible “manufacture” of a power-law spec
trum in non-relativistic reactors do no longer play such a large role.

Turbulent reactors of a relativistic plasma are well possible near pulsars, but their size 
is small and they can therefore, apparently, not “manufacture” the power-law spectrum 
in a wide range of energies. To produce the power-law spectrum of the ion component of 
the cosmic rays one needs large-size objects with a rather dense relativistic plasma. It is 
possible that such objects are present in galactic nuclei. One must note that recently many 
researchers have shared the idea that cosmic rays are formed in galactic nuclei. Future 
developments in astrophysics may possibly enable us to detect new objects of this kind.
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Tables of averaged probabilities for plasma processes

T he introduction of emission, scattering, and decay process probabilities enables us to 
find easily the coefficients for emission, reabsorption, diffusive particle acceleration, scatter
ing of electromagnetic radiation, and so on. Using these probabilities one can also easily 
write down kinetic equations for plasma waves and particles. In the original papers one 
usually finds complete expressions for these probabilities as functions of many variables. 
The use of such expressions in actual astrophysical applications requires additional calcu
lations which are not always accessible to, say, an astrophysicist or experimentalist.

In the tables which follow we give an as far as possible complete summary of averaged 
expressions for the probabilities of those plasma processes which are most important under 
astrophysical conditions. A large part of these expressions has been evaluated anew. 
However, even in those cases where the probability for the processes was known we have 
averaged over those parameters, the dependence on which is unimportant for applications.

For instance, when evaluating the non-linear scattering of waves in isotropic plasma 
turbulence it is sufficient to know the probability averaged over the angle between the 
particle velocity vector and the plasma wave wavevector. Besides, even for the case of 
anisotropic turbulence we can fully use such an averaged probability as there is normally 
no particular value in calculating factors of order unity in astrophysical applications.

The averaged expressions for the probabilities are much simpler and physically trans
lucent and can be used to obtain estimates in the overwhelming majority of cases of analy
zing plasma processes in astrophysics. We have described in this book in detail the method 
for using the probabilities for various processes.

In the following tables we give expressions for the averaged probabilities u (in some cases 
retaining also the non-averaged expressions) in the notation common to the whole of the 
book. For each process we indicate the limits of applicability of the expressions obtained.

I. Probabilities for the emission of plasma waves

We give the probabilities for the emission of waves of type o', averaged over the angle 
between the velocity vector of the emitting particle, v> and the wavevector, A, of the emitted 
wave.

For the case of isotropically distributed particles with a given momentum distribution 
function f p these probabilities enable us to determine at once the emission coefficient per
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unit wavenumber, J ak and the damping rate ya(k) by a simple integration over the absolute 
magnitudes, /?, of the momentum. We have

J°k= = 10 2 n ^  |  u\ k ,  v)fp dp, 
0

(A.1)

A  = t  dp = - - lF ^ i? (k ,v ) f,d p ,  (A.2)

0

where T  is the temperature and the last equality is obtained for a Maxwell distribution.
One can obtain exact values of J ak and y a(k) using the averaged probabilities ua(k, v) 

only for isotropically distributed particles, but for obtaining estimates these quantities can 
be used also for arbitrary distributions. In particular, we find for the beam instability growth 
rate:

*f_ _  ua((oa/vo, Vp) 
o f  ~~ m*(Zlvo)2 H*’

(A.3)

where v0 and Av0 are the average velocity and the spread in particle velocities in the beam 
with density n* and mass m*. For relativistic beams with a large energy spread the quantity 
m+(Av0)2 must be replaced by the average energy e*.

We can similarly also evaluate other parameters. For instance, we find for the coefficient 
of diffusive acceleration in a strictly isotropic plasma turbulence

J>5(«0 = J m io fik )?  dk, (A.4)

where Wk is the spectral energy density of the plasma waves.
In Table I we have given the probabilities for Cherenkov emission of all plasma waves 

(except electromagnetic waves) for the case when the wavelength is much smaller than the 
Larmor radius, that is, k  :»  coH/v = eHc/ev (unmagnetized particles) since only in that case 
is the Cherenkov emission probability not small. In what follows we must thus bear in 
mind this lower limit of the wavenumber for the applicability of the expressions given here.

Table i. P r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  t h e  e m i s s i o n  o f p l a s m a  w a v e s

Plasma wave mode Averaged probability

1. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 ^  
o)pe) in a weak magnetic field 
(0)p6 »  coH6).

_j n m6 colt 
U ~  2 ncv k3

I 1-
l o .

Wp Jk  <  V ; 
cop Jk  >  V.

2. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh ^  coHt | cos # |) in a weak magne
tic field (cupe» cotfe).

h n m. 1

8 ntv k3 I

1,

2 ( — )\coBej

coBJ k  <  v;
3

| , (0BJ k  >  V.
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Plasma wave mode

Maximum probability fork 
v <  ccoHJcope

Averaged probability

<»pe/c. . 71r/“ =  ---**max g
mec3
nev

3. Longitudinal plasmons (to1 ^  
ctjpjcos#!) in a strong magnetic 

field « coHe).

Maximum probability for non- 
relativistic electrons with k < coEJv. 
For ions and relativistic electrons 
the value of is (e/mc2)2 times 
larger.

71

T
<Wpe/* < V\ 

WpJ k  >  V.

-I = ^  / QJpe V
■“  4 ne U g J

4. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(cub ss coHe) in a strong magnetic 
field (ajpe «  q)H9).

. _  2ti me / ojpe\* <*>%e ( h
3 tuv\Q )HJ  k3 10,

c*>Helk < v;
> V*

5. Whistlers (cow =  o)Hec2k2x  
XI cos #  | /oj2c) in a weak magnetic 
field (ajpe » <oHe).

6. Ion-sound waves (cu8 =  
=  vBk/(\ + fc2 d£)1/2 at frequencies 
0) >■ <uFi.

7. Alfven waves (cua % vAfc | cos # |) 
in a magnetic field satisfying the 
condition cy> vA y> vB. The condi
tion for the applicability of the 
equations is coH/v <  k <  ojvJc.
Maximum probability for particles 
with v y> vA.

8. Fast magneto-sound waves 
(com = vAk) in a magnetic field satis
fying the condition c »  vA »  vB.
The limits of applicability of the 
formulae are: coHlv <  k <  cupi/c.

«T

fa; \ 2+ (3 In 2
71 \G>He/

~4 nev k3 * /  k c '\ U
2

o)H9c2kj1 ’

71 m 1 ( g >8) 3 71 m p *

~2 nev " T 3” i o  ~ 2 nev i o

a>.gc2 A:

“a=S^(5 i)2̂ +2t'2) )^,

,• if ^« W e)” 1»

P ’ *a <  v;
) \  4v2U r , vA >  V.

W\<oB !

’■) i 1 t o .
vA <  v; 
*a >  v.

< v;

< v;

9. Slow magneto-sound waves 
(tym8 vBk | cos # |) in a magnetic 
field satisfying the condition 
c »  vA »  vg. The limits of appli
cability of the formulae are: 
o>nlv <  k <  a>m/vB.
Maximum probability for particles 
with v ~  vg.

Mm8 = 7T
~4

m̂ uj
nev

;ms ^  
lunax
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IL Probabilities for non-linear scattering of plasma waves by epithermal particles 
leading to the generation of electromagnetic waves

When Langmuir and gyro-frequency plasmons, and also ion-sound waves, are scattered 
by epithermal particles high-frequency radiation is produced with frequencies to »  cape or 
co » com . The particles are assumed to be unmagnetized, v »  coH/k. We give in Table II 
the probabilities averaged over all angular variables, that is, both over the angle between 
the velocity vector and the wavevector of the scattered plasma wave, and over the angle 
between the velocity vector and the wavevector of the emitted electromagnetic wave. In the 
case of isotropic distributions of the particle velocities v and of the plasma wave wavevectors 
k x the emission coefficient per unit frequency can be evaluated using the formula

J- = J |  ■ (A.5)
0 0

We have used here for the dispersion relation for the electromagnetic waves co =  ck\ k\ 
is the wavenumber of the plasma waves with spectral energy density W akx.

Table ii. P r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  n o n - l i n e a r  s c a t t e r i n g  o f  p l a s m a  w a v e s  b y  e p i t h e r m a l  p a r t i c l e s

Conversion process Averaged probability

1. Langmuir wave scattering in a 
weak magnetic field (co1 ^ a>pe). 
In a strong magnetic field (co1 ^ 
cope|cos#|) the conversion proba
bility is smaller by a factor two.

electrons (1 + e ^  t+ e ')  
t =  n_ c v  / t o p e \ 3 q>p.  /  s _  0>*\ r  1, c o /* , <  V.;

10 n\ \  co )  *,occ2 T e k \ )  \ 0 ,  c o /* , >
ions (1+i ^  t+ i ')

- t _  ”  tOpe / t»pe\ 3 Op. (  1, 0 > l k i  <  V , \

1 6  « |  \  co /  kjv, t  0 , c o /* , >  v, .

2. Gyro-frequency plasmon scat
tering (coh ^ coHe |cos#|) in a weak 
magnetic field (cope »coFe). In the 
case of a strong magnetic field 
(coh coHe) the probability must be 
multiplied by (cope/coFe)4.

3. Scattering of ion-sound waves 
(co* = v j c ^ + k l d i y 1!2).

electrons (h+e ^  t+e')
_ t
Uh =

71
‘IF

"pe
n\ \  CO

V  u
) k xv6c2 \ e- — ) I1,k \ )  to . ,8 

,8

V 
A ve;

Ve-
ions (h+i *  t+i')

_ t 71 ^pe ( 0>He \ 3 °>Pe /  1, co/*, <  v,;
Uh — 24 nl 1 k xv, t 0 S’A3

electrons (s+ e t+e')

u8 = 71
\o

"pe
n f (S'' m, a>pe /

we k xvQc2 \ * - $ )  {
1, co/*, 
0, co/*,

<  Ve;
> ve.

ions (s+i « t + n
71 wpe / CO8 \ 3 w, cô  r 1, colkx > v*;

«B = 6 w \ 0, ) we k xvx \ 0, co/ki > Vj.
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Similarly we have for the damping rate (due to the inverse conversion of electromagnetic 
waves in plasma waves of type a) :

r V )
CO I I0 0

m‘0(co, k i ,  v ) W it . , d f„
(oa(ki) ^  ^  dp1 p2

1 J f u- ^ , k u v V r m , ^ ± .

0 0
(A.6)

Similarly we can obtain approximate formulae also for anisotropic distributions.

III. Probabilities for Compton scattering of plasma waves by relativistic electrons 
accompanied by their conversion into high-frequency electromagnetic waves

The scattering probabilities, averaged over all angles and polarizations can be expressed 
in terms of a dimensionless function &a(q) of a dimensionless parameter q  so that we have 
for the averaged probability itself

t/i(co, k u e) = (27r)Va>pe£2 _  n cope
4m4c4a>4 w  ~  8 n\ (A.7)

The functionsd>a(q) are given in Table III. The parameter q is in all cases, except 2, 5, and 
7 equal to q x =  (co/2A;1v)(wec2/e)2. In cases 2 and 5 we have q = q2 = (co/2cOp^mec2/e)2, 
and in case 7 '■ q = qs = (co/2co/fe)(wec2/e)2.

Using (A.7) we can evaluate the emission and reabsorption coefficients using the equations 
given in the introduction to II. In particularly, we have for the emission coefficient per unit 
frequency:

J i  =
Ine*
mic7

(Ope

CO ®% qWUs
dkiE2 ds 
co°(fci) (A.8)

Other parameters of the electromagnetic radiation can be evaluated similarly.

Table in. Probabilities for Compton scattering by relativistic electrons

Mode of converted wave Function 0°((q)

1. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 ^
rs Gjpe)  in a weak magnetic field 
(o)pe» coJe). Case of small phase 
velocities (vp =  ajpJfcj c).

&' =  <Pt =  f  9 l( l-9 )3-3 9 2( l-9 + ln 9 ) ] ,  q =  qx <  1.

2. Longitudinal plasmons (to1 «
Ri Gjpe)  in a weak magnetic field 
(ajpe» coSe). Case of large phase 
velocities (vp =  a>pJk t »  c).

4*' = = f  92(1 -2q+2q*)t q =  qz «* 1.
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Mode of converted wave Function #%?)

3. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(wh «  coHe | cos #  |) in a weak mag
netic field (ct)pe »  Here the 
phase velocities (oHJ k x are always 
smaller than the velocity of light.

= ?("iTe/"pe)3®l, 9 = 9 l = s l .

4. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 
ctjpg | cos # |) in a strong magnetic 

field (cope <£ (oHe). Case of small 
phase velocities (vp «: c).

1<5IIII

5. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 % 
cope) in a strong magnetic field 

(cope «  coffe). Case of large phase 
velocities (vp »  c).

6 . Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh «  coffe) in a strong magnetic 
field (cope coHe). Case of small 
phase velocities (vp «  c).

<Ph =  (2r,to/3toH,)0 u q =  9l =s 1.

7. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh «  (oHe) in a strong magnetic 
field Case of large 
phase velocities (vp »  c).

CPh =  (2a)pJ3coffe)<Pz, q =  g3 1.

8. Whistlers (cow =  coHe | cos #  | X 
Xc2fcf/co2e) under the condition 
vA <z c yXm jm ,). Wavenumbers in 
the range copi/c <  kx <  cope/c.

=  | ^ ( 1 0  + 9^2-1 9 ^ 3 + 30^2ln^)Gjffê c 2/GjJ€, g == <  1.

9. Ion-sound waves (vg «  
»  v#fci(l + fcfc/f)“1/2) under the con
dition c.

„ 1 1> Q>n lVn <  &i,
«P, =  [(co'JVco^pJ^i { , , , <? = <?1 ^  1. 

1 2. tOm/v. >  *1,

10. Alfv6n waves (coa «  vAkxX 
X |co s# |)  in the case of a 
weak magnetic field (com <sc copl; 
v%< zvA«  c).

<P* =  {<?( 1 + 3<j2 -  4<j3 + 3<?2 In q) ( /cope), 9  =  ^  «  1.

11. Fast magneto-sound waves 
(o)m vÂ i) in the 0386 ° f  a weak 
magnetic field (v9 c).

=  |<?(8 + 3<j2 - 1 1<?3+ 24<?2In q)(vkk1l(ove), q = qx *z

12. Alfv6n waves (coa =  vAck1 X 
X | cos #  | (v i+ c2)-1 /2 Ĉ x | cos #  |) 
in the case of a strong magnetic 
field (vA »  c).

0» =  { 9[ —2(l + 2 1 n 2 V + f  ( ^ + 3 1 n 2 + |l n 9V - ( H + 3 6  In 2 

+ “ ln<j)<j+§?](cfci/cope), < 9  = 9 ^ 1 ;
_ 4 / 8  _ 7 . 16 . 664 - 

*  =  3 9(s25 « 8 « + T  « + V 2 + T 5 q

+ —  g2 In - + + y  j  (cfcj/cOpe), 1 «6 9  =  <?1 «s 2 .

13. Fast magneto-sound waves 
(com =  cvAA:i(vi+c2)” 1/2 ~  cki) in 
the case of a strong magnetic field 
(vA »  c).

|  <72[58 -  15q + 3q* -  5q° + 6(6q - 1) In | ]
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IV. Probabilities for the conversion of plasma waves into electromagnetic waves 
through non-linear scattering by relativistic ions

The scattering probabilities, averaged over all angles can be expressed in terms of a 
dimensionless function <&a(q) of a dimensionless parameter# in such a way that the averaged 
probability itself is given by the formula

h‘(co, ki, e) =  2 ^pe kic 0%q). (A.9)fTlgG)

Here Z  is the ion charge. The functions <&a(q) are given in Table IV. The parameter q is 
in cases 1, 3 to 5, and 7 to 9 equal to #4 =  {o^l2kfv){mf2le)2\ in case 2 we have q =  #5 =  
(£o/2cope)(>nic2)/£2, and in case 6 q =  #6 =  (col2ioĤ {mxc2je)2. The formulae are valid for the 
following range of ion energies:

WjC2 e (m jm e)mic2. (A. 10)

The spectral intensity of the electromagnetic radiation for the scattering of waves in isotropic 
turbulence by isotropically distributed particles can be evaluated, using the formula

n =** w
7iZ 2e*a)pc
mlc2co2 ® Xq)W iJzk id k i  de 

coa(ki) (A. 11)

Other characteristics of the conversion can be determined similarly.
We have not given the conversion probabilities for Alfven and fast magneto-sound waves 

as they are very small because of a number of cancellations in the matrix elements.

T able iv . Probabilities for the conversion of plasma waves by relativistic ions

Mode of the converted wave Function

1. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 « 
« ojpe) in a weak magnetic field 
(ajpe »  q)H9). Case of small phase 
velocities (vp «  c.)

0 ‘ = tf>3 = q - 1 -  In q.
Maximum intensity occurs for qmvt

q =  qt *£

2. Longitudinal plasmons (co1 as 
as cjpJ in a weak magnetic field 
(ct)pe» (oSt). Case of large phase 
velocities (vp »  c).

tf>* = (l-tfX^iC/cOp,), q =  q6*z 1.

3. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh as coHe | cos # |) in a weak mag
netic field (cope »  (oSe). Phase velo
cities less than the velocity of light
(vp «  c).

4>b = Q = 1.

4. Longitudinal plasmons (gj1 « 
as wpe | cos # I) in a strong magnetic 
field (cope« coBft). Case of small 
phase velocities (vp <£ c).

ei—t|oiIISi II /A 1.
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Mode of the converted wave

5. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh coEe) in a strong magnetic 
field (<Hpe« Case of small 
phase velocities (vp «  c).

6. Gyro-frequency plasmons 
(coh «  coHe) in a strong magnetic 
field (tope «  coEe). Case of large 
phase velocities (i>p »  c).

7. Whistlers (cow =  coEe | cos # | X 
Xc2A:f/wp in a weak magnetic 
field (tope» co^e).

Function

^  = l(* lC/^ .) a - 9 ) ,

=  ?  (<O ffJ<O p,):l( k i c /a > pJ i  #>3,

q =

q =  qt **l.

q =  qt *s.\.

8. Ion-sound waves (co8 =  oyJcx x  
(1 + f c f ^ ) 1'2) under the conditions
co8 »  t>e «  c.

tf>8 =  (W le /m ,)1 '2 (M e )3d  + * R 2) - 3'2 $>3, <7 =  <?4 <  1-

9. Slow magneto-sound waves 
(ojnw =  |cos # |) under the con
ditions 0)mB « coEli vs «  c.

<£m8 = \ q = q4*s\.

V. Coefficients for the differential transfer of plasma waves within one mode or 
between different modes through non-linear scattering by thermal ions and through 
fusion processes

Averaging the scattering probabilities over the angles and assuming all plasma turbulence 
modes to be isotropic we can obtain the differential expressions to determine the change 
with time of the spectral density of plasma waves for the case of differential transfers.

T able v. Coefficients for differential transfer o f plasma waves

Scattering or fusion processes Formula for the change in the 
spectral density

Scattering and conversion 
coefficient

a 11 =  a* =

1. Transfer of longitudinal plas
mons (cu1 ^  ojpe) within one mode 
( l - b i^ l '- b iM + s ^ l ') .

dWl
dt

5
*

¥ii

71 Coje
27 n̂ miVTB

j a + r . / r , ) 2’ r * < 3 r '*
I i ,  r . ^ r , .

2. Transfer of longitudinal plas
mons (to1 o pe) into transverse 
plasmons (<op <Dpe)(l-hi ** p' + i', 
l+ s  ** p').

d w l
dt

t-1
*

Q.II a lp =  a 1.

3. Transfer of transverse into lon
gitudinal plasmons (p+ i l '+ i ',  
P +s !')■

dW lt
dt

p i^ i. 0 ( fVt \
=  “ w * - § k \ - r ) ’ apl =  a 1.
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Scattering or fusion processes

4. Transfer of transverse into 
transverse plasmons (p-f i ^  p' + i', 
P + s  p').

5. Transfer of high-frequency 
transverse waves(co »  cope) ( t - f e ^  
** t' + e', t + 1 5* t').

6 . Transfer of whistlers into 
whistlers (w + i ^  w' + i').

7. Transfer of whistlers into ion- 
sound waves (w+i ^  s + i').

8 . Transfer of ion-sound waves 
into whistlers (s-f i ^  w +i').

9. Transfer of ion-sound into 
ion-sound waves (s+ i ^  s '+ i')  and 
of slow magneto-sound waves into 
slow magneto-sound waves (ms + i ^

ms' + i').

10. Transfer of fast magneto-sound 
and Alfv6n waves both within one 
mode and from one mode to another 
(a + i a' + i'; m + i ^  m' + i'; 
m + i ^  a '+ i').

11. Transfer between the Alfven, 
fast and slow magneto-sound wave 
modes
(m + i ms + i')
(a + i 5* ms + i')

(ms + i 5* m + i')
(ms + i ** a + i')

Formula for the change in the 
spectral density

Scattering and conversion 
coefficient

d w i  .. P awg
dt =-■ * w! dk ’

dwl t t . a
- 0, = a Wmto m -

e w l
dt = Wl

| ww 2  ̂ wwX la i co2 —-----Ha2 coWt

ai

dco

d W l  WB j j r B  3 d W l

dt =  * ^  -d'co-’

:)’

app = 9 _H£Lai-

a LL = --------  —
6 njnx2 *

4 (1 -VTJT{fo>neHem£2'

1

BW f J / W P  /  2 r l / 8 \

0/

dt

dW%*
dt

dWl
dt

dWZ
d f

dWk =o?Wlk2^ ( k W ^

2 (l + T j T f iw v 2'

yBW  _  ~ W 8

Ti

a ra r j7 a,m 2 
=  a  W oj CO

15 nemfvf ’
am» _  a«

tfftDl /ylDft fy&ft sy mm

/ div^m a,m\ i
X co

in. nag i  r i / mg=  a co* Wni

4 (1 + v2J c 2)rt̂ mxv \

a, ms . II7 ms= a co4 Wu) gm , ms pv./ g a , ms ^  q̂ uqs, m ,

4 ^ 4
'.a cx

dWc(o ms, i

* (T jTe)2 
~  4 c o ^ v ^ 2.

dt

dWZ
dt

x r - & r +2,F- )•
ms, a .  r r , a= a co4 Wto

x ( . ^ - +
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When evaluating the transfer between transverse and longitudinal plasma waves we have 
used in Table V the “longitudinal” wavenumber scale (see§ 3).

Appendix

VI. Coefficients for fusion and decay of waves, leading to the generation and absorp
tion of electromagnetic radiation near the frequencies cope, 2cope, and 2coHe

Averaging the fusion and decay probabilities over the angles and assuming all plasma 
turbulence modes to be isotropic we can obtain expressions to determine the change in time 
of the spectral densities of plasma waves in fusion and decay processes of different modes 
(Table VI).

T able v i. Coefficients for the generation of radiation through the fusion of plasma waves

Fusion and decay processes Formula for the change in 
spectral density Fusion coefficient

1. Fusion of longitudinal plas-
mons into an electromagnetic wave 
with frequency w* ^ 2^(1 +1' t).
The phase velocities of the longi
tudinal waves are smaller than the 
velocity of light.

2. Fusion of two gyro-frequency 
plasmons into an electromagnetic 
wave with frequency (o% < 2coHti(h + 
h' - 1).

3. Fusion of a longitudinal plas- 
mon and an ion-sound wave 
(l + s->p).

4. Decay of a transverse plasmon, 
involving an ion-sound wave
(p —1 + s).

5. Fusion of a longitudinal plas
mon and a whistler (1 + w -► p).

6. Decay of a transverse plasmon, 
involving a whistler (p -+■ 1 + w).

7. Fusion of a longitudinal plas
mon and a fast magneto-sound 
wave (1 + m -> p).

8. Decay of a transverse plasmon 
involving a magneto-sound wave 
(P-* 1 + m).

dW l
dt

w l  „ w iw l
dt~ 9 k

9WS
dt

dW£

= -/?» - -

«,w W*W?
d T  =  P k ’

dW l „pw WiW t

dW? _
dt 9 k™ ’

dfVk /?Praix/Pix/m= wk ,

p  =  4 V 3  7T COpe

5 n e m e c 5 '

32tt (Ope(Oge
T n em ec 5 *

71
3(Ope

2  y / 3  n em ev T e c

71
3COpe

18 n ^ m e V T c

V2
9/2(Ope

3/2 4*
c o s e  n em ec

71
6

(Ope

8 CÔ e«eWeC4

1 3/2 2 
(Ope (Dpi1 ^

 
!> 3/2 3 * 

tlem iV A  C

71
2

(Opl

8 U em iV A
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VII. Probabilities for fusion and decay of high-frequency electromagnetic waves 
with plasma waves

We give in Table VII the probabilities for the fusion and decay of electromagnetic waves 
with frequencies c o  » cope and c o  :s> c o H e  involving all possible plasma turbulence waves 
with wavevector k v  Only the coefficients are averaged while the delta-functions take into 
account the conservation laws during the fusion and decay processes so that the probability 
uk,k \kl f°r the process can be expressed as follows in terms of the quantities u ( c o ,  k ^ )  given 
in the table :

uktk>,kl =  (2 7 i ) * u ( cd, k i)V {* -k '-k i) i(a > X k )-  (A. 12)

One must substitute expression (A. 12) into equations (5.20) to (5.22) after which one can 
in particular, obtain the subsequent formulae from §5.

To determine the cross-section for the elastic scattering of electromagnetic waves with 
c o  »  ckx one can use the simple approximate formula

<A-,3>

Table v i i . P r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  t h e  d e c a y  o f  h i g h - f r e q u e n c y  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  w a v e s

Fusion and decay processes Averaged probability coefficients

1. Fusion and decay of electromagnetic waves 
involving longitudinal plasmons (t ** t ' + l).

In the case of a process in a strong magnetic 
field, where co1« cape | cos# |, there appears a factor 
{ in the coefficient.

1 e2 (oKk\ 1 to^kl ic o „ \2 
Yin m\ co2 48n2 neme \  co )

2. Fusion and decay involving gyro-frequency 
plasmons in a strong magnetic field (t ^  t'+ h ).

1 e2 colJkl
18ji m\ toj.to2 ’

3. Fusion and decay involving whistlers 
(t ^  t'+w ).

1 e2 
487t ml tojf.to2 ’

4. Fusion and decay involving ion-sound waves 
(t ^ t '  + s).

V  (mjm^ e2 co2eco, 
12;r m2 v \ jo 2'

5. Fusion and decay involving Alfv6n waves 
(t ^  t' +  a).

1 <?2 c2k\ 
48n m2 vAa>2

6. Fusion and decay involving fast magneto
sound waves (t ^  t'+ m ).

1 e2 ca2,^! 
18 n m2 vA(o2 *
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VIII. Probabilities for the emission of electromagnetic waves and the conversion of 
plasma waves into electromagnetic waves through scattering by particles in an 
ultra-relativistic plasma in a very strong magnetic field (Chapter IV)

We shall give here both the non-averaged expressions for the various probabilities as well 
as the averaged expressions within the limits of the directional diagram of the radiation. 
We assume that the particles move at small angles to the magnetic field, 6 <s mc2/e. The 
magnetic field is so strong that the following condition holds:

eHc
(o h ,  — ------ » c o p

4nn*e2c2
)■ (A.14)

where e* is the average particle energy. In the formulae given below wH = eHc/e and 
a)He =  eHjmGc. We have described in chapter IV the method for using the emission pro
babilities in a very strong magnetic field.

1. Probability for magneto-brems emission at an angle # to the magnetic field lines:

w*(co, e) =
(2jr)3 e2c*p\

8n

Averaging within a solid angle Q = n(coHJ(o)2 gives:

-t/ , (2 n f eW p\
A * : 4 - ^ )T h

2. Probability for scattering at an angle # to the magnetic field for a longitudinal plasmon 
with frequency cope during which it changes into an electromagnetic wave; case when the 
transverse momentum component is unchanged:

♦ . . )  -  < w r  ^  ( * £ ) * « {  f  [ ( ^ ) ’ ^ ]

Averaging over the solid angle Q  = I tkdJ cd gives:

2e*c*Wl /  wec2\ 4-t, . n  / mec2y f w /m cc2\ 2]

^  71 W X /  e » \2/ mec2\ 4f<_ ® //WeC2\ 21
~ 2 I e / I e /  L \  e* ) \

3. Probability for cyclotron scattering of plasma waves—with a change in the transverse 
component of the particle momentum; case coN cop:

(2jr)® e4c4H/ l a)^c2p^ T to / mcc2\ 2|2f ( r co
4 e4ft)Jco [ (oH

* * { t  [ ( ¥ ) ' + * ] - « ■ } •
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Averaging over the solid angle Q =  tz((ohJ co)2 gives:

»-<». •> - (^fl1 - £ (^ K ,+[■-£ (^)T1

7  f  (^)T {,+[,-w ( ^ 1 1

4. The probability for cyclotron scattering of plasma waves—with a change in the trans
verse component of the particle momentum; case when eop <zca)H:

t , * , (2tt)3 e 'c Y jV 'o ?  /w ec2W s, , ^  ,
^’£) =  ~ 4 ------------------------------------- ŝ ô fCOp e“ ) ^ <5(tt>-coP-A:2t>2 ±co„).

Averaging over the solid angle Q =  2tkop/co gives: 

W x / a>p\2/ e * \ 2/ c p ± \ 2 /nteCPx*
*<»• ~  S  (S) W ( ^ )  ( ~ ) ‘ ̂ 7  [* ■ ( - ) ’]

IX. Probabilities for some plasma processes in which quantum effects are important

In a very dense plasma the frequencies turn out to be so large that quantum effects become 
appreciable. We give here the probabilities for some processes of this kind, averaged as in 
Table I.

1. Cherenkov emission of any longitudinal wave—dielectric constant e\ dispersion 
relation a>\k)—by a charge with momentum p  and energy e(p) : process e-^e' +  l. Quantum 
effects appear when hk 2* me, where m is the particle mass. The probability, averaged over 
the angles is :

u\(k, e) =
4 7t2 
Je^

e2e(p)

hpc2 del
dco 0)1 (k)

hco\k) «2[<ô fc)]2- * W l
e(p)  +  4[e(p)f J'

2. Cherenkov emission of a plasma wave by a neutrino of momentum pv: process v-~ v' + 1. 
The averaged probability is:

u\(k, e) - 2_ g* fi[a>(k)Y r /  kc \ 2 I 2/  _  hk_ /a>\k)\2
k3 e2 ^  del I [ ^ ' ( k ) 2/  J { 2p , \  kc )

where g =  3x10~12(h/mc)2 is the coupling constant for the weak (ev)(ev) interaction. 
The formula is valid when 0}\k) <  ck, hk <  pv. The ratio of the emission probabilities 
for a neutrino and an electron for the case when a>\k) ^  kc % pvc/h, is given by the 
equation
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3. Electron-positron pair production by a longitudinal plasma wave; process l->e+e. 
The total probability is

wf’W  = 6e]
8co

0>1 (k)

1+
2m2c4

**M(*)]2- * 2* v M - 4m?c4
*V (*)]* -*^ v )•

The threshold for this effect is fua\k) >  (4w2c4+A2c2A:2)1/2, that is, for Langmuir waves 
ft)pe >  2m ec2lh.

4. Neutrino-antineutrino pair production by a longitudinal plasma wave; process 
1 — v+v. The total probability is :

«]’’ W  =
g2 ft[o)'(k)Y r . /  ck \ 212

67tiei de1 ['-fcfc)T
(a\(k)

The total loss through pair production has a power:

Q’-~ = J u y(e , k )h o m N k — 3 «  lO-^W'cope ■

There is now no threshold, as mv =  0.
We refer to papers by Adams, Ruderman, and Woo (1963), and by Tsytovich (1961b, 

1962, 1964) for a discussion of the use, in astrophysics, of the effects, described by these 
probabilities.
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